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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

TAKEN BEFORE THE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE

TUESDAY 29 OCTOBER 2002

Members present:

Tony Baldry, in the Chair

John Barrett Chris McCaVerty
Mr John Battle Tony Worthington
Mr Tony Colman

Memorandum submitted by the Department for International Development

1. In the 2001–02 agricultural season SADC countries saw a small overall increase over the previous year
in their maize production (2.9 per cent) and in their production of all cereals (1 per cent). The shortfall in
the region was 7 per cent of requirements. Yet this apparently relatively manageable shortfall coexists with
a humanitarian crisis which will see 14.4 million people needing assistance by March 20031. The problem is
of course one of acute supply shortage in some countries balanced by surpluses in others (in South Africa and
Tanzania). But is it also, primarily, one of declining access to food; the vulnerability of poor people to
shortages of food and other essentials has developed over time through a combination of successive localised
poor harvests, erosion of household and common assets, and the burden of disease. At a national level a
failure to come to grips with rural poverty, serious failure of governance, shortages of foreign exchange and
poor information flows and planning have contributed to undermine food security.

The gathering crisis

2. The raw production statistics above hide the fact that the crisis is concentrated. 90 per cent of the people
in the six countries covered by the UN appeal live in southern and eastern Zambia, Zimbabwe and Malawi.
Zimbabwe alone accounts for half the people in need and over half the food aid requirement. These countries
(and to some extent Lesotho) are experiencing a major breakdown in their rural economy which will take
more than one good harvest to put right. The fact that Zimbabwe, normally a food supplier and a key transit
country, has suVered such a collapse in agricultural production has made the situation in neighbouring
countries worse and weakened the prospects for recovery; for the longer term, it throws into question one of
the bases of food security planning in Southern Africa for the last 20 years, namely that surpluses would
normally be available in Zimbabwe.

3. The food shortages this year come at a time of heightened vulnerability. In southern and south western
Zimbabwe, Malawi and southern Zambia the previous year’s maize harvest was also low. In Malawi
household assets have declined over the past 10 years as remittances from mining jobs have decreased,
livestock levels have reduced because security in rural areas is poor, and common assets such as woodlands
and wild resources have dwindled. In Zimbabwe the most common coping strategy, that of having one or
more family members in paid employment, has been eroded by the contraction of the economy and high levels
of unemployment. In Zambia successive years of drought in the southern districts has been compounded by
declining public services and poor economic performance throughout the 1990s. In Lesotho households have
been badly hit by the reduction in employment possibilities in South Africa, rapidly increasing food prices
as the devaluation of the rand increases transport and input costs. In Swaziland, the retrenchment of miners
and successive droughts also continue to impact.

4. Comparisons between the 1992 drought, the last serious regional humanitarian crisis, and the current
crisis inevitably focus on the significant diVerences made by HIV/AIDS. Rates of HIV! prevalence now
range from 13 per cent in Mozambique to 35 per cent in Zimbabwe, with an average over the six countries
of 24 per cent. The burden of caring for HIV/AIDS suVerers and looking after orphans has increased. Not
only has HIV/AIDS contributed to the erosion of household assets, it has also increased the numbers of
labour-constrained (including child-headed) households, leading to lower agricultural production. It has
reduced the capacity of public services (particularly the health service) to respond to the crisis. It has
implications for emergency feeding (because of the need to allow for larger household sizes and to vary the
ration to take account of the need of HIV! people for additional protein in their diet). The food shortages
are in turn worsening the pandemic as people with HIV lose immunity through malnutrition and develop
AIDS, and hunger forces women to trade sex for food.

1 For the purposes of the international response the UN has grouped Zimbabwe, Malawi, Zambia, Lesotho, Swaziland and
Mozambique as countries where there are significant numbers of people needing humanitarian assistance and where
Governments cannot cover the deficit on their own. Angola has hitherto been covered separately by the UN and by DFID and
is not dealt with in this paper.
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5. Poor governance has also played a major role, nowhere more so than in Zimbabwe. The WFP/FAO
needs assessment in Zimbabwe in May 2002 pointed to the ill conceived land reform programme as having
disrupted farming and contributed to the fall in maize and wheat production. The fact that the country’s
irrigated wheat crop is expected to be less than half of last year’s at only 150,000 tonnes is entirely due to
disruption caused by land resettlement. The report also identified lack of an attractive pre-planting price for
maize, late payments by the parastatal monopoly Grain Marketing Board, and erratic distribution of inputs
as disincentives to maize production in 2001–02. Apart from the well-documented shrinkage of the economy
and volatility of macro-economic indicators, the eVects of ZANU-PF’s policies have included the creation
of an entire new class of vulnerable people, farm workers and their families, who have lost their livelihood
as a result of the land resettlement programme; a lack of foreign exchange to buy food; and the exclusion of
the private sector from any role in importing.

6. In Zambia consistent disregard of rural policy by the previous government has left small farmers
without access to markets or oV farm income generation opportunities. In Malawi, despite a commitment to
pro-poor growth and the needs of the rural poor, macro-economic management has not delivered the growth
necessary to raise rural incomes, while work on safety nets, which would reduce vulnerability to external
shocks, has yet to result in consistent national policy despite several years of donor support2.

7. The sale of Malawi’s grain reserve in 2001 considerably reduced the Government’s capacity to respond
to escalating food shortages in the period up to the last harvest, and the Anti-Corruption Commission in
Malawi has produced a report which is with the Director of Public Prosecutions. Donors including DFID
are paying for an independent audit.

The crisis hits

8. The lack of rain in the latter part of the growing season played an important role in precipitating the
crisis. Rainfall patterns over much of Southern Africa were erratic in the period December - March,
traditionally the peak growing season for maize which accounts for 30 per cent to 60 per cent of calorific
intake for most households. After a normal start (though with excessive rainfall in Lesotho and Swaziland) up
to December, the rains faltered in January and February over much of Malawi, southern Zambia, Zimbabwe,
southern Mozambique, and Swaziland. Lesotho had patchy rainfall in the period and frosts and hailstorms
in March. As a result the maize crop was seriously reduced in these areas.

9. The point at which it became clear that food shortages would lead to significant needs varied from
country to country. It was evident from NGO reporting from August 2001 that many families in Malawi and
Zimbabwe would suVer major food insecurity in 2002–03. In Zimbabwe shortages were the inevitable
consequence of the disruption to agriculture and late inputs for planting. However, Government continued
until early 2002 to predict very high levels of maize production arising from the fast track resettlement
programme. In Malawi donors agreed with Government in August that action needed to be taken, but
dialogue on the solutions was clouded by the sale of the grain reserve, and the Government decided at that
time against asking for outside help. However, grain prices rose dramatically from January, and localised
NGO interventions were put in place. Malawi declared an emergency on 27 February. Other aVected
countries subsequently declared emergencies on 19 April (Lesotho), 30 April (Zimbabwe), 29 May (Zambia).

10. At the request of Governments, the WFP and FAO, working with the SADC Food Agriculture and
Natural Resources Unit, deployed teams in the six countries during late April and May to conduct
vulnerability assessments. These compared each country’s requirement with production and carry-over
stocks, assessed the numbers needing food assistance or likely to need it during the course of the year, and
Government and private sector plans to bring in the remainder. The overall shortfall for the six countries was
estimated at 4 million tonnes, including replenishment of emergency reserves, of which the food aid
requirement was 1.2 million tonnes. These assessments were published at the end of May (and are available
on www.fao.org/giews). They envisaged that numbers needing assistance would start from a base of those
who had no harvest at all, rising sharply in September and again in January 2003, peaking to 12.6 million in
March 2003. (See para 17 for updated figures).

The international response

11. The World Food Programme launched an appeal in 1 July for $507 million to cover nearly 1 million
tonnes of food (www.wfp.org/operations/). This was based on an assumption that food aid imports of
approximately 200,000 tonnes would flow through channels other than WFP, and that Government and

2 DFID has contributed for the last two years to two elements of the proposed safety net structure, targeted agricultural inputs
and public works programmes. But there have been continuing tensions in the targeted inputs programme between the principle
of targeting and the Government’s desire to see universal coverage of small scale farmers, a policy which is unlikely to be
sustainable and which experience suggests acts against the long term interest of farmers by depressing prices.
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commercial imports would be adequate to stop larger numbers slipping into vulnerability because of absolute
shortages. This appeal was intended to extend and build on WFP programmes carried over from the previous
year in all the six countries except Swaziland. These programmes acted as a bridge to the main appeal and
enabled feeding to continue while the larger scale operations were put in place.

12. At the same time it was widely recognised that this was a multi-sectoral crisis, and the WFP appeal
was accompanied by plans for urgent inputs for the next planting season, health (especially for drugs and
epidemiological surveillance), water and sanitation and protection of the extremely vulnerable.

13. The UN agencies, with backing from donors, have treated the crisis as a regional one requiring a
flexible regional response. WFP set up a regional coordination and logistics unit in Johannesburg in May
2002, which now provides an overall humanitarian coordination role. At country level the response has been
directed by the UN Resident Coordinators. The resources at their disposal have been strengthened in a
number of ways:

(i) In Zimbabwe, a Relief and Rehabilitation Unit, part funded by the UK, has been running since
November 2001

(ii) WFP nominated new representatives in Malawi and Zambia and opened a new oYce in Zimbabwe
in the last quarter of 2001 (the WFP oYce in Harare had previously been a procurement oYce)

(iii) The UN OYce for Co-ordination of Humanitarian AVairs has been deployed to support the
Johannesburg unit and Resident Coordinators in Zimbabwe and Malawi.

The Government believes that the UN system has geared up to meet the crisis, although coordination
between the agencies could be further improved. DFID has worked closely with the UN agencies in their
deployment, funding a number of individual posts.

14. As of the end of September WFP report that 36.5 per cent of their appeal is funded. They expect further
contributions shortly which will take the coverage to 70 per cent and enable them to secure the food pipeline
for cereals until December. However, they need further pledges now to cover supplementary foods and the
pipeline from January. The response to the non food appeals has been much lower, around 13 per cent.

15. The major responses to the emergency have come from the US which has committed 500,000 tonnes of
cereals to Southern Africa since the beginning of 2002, and the European Commission which has committed
approximately 300,000 tonnes (UK contribution 19.4 per cent) in the same period.

16. DFID has monitored the deteriorating situation through its network of country oYces. A full time
Food Security Adviser has been based in the Harare oYce since April 2002. Since mid-September 2002 a
technical team of humanitarian experts from DFID has been deployed in Johannesburg to strengthen
DFID’s regional information base and to plan further UK responses. The response so far has been based on
the need to strengthen and fund the international eVort, to build on existing dialogue with Government, and
to help NGOs with established relationships on the ground to deliver support to specific vulnerable groups.
It has had four main strands:

— direct response to UN appeals. £5 million has been provided to the World Food Programme for
food purchases and £4.1 million towards increasing the capacity of the Nacala railway into Malawi

— grants to NGOs. £28 million has been provided for feeding programmes since September 2001

— support to strengthen the international response. £500,000 has been provided towards the costs of
the WFP regional coordination unit in Johannesburg and logistics experts in Zimbabwe and
Lesotho

— financing agricultural recovery. £13 million has been spent on inputs for the 2002 winter crop in
Malawi and inputs for the main growing season in Malawi and Zimbabwe

As at end September DFID has provided £68 million in humanitarian assistance to the region since
September 2001. It will also fund about £17 million of the EC response.

17. As part of continuous monitoring, the SADC FANR has carried out a second set of vulnerability
assessments. The results are summarised at Annex 13. It is estimated that numbers in need will peak at a higher
number (14.4 million) than previously estimated (see para 10) and that food aid needs for the period
September–March have consequently increased from about 850,000 tonnes to 1 million tonnes.

Key operational issues

18. Non-aid imports. Food aid accounts for around a third of food import requirements. It is essential to
keep normal markets functioning to ensure that people with money can buy food, and to manage prices so
that more people do not fall into the position of being unable to meet their food needs. The WFP has been
tracking commercial imports and Government and private sector plans. Imports to date are summarised in
the table below.

3 Not printed. Available at:
http://www.fews.net/current/special/gcontent.cfm?gc—id%1000160&f%al&d%0
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2002–03 DOMESTIC CEREAL GAP (MT) AND IMPORT PROGRESS, SEPTEMBER 2002

2001–02 Cereal Domestic Domestic Commercial Food Aid Remaining
Production ! Requirements Cereal Gap Imports Imports Cereal Gap/
Opening Stocks Received Received Surplus

Lesotho 140,000 395,500 255,500 56,500 3,000 196,000
Malawi 1,847,000 2,124,000 277,000 42,000 24,000 211,000
Mozambique 1,876,000 2,256,000 380,000 233,000 63,000 84,000
Swaziland 72,500 193,500 121,000 28,000 5,000 88,000
Zambia 761,000 1,445,000 684,000 43,000 46,000 600,000
Zimbabwe 929,000 2,583,000 1,654,000 335,000 71,000 1,248,000

In Malawi the Government is operating a relatively successful import programme. Zimbabwe’s monopoly
importer, the Grain Marketing Board, has imported 335,000 tonnes of cereals since April and has plans to
import a further 650,000 tonnes, although the source of finance for this is not clear. In Zambia an agreement
has been negotiated between the Government and the private sector to share the import burden of 300,000
tonnes of maize this year, but firm contracts have only yet been placed for 150,000 tonnes. All imports require
a level of subsidy if they are to be aVordable. In Zimbabwe the Government has to find US$200 a tonne to
bridge the gap between the landed price and the controlled price. Subsidy policy in Zambia and Malawi is
still being developed; donors have expressed their concern in Malawi that an IMF credit will be applied for
a general subsidy which will be captured by the better oV.

19. GM grain. This has been a sensitive issue. Around half of the maize available to the WFP for food aid
is from the US and contains genetically modified material. Much of the yellow maize available on the world
market is mixed with GM material, and likely to be preferred on price grounds for commercial imports. Five
of the six countries have agreed that GM maize may be accepted, either unconditionally or subject to special
handling and milling which will prevent it being planted. The Government of Zambia has refused to accept
it at all on health and trade policy grounds. The International Development Secretary has had discussions
with the President of Zambia in this regard. As at the end of September a team of Zambian scientists was
touring the US and Europe to gather evidence on the eVects of GM maize on agriculture and health, with the
possibility that the decision may be reversed. WFP has made clear to Government that it will be very diYcult
to maintain food distribution if it is not.

20. Logistics. The transport network in Southern Africa is relatively sophisticated. SADC and WPF are
working to maximise the potential of the system, but some constraints are emerging. The rainy season is
expected to start from November and has the potential to disrupt the whole relief eVort. Governments and
donors are considering contingency measures including prepositioning of food stocks and road repair
materials and improving the condition of roads and railways in advance. SADC has moved to improve co-
ordination between national transport operators and regulators, including customs authorities. WFP are
adapting their logistics implementation plan to take account of the need to mill maize containing GM
material before distribution.

21. Zimbabwe. The environment in Zimbabwe poses particular problems for the relief eVort. Against a
background of deep political polarisation and antagonism to the outside world, the Government has not
maintained an open dialogue with donors or civil society. The extent and impartiality of Government plans
to mitigate the crisis are unclear. There are frequent complaints from the opposition and human rights groups
that the Government is using food as a way of rewarding its supporters and punishing its opponents. Donors
have agreed that external food aid must be distributed through impartial and independent channels.
However, the authorities have failed to facilitate the use of all available distribution channels. The strict
control on private sector imports, together with price controls, has frozen the private sector out of the
national response. There are frequent threats to the continuation of the parallel market which relief agencies
use to get the best value from their foreign exchange for expenditure within Zimbabwe. Donors are
collaborating closely with UN agencies to ensure as far as possible that the integrity of the relief eVort is
maintained and that relief agencies are allowed to operate safely and without interruption.

Policy issues

22. The crisis raises a number of important policy issues for national Governments and the international
community, some of which need to be tackled as part of the response:

(i) The weakness of vulnerability assessments and early warning systems. In Zimbabwe, which has the
capacity to use such systems well, it is diYcult to know, because of the total lack of systematic
dialogue with donors, whether systems have broken down or whether the Government no longer
makes use of them. In Malawi and Zambia a more systematic dialogue with donors based on better
information about food security at household level might have led to prepositioning of stocks earlier
in the year. DFID is drawing up a programme of support to SADC in food security which will
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among other things improve the ability of SADC member states to acquire and use information on
vulnerability. But such tools will not succeed unless food security, and rural livelihoods more
generally, are better emphasised within Poverty Reduction Strategies.

(ii) The speed of the international response. As noted above, the UN system has responded significantly
and appropriately. But early plans to preposition food stocks have not been realised because not all
of the money arrived as early as WFP had hoped; the eVects of not having such a cushion in the
region will only become clearer as the season advances. Significant pledges are needed now for food
and non-food assistance to ensure that lives are not lost between now and next March.

(iii) The possible negative eVects of food aid. DFID believes that this crisis is one where the large scale
provision of free food is justified. WFP and bilateral donors are using regional supplies as far as
possible to avoid disrupting markets (but one result has been that prices have risen in South Africa
as supplies are sent north). Experience suggests that large quantities of food will still be arriving
when the harvest comes in, and planning needs to be set in train now to manage the eVect on prices.

(iv) The role of food reserves. One possible role for left over food aid might be to rebuild national
reserves. DFID will discuss with Governments and other donors their plans for food reserves in the
context of medium term financial planning. In any case, there is a need for more innovative
approaches to food reserves, including the use of options markets.

(v) The link to next year. Given the structural nature of the emergency, even with a good harvest next
year access to food will remain diYcult for many. Household assets will need to be restored. DFID
is considering how to use its country programmes to do this by direct action through NGOs and
through budget support mechanisms where appropriate. In Malawi a start has been made in
developing a food security strategy with the co-operation of donors. In Zambia DFID has recently
completed a first assessment of the scope for assistance with rural livelihoods.

Conclusion

23. The objective of feeding over 14 million people through the peak season of January–March remains
achievable. But more resources are needed now—numbers in need have increased, and there are underlying
risks over resources, commercial inputs, logistics and political co-operation, any of which could derail the
process. The potential for disaster in Zimbabwe remains deeply worrying. DFID is preparing to commit a
further £10 million, and is in close touch with other donors about their plans.

Department for International Development

October 2002

Examination of Witnesses

Mr John Winter, Head of Central and Southern Africa Department, Mr Rob Holden, Manager, Crisis
Management Group, Conflict and Humanitarian AVairs Department, Operations Team and Mr John
Hansell, OBE, Regional Food Security Adviser, Department for International Development,
examined.

require urgent assistance . . . These figures are largeChairman
and dramatic and the international community

1. Good morning. Thank you very much for should take notice . . . The situation in the Horn of
coming and giving evidence this morning. As you Africa is not unique. In southern Africa drought is
know, most of the Committee have recently been in also the prime cause of hunger which is now
Malawi. Some of us, through the World Food threatening an estimated 14.4 million people”.
Programme, have been in Afghanistan, and I was in Taking these two together, that is 28 million people
Ethiopia a couple of weeks ago. I think it would be in Africa. “Most of these crises are related to erratic
fair to put on the record that wherever we went there weather patterns”. Then he goes on to the bit which
was strong praise for the work of DFID, whether it I see as a policy issue: “The World Food Programme
be from the Prime Minister of Ethiopia, the President . . . are finding it increasingly diYcult to find the
of Afghanistan or from people in Malawi. DFID is resources to respond adequately to the growing
not on the rack on this occasion! I think many of our number of emergencies. Dependent on voluntary
interlocutors, including James Morris of the World contributions, WFP and NGOs are caught between
Food Programme whom we saw yesterday, said very the rising needs of millions of hungry people and
often DFID is in the lead on being helpful. There are government budgets that are already stretched and
a number of issues which I think are causing us contending with a global economic slowdown. The
concern; can I start oV with two of them which cause sad truth is that, as things stand, the humanitarian
me concern. We saw James Morris yesterday and he system faces the prospect of being completely
left us with a press release concerning the Horn of overwhelmed”. What struck me when I was in
Africa in which he says, “. . . if this month’s rains stop Malawi, and other places, is that we have this system

with WFP whereby, whenever there is a crisis, firstlyearly, up to 14 million people there [in Ethiopia] will
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the country itself has to put up its hands and say, “We quantities of metric tonnes, and they are doing that
are in diYculties”, and that sometimes, for all sorts of logistical first aid job; but I have not had a sense in
reasons, takes time; and then WFP has to go my travels (and other colleagues may have a diVerent
scratching around getting pledges and then turning view on this) of other parts of the UN family helping
those pledges into commitments, and then actually with the long-term food security. Years ago the FAO
turning those commitments into hard grain, moving was one of the stars of the UN firmament. My
it through the pipeline and sorting out logistical impression now is that the FAO, apart from a few
things like the Nacala railway and all that kind of seed banks, is not really there as a key player, helping
stuV. Do we not need to move to a system whereby countries with agricultural diversification. I just
the international community works on the basis that welcome your thoughts, both in Southern Africa and
WFP each year is going to require some base elsewhere, on how we get away from this annual
funding, so that WFP can actually have a much faster humanitarian crisis, of press releases of 14 million
start to responding to these crises—rather than being people food insecure in the Horn and 14 million in
dependent, as it is, on this very much hand-to-mouth Southern Africa? How do we get away from that
funding it has at the present moment? back into some kind of long-term food security?

(Mr Winter) Chairman, firstly, I ought to say I
(MrWinter) Let me try and answer that in relationcover Central and Southern Africa operationally and

not our relations with WFP more generally. I can to Malawi. You are right that depletion of assets at
only give a very general answer. I think that your the households level, as we said in our memorandum,
description of the way in which we have had to find is a matter of intense concern. The absolute shortages
resources for Southern Africa matches the reality of food in Southern Africa have not been enormous
very well. WFP does have access to a certain amount this year, and yet they have put many more people
of revolving funds within the UN system, in order to into a vulnerable situation because of the cumulative
kick-start its operations. It may well be that if we get eVects of years of neglect of the agricultural sector,
to the point where WFP are feeling they are going to the eVects of HIV/AIDS on families, and then, of
be faced, year after year, with very large emergencies course, climatic problems as well. In Malawi we have
that we do need to move to some kind of more been trying to address this to some extent through the
predictable funding basis. In terms of the Safety Nets Programme, which you will have had an
management of this operation, I think we would all opportunity to discuss with some of our staV in
have found it easier if WFP had had access to those Malawi, and that is an attempt to ensure that people
resources, yes. do not fall below a certain level of food insecurity,

either by providing targeted agricultural inputs,2. My second concern (which if Mr Stegmann had
public works programmes, or feeding programmesbeen here he could have dealt with because he covers
for particular target groups. We are, of course,the whole of Africa) relates to Ethiopia but applies
increasingly working through the country’s ownequally to Malawi. When talking to EU oYcials in
poverty reduction strategies. One of the strikingAddis I was concerned they were saying that,
things that comes out when you start looking at thenotwithstanding whether there is a drought, the
causes of household food insecurity is that it is notsituation now is that there are more people each year
always to do with agricultural inputs, although thatin need of food-help in Ethiopia simply because
is obviously very important. In Malawi one of thewhenever you have a drought or diYculties everyone
things that really impacts on the ability ofsells up their livelihood, their livestock, their assets,
households to produce food is security in rural areas,whatever they have, and therefore when the next
because households are not able to keep livestock,problem comes they have no coping mechanisms
which is one of the things we are trying to addressleft whatsoever. Indeed, the EU put out a report
through our access to justice project. We are trying towhich says, “. . . many households slowly falling

into destitution . . . As a consequence, coping approach it from a number of angles. Within poverty
mechanisms have lost their eVectiveness and even reduction strategies, however, if you ask me whether
small downturns in production translate into major food security has an adequate profile I would have to
shocks for large numbers of rural livelihoods . . . say, “No”. That is one of the areas where, certainly
food aid only fulfils one of its three objectives: saving in Malawi and Zambia, we want to work with
lives (the other two being saving assets and governments to improve. Work is already underway
improving nutrition), and it doesn’t do it that well . . . in Malawi with a number of donors and with UN
emergency food aid has a limited usefulness in agencies and government working together on food
addressing structural problems at the basis of the security strategies. On the UN, I would share your
recurrent crises in Ethiopia. Asset depletion over the views certainly in our region that FAO has not been
long term continues unabated and, under the current there leading the thinking. In fact, of the UN family,
scheme of things, donors would be facing a caseload I would guess that the World Bank and the IMF, if
of 20 million food insecure people by 2015, a clearly you include them, probably have much more impact
unsustainable situation . . . [there is] the need for a on food security than the specialised agencies. We are
long-term structural approach to food security”. It is very conscious of the need, particularly in light of the
understandable, of course, that politicians, envoys, experience of the last year, to work in a much more
everyone, are concerned about the immediate crisis, coherent way with the World Bank and the IMF. We
but one does not get a sense of suYcient attention are concerned, as you know, that there has been a
being given on how does one get people away from rather ad hoc approach both to dealing with the
the crisis, back into long-term food security. Going short-term needs and how that translates into longer
back to the UN family—I can understand the World term development.
Food Programme has responsibility for shifting huge
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5. Did the DFID country oYce request CHAD’sChris McCaVerty
assistance when it saw the situation developing?

3. We are aware that in the last year DFID has put (Mr Winter) I decided, as the Regional Manager,about £68 million into Southern Africa, into that we needed CHAD’s support, yes.humanitarian assistance; and another £17.5 million is
DFID’s share of the EU contribution; quite a lot of 6. Given the current situation in Zimbabwe, which
money. We have also established a Humanitarian we are all very aware of, is it possible for DFID to
Crisis Unit in Johannesburg. Could you tell us a little work eVectively?
bit about the organisational mechanisms. How do (MrWinter) The impact we can have in Zimbabwe
DFID country oYces relate to the DFID regional is obviously limited. There is no transparent flow of
oYce? How do they both relate to the DFID information about needs. There is no regular
London oYce? dialogue with governments, such as there is in

(Mr Winter) Firstly, I would say I was based in Malawi. We have very poor information about what
Harare until August, so up until very recently there government is bringing in itself. We have very poor
was not a London corner to this, except insofar as we information about what it is doing with the food it
had CHAD back-up—and I will come back to that in brings in. We have very poor information about the
a moment. We have taken a view, since the middle of rural works programmes, with which we know
2001 when it became clear there would be problems, Zimbabwe did very well in the past, the food for work
that since the problems were so deeply rooted in programmes. What we are able to do is work within
governance and economic and agricultural policy the space that the UN negotiates for international
within the countries, since they were so closely agencies. Within that I think I can say we are being
related to the dialogue that we had and continue to quite eVective. We have a bilateral programme with
have with the government of these countries, and a number of NGO partners, which is providing both
that the relationships we needed in order to make supplementary and general feeding. We are quite
progress on these issues were the ones that were held confident that that is getting to the people who are
within the county oYces, that our response would be targeted and it is well targeted. We are contributing
led by the country oYces. I think we have tried to to the WFP programme, which we believe is making
work it so that, where a response is clearly an impact on food shortages. However, as you know,
appropriate at country level, the country oYce has there are considerable political problems in meeting
worked it up with whatever partner, and has the the needs of some vulnerable groups, particularly
delegated authority to approve it. Because there is farm workers. We are having to work around a
clearly a regional angle, we have sought to back-up number of obstacles put in the way of the
our country oYces by having Mr Hansell as our full- international relief eVort.
time Food Security Adviser in Harare. We have had

7. We have heard that President Mugabe has, fromthroughout this crisis, at least since the beginning of
time to time, prevented food getting to certain groups2002, professional back-up from our Conflict and
of people, particularly those he suspects areHumanitarian AVairs Department (CHAD). We
opposition supporters and voted against hisdecided in early September—because, as we
presidency. In your view, is that the case? Is it makingexpected, needs were increasing, the possibility of it
it particularly diYcult to get food to those groups?going badly wrong had increased, and because there

(Mr Winter) We certainly see the same reports aswas a call from the media and from bodies such as
you do and it is clear that food aid is being used as ayour Committee quite properly for considerably
political weapon. It is obvious that when there is agreater amounts of information—that we ought to
by-election, for example, the deliveries of the Grainup the CHAD support to our country oYces. That
Marketing Board go up in the relevant constituency.was the origin of the setting up of the Unit in
We have also heard that it is very diYcult to be ableJohannesburg. We still run the relief operation very
to buy food or to be able to get on to the list ofmuch from the region, from the country oYces as a
recipients for food for work projects if you arefocal point, but with increased back-up from the
known to be a member of, or a supporter of, theUnit. They have recently done a further round of
opposition.country assessments which we are sharing openly

(Mr Hansell) I should make it clear that most ofwith all our NGO partners, which are pinpointing
our bilateral support is supplementary feedingthings which the country oYce ought to be doing in
mainly for large numbers of children. We have, as Mrorder to both put in a more eVective bilateral
Winter indicated, been doing general feeding inresponse and to get the international system
particular areas, such as Binga and Nyaminyami.working better.
Binga, as you have probably heard, has recently been

4. You have mentioned CHAD and the Crisis a problem where Save the Children have been
Unit. How do you feel that that will improve DFID prevented from delivering food; a general ration to
coordination with other donors? all people in that district; it is not selection; it is not

(MrWinter) The CHAD Unit is in Johannesburg, targeting; it is food for everybody. That area did
which is the nerve centre of the UN operation. The actually vote for the opposition in the last general
World Food Programme Director there has a election; and, therefore, one of the reasons the
mandate from Mr Morris as the UN’s Special Envoy government has prevented Save the Children from
for Crisis to cover the whole emergency for the UN getting there is that they are seen to be feeding
system. What it does in country I think is to give a opposition members.
better picture of needs, to be able to share with other

8. Do you feel that the uncertainty aboutpeople who do not have this resource in the region. I
Zimbabwe aVects planning for projects in otherbelieve it is only we and the Americans who have this

specialised unit within the regions of response. countries?
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(Mr Winter) Do you have any particular projects be strengthened. It is something we are trying to do,

and is part of the role of my team in Johannesburg,in mind?
to try and help that happen with the UN.9. No, just the countries in the region.

(Mr Winter) It certainly creates a great deal of
uncertainty for the humanitarian relief eVort as a Tony Worthington
whole, because Zimbabwe is such a large part of the

12. Can I ask about the early warning system withproblem—half the people who need support are
regard to this crisis. This seems to have been oneZimbabweans. Because we cannot see our way clear
which people stumbled across, although NGOs werethrough to next March, there are still big holes in the
warning, I think, from August 2001, and then thefood requirements. Because Zimbabwe is a very
government denied that there was a crisis. It seemedimportant transit corridor for commodities going
like the warning systems or the alerts were notthrough to Malawi and Zambia, you have to raise
working all that well. Do you agree with that?questions about how safe it is to put food through

(Mr Winter) The way you put the problem, IZimbabwe. In the sense that in most years since
assume you are referring to Malawi specifically?independence you would have expected that
Tony Worthington: Yes.Zimbabwe would be part of the solution and not part
(MrWinter) I think it was clear in July and Augustof the problem, it does make planning much more

last year that there was going to be a problem up untildiYcult. Supply routes are that much greater into
March 2002, and then with the failure of the currentMalawi and Zambia.
harvest that rolled on into 2002–03 marketing year.
One of the very useful papers put before your
Committee by a group of academics led by ProfessorMr Battle
Kydd1 talks about information on crops,

10. Could I just pick up on looking at the whole information from rural areas and information on
region. We were there in Malawi trying to address the prices; and we did indeed have all of those in August
whole region and we met people from the High and September of last year. Of course, as you know,
Commission and people from Zimbabwe, as well as at the time they did conflict. There was a certain
people from Southern Africa; and we met with the amount of evidence from crop assessments that the
European Union team and they had just come back situation was better than it turned out to be. Where
to Malawi from South Africa and we were a bit we had information from rural areas we had specific
surprised they had not actually met with the proposals put to us by NGOs who were working in
CHADL—the Crisis Liaison Unit in Southern those areas, and we did try to respond. If you are
Africa for the whole of the region. It seemed to me asking whether this fed through into a coherent
the EU was happening; there was great work that response by government and the international
DFID had done, and there was not a word of community—clearly it did not. As we have said in
criticism of DFID, they were praised as leaders; but our memorandum, a lot of the discussion with
is there suYcient coordination? Should the EU not government in the last quarter of last year was
liaise a bit more closely with the Crisis Unit in clouded by the problem of what had happened to the
Johannesburg? Can we help do that in any way? national food reserve. We did not get a very clear
Otherwise we are going to have crisis units sparking steer from government. Not having a clear steer from
oV countering crisis units, and we have not got a government is not an excuse for inaction. As I say, we
regional grip. were responding to localised emergencies through

(Mr Winter) One of the reasons for having Mr NGO partners.
Holden and his team in Johannesburg is that they do 13. What action have you taken to improve the
make contact with passing teams, and their position situation? What I brought back was: we are there for
in Johannesburg means that they normally know a long time.
when these people are coming through. They (Mr Winter) Indeed, we are; and one of theobviously do not meet each and every team. On the working groups being convened by government toEU I would say that they are suVering a problem of consider food security more generally is on earlyhuman resources in the region, which has certainly warning systems. I think the experts would agree thataVected their ability to analyse and respond. That early warning systems are not a matter of rocketpartly explains why it is not always obvious that they science.have consulted everybody before they do what they

14. Why did we cut the Starter Packs programme?do.
(Mr Winter) That is going back a year.

11. The people were there and I was surprised they
15. It is after warnings about the problem beinghad not met with them to try and do a bit of

considerable. I just do not understand. Wecoordination or compare notes?
distributed to 1.5 million households in 2000–01 and(Mr Winter) We can follow that up and find out
then we cut that in 2001–02 to one millionwhy they did not make contact.
households, and I cannot see the rationale for that?(Mr Holden) I think the person you are talking

(Mr Winter) We were trying to move from aabout flew in and flew out. It is a question of a lot of
universal Starter Packs programme to somethingassessment missions, or a lot of missions coming
that would be more consistent with the nationalthrough Johannesburg, and it is very diYcult to
safety nets programme, of which this was going toknow when they are arriving, when they are leaving
form a part. With hindsight, no doubt we would notand whether your diaries can match. There is an

important issue you do raise in relation to the
1 Ev 75coordination. It is something, we agree, does need to
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have reduced the programme as fast last year. 21. It will be used in the election to either make
Nevertheless, it still made a substantial contribution people rich or to help buy votes. DFID has to come
to the harvest this year. along with the Nacala railway programme, which is

an obvious one and should have happened years ago,16. That indicates the information system was
but the government does not really push it forward;wrong, does it not? It is not really with hindsight; it
there do not seem to be any adequate discussionsis because you did not have foresight.
with the IMF or World Bank. Is that not a true(Mr Winter) We did not have the information at
reflection of the situation in Malawi?the time.

(Mr Winter) I think we have not, between us, got
17. What is being done to improve that? a consistent agricultural position for Malawi, no,
(Mr Winter) We are trying to persuade that is true. One of the eVects of the current crisis has

government to put much more eVort into— been to push government further into thinking about
the food security, with the result that it has launched
the work I have described earlier with donors. We are

Chairman very conscious that we need to get the Bretton Woods
Institutions much more firmly into the agenda for18. Just for the record, there is quite a lot of
Malawi. Insofar as we continue with budget supportreference to “government”. I think it might be helpful
for Malawi, it has to be conditional on theif we can talk about either “the government of
government of Malawi’s policy meeting much moreMalawi” or “the UK Government”. I am sure you
the needs of the rural poor.are not trying to persuade the Secretary of State of

whatever you are about to say! 22. I am a fan of DFID, as everyone knows, but is
(MrWinter) We are trying to take the lessons from it not a failure not just in Malawi but in DFID’s

last year and to persuade the government of Malawi strategy generally in Africa that agricultural strategy
to put much more eVort into collating and (and we talk about livelihoods) which is key to thetranslating into policy the information that is future of Africa just has not featured?received on food security. The phasing down or

(MrWinter) We have certainly been concentratingscaling down of the Starter Packs programme was
much more on cross-cutting issues such as publicdone with the agreement of the government in
service reform and public financial managementMalawi. This year we have responded by putting it
reform than we did previously. I think that theback up again. This is obviously not a very
Malawi team would say that one of the most eVectivesatisfactory way of doing it. It is a stop/go series of
ways of meeting the needs of the rural poor ininputs. We would like to move much more rapidly
Malawi is to get the fundamentals of the economythan has been possible with the government of
right, and to stimulate what is at the moment a veryMalawi towards the consistent safety net strategy.
partial and small private sector. Meeting the needs of
the rural poor does not necessarily mean
concentrating on agricultural strategy. I acceptTony Worthington
where you have a poverty reduction strategy for

19. The problem I have with this whole area is that countries like Malawi or Zambia it does need to
this is all about crisis, and about response to crisis. It cover agricultural strategy. One of the things we have
is the absence of agricultural policy that disturbs me. been doing in Malawi is to try and plug one of the
Here we have a country rapidly growing in gaps which you mention, which is not having a land
population, subsistence economy, ever-more policy. We have put quite a lot of money and eVort
depleted land; it is inevitable it will be short of food, into that particular aspect.
absolutely inevitable, but we do not have an
irrigation policy; the country does not have a land
policy; the cost of importing fertiliser is exorbitant,
and I think needs looking at. There are problems Mr Colman
marketing the right kinds of seeds. We do not get a
briefing from DFID that has any kind of strategic 23. Briefly, coming back to the point where Mr
element to it. The World Bank has not got that; the Worthington started a question about the reduction
government has not got it; and yet it just screams out in Starter Packs in Malawi, at the World Summit for
that this country is going to be in deep problems Sustainable Development, in the first week the
forever unless there is strategic thinking. Is that right? Malawian Minister for Agriculture speaking on the

(Mr Winter) I think you are right. One of the food security debate stated that the reduction in
criticisms that we have of the poverty reduction Starter Packs was not something which the
strategy in Malawi is that the sections that deal with government of Malawi had agreed to. For the record,
agricultural policy are very technical. They involve you did say about five minutes ago that they did agree
the improvement of extension service, the to that reduction in Starter Packs. You might want
introduction of new technologies, all of which may be to take away and examine what the Malawian
necessary but certainly not suYcient for turning Minister for Agriculture said; but do you still stand
round agricultural production. by what you said five minutes ago, that the

government of Malawi had agreed to this reduction20. We have had the World Bank programme
in the number of Starter Packs?which has been falling, falling and falling; and then

(MrWinter) I think they agreed reluctantly. It is anwe have a new programme which is about subsidised
grain, which will be used in the election, will it not? issue which has come back again in discussion with

them.(Mr Winter) I do not know.
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all the population is going to have access to that typeChairman
of land. Those people who do have access are

24. Could I ask a couple of factual questions. Why already, as you probably saw, using it for winter
did you rely so heavily on expectations of a good cropping anyway. We could enhance their
cassava and potato crop, because I think you must productivity by putting in treadle pumps. Although
have known that estimates compiled by local treadle pumps may appear to be fairly cheap as far as
extension workers could be exaggerated? we are concerned, they are extremely expensive for

(Mr Hansell) Yes, of course, any estimate can the average Malawian. Even if they were produced
always be exaggerated, but we were getting locally they would probably be out of the reach of
information on what we considered good authority. most smallholder Malawians who, as we know, have
We knew there had been an increase in the areas of less than half a hectare to subsist on. We have to look
sweet potato and cassava that had been planted over very carefully at how we introduce these pumps, and
the last few years. What we did not expect was that to whom we introduce the pumps. Some of you may
the figures we were given were going to be as have gone down to Dedza and seen what was
exaggerated as they turned out to be. In all these happening. There was an attempt there by DFID to
countries there is almost a fixation on maize. We introduce treadle pumps but it is not an easy thing.
accept that maize is the main staple but any other To start with, you cannot hand them out, and if you
food is often dismissed; it is often seen as a snack, as do who do you hand them to? There tends to be elite
something which is not really important, and that capture by senior people in the village. Secondly,
people have to eat maize all the time. We thought running treadle pumps on a community basis, which
there might have been an element of this and that is a way of doing it, there are also questions there of
unless people were getting at least one meal of maize who owns it and on whose land is it operating. There
a day no other food counted. are many of these sociological problems which we do

need to resolve. Having said that, I still believe there25. May I just pick up on something you said in
is a future because one of the things you notice as youreply to Tony Worthington’s question about the
go across Malawi is so little surface water; so littleneed for greater focus on agricultural policy for
water is stored or utilised in that country compared,countries such as Malawi and elsewhere in sub-
with example, to Zimbabwe to the south where thereSaharan Africa, that it might require the
are dams and other forms of small-scale irrigationintroduction of new technologies. One of the things
everywhere.which struck me was that there was a perfectly good,

although not particularly new, technology in treadle
pumps. The introduction of treadle pumps enabled

Tony Worthingtonthere to be two harvests a year, two crops a year. It
is not rocket science, yet ironically they are importing 26. You do not even use Lake Malawi which is 20
treadle pumps from Bangladesh. They do not have per cent of the country, and that is surface water.
the facility in Malawi to manufacture treadle pumps. (MrHansell) It is in the rift valley and there wouldSurely there must be some benefit in helping farmers be an awful lot of pumping to get it out.acquire treadle pumps, even to the extent of trying to
set up a manufacturing facility for treadle pumps in
Southern Africa? I think treadle pumps are

John Barrettpsychologically important in that, if one looks at all
these figures of 14 million people with a lack of food, 27. My question follows on from Tony’s point
the rest of the world and our constituents after a about the early warning systems, particularly in
while start to get the feeling that this is just desperate relation to Malawi. Any early warning systems are
and beyond hope. The great thing about treadle only as good as the information gathered for that
pumps is they can actually see this technology system. Mr Hansell mentioned earlier on how the
making a real diVerence. My last point is, the week I information gathered about the maize production
came back from Malawi, where we were literally and the root crop was inaccurate. When we were in
going to villages where people were eating crushed- Malawi we saw that there was a lack of people in the
down wheat and grasses on the Mozambique border, field collecting this data. People were filling in the
I went to my local prison where we have a thousand projected output based on last year’s production,
men banged up for 23 hours a day doing absolutely and there were a lot of errors in the system. Why did
nothing. It seemed to me somehow there was a DFID accept these over-optimistic estimates as a
disfunction here. At least in the Prison Service we basis of what to do next? It was very much on the
might be making treadle pumps for use—not taking basis of over-optimistic estimates that the strategic
jobs from anyone in the UK but doing rather better. grain reserve was sold; and there was a knock-on
It is not new technology but it needs some direct eVect with grain having to be bought at a later date at
leadership, not from us but from their own an increased price. I would have thought that within
government, in employing rather old technology to DFID somebody must have had the expertise to say,
have an agricultural policy across Malawi and other “This information coming into the system is not that
countries in sub-Saharan Africa. accurate. Let’s get more accurate information so that

we can make a more accurate prediction”. What(Mr Winter) For the record, what I was doing
when I mentioned new technologies was quoting the lessons can be learned and how can that be avoided,

because the knock-on eVect from this poorMalawi poverty reduction strategy.
information is quite catastrophic?(MrHansell) First of all, we have to remember that

treadle pumps can only be used where the water table (MrWinter) I would not want the Committee to go
away with the impression that we rely solely on cropis relatively close to the surface, and it is these dambo,

low-lying areas you see as you fly over Malawi. Not forecasts. As I think I said earlier, it was clear from
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the other forms of information that there was a aVected countries at the moment, which will set up

these vulnerability committees that will try and workdeveloping problem. There was then a protracted
period of dialogue with the government of Malawi as things out. If they have a baseline, from then

onwards it should be quite easy to assess whatto what they intended to do about it; and a certain
reluctance on the part of donors to be putting large changes are taking place against those baselines.
amounts of food into the country at a time when it 29. Following on from that, it is a problem we saw
was not clear what had happened to the grain in Malawi and you can see a similar problem
reserve—whether it had been exported or whether it unfolding in Zimbabwe, and that is the delay which
was still being hoarded within the country. An early is caused in DFID taking action because of their
warning system is only as good as the use that is made concern or the government within the country. In
of it, not only as good as the information that goes Malawi there were questions over the sale of the
into it. In terms of the lessons we have drawn, clearly strategic grain reserve and the situation in Zimbabwe
there does need to be improved information. As I is worsening. How does the governance of the
have said, it does not take a great deal of resource or country delay the decision-making process of DFID?
ingenuity to work out that problems are developing. How can we not leave people hungry because of the
What we are concentrating on is trying to get the problems of the government?
government of Malawi to have a more consistent (Mr Winter) The answer to that obviously varies
approach to the use of information than they have— from country to country. In Zimbabwe the
balancing information from one source against governance situation is very stark. The Secretary of
another. Clearly, if the government of Malawi had State took the view very early on in this developing
taken all the information available to it in the last crisis that we were going to do all that we could to
quarter of last year they might have put their hands make sure that people did not starve (in her words)
up earlier and said, “We have a problem”. because of the actions of the government of

Zimbabwe. Our response to the crisis in Zimbabwe in28. Is it not the case that getting accurate
financial terms has been the largest part of ourinformation into the system is going to become more
response to the Southern African crisis as a whole.diYcult year on year, partly because of the HIV/
What we can do in Zimbabwe is limited by the factAIDS crisis and other crises within the country? We
that we do not have a constructive relationship withcannot expect there suddenly to be good information
the government; but within those limits we are doingfor the early warning system. How is DFID
all that we can to make sure that food does getapproaching this problem, because of the increased
through to people who need it. Where we have anproblems of getting good information into the early
ongoing dialogue with government, such as that inwarning systems? An optimistic prediction was made
Malawi, about governance the situation doesabout the root crops, but I am not sure that anybody
perhaps get cloudier. There were genuine concerns inlooked at that prediction. Was it just taken at face
the last quarter of last year as to the governancevalue?
position on the Grain Reserve, why it had gone, who(Mr Hansell) Can I just step back and say, I admit
had ordered it to go and who benefited, but thelast year there was a glitch in Malawi with the early
operational point was where was the maize and waswarning systems; but it has been remarkably reliable
taking action to bring in large amounts of foodin the past. This year again it warned us in good time
necessary when it was quite possible that food wasthat there was going to be a serious shortfall in cereal
already in the country. There was a lack ofproduction. You have to look at how it operates. It
information. I do not think we were ever saying atis looking at rainfall. It is getting reports in about
any point because the government of Malawi haswhat the crops are doing and crop condition. As Mr
allowed the Grain Reserve to go therefore we are notWinter mentioned, there is also an indication of
going to put any more food in. It certainly was one ofmarket prices and what market prices are doing. It
the elements that led to the Secretary of State’sdoes not actually do crop assessments until quite late decision not to provide any further budget supportin the season. February, I think, is the pre-harvest this year, but that was a rather diVerent thing.crop system when it is assessed, and it does another

30. On the question about the sale of the Grainone afterwards. It is based on a limited amount of
Reserve, are you aware of any evidence that the graininformation. This is really about cereal production
actually remained within the Grain Reserve and itper se. What we are investigating at the moment and
was sold at a low cost and bought back in at a highpreparing is to go further than this into what we call
price and it was eVectively corruption within the“vulnerability assessments”, which is using the
system which led to the people of Malawi suVeringmethodology designed by the Save the Children
and the government and those dealing with the GrainFund of household vulnerability assessments, which
Reserve were culpable?takes a look at the livelihoods at the household level

(Mr Winter) As you probably heard in Malawi,and at village level to try to assess what is the real
there has been quite an extensive report into this bypicture. Rather than looking at the national food
the Anti-corruption Commission and a report hasproduction and saying, “Nationally, we’re fine”
gone to the Director of Public Prosecutions. We arewhen at the same time there can be pockets of hunger
paying for an independent audit. Rather thantaking place—we are trying to get better assessment
attempt to deal with that question in any detailthrough a series of base lines of the food situation at
perhaps we could undertake to let you have theprovincial, district and even village level. We hope
results of the audit 2.that that will come on-stream within the next few
John Barrett: Thank you.months. We are continuing to discuss how we fund

that. That will be region-wide. That will be working
2 Audit is currently underway.with all of the SADC countries, not just the six
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which include draught oxen and you are down toMr Battle
family members hoeing the land, and the family

31. We have spoken about this year’s crisis and the members consist of a grandmother and a grandfather
lack of grain and maize this year and there was and ten orphan children? We have not yet managed
obviously a lack of rain. When I was there I to solve how we get technologies to those people.
wondered how we are going to avoid a crisis next Even if you give them fertiliser and seed are they able
year. I say that because I visited a seed store which to prepare the land to put it in? We need to be
had a modest amount of seed, not all maize, it had spending much more time finding out how we can
other crops, but certainly not suYcient maize. They find appropriate technologies for those people,
had not got any fertiliser. There was a sense as well people who have shortages of labour first and
that the packs had gone out a bit late because they foremost, who are unable to grow cash crops. If you
have got to catch the rain and the rain will come in are going to grow a crop at all you go into a
November. The day I was there it did actually rain a subsistence food crop as being a survival mechanism.
little bit early, but there is a time window to get the We have not cracked that one yet but we are working
fields ready to plant and hopefully the rain will on it and we are talking to many of these CG
consistently fall and crops will grow. The land needs (Consultative Group on International Agricultural
to be prepared. Much of the land is prepared by Research) centres about looking at new technologies
people, personally hoed by hand, occasionally you that will address people with large numbers of HIV/
saw oxen but it is a very intensive agricultural AIDS aVected people in the family.
process. Some of the fields were not ready and in one

32. I related it to my experience in Malawi but if Ivillage I asked why, they had all the time to prepare
were to ask a more general question, in the DFIDthe land, there were people out there, and after
memo, paragraph 12, it acknowledges that themuttering around I got the reply that the fields were
Southern Africa crisis is multisectoral, so there is annot ready because the people who were doing that bit
acknowledgement of the range of challenges that areare now dead. The reason was HIV/AIDS. I would
faced. While food pledges are 70 per cent of thehave to say I was aware that I was in a country more
appeal to date, non-food pledges are currently at 13dependent upon agriculture than I have ever been in
per cent of the needs. Why is there such a shortfall ofmy life but as I stood in the fields there I have to say
non-food aid?I have never been so strongly aware, to use that old

(Mr Holden) I think some of that comes down toimagery, of the shadow of the Grim Reaper over
the fact that for such a long period this crisis wasthose fields. So the possibilities of them growing
primarily seen as a food crisis and people weresuYcient food for next year seemed to me to be not
heavily focused on just the food sector, the provisiontoo optimistic. In other words, it is not just one
of food. We have only just seen in the last couple offailure of the rain, you get people back on track and
months that people are now pushing it much widernext year there will be food and it will all be all right
than that to take a multisectoral approach, to look atagain. When you speak of a consistent agricultural
the impact of things like HIV/AIDS, to look atstrategy I get the impression it is going to be an
health, look at nutrition, look at water andagricultural country for a long time to come, there is
sanitation, those other factors that contribute tonot a clear pathway to industrialisation or even
people’s well-being. That may be some of the cause,through steps into more intermediate trade and
that it has taken some time to push it much widercropping for export, it seems to me it is going to be a
than a food crisis.self-suYcient economy, not that that is a good thing

and could it ever get there. Is there a wider strategy 33. So there will be eVorts made to narrow that gapthat is going to address not only agriculture and the so that non-food aid will go up rapidly, will there?failure of the rain, not only irrigation, but the HIV/ (Mr Holden) I think there are eVorts under way toAIDS crisis as well because it seems there is a narrow that gap. I think we will see when thecomplexion of issues that need to be addressed in consolidated appeals are reissued in the New YearMalawi otherwise we are going to have the crisis that those needs will probably rise and riserepeated year after year? dramatically.
(MrHansell) You are talking about Malawi there. (MrWinter) Can I just come in on that. As you say,
Mr Battle: Yes. some of these underlying problems are longer term
(Mr Hansell) Yes, I would agree with you that we ones and are being dealt with through longer term

all see this as a complex emergency with HIV/AIDS programmes. We have tried very hard to mainstream
playing a dramatic part in it. In terms of the two HIV/AIDS in all our programmes in Southern Africa
million packs going out, those two million packs will so that no national policy that we support fails to
be planted by people. I think the evidence is most of take account of the impact of HIV. We do know that
them will go into the ground. They were out in good we are in there for the long haul and some of the
time this year as opposed to last year. We expect response needs to be through increased UN
Starter Packs will bring in another 400,000 tonnes of emergency activity, some of it needs to be in the way
maize this year given favourable weather. Although that we manage our long-term development
some people will not have prepared their land, packs programmes.
that will go out to people that have got land and it
will be planted. The overall impact of HIV/AIDS in 34. While we were there we visited the World Food

Programme store of gifts from everywhere and I wasthe whole of Southern Africa is dramatic and it is
impacting in particular upon subsistence farmers in a little bit surprised as I walked around the great

warehouse to see bags from Zimbabwe and bagsthe area. One of the problems we have to grasp is how
do we help them where they are depending upon from Zambia given that they have got a food crisis as

well. I asked why they were getting food sent tofamily labour, where you may have sold your assets
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Malawi from Zimbabwe and we went into a expectancy those children are likely to be totally
discussion about GM maize and whether or not GM orphaned quite soon. One came across a number of
maize was available and the whole question of completely ad hoc orphanages with NGOs of varying
milling. I had some vague idea of the situation there, degrees running them. Both there and in Ethiopia
not so much in terms of the food aid programmes but and Kabul to a certain extent it struck me that we
what they told me is that maize is flowing around in have not got a hope in hell of meeting the 2015 targets
Southern Africa, it is moving. What about the of children in primary education if you have these
commercial maize and food imports that take place huge numbers of HIV/AIDS orphans without any
informally? Do we know anything about cross- overreaching strategy. I have to say my impression of
border flows of maize between Zimbabwe, Zambia, Malawi was there was practically no grip from the
Malawi? Have we any information? Do we have any government in Malawi on some of these issues, they
knowledge about this? Do we record this? Do we seemed to me to be rather preoccupied by whether
know what is actually going on in the marketplace? the President would have a third term. I think I

(Mr Hansell) A very interesting question, do we probably want to put on the record, to use Jim
know? There is a lot of informal movement of maize Morris’ comments in the press release on the Horn of
across those borders. They are open borders, as you Africa, that these figures are large and dramatic and
have seen. We are pretty sure that something in the the international community should take notice. It is
region of 100,000 tonnes or more of maize has come the scale of some of this which perhaps the
across from Northern Mozambique into both international community needs to take on board, not
Malawi and into Zambia. There have been reports just in DFID. It is the huge scale of the challenge that
that there is lots of maize in Northern Zambia while we have in Sub-Saharan Africa in relation to HIV/
the donors continue to import it from outside. That AIDS which is so frightening.
maize is almost certainly coming in from Tanzania (Mr Winter) You are absolutely right. Trying to
and it is moving across to Northern Mozambique, run development programmes in the shadow of HIV/
which is quite normal at this time of the year when AIDS in Southern Africa is a very sobering
there is a shortage in some countries as it comes in. challenge. We do have programmes of support to
That, if you like, is the informal trade that is taking combat HIV/AIDS in support of national
place by small scale traders. There is, of course, a committees where they exist. Only a certain amount
distortion in prices throughout the region. All the can be done with technical inputs from outside and
countries now are putting some degree of subsidy on until this gets to the top of the political agenda in
maize and none more so than in Zimbabwe where the these countries things will not change. We have some
subsidy is huge. Therefore, it would not be idea of things that work at the margins but the thing
inconceivable that people with access to maize in that really works is political direction from the top.
Zimbabwe would be selling it across the border to
Zambia where you would get, in eVect, the export 37. Finally could I just ask some straight forward
price for your maize. I also believe that there is a factual questions. Firstly, what is DFID’s position
certain amount of illegal, you might say, cross- on agricultural input subsidies, either targeted or
border selling and purchasing taking place within universal, in the long run? The team that have
the region. evaluated the Starter Packs seem to be strongly in

(Mr Winter) We would, of course, like to see an favour but other donors appear to be sceptical. What
open market in maize within the region. is DFID’s position on long-term agricultural input

subsidies?35. Is DFID completely opposed to food subsidies
(MrWinter) That they are perfectly valid as part ofas a form of price support?

the long-term agricultural policy.(Mr Winter) No. You had a discussion, I believe,
with our oYce in Malawi about this. What we would 38. What is the future of the Strategic Grain
like to see are subsidies, where they are necessary, to Reserves in national food security strategies? Can thebe as cost-eVective as possible and that will normally “options markets” suggestion work for countries likemean targeted subsidies where methodologies for Malawi and Zambia, which are landlocked, poor andtargeting are available. What we do think is a bad short of foreign exchange?idea is to have general subsidies which are often

(Mr Hansell) Yes, we believe it can. We think it isbrought about for political reasons which are very
time to move away from holding extremely large andexpensive and have the risk of elite capture.
expensive Strategic Grain Reserves. There is a need
and there is an interest, particularly in Malawi, for
looking at the options market in South Africa to seeChairman
whether or not there are alternative ways of holding

36. Can I just pick up something that John Battle this within the continent rather than at the moment
was saying. This is not getting at DFID, one is not the Strategic Grain Reserve is actually being held in
expecting one donor or one UK government at any the USA.
one time to solve all the problems of the world. What

39. We have had evidence from quite a number ofprobably struck all of us possibly more forcibly in
NGOs—Action Aid, Christian Aid, Oxfam,Malawi than other countries that we have visited
WDM—all of whom in their memos in one way orrecently simply because it was starker there was the
another have submitted that the radical one-size-fits-huge impact of HIV/AIDS. This is a country with
all liberalisation policies—I am paraphrasing—only 11 million and we were told there are something
which they allege were eVectively imposed by thelike one million orphans already. One would go into
World Bank and IMF through loan conditionality,many villages finding elderly grandparents looking

after quite young children and clearly on their life have contributed to the current food security crisis in
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the region. What do you say about that? What are security rather than the kind of ad hoc decisions

which people had felt rushed into because it is anyour feelings about the role of the World Bank and
IMF in all of this? emergency.

(Mr Winter) Certainly agricultural liberalisation 41. Here we have a situation where the general
has had a role in food insecurity. When you look at manager of ADMARC, which managed to lose the
organisations like ADMARC in Malawi, they grain, became promoted to become the Minister of
provided a cradle to grave service for farmers at Finance. In any normal situation you could expect
enormous expense and there was considerable him to be at least suspended rather than promoted.
justification for asking governments to look at the (Mr Winter) As you know, we have serious
eVect on their budgets of continuing that kind of concerns about governance in Malawi.
comprehensive input. The losses incurred by

42. If we are looking at these issues we have got toADMARC are still a massive drain on the Malawi
be quite open about it and there we have abudget. I do not think that going back to the days of
negotiation of subsidised grain from the World Bankuniversal provision is a starter. Nevertheless, the
which is to be then administered by ADMARC on aprivate sector has clearly not come in to meet the
very large scale. Might I just ask you to confirm thatneed in the way that the people who designed these
is the situation.programmes, and governments themselves when

(Mr Winter) I believe that is the situation, yes.they signed up to these programmes, envisaged. One
of the points made by Professor Kydd in his paper is 43. We were very concerned about the relationship
that although you cannot go back to the old days you with the World Bank in Malawi, that here we had a
do need more imaginative solutions in terms of situation where the World Bank programme had
incentives for the private sector to move in and, declined to the extent that if there had not been this
indeed, infrastructure to enable them to move in. One grain coming in, Malawi would have been the net
of the base requirements of Malawi is for a decent contributor to the World Bank. That is true, is it not?
road system and it is one of the things that the EU is (Mr Winter) I do not have the figures.
now finally concentrating on. Things that were

44. Can you assure us that the British Governmentstarted for very good reasons have not had the eVects
is making strong representations to the World Bankthat we expected. In Malawi we have attempted to
about what has been happening with the Worldmake up for the lack of this universal provision
Bank’s programme in Malawi?through a safety nets programme and we will

(MrWinter) I can assure you that we are taking itcontinue working with the government on that, and
up at a senior level in the World Bank and that weon its food security strategy which we firmly expect
have asked for a board discussion on this particularwill involve a higher role from the private sector.
credit.

45. There is one other point concerning the IMF
which does disturb me. The relationship, I thinkTony Worthington
quite correctly, with the IMF had broken down

40. One of the issues which greatly annoyed us because of the governance issues in Malawi but now
when we were in Malawi to the extent that we wrote we have a situation where the person who was in
to the Secretary of State about this was that the charge of Africa for the IMF, a Malawian, has now
NGOs and others, the donors, had set up what returned to become the President’s Economic
seemed to us to be a very eYcient allocation system Advisor in Malawi. I do not see how you go from one
for grain within the country which was distributing side of the table to the other without questions
to about a third of the population, but then the being asked.
World Bank and the government of Malawi (MrWinter) It is not a situation of which I have the
negotiated a new deal for undiVerentiated subsidised details but we can certainly follow it up.
grain to go into the country and to be distributed by

46. I think it is very important that as far as thisADMARC. ADMARC had been the agency which
Committee is concerned that we put these items onhad lost the previous grain. What is the
the agenda.Government’s attitude to that?

(Mr Winter) Thank you.(Mr Winter) As you will have discussed with the
team, we were disappointed that the Bank had
chosen to go ahead with this without widespread

Chairmanconsultation and without taking cognisance of the
work that had been done, and this point has been 47. A very final question from me. Going back to

the government of Malawi, and I think there havemade very firmly to the Bank. As we understand it
the World Bank took the view that in the been a number of expressions of concern about their

ability to deliver, I suspect that is as much a problemcircumstances and the need, as they saw it, to get
aVordable food out into the market that they had to of capacity as suggestions of corruption. In other

words, one of the impacts of HIV/AIDS is that it isaccept a second best solution which was a general
subsidy and using, as they saw it, the only no respecter of who you are and if one looks at

government departments in Malawi a lot of civilorganisation which was capable of it. As you know,
we have reservations about both those judgments, servants are dying. I think I am right in saying that a

quarter of Malawi’s education budget is being spentreservations which we are taking up with the Bank
now. That was one of the things I had in mind when on paying for the funerals of teachers who have died.

In Kenya I noticed the other day they are losingI said earlier that we needed a much closer
understanding with the World Bank and the IMF something like 6,000 teachers a year to HIV/AIDS. I

suspect that is the equivalent of all the teachers inabout their roles in promoting long-term food
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Oxfordshire and not even a country like the UK is something we need to consider. We phased out all

this 20 years ago and here we are back in the positioncould aVord to do that. I just wonder to what extent
you think in the future we and other Commonwealth of having to think about white faces in ministries. It

is something we are looking at. Clearly continuing tocountries, if HIV/AIDS continues to have the impact
on countries like Malawi, the attrition rate, countries provide technical advice to an overstretched

institution is not going to produce results in the longsuch as ourselves, Canada, New Zealand, Australia,
other countries throughout the Commonwealth, are run. The solutions that are being thought about in

Malawi revolve around firstly trying to enticegoing to have to support Malawi in terms of people,
people in ministries, people undertaking active roles educated Malawians back into the country, because

that is an enormous untapped resource, but also, ifagain in management of projects rather than just
having a DFID programme which tries to interact necessary, some flexible technical assistance funding

to enable them to hire in expertise at whatever seemswith the government of Malawi, that the
international community with the support of the to them to be good value for money, whether or not

it is people coming from Britain or other parts ofMalawi people and the government, maybe
elsewhere in southern Africa, will have to have a Africa or other parts of the developing world.
proactive role in reinforcing the capacity of Chairman: Thank you very much. Thank you for
government? your evidence. I think there are some substantial

issues here that we will be grappling with for some(Mr Winter) It is a problem that is particularly
stark in Malawi and you may well have had time to come. Thank you.
Malawians saying to you, as they do to us, that this

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Department for International Development

Q1: What does DFID see as the key issues—the causes, consequences and policy debates—relating to the
humanitarian crises in each of the six countries?

A1: The food shortages this year came at a time of heightened vulnerability, as the previous year’s harvest
was also low. An overall relatively modest regional maize shortfall of 7 per cent has been exacerbated by a
number of factors in each country. The high incidence of HIV/AIDS is a major contributing factor to the crisis
in all six aVected countries. Both Swaziland and Lesotho are structurally food deficit countries that import as
much as 60 per cent of their food needs through commercial sources from South Africa even in normal years.

Malawi has a predominantly rural smallholder population who are reliant on a single harvest of maize from
small plots of land. In most years this is insuYcient to meet household food requirements. Decreased
production and higher maize prices have increased vulnerability while increasing reliance on the purchase of
maize. A combination of a lower than expected maize harvest in 2000–01 and the as yet unexplained depletion
of maize stocks to less than 4 000t, resulted in an early onset of the hungry season. Attempts by the Malawi
Government to import maize to meet the shortages were hampered by logistics, resulting in a widespread
shortage of staples and escalating prices for maize taking them beyond the reach of most families. While the
catalyst was mismanagement of the reserves; poverty, malnutrition as well as reduced harvests all played a
part in the evolving crisis.

Mozambique is also a poor country with recurrent droughts in some of the semi-arid southern and central
areas. It has not been as badly aVected this year as its neighbours. However, food prices have risen due to
lower supply and increased demand in the Southern African region, creating access problems for the poorest
and most vulnerable. This adds to long-term trends of increased vulnerability in many of the aVected areas,
including a decrease in remittances from men employed in South Africa and Zimbabwe. As Mozambique has
not declared an emergency and overall only 3 per cent of the population is aVected, debate on the crisis has
been muted.

In Swaziland the humanitarian crisis is a complex mix of food security, poor planning and health issues.
Swaziland is a middle-income country and the scale of the problem with 25 per cent of the population
requiring food aid at the peak of the crisis was not fully appreciated by the donor community. Policy issues
revolve around good government. Plans to purchase an aircraft for the king at a cost of approximately US$
45 million, against the cost of US$ 19 million for food aid, appears to indicate a lack of priority and
commitment to the crisis by the Swazi Government.

The situation in Lesotho is rooted in declining production per head as production fails to keep pace with
population increase. The situation this year resulted from a below average harvest, a steep increase in the price
of staple foods, a reduction of employment possibilities in South Africa and the devaluation of the Rand
which increased transport and input costs imposing further shocks on an already weakened economy. It is
not a major food production problem it is rather a problem of access for vulnerable groups. The elections in
May 2002 delayed the preparation of preventative action plans.

In Zambia successive years of adverse weather in southern districts has been compounded by declining
public services and poor economic performance throughout the 1990s. Consistent disregard of rural policy
by the previous government has left small farmers without access to markets or oV-farm income generation
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opportunities. Revitalising agriculture production is now a key component of the GRZ’s Poverty Reduction
Strategy Paper. Public debate on the crisis in Zambia has been dominated by the decision not to accept
genetically modified maize, a move that has disrupted the WFP food pipeline into the country.

Poor governance has played a major role nowhere more so than in Zimbabwe where many of the factors
noted above have resulted in declining access to food and the increased vulnerability of the poor. At national
level a failure to come to grips with rural poverty, serious failure of government, initial denial of the problem
combined with poor information flows later and shortages of foreign exchange, all compounded the problem.
The fact that Zimbabwe, normally a food exporter to the region and a key transit country has suVered such
a collapse in agricultural production has impacted on the region. Zimbabwe’s badly planned land
redistribution programme severely disrupted commercial production and created an entire new class of
vulnerable people; the farm workers and their families. Politicisation of food distribution, government
interference in NGO feeding programmes, state propaganda and intense distrust of the western motives are
making rational dialogue diYcult and is confined to UN channels.

Q2: Whilst in Malawi we heard that donors provide 40 per cent of the Government’s recurrent budget, and 80
per cent of its development budget. What does DFID spend in each of the six countries covered by the WFP
appeal, and what degree of policy influence does DFID have?

A2: DFID works in partnership with governments and other like-minded donors who are committed to
the international development targets. We feel that it is more eVective for there to be a coherent and
coordinated view by the international community, albeit one where we can use our influence and try to work
accordingly.

In Zambia DFID spent £52 million in 2000–01 and around £45 million in 2001–02. DFID’s funds are
equivalent to between 5 per cent and 8 per cent of government spending. From this, the amount going direct
to government varies greatly (90 per cent in 2001, 15 per cent in 2002). This is because some of our major
support in recent years has been “oV budget” (eg support to an IFI-backed reform programme including
mining privatisation). However, in 2000, DFID provided 4 per cent and in 2001 6 per cent of government
funds (expenditure). As in Malawi, donor financing in Zambia provides between 75–80 per cent of capital
expenditure. In contrast, Zambia’s overall reliance on donors is less than in Malawi; donors’ funds
constituted between 24–27 per cent of total government spend in the last few years.

DFID spent £30 million in 2000–01 and just under £40 million in Mozambique in 2001–02. This represents
a doubling in size of programme since the current 4-year strategy was agreed in 1998, and the programme is
expected to increase further in the next three years as DFID’s assistance to Africa grows. Donors fund some
50 per cent of government expenditure. During the period 1999–2001 DFID was the fourth largest donor,
and has a high level of policy influence, particularly through our involvement in the Group of 10 donors
providing direct budget support via a common agreement.

In Malawi in 2000–01 DFID spent £56 million and £42 million in 2001–02. Britain is the major bilateral
donor and our policy influence is considerable. We are in the forefront of helping the Malawi Government
to rethink its role and its decentralisation programme. We have oVered a package of assistance for the
development of Malawi’s Medium Term Expenditure Framework and support to the budget through
programme aid linked to World Bank and IMF dialogue with the Government. At the same time we are
building partnerships that promote poverty reduction, equity and human rights.

In Zimbabwe we spent £10.5 million in 2000–01 and £14.7 million in 2001–02, but exceptional support this
year to relief and recovery programmes is expected to increase expenditure to £25 million. Since the start of
the emergency in September 2001, DFID has committed over £38 million for Zimbabwe. Zimbabwe has also
benefited from an increase in the Southern Africa Regional budget in response to the crisis, from £1 million
in 2001–02 to £21 million this year. Policy dialogue and influence remain weak for reasons set out in the
answer to Question 1.

In Lesotho we enjoy good relationships with key government oYcials and ministers. Expenditure in
2000–01 was £2.5 million and in 2001–02 was £2.7 million. It is expected to increase this year. We have been
able to contribute to the Lesotho Government’s PRSP process and DFID remains at the heart of their PRSP
planning process. We are involved in the public sector reform agenda as well as setting PR Growth Facility
benchmarks in conjunction with the IMF.

DFID’s policy influence in Swaziland is not great at present. While the monarchy remains highly resistant
to change and reform, the king does appear to see the UK as a longstanding partner and friend. The UK is
the only EU country with ambassadorial representation in country and we will continue to work with the EC
delegation to engage the Government in policy dialogue This provides an opportunity and an onus on the
UK to expose government to international opinion. DFID spent £1.3 million in 2000–01 and £1.1 million in
2001–02 but this figure is expected to reduce this year. Although we are reducing our bilateral programme it
is being subsumed in a wider regional programme.
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Q3: How does the impact of HIV/AIDS on the humanitarian crisis and the longer-term food security situation
vary across the six countries included in the Southern Africa WFP appeal?

A3: The six countries are at very diVerent stages of their national HIV/AIDS responses. This is strongly
correlated to the degree of political commitment to tackling HIV/AIDS. They also vary in the level of
commitment to pro-poor change, and are at diVerent stages of the Poverty Reduction Strategy processes,
from relatively advanced (Mozambique, Zambia and Malawi, to non-existent, Zimbabwe).

Before the humanitarian crisis HIV/AIDS was already recognised as an emergency. It is a key underlying
cause and also a consequence of vulnerability in the region, and threatens long-term development progress.
In some of the aVected countries macro-economic decline has contributed to further vulnerability.

HIV/AIDS aVects the current situation with regard to food security and the longer-term prospects for
national and regional food security. In a food crisis situation many groups will be exposed to higher levels of
infection from a range of diseases, but people living with HIV/AIDS and TB are a high priority group.

HIV/AIDS impacts on food security in a number of ways:

— Food production and availability is reduced (through lower production, loss of family labour, land
and other resources, loss of livestock assets and implements). As women are largely responsible for
subsistence production, the impact of AIDS on food security severely aVects women, leading to
them carrying even greater burdens.

— Food access is threatened, through declining income for food purchases and the diversion of
household budgets for medical expenses.

— Stability and quality of food supplies is aVected through shifts to less labour intensive production
as people get sick, or family dynamics change, with the very young dependent on an elderly
population, often grandparents4. Children are often taken out of school to help with production or
to take care of younger siblings.

The consequences of reduced access in the six countries are:

Illness and deaths increase due to high HIV/AIDS rates. Social networks already weakened, are further
threatened by competition for food. As labour is lost, nutritional leafy crops and fruit are replaced by starchy
root crops (eg. cassava). Protein is lost as livestock assets are sold to pay debts. These losses are estimated to
reduce food consumption by up to 32 per cent.

Falling supplies and shifts to lower quality food leads to chronic food insecurity, high levels of protein-
energy malnutrition and micronutrient deficiencies. This further compromises immune systems. HIV-infected
individuals have 50 per cent higher protein needs than the uninfected, and 15 per cent higher energy
requirements than normal. A good diet will help in resisting opportunity infections and will prolong survival.

In countries where the AIDS pandemic is more advanced the impact on mortality is already visible. There
is anecdotal evidence of people being too weak from hunger to take their medicines (eg for TB).

There is interaction between HIV/AIDS and the non-food aspects of the humanitarian crisis:

— AIDS related mortality in all six countries threatens already fragile public services both in terms of
access and provision.

— The health sector already has about 50 per cent occupancy in hospital from HIV related conditions,
the sector also has to cope with increasing numbers of cases of severe malnutrition.

— Orphans were already a particularly vulnerable group. In most countries, social welfare ministries
(which would generally care for vulnerable groups) have an additional load from crisis needs, and
are generally overwhelmed and under-funded.

— The deterioration of water and sanitation facilities and reduced access makes all people, but
particularly those living with HIV/AIDS, more vulnerable to infection.

Country Specific Impact

Zimbabwe went into this current crisis in an already desperate situation. Political instability; land reform
policies (which displaced many farm workers); an economic crisis and lack of political commitment on HIV
have all contributed to a very unstable situation.

With a 35 per cent HIV adult prevalence rate, and estimated 2,00 to 3,000 deaths per week from AIDS,
even before this crisis, Zimbabwean’s needs are acute. 2.3 million people are living with HIV/AIDS. HIV rates
area high in urban and rural areas. Longer-term food security will be aVected by a displaced and mobile
population, many of whom are AIDS aVected, and poor infrastructure provision to resettled farmers. Coping
strategies to acquire food were already very prevalent, particularly amongst orphans, and there is clear
evidence of risky sex work increasing due to this crisis.

4 HIV/AIDS Implications for Poverty Reduction. UNDP Policy Paper 2002.
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Zambia has a 20 per cent HIV adult prevalence rate; 1.2 million are living with HIV/AIDS. HIV prevalence
amongst teachers is 40 per cent and the orphan population is now estimated to comprise 13 per cent of the
population. Before the crisis there were some encouraging signs of improvement, particularly in the 15–19
age group. This could be reversed as young people resort to transactional sex for food. Longer-term food
security will be aVected as in any high prevalence environment, with crop switching, fewer cash crops etc.

Malawi has a 15 per cent adult HIV rate, 850,000 people are living with HIV/AIDS. The country is already
extremely poor, with limited productive land, and some dependence on cash crops for economic growth.
Food cultivation patterns are likely to change significantly as people revert to subsistence, low labour
intensity crops.

Mozambique has a 13 per cent adult rate, with 1.1 million people infected. With a large land area, much
of which is already under-utilised, there are likely to be severe future impacts as land remains uncultivated
and people migrate to urban areas for care, as services remain scattered (only 50 per cent have access to health
facilities), and public services remain under funded.

Lesotho has a 31 per cent adult rate, with 360,000 infected people. The terrain already aVects food
production, and with such a severely aVected population current and future food security is threatened.

Swaziland has a 33.44 per cent adult rate with 170,000 infected people. It has also been aVected by
retrenchments from South Africa, and a mobile ex-migrant population returning home.

Q4: In Zimbabwe, DFID has been working with NGOs providing feeding and agricultural inputs. In Malawi,
DFID has been working both with NGOs and with the Government, providing feeding and inputs, and improving
infrastructure. What is the focus of DFID’s work in Zambia (and also Lesotho, Mozambique and Swaziland)?

A4: In Zambia our initial response was rapid with a £5 million programme of support to WFP feeding
programmes, as there were no parallel NGO feeding programmes in place. This was followed by a £2.52
million package of support to NGO’s and FAO for the provision of seeds and tools for the coming
agricultural season. More recently, an additional £1.4 million has been approved for therapeutic feeding
programmes, developing food surveillance systems and as a partial contribution to a UNICEF emergency
measles and vitamin A campaign; and £3.5 million has been approved for additional food through WFP and
£0.2 million to support NGO’s distributing through the Government’s food pipeline. This will partly fill the
gap brought about by the banning of genetically modified maize. We provided support to the Government
of Zambia to access the best UK and US scientific advice on the GM issue and oVered to mill GM maize
before it was distributed as food aid. The Zambian Government’s decision not to allow the importation of
GM maize has resulted in additional expenditure, delays in the food pipeline and increased risk of hunger for
vulnerable Zambians.

The Government of Mozambique has not yet declared an emergency. DFID along with other donors
(through the national agricultural development programme) contributed to the Ministry of Agriculture’s
request for support for distribution of input kits and seed fairs, in partnership with NGOs. Additionally,
DFID funds a longer-term programme in Zambezia Province, in partnership with World Vision, which
includes both agricultural and infrastructure development. Latterly we approved £1.1 million for
supplementary feeding and food rations through UNICEF and the Red Cross and £0.4 million for NGOs
implementing WFP food distribution programmes.

In Lesotho we responded with an immediate contribution of £1.5 million for food through WFP. This was
followed up with a further £1 million to provide essential development assistance to those worst aVected areas
of the country. We plan to provide a further £0.5 million for non-maize food items. DFID is supporting a
Government and NGO initiative by funding The Livelihoods Recovery through Agriculture programme,
which provides a platform for longer-term livelihoods recovery. We will provide additional support for
UNICEF’s national surveillance system and funds for emergency water supplies totalling £0.35 million.

Swaziland normally imports 60 per cent of its food through commercial channels. To avoid disruption we
responded with a donation of £0.25 million through WFP. We plan to commit a further £0.2 million for
emergency water supplies to complement UNICEF’s school feeding programme and £0.1 million to build
emergency capacity within the local NGO food consortium.

Q5: In Malawi in 1999–2000, Starter Packs were distributed to 2.86 million households and produced 350000
MT ofmaize. In 2000–01 seed and fertiliser were distributed under the Targeted Inputs Programme to 1.5million
households and produced 75000 MT of maize. In 2001–02, the distribution was to 1 million households and—in
a bad year climatically—the additional production was only 40000MT. Why was the Starter Packs programme
scaled down so quickly in Malawi, and what was the impact of this on the evolution of the 2001–02 crisis? How
successful was the agricultural inputs programme in Zimbabwe in 2001? Were inputs provided in time for
planting?
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A5: Scaling Down in Malawi

Each year Starter Pack numbers have been agreed following full discussion with Government of Malawi
(GM) and other donor partners; the Government proposal being an annex to DFID Project documentation.
The initial supply of 2.86 million in 1998–99 and 1999–2000 derived from household registration numbers
and the diYculty of targeting during the years covering the 1999 General election. In approving the National
Safety Nets Strategy in September 2000, the GM confirmed that inputs supply would be only one of four
interventions to assist the most vulnerable, with a target number of 350,000 beneficiaries. All agreed that a
staged rather than immediate reduction would be appropriate at the same time that other inventions were
being increased. In 2000–01 numbers were reduced to 1.5 million and in 2001–02 to 1 million.

Impact of Scaling-down

Poor seasonal weather conditions reduced the impact of the schemes in both years. The cost-eVectiveness
of in-country food production as a contribution to overcoming the national food crisis is recognised especially
in Malawi where food imports are subject to potential logistic diYculties. DFID supported a Winter Targeted
inputs programme for 300,000 households for 2002 and an increase to the main season (2002–03) Targeted
inputs programme to 2 million households.

National Food Security Strategy

Future numbers of beneficiaries and the DFID contribution will be covered within the comprehensive
National Food Security Strategy which will cover food production technology, input supply, storage,
marketing, distribution, linkages to health and nutrition and the impact of HIV/AIDS issues. Drafting of the
strategy should be completed by mid-2003. DFID is actively supporting the development of the strategy and
the first stage, a literature review is ready to be discussed at a workshop in December.

Zimbabwe

There was no donor-supported agricultural inputs programme in Zimbabwe in 2001. The Zimbabwe
Government promised a Z$15.5 billion agricultural package for resettled farmers but less than half of this
materialised and it was never clear who benefited from the scheme.

Q6: The food crisis of early 2002 was predicted—especially by NGOs—as early as August 2001. Did DFID
respond adequately and quickly enough to predictions of crisis? The SCF-UK memo acknowledges that DFID
were the first donor to respond in Malawi, but says that “there were shortcomings in their internal mechanisms
that prevented them from being as clear and responsive as they should have been at the outset”. It also refers to
“a lack of clarity or openness relating to where decision-making was taking place—at national, regional or
London levels—that delayed the implementation process”. How does DFID respond to these criticisms? What
action has DFID taken to improve its organisational and decision-making structures? How frequently are “false
alarms” sounded in the sphere of potential food crises and famine, and how does DFID diVerentiate—at local,
regional, and headquarters levels—between false alarms and genuine emergencies?

A6: During 2001 DFID was monitoring the deteriorating situation through its network of country oYces.
In September 2001 reports from NGO partners of food shortages in southern Zimbabwe resulted in a £4
million supplementary school-feeding programme. We also responded positively to the UN Humanitarian
appeal for emergency assistance launched in November 2001 with a contribution of £6 million.

The diYculties facing donors in Malawi in the last quarter of 2001 are well set out in Stephen Devereux’s
IDS paper. Donors in Malawi were well aware of rising prices and reports of increasing distress in the districts,
but it was not clear that increased imports were the right response as opposed to policy responses from
Government. However, it was primarily in response to NGO approaches that DFID committed £4 million
in the early months of 2002. We would accept that relationships built up over a number of years with NGO
partners in Zimbabwe enabled NGO approaches to be dealt with more collaboratively than was the case with
a new oYce in Malawi. However, there should have been no lack of clarity about where decisions are taken.
The Malawi oYce has delegated authority to approve expenditure up to £5 million, a level suYcient to cover
all but the largest emergency actions.

As reported to the Committee, DFID has responded to the increased needs in the region in the second half
of 2002–03 by increasing its humanitarian specialist staYng in support of country oYces. This will continue
for as long as necessary.

False alarms are rarely sounded as such; there is almost always a genuine crisis in which human beings are
suVering, although the judgements on scale and severity are sometimes subjective. In an ideal world we would
be able to eradicate the basic cause of hunger ie poverty. Until this goal is reached, we judge each potential
case for humanitarian response on its merits. This requires us to assess the situation from various angles,
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asking questions such as: “what’s the cause?”; “what’s the scale?”; “is the problem chronic or acute”?; “what
are the indicators (malnutrition, morbidity, mortality, incidence of disease etc)?”; “what coping mechanisms
exist?”; “what are others doing about it?”. In short, we actively gather information from all the sources we
can access, sometimes carrying out our own field assessments to verify such data. We might also factor in
a consideration for subjectivity (by governments, UN agencies or NGOs). We then apply the accumulated
experience and knowledge of our staV—it’s very much a judgement call and you don’t always get it right.

Q7: TheDFIDmemo includes a table showing formal food imports (para 18). But what is known about informal
commercial food imports? Do we know anything about unrecorded cross-border flows of food within the region?
Why is it important for donors and governments to know about commercial food imports? What is being done
to improve knowledge in this area?

A7: All aVected countries depend to some extent on commercial imports, and some have well developed
private sector import enterprises. Initial assessments of need for the 2002–03 marketing year took into
account soundings of governments and the private sector to ascertain commercial import plans. It has been
an important part of the task of WFP to monitor commercial imports both because of their demand on
logistic capacity and because of their eVect on the requirement for food aid. DFID does not itself have any
standing capacity to monitor commercial imports. The experience with this year’s crisis is not so much that
we do not know enough about commercial imports (at least at the formal level), except in respect of
Zimbabwe, but that the policy questions around who imports and at what price imports can be sold are
frequently controversial and resolved too late to allow eYcient use of the private sector.

The understanding of informal cross-border trade is important for an analysis of livelihoods in border
regions and for pricing and free distribution policies, but given overall levels of such trade it is a lower priority
to include such flows in overall computations of need. However, we are aware that there is a considerable
informal trade in food across national borders. The size and scope of this trade is diYcult to capture as it
often operates in the margins of what is legal and therefore is not recorded by oYcial statistics. In all countries
in the region there are restrictions on the participation of the private sector in external trade, including the
imposition of ad hoc bans in years of deficit and the operation of monopolistic external trade channels in some
countries. Grain trade remains the responsibility of a few large traders and the remaining parastatal bodies.
Small and medium traders are disadvantaged by a lack of production, price and tariV information. They are
also face numerous formal and informal trade barriers. Yet despite this informal trade may represent a
significant proportion of food traded across borders and border communities rank trade as the most
beneficial border activity.

In 2001 DFID funded5 a study on cross-border trade and livelihoods between southern Malawi and
northern Mozambique. It showed that maize was the most important farm product traded informally but
that it was diYcult to quantify the amounts moving. The benefits of the maize trade reach large numbers and
particularly the poor. Anecdotal evidence suggests that in the region of 100,000 tons of maize may have
moved from northern Mozambique into the markets of Malawi and Zambia this year where prices were at
historical highs. We are also aware that high levels of subsidies distort trading patterns within the region and
there is considerable smuggling of food from countries with high subsidies into those where retail prices
are higher.

Q8:What is DFID’s stance on food subsidies as a form of price support for food deficit households (this year)?
How eVectively can food subsidies be targeted, and what problems might arise from over-providing (targeting
too broadly) and under-providing (targeting too narrowly)? Given the possible negative impacts of food aid on
food production and local markets, what role is there for income suppor—cash transfers, vouchers, cash-for-
work—as a complement or alternative to food aid?

A8: Food subsidies are widely used and cover a range of interventions. They range from making available
basic commodities (eg flour, sugar, oil) to consumers at low prices usually accompanied by some form of
rationing, to commodity food aid (eVectively 100 per cent subsidy). Some countries have a history of long-
term subsidized food schemes but DFID takes a generally cautious line. Food subsidy schemes have
significant budgetary implications, require a complex bureaucracy, and often end up benefiting elites rather
than the poorest. As a short-term measure they suVer all the problems of commodity food aid and more, in
that they introduce cash transaction distortions. The ideal option is to support purchasing power—coupled
with ensuring that adequate food is in the markets. However the appropriate mix of food subsidy, commodity
food aid and income support will vary from context to context.

5 Whiteside M (2002). Neighbours in Development: Livelihood Interactions between Northern Mozambique and Southern
Malawi.
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Targeting

Targeting is important for both subsidised food and food aid. Targeting of subsidised food involves
bureaucratic systems eg ration cards or vouchers, which may tend to exclude poorer people and be open to
abuse. However, with clear objectives at the outset food subsidy schemes can work. For example school
feeding programmes in Zimbabwe during the current crisis have improved children’s nutritional status and
ensured that children stay in school rather than having to work. With food aid the use of NGOs in a delivery
or monitoring role for has often improved targeting. Targeting broadly (as in long-standing subsidised food
schemes in which every family has a basic entitlement) has significant budgetary implications, and is open to
some abuse. Narrow targeting avoids this but runs the risk of excluding vulnerable groups. The Malawi
Starter Pack programme uses community-based targeting but this has been developed over the past four years
and is supported by a comprehensive database of recipients.

Income Support

A clear understanding of the aVected groups’ livelihood strategies and coping mechanisms is required for
eVective income support. The most appropriate form of interventions will vary according to context. DFID
has wide experience in testing and developing diVerent approaches in Africa. In Mozambique DFID is
considering ways of adding value to food-for-work programmes and is also examining a cash-for work road
maintenance proposal where we have experience with labour-based road construction. Cash has many
advantages but is only useful where markets function and it is easy to purchase food. It is not appropriate in
isolated areas with poorly functioning markets. Voucher schemes have been used in Malawi and Zimbabwe
to help poor people gain access to agricultural inputs such as seeds.

Q9: What role does DFID see for the National Safety Net Programme in future food security planning in
Malawi? Are similar safety net programmes in place or envisaged for other countries in the region, such as
Zambia?

A9: The World Development Report 2000–01 acknowledges the value of safety nets and social protection
in providing a buVer against risk with the result that people are more willing to invest and it prevents them
from slipping into poverty. They emphasise that state forms of social protection should not undermine
existing informal and social networks that people depend on at the moment.

In Malawi DFID considers the National Safety Nets Strategy as the principal basis for support to the most
vulnerable. Its various interventions have been endorsed as one of the four pillars of the Malawi Poverty
Reduction Strategy. The handling of food issues within the Safety Nets Strategy is covered under the National
Food Security Strategy (see A5).

In Zambia there have not been discussions with the Government or with donors on a national safety net
strategy. In Zimbabwe, the World Bank and the Government prepared a draft framework for a National
Social Protection Strategy in 2000 that would pull together and enhance the various schemes that were
operating in the country. While this was a fully consultative process the current political situation precludes
further dialogue while the Government’s arrears in both interest and capital repayments in excess of US$130
million prevents the WB from taking this forward. In Mozambique, while there is no safety net programme
the cash-for-work programme being developed by DFID as part of a longer-term relief programme could be
the precursor for a wider Safety Net programme within the PRSP. In Swaziland and Lesotho a gap exists
between the humanitarian imperative that addresses life-saving interventions such as food aid in an
emergency and equally important longer-term poverty alleviation strategies but to date there have not been
moves towards developing safety net programmes.

Q10: Is DFID’s vision of rural development in Southern Africa one of support for subsistence livelihoods, or one
of agricultural diversification and export growth?

A10: DFID’s global perspective is outlined in its paper Better livelihoods for poor people: The role of
Agriculture (a copy of which is in the House library). We do not have a single rural development strategy in
Southern Africa, given the heterogeneity of the region. In most countries we support both subsistence
livelihoods in the short-term, whilst simultaneously focusing on longer-term growth strategies to lift people
out of poverty.

At country level the priority for rural development is to create a policy and institutional environment that
provides opportunities for poor people to derive a better livelihood from agriculture and non-farm
enterprises. This will include strengthening or creating a sound institutional framework to improve poor
people’s access to land, markets and services. It means creating an enabling environment that encourages
private sector investment, particularly in agriculture and agricultural services. It also means supporting the
agricultural sector by giving particular emphasis to agricultural technology and marketing institutions.
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DFID’s focus is to support governments to devise growth strategies, as that is the most eVective way of
dealing with structural poverty. Without sustained growth, measures to address poverty have to be continued
for an indefinite period of time. We are working with our partner governments to integrate a longer-term
vision of growth within their poverty reduction strategies This involves further analysis of the drivers and
constraints of economic growth in these strategies, and a clearer discussion in their PRSPs on how to
stimulate growth.

Currently, exporting out of Africa is the only promising avenue for growth, given that intra-African trade
is likely to remain constrained, due to low local demand and poor integration of African markets. African
trade represents a tiny fraction of world trade and its exports are in many cases below their level of three
decades ago, so there is great potential for expansion. Due to the transfer of technology and knowledge, and
the competitive pressures induced by exporting, exporting countries grow faster and technical progress is
more rapid in export-oriented countries.

However, most of the poorest households are subsistence farmers: in good years they can only sell their
surplus at low prices; in bad years they go hungry. But, farming is often only one source of income,
alternatives—wage labouring, on the farms of others or in the informal or formal sector, and small
businesses—are a more likely route out of poverty.

Patterns of agricultural growth are important. Greatest impact on poverty has been seen in countries where
small and medium scale agricultural producers have driven agricultural growth. Agricultural growth has not
had as much eVect in countries where the bulk of increased farm income has accrued to larger businesses. A
dynamic small farm sector has other benefits. It reinforces social capital formation through greater
interaction between households, communities, traders, input suppliers and banks. In Mozambique and
Zambia, for example, government policy is to support both subsistence and export agriculture, with the
expectation that subsistence farmers will increasingly move into the market economy.

Q11: There has been some discussion—including in Malawi—of the potential role of the Southern Africa
Development Community (SADC) in ensuring food security in the region. Are regional solutions, perhaps
involving SADC, possible?

A11: There is strong justification for regional level initiatives given that many risks and opportunities are
common to the region. Climatic hazards and weak markets deepen and are deepened by underlying poverty.
The UK amongst other donors is strongly supportive of current initiatives towards regional co-operation and
economic integration. This is in line with the NEPAD agenda. We are directly supporting the restructuring
of SADC as they finalise their Regional Indicative Strategic Development Plan and a longer-term response
to the food crisis needs to be mainstreamed within regional and national plans. Additionally, DFID is taking
forward a trade facilitation programme within the region. This will promote the benefits expected from the
SADC trade protocol and particular attention is being given to small traders, many of whom are women.

There is a long history of political commitment to a regional approach to food security within southern
Africa. SADC Ministers of Agriculture produced a food security strategy in August 2001 recognising the need
to improve information and analysis. DFID is currently preparing a programme with the SADC Food
Agriculture and Natural Resources Unit to build national and regional capacity to increase capacity for
vulnerability analysis and targeting, and to improve policy developments that enhance food security at
household level.

Land and agrarian reform pose significant development challenges to the SADC member states and have
the potential to deter economic growth and promote instability if left unresolved. Agitation for land reform
in some of the settler states has already led to violence on farms. EVorts to correct historical imbalances in
land ownership have been hindered by lack of capacity and political considerations. Given the strong
correlation between national land policies and balanced economic development, addressing the land question
in SADC-member states is a prerequisite for regional development. Recognising this, SADC Heads of State
have directed that land policy issues should be addressed through a regional technical facility and DFID is
working with SADC-FANR to take this process forward.

Department for International Development

November 2002
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Memorandum submitted by OCHA (UN OYce for the Coordination of Humanitarian AVairs)

1. Factors contributing to the food crisis:

— Role of Governance

— Agricultural practice

— Steps taken to mitigate

EVective governance or lack thereof has been a major factor in precipitating the current food crisis. The
most obvious example is of course in Zimbabwe where political expediency has precluded any rational
approach to ensuring the food security of the country. The fast track land reform process has eVectively killed
oV the ability of the commercial farming sector to provide for the country as well as Zimbabwe’s neighbours.
In Malawi and Zambia, poor Government choices have also exacerbated the crisis although the relative
impact on the region has not been so significant as the structural changes to land tenure and economic
generation taking place in Zimbabwe.

Following the drought in 92–93, many advocated for greater diversification of agricultural production
especially at the level of the small holder, in order to escape the over dependence on maize. The evidence
would suggest that this has been less than successful and still millions of people through the southern African
region depend on growing maize as the principle means of food security. This continuing over reliance on the
one staple impacts on diet / nutrition as well as the capacity for coping with the “lean” years.

The region has taken significant steps forward to predict food shortages. The current crisis has not yet fully
taken hold and the fact that there are considerable eVorts underway to address the needs is in itself evidence
that these measures are in place and are working. The work of the Southern Africa Development Community
(SADC)/Food, Agriculture and Natural Resources (FANR) as well as those of Famine Early Warning
System (FEWS) are of note in this regard and have served to bolster ailing national capacity in some cases
(Malawi, Zambia particularly). Zimbabwe here is again the exception. The Government of Zimbabwe
announced a Z$ 8 billion input scheme for the new settlers but this is by far not enough. Over Z$ 70 billion
will be needed. As a result little to no preparations for the next agricultural season have been undertaken.
This area is also under funded by donors.

2. Ongoing Humanitarian Needs:

— how adequately are they being addressed?

— can humanitarian aid be used to mitigate against famine?

— are the needs adequately resourced?

The United Nations (UN) appealed for US$ 611 million in July of this year of which US$ 507 million was
for food aid. While the response to these food aid needs is now beginning to occur, the response has been
slow. This has meant that the desired strategy of pre-positioning food in food insecure areas ahead of the
rainy season has not been possible. As a consequence, it may be that some inaccessible areas will not receive
food despite the fact that it is available. This strategy was in itself a key measure to mitigate against famine.
Provided that the food pipeline as requested by the World Food Programme (WFP) remains positive, famine
in the region can be averted. There remains an ongoing concern however in Zimbabwe where the food gap
remains considerable in view of the restrictions on the private sector to import. Should this situation continue,
the food crisis in Zimbabwe is expected to deepen markedly in early 2003 and despite a healthy food aid
pipeline, the amount will not be suYcient to meet all the needs.

While the emphasis of need in the region has been for food, the crisis is of much wider dimensions and is
a reflection of the paucity of adequate social service provision. Health services and capacities are diminishing
throughout the region although the eVects appear to be particularly devastating in Zimbabwe and Malawi
where capacities to provide for the increasing number of sick and malnourished are severe. The impact of
HIV/AIDS is fast eroding what limited human capacities exist and further compounding the need. In this
respect the needs in the non-food sectors, although not presented as needing the same amount of resources,
are of equal importance to food. The response has however not been equivalent and cannot be described as
“adequately addressed”.
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3. Adequacy of the International Response:

— could it be improved?

— is crisis management in the international system adequate?

— what support is needed to ensure future food security?

There are a number of levels at which this needs to be considered. Firstly, food insecurity in the region and
its causes have become well understood. This has allowed for the flags to be raised suYciently early enough
to put the needs of the region on the agenda. In this respect the international response in terms of
identification of the food security problem has been adequate. However from another perspective (as
indicated above), the response to these identified needs has not been as quick nor in the magnitude required.
For this reason, there are gaps and there will be problems in ensuring that the needs of all of those identified
as requiring assistance receive it. A third perspective is that the response demanded so far has focused
principally on food and that that in itself is inadequate. While non-food needs have been identified, there is
a growing sense that the impact of HIV/AIDS both as a cause and an eVect of the current food crisis has
been underestimated in terms of response required. As a consequence, the international response could be
significantly improved with a greater awareness of the impact of HIV/AIDS on the food crisis and vice versa
with a corresponding increase in activities geared to address the needs of those aVected by the pandemic.

The crisis has thrown up a number of challenges to the international crisis management system. On the one
hand, since responsibility for managing the crisis rests with the national Government and that the majority
of international actors engage on a country by country basis, situating and responding to the problem from
a regional perspective has proved particularly challenging. With the exception of WFP, the UN and donor
governments have been slow to establish mechanisms that could think and act on a regional basis. This could
easily be improved if the principal regional institution (SADC) were more centrally engaged in managing the
crisis both politically, economically as well as operationally. Currently, SADC engagement with the crisis is
operational through its technical body the Food, Agriculture and Natural Resources Division, which while
eVective, represents only a segment of the sorts of issues it should be involved with if it were to be taken
seriously as a Regional entity. With increased capacity and responsibility, SADC could facilitate and lead a
more dynamic international response for the region particularly if it were able to take more of a political and
economic lead for its member states. This in turn could enhance the prospects for improved food security for
the region. On the other hand, the national responsibility for managing the crisis can prove to be diYcult if
the national Government has a fundamentally diVerent understanding of the crisis and the needed response
than other partners.

4. Balancing food aid and longer term measures:

— what is and should be the role of WFP, FAO and other UN organizations?

— what part should food aid play in development cooperation programmes?

— how can the impact of food aid on local markets be managed?

In the short term it is imperative that WFP be given the requisite resources to deliver. As part of the process
of looking to the future WFP/UNICEF should be supported to provide school feeding programmes. Food
for work and food for asset creation schemes should also be encouraged as far as relevant and appropriate.
It is essential however that food aid be:

(a) limited to support the most vulnerable;

(b) supported by initiatives that help aVected communities regain their own productive capacities; and

(c) do not overlap or compete with other eVorts.

For this reason, FAO should be more visible and more operationally active in the six aVected countries.
In sum, the role of food in development cooperation programmes should be kept to minimum and should
only be used as a means to kick start more self sustainable activities. If this approach can be followed the
impact on local markets can be contained. Considerable attention has been and is being paid to this issue.
Local businessmen responded to this question during the UN Special Envoy mission in Lesotho recently and
argued that the short-term eVects of food aid on markets are minimal relative to the long-term benefits of
maintaining a customer base. The need to keep people alive and getting them back into the productive
economy is widely understood as the priority.

5. Operational Constraints:

— How does local politics influence priorities and targeting?

Apart from availability of funds, the single biggest constraint faced by the humanitarian assistance
community at the outset of the operation was the logistics capacity in the region. Limited port handling
capacity, deteriorating rail and road infrastructure and lengthy customs clearance procedures were identified
as serious impediments. Much progress has been made in this regard to the point where it is believed that
there is now suYcient capacity in the region for eVective deliveries to be made. Provision has been made to
cope with the eVects of the rainy season and the diYculties this will pose in accessing rural areas.
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Local politics has not had a significant influence in prioritizing and targeting assistance in the region with
the obvious exception of Zimbabwe. Politicisation of food aid in Zimbabwe remains one of the main obstacles
for mobilizing funds for food and other types of emergency assistance. Politicisation of food distribution is
a major impediment to eVective targeting in Zimbabwe. Distribution problems have been highlighted viz. the
Grain Marketing Board (GMB) depots; the Government’s food for work programme; as well as food
distribution by international donors, executed by NGOs. There have been reports of specific examples of
opposition members being denied food assistance or access to the GMB sold maize, as well as cases of children
from known Movement for Democratic Change (MDC) supporters being denied supplementary feeding at
school. In some cases, MDC supporters in rural areas have been denied access to safe drinking water.

Targeting has also proved to be problematic in Zimbabwe in view of political considerations. This has been
most clearly evident with respect to the needs of farm workers aVected by land redistribution. A careful
estimate of the number of farm workers so far aVected (either displaced or remaining jobless on farms) by
the ongoing land redistribution exercise is now revised to around 175,000 families or around 950,000 people.
The Government has so far been extremely reticent about the assistance community addressing the needs of
this group.

A third problem with targeting experienced notably in Zimbabwe and Malawi is that the magnitude of need
is such that targeting virtually becomes impossible. SCF(UK) for example has already revised its strategy in
two districts of Zimbabwe to provide blanket feed programmes.

6. Lessons learnt from the crisis in Southern Africa and about food aid generally:

— The crisis is not just a food crisis and cannot be solved with food aid alone. HIV/AIDS is now
recognized as biggest impediment to the food security in the region and assistance must be targeted
accordingly.

— Political considerations are crucial and have contributed to the crisis as much as, if not more than
natural, climatic causes.

— Progress since the last major famine in the region (1992/93) to address the structural deficiencies in
the agricultural sector has been minimal. There remains an over-dependence on maize production.
The shift in Zimbabwe from commercial production to small holder, subsistence agriculture is
clearly a major step backwards.

— While Governments have failed themselves to tackle fundamental weaknesses of governance
practice, fiscal and economic management, international assistance over the past 10 years has
equally failed to work strategically in the region to tackle issues at the root of the widespread poverty

— Nationally and regionally owned crisis prevention management and mitigation structures remain
weak despite eVorts to improve them. Sound contingency plans and structures should be put in place
without delay.

— While information collection and collation in the region is relatively well-developed, eVective
mechanisms for consolidation of critical information sources both at country and regional level
remains weak. This has served as a major impediment in helping to quantify needs and response
across sectors.

OCHA

November 2002

Examination of Witness

Ms Judith Lewis, Regional Director for Southern Africa, World Food Programme (WFP) examined.

verbatim but the thrust of what he said was, shouldChairman
be concerned that the scale of these numbers is such48. Thank you very much for coming and giving that the humanitarian system is in danger of beingevidence to the Committee. We are going to be, I overwhelmed. Firstly, just a quick factual question.hope, courteous but brisk in that we have a major Is 14 million for the Horn and 14 million fordebate on the floor of the House this afternoon on Southern Africa about the right order of magnitudeIraq and a number of colleagues, understandably, as you see it at the present moment?either want to participate or intervene or contribute.

Thank you for coming and giving evidence. James (Ms Lewis) From my latest assessments in the field
for Southern Africa, certainly the peak period forMorris put out a press release on 28 October in which

he said a couple of things. He said that there were assistance will begin in December and it is about 14.4
million. In Ethiopia they have assessments in the fieldnow 14 million food insecure people in the Horn and

14 million food insecure people in Southern Africa. now and the 14 million, I think, was worst case
looking at all of the factors. We will know better asHe then went on to say in the press release that the

international community, I cannot quote him soon as these assessments are back and I understand
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[Chairman Cont]
they should be back in the next few days, so we will 53. I could not use the treadle pump.
have a better idea of what the projections look like (Ms Lewis) I am glad you said that because I
for Ethiopia. Certainly between ten, 12 and 13 is still thought “oh, my goodness, a healthy person cannot
very much very valid. do this”. I think we have got to be very, very creative

in looking at crop diversification. We have got to get49. Those are still pretty huge numbers.
away from this dependence on maize only in(Ms Lewis) Huge.
Southern Africa and in many other parts of Africa.

50. Essentially this is a logistical exercise. Going on We have got to look at how we can help preserve the
to James’ second point really, does there not come a agricultural intelligence. We are having children that
point when the food pipeline simply gets are being left to try to eke out some type of living
overwhelmed in the sense of your physical capacity from the fields. There is a lot to be done in that area
to be able to deliver these sorts of amounts of food but I do not think that continuing to talk about food
aid? security in terms of traditional agriculture is even

(Ms Lewis) Absolutely. On Southern Africa we viable any more. We have got to work with the
launched our appeal in July and we have been able to governments to be sure that we have economies and
deliver just over 13 per cent of all of the needs in markets that support some type of agriculture
Southern Africa. economy. There is so much to be done and certainly

you saw how critical the situation is in Malawi.51. One-three?
(Ms Lewis) One-three, 13 per cent of all the needs.

54. You make me even more pessimistic becauseI think that what we are seeing is the longer term
you have not had the food requirements from yourimpact of the lack of a healthy pipeline. It is just a
appeal met, although arguably there is still some timegrinding poverty and vulnerability and I think we are
to get some more food in. You have got about half ofbeginning to look at the tip of the iceberg in terms of
your requirements. For the non-food inputs youhow bad it is going to become in Southern Africa.
have got five per cent, next to nothing.

(Ms Lewis) That is right.

Hugh Bayley 55. So it is one thing to say we need to address
health problems, we need to address agricultural and52. It was clear to those of us who went to Malawi
rural development issues but do you have therecently that this is not just a food shortage crisis,
resources to do so?that the AIDS pandemic has aVected productivity,

(Ms Lewis) No, absolutely.the production of food, and also the impact of a food
shortage will be greater because people are weakened

56. Do the governments have the resources to dothrough HIV and AIDS. To what extent does that
so?aVect the way that you are doing your work and how

(Ms Lewis) No. I think the only government thatcan longer term food security be achieved in
has really done a fairly decent job of looking at thecountries like those in South Africa where a quarter
food imports particularly is Malawi. I think the flagsof the population is HIV Positive?
were up early, the message got through and a lot has(Ms Lewis) Two points. Certainly we have been
been done on that side. By and large we are still athampered by the lack of not having enough
ground zero in terms of epidemiological surveillance,resources. We are convinced that one of the best ways
nutritional surveillance, therapeutic andto help address the HIV pandemic in terms of those
supplementary feeding for children. We just do notwho are infected and those who are aVected by HIV
have the resources that we need to do that. All of theis to increase the nutrition. This needs to be done
social sectors are certainly in the negative, if you will.through general distribution. As you saw, people in
From our appeal we did not have the necessaryAfrica do not have the opportunity to be tested, they
resources to meet the new agriculture inputs for thisdo not know that they are infected with HIV, and
year, the seeds and the fertilizers that were needed, socertainly we think that if we can increase the protein
that is going to have an impact on what the needs areand the other micronutrients that we can help people
going to be next year. No, we do not have any goodhave a longer, more productive life. We have not
news in Southern Africa.been able to do that with the pipeline. Basically our

pipeline has centred around cereals and, of course,
57. How many people in those Southern Africanthat has an adverse aVect on health. When you have

countries that are aVected do you think will die fromtoo much dependence on cereals, you have pellagra
the food shortage over the next six months?and all of the things that go with that. We have not

(Ms Lewis) It is absolutely very diYcult to tell.been able to do that but we are convinced that this is
When deaths are reported we are not sure if it isone of the best ways to help at giving people a little
because of lack of food, if it is not having enoughlonger and a more productive life. In terms of long-
nutrition because they are infected with HIV, it is soterm food security, I think one of the things that we
intertwined. We do not have a baseline, we did notare addressing now from the co-ordination unit is
have a baseline when we started this crisis, so in termslooking at the impact of HIV on food security. We
of actually projecting how many people are going tocannot continue to have traditional agriculture as we
die, it is going to be very hard to tell. We are in theknow it. People cannot do labour intensive
rainy season now, I think we have to think aboutagriculture when they are aVected. We are looking at
seasonal diseases, the cholera and the malaria andless labour intensive irrigation. I think I read in your
those increases, some of the proxy indicators forreport that you had seen the treadle pumps. Many
HIV, tuberculosis, all of those things. We are tryingtimes people who are infected do not have the energy

to even use those. to work with the countries’ health systems
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particularly and certainly our NGOs on the ground understandably, a lot of attention has been focused

on Iraq and some other areas and very little detailedare looking at the situation and trying to apply it. My
gut tells me that many people are going to die. attention has been given to the crisis that is unfolding

in Africa.58. Finally, to what extent do you think the (Ms Lewis) Absolutely, and I think many times wegovernments of these countries have the capacity to see in the media they take a very cynical view aboutrespond to a crisis of this scale? One of the things that Africa, but you have been there, you have seen thestruck me while I was out there which I had never suVering and where people start in a crisis and theyrealised before—although I guess people like you are so vulnerable and any shock causes masshave—is that if you sit down in a room with a dozen suVering and that is where we are. I do think that wesenior civil servants or politicians you are probably have seen a fair degree of coverage and interest intalking to four or five people who know they have Southern Africa. Many of the high-level visits haveonly a couple of years to live. How can people like continued to bring some attention to the situation.that plan ahead for agricultural reform when all they We have a good international media in South Africacan do is plan for whether their families can survive that we continue to send out. We try to let them seethrough the winter? To what extent do governments what is going on, but it is just not enough and thehave the capacity to mount a response with aid? UN’s recent study shows that the crises that have the(Ms Lewis) I think they are just now beginning to “CNN” factor are the ones that are resourced. Thatgrapple with the situation. Certainly we are seeing is one of the things we are struggling against when wethe education sector totally decimated by AIDS, and are talking about Afghanistan, Palestine, Northin the health sector, nurses, doctors are just Korea and the Horn. Those are the type of challengesdisappearing, not only to speak about the that the international community has to grappleagricultural impacts, so I think this is the first time with.that we have really had very serious discussions
about the AIDS pandemic and its eVects on
government and how to deal with it. We are just now

Mr Battlebeginning to focus on the impact, but the
governments do not have the capacity to deal with it 61. To go back to the immediate food crisis and
and I think the longer-term implications are just how we can move from this year’s food crisis in which
dreadful. originally, apart from the acetate that HIV/AIDS has

laid over it, there was a question of whether it was
drought or capacity? On the last day of the last visit
(we were there in October) we were out in the fieldsChairman
and it was starting to rain. I was visiting a seed store

59. We tend to get asked this from time to time by but they had not suYcient seeds and they could not
commentators saying that the problems of Africa are aVord fertiliser. I was left wondering, knowing that a
the fault of Africa, it is all their own fault, through year ago there was no rain and we were sending in
bad governance or whatever. You see a flurry of these food aid, yes, about distributing seeds and getting
comments every time this issue is raised. Most of us people fertiliser so they can plant in time for the rain
have spent many years looking at concepts of that is coming now so there is not a crisis next year.
sustainable development but does not the How has that been addressed? Certainly in Malawi it
combination of drought and disease make any of our did not look too bright.
pre-existing notions of sustainable development in (Ms Lewis) The only country that really made a
countries such as Malawi and Zimbabwe a complete good faith eVort was Zambia where we have seen a
nonsense? good bit of input seeds and fertilisers to the most

(Ms Lewis) I think so. If you look at the amount vulnerable. The funding has just been abysmal for
of development aid that has gone into many of these the FAO part of the appeal. Zambia is the only
countries and you just take the human development country that received what they were looking for in
indices, we are going backwards, we are not making terms of seeds and tools. James Morris, in
progress. We really have not been able to use that conjunction with Mr Diouf, sent out a letter to the
assistance properly to get at the grinding poverty that international community to help us with this, but the
is aVecting these countries. If you look at the six response has not been what it needs to be. Zimbabwe
countries in this crisis, five of them are still in the very did in fact have some seeds available. Unfortunately,
bottom of the human development index and are the the poor farmers could not aVord the seeds nor the
poorest countries in the world. We have the highest fertilisers.
malnutrition rates in the world, we have the highest 62. To be fair, the seed store was supported by ourchronic malnutrition in the world, we have got the own DFID, and they were giving out starter packs ofhighest rates of wasting and stunting in the world, seeds and fertiliser all packaged so the people couldthen you add HIV on top of it. So talking about put them in the soil and get on with it. Whosesustainable development right now is almost moot, if responsibility would it be to organise a full-scaleyou will. I do not want to be cynical about replanting programme to get ahead of the game withdevelopment. We have got to continue to talk about even the possibility of two crops per year rather thanthis and we have got to continue to strive to do things just one? Who is addressing that within yourdiVerently. organisation?

(Ms Lewis) This would fall under the Food and60. My point is a slightly diVerent one. I do not
want to hog this but somehow one has a feeling that Agricultural Organisation’s mandate working with

the ministry of agriculture to do that. Certainly wethe media and the world have not quite taken on
board just how serious the crisis is. Quite have been trying to track a little bit about the winter
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cropping in Malawi, the alternative crops, not just opponents by denying them that aid? If the

government in a country is part of the problem, is thethe maize but cassava, and we are trying to figure out
how to have surveillance so that we can monitor the supplying of food aid to that government

strengthening their hand and making the probleminput for the food balance sheet in Malawi. I
understand that the starter pack programme in worse? What can be done about this?
Malawi was certainly much more healthy and (Ms Lewis) The World Food Programme has been
aggressive for this year than last year. It is certainly very clear in terms of our strategy in any country. We
supported by DFID and is much more aggressive this provide food assistance to the most vulnerable.
year, which I think was certainly needed. Vulnerable people do not necessarily have politics, if

you will, and when we do not have enough resources63. But it is the scale of what is needed.
we have to guarantee that the food gets to the most(Ms Lewis) That is right.
vulnerable. We have been very clear with the

64. Is there a time-line then for planting? We government of Zimbabwe from the very beginning
vaguely hope the rain will come every year and rather and part of our negotiations with starting an oYce
than lurching from one food aid crisis to another, it again in Zimbabwe was this issue of independence,
would be a disaster if this time next year we are that we would work with our implementing partners
talking about not drought but the lack the of planting on the ground to work with the local authorities to
that caused hunger. Can we work backwards and say determine vulnerability. We have issued a zero
in two years’ time we will make sure everybody has tolerance policy and we have had about a dozen
got seeds and fertiliser? instances where there has been some type of

(Ms Lewis) Absolutely. One of the things the FAO disruption or an attempt to influence the food that is
is now doing is considering sending more senior being distributed. We have either stopped what we
technical experts to the region. They will be part of were doing or we have not started the assistance. We
the Regional Inter-Agency Support Unit there in continue to reinforce that. We have had instances
Johannesburg with us, and I think that is going to where we have asked the government to go with us to
help all of us be very strategic in our thinking and investigate where you have these armed combatants
looking to the future. Clearly the mandate right now running around trying to influence what is going on.
is to save lives but if we are not going to be in the same We have been very clear and we will not deviate from
position next year, the next year and the next year we that policy. Our NGOs have been empowered to take
have got to be very strategic in looking to the future. those decisions on the ground should there be any

type of influence. James Morris and President65. Will there be a proper connection between
Mugabe have talked on five or six occasions since thewhat you are doing and the FAO are doing because
World Food Summit face to face about this issue. Weat the ground floor level how do you stop a person
absolutely do not have enough food to do what needswhose family is pretty hungry and on the verge of
to be done, let alone to have outside influences tryingdying from starvation from eating the seeds they are
to impact on what we are doing.given to plant? You need to lay down the seeds and

food together.
(Ms Lewis) That is right. We are working much

more closely with FAO in terms of seed protection. Chairman
This is where the food and the seeds go to the villages

67. There is an article in today’s Independent, Iat the same time. The monitors are there to explain
think, with a photograph suggesting that in certainto people, “This grain is for eating, these grains are
parts of Zimbabwe unless you were a supporter offor planting.” We are working to increase that. It also
Zanu PF you simply did not get food. There was acuts down on logistics costs and on the amount of
photograph of a malnourished man and a wholestaV time involved if we go at the same time. We are
village, village communities who had said they hadworking with our partners on the ground to do that.
supported the MDC and unless they could produce aWe are going to enhance that collaboration and co-
party card they did not get any food aid. When youordination with FAO. FAO is also looking to work
see press reports like that, what actually happens onwith UNICEF through the schools for nutrition
the ground? Do your team go and investigate thatawareness, planting gardens at community level,
and check up on what is happening?those types of interventions. I am encouraged. I think

(Ms Lewis) First of all, let me clarify what we areFAO is going to be much more engaged and involved
seeing. The amount of food assistance that hasthan they have been in the past.
actually been channelled through the World Food
Programme and that has actually been delivered in
Zimbabwe is just under 100,000 tonnes of food sinceJohn Barrett March. The amount of commercial imports that the
government has been able to produce and move into66. A number of the Committee who were in

Malawi were seriously concerned over issues relating the country is over 600,000 tonnes of food. What
many people and journalists are confusing is theto the sale of the Strategic Grain Reserve, the

potential for corruption and the governance in GMB, the Grain Marketing Board, and their
attempts to influence food output. We cannotMalawi. Obviously in Zimbabwe there were very

serious questions over governance there. What can control how they use their food but if you look at the
diVerence and the controls that the UN and ourthe World Food Programme do to ensure that the

food aid is not used by recipient governments as a implementing partners take at ground level
compared to the government’s ability to movetool and therefore becomes part of the problem,

because they are then given another strong tool to around this 600,000 tonnes, that is where the
discrepancy comes in. However, if there is aninfluence within the country and to hold down
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instance where there are issues raised the resident co- still trying to grapple with. That is fairly easy to

track. The informal markets are much more diYcultordinator’s oYce follows up. The donors are very
keen that we establish a monitoring surveillance unit to track across the borders. There is traYc between

Zambia and Tanzania, there still is some movementto follow up on these instances so that we can come
back and try to track and also try to influence the there, and from Northern Mozambique into Malawi,

there is always a very strong, healthy, informal traYcgovernment. Every time we have gone back to a
government with a serious incident we have found there. We just do not have enough people and the

network is not strong enough to get our arms aroundthat they have in fact taken an interest in this, they
have gone with us, and even the minister went to the that. In terms of planning, I think what we have done

is to build scenarios based on what we think weInsiza incident to look at the situation. I think the
UN will be stepping up their monitoring and realistically can deliver based on resources, based on

our implementing partners’ abilities to deliver. Whensurveillance of these types of instances.
you put it in that perspective in terms of what the
World Food Programme is tyring to do overall

Hugh Bayley compared to the needs, we just have to continue to
track it and continue to raise it with governments in68. In another paper today, in The Times,
terms of how the commercial imports are going toDidymus Mutasa, the administrative secretary of
impact on food security.Zanu PF, is reported to have said really quite an

alarming thing. Zimbabwe has a population of 12
million people and he is quoted by The Times as

Mr Colmansaying “We would better oV with only 6 million
people, with our own people who support the 73. Ms Lewis, can I start by thanking you and your
liberation struggle. We do not want all these extra colleagues for the tremendous work that you are
people”. Will the World Food Programme raise that doing and please go on doing it. The second thing is
with the government of Zimbabwe and ask what on to say is you will have seen that a number of us are
earth does he mean? peeling oV to go to the floor of the House because of

(Ms Lewis) Absolutely. the Iraq debate which is about to start. Can I pick up
this whole concept under international law of people69. And let us know what their response is.
having the right to food and that states have the(Ms Lewis) I think this would be better raised by
obligation to ensure that their citizens have adequatethe Secretary General of the United Nations. I have
food to ensure their freedom from hunger. What donot seen that. That is one of the most horrifying
you think about the UN’s Special Rapporteur on thestatements. I am shocked, I am speechless.
Right to Food, the statement that was made at the

70. I was shocked but you are on the front line. General Assembly that “Anyone dying from hunger
You cannot deliver what you need to do to people was dying from murder”? Who do you think is
who are starving in Zimbabwe— accountable for ensuring that people’s rights to food

(Ms Lewis) Absolutely not. are respected, protected and fulfilled?
(Ms Lewis) I think that is a very delicate issue when71.—if you have people in the government, or

you are talking about human rights and nationalclose to the government, in the ruling party, whose
sovereignty. Part of the crux of his discussion wasview is that you should let people starve.
around the GM discussion. Clearly the World Food(Ms Lewis) That is unconscionable, absolutely
Programme, our colleagues in FAO and at the Worldunconscionable.
Health Organisation, have a joint statement in terms
of health and the implications of GM. The
unanswered question still has to do with potentialChairman
damages to the environment. I think at the end of the72. Maybe we might write to the Zimbabwean
day governments have to be accountable for theHigh Commissioner in London and ask on behalf of
decisions that they take. This GM question is verythis Government was that said, is it a true and
contentious and it has certainly not made deliveringaccurate statement and what does it mean. Can I ask
assistance any easier, particularly in Zambia. Wea straight forward factual question? What
have to continue to work with the governments, toinformation is available about the commercial
give as much scientific evidence as possible. I thinkimports into Southern Africa and private trading
many statements, such as that of the Specialbetween Southern African countries? How useful
Rapporteur, are based on disinformation, lack ofand reliable is this information for WFP planning
information, and not enough information. I think wepurposes? How do restrictions on commercial
still have an obligation to do more on that side as weimports and private trading impact upon the
continue to talk about GM.humanitarian response and WFP’s work in

particular? 74. I was of course expecting to go on to discuss
Zambia, and I will do so. May I again pay tribute to(Ms Lewis) Clearly we are able to track the

commercial imports because we can work with the your staV in country in Zambia. In my two visits
there I was very impressed with the work you aretraders, we can work with the transporters, we can

work with the people in the ports to know what is doing and mystified at the decision of the
Government of Zambia not to accept milled GMexpected. According to the latest estimates there is

still about a 900,000 tonne shortfall which does not maize. My colleague quoted a newspaper article from
last Thursday and it was a quite extraordinary articletake out the surplus in Malawi, there is about 300,000

tonnes eventually that will be in Malawi. This is in terms of the justification that was given by the
Zambian scientists in terms of the information they900,000 tonnes in the other five countries that we are
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received from this country from a number of sources. 50 per cent of commodities coming from the United

States Government, so we have to do a lot moreYou may wish to give us a rebuttal in a separate
paper in terms of that article in the Daily Telegraph eVort and energy in discussions up-front before we

get into a humanitarian situation.last Thursday6. What are the consequences of the
Government of Zambia’s decision not to accept GM
food for Zambia for the region and how far have you
got in terms of being able to procure non-GM food? Chairman

(Ms Lewis) First of all, I should flag up that not 78. That sounds like another letter, this time to theonly are they not accepting non-GM grain, they have Zambian High Commissioner putting these matters.refused corn soya blend which is essential for Then we can advise him to ask his government tosupplementary and therapeutic uses because it is comment and report back before we produce oursoya-bean based. They also have declined US oil report on what his government’s line of take is. Yourbecause it is a soya-based oil, so none of the resources last point really about not being able to have 50 perfrom the United States Government have been cent of food in kind from the United States raises thisaccepted for Zambia. As you rightly point out, the issue: the most recent UN-OCHA consolidated inter-stress and strain of trying to secure non-GM goes on. agency appeal for 2003 is asking for the equivalent ofWe are spending all of our cash resources that are not US $3 billion. These are now becoming very largetied. The total Japanese pledge, the Dutch pledge, appeals and they have characteristics of being ad hocpart of the EU recent contributions has gone to buy appeals each year. Have we now not got to thewhite maize in South Africa. situation whereby the international community is
going to have to accept that there is going to be a need75. But some 80 per cent of the maize in South
each year for a certain amount of humanitarian aidAfrica is GM maize.
and each year regardless there should be a baseline(Ms Lewis) That is absolutely correct and now they
pledge that could be topped up as necessary, orare even requiring that we have tests done on the
carried over miraculously if there was a year whenwhite maize so the time delay that is involved is
there was not a need? This present hand-to-mouthstaggering. The other issue is we cannot get export
situation whereby you have to go out on appeal, youlicences from the Government of Zambia to move
then get pledges, pledges have to be turned intoout the GM food which is in country. We could have
commitments, commitments have to be turned intoas much as a 14-day delay on getting the import of
to food aid, food aid has got to be got to the place,the food that they have already accepted that is non-
means you are always chasing your tail, are you not?GM. It is mind boggling.

(Ms Lewis) That is right. Certainly that would
76. Could I ask if you would update your web site facilitate planning and also the immediate response

regularly to post people as to what the true situation and you are absolutely right, so many times we are
is in Zambia. The reports on that are extremely running to catch up. Certainly this is a very
worrying. What do you feel the lessons are that the interesting concept. Would your Government be
World Food Programme can learn from the interested in having these discussions?
Zambian GM issue? When a sovereign government

79. We will have to ask in our report. Fortunately,chooses not to accept GM food, does it surrender its
we do not have to have the responsibility of speakingcitizens’ right to food? I would hope not, but what is
for Her Majesty’s Government on this Committee. Itthe situation?
is a matter for colleagues, but I suspect when we(Ms Lewis) That seems to be the situation
come to the writing of our report it will be one of theparticularly in Zambia but even in Zimbabwe the fact
matters that we will want to look at. Just whilst I amthat they have agreed to accept milled GM is not
on this subject, frequently this Committee is talkingenough. We had found that the capacity to mill inside
about responses of the international community andZimbabwe was much more eYcient than southern
we have the United States and we have the EuropeanAfrica’s extraction rates. We were getting a 93 per
Union and we have individual members of thecent extraction rate from Bulawayo. We milled
European Union like the United Kingdom and we10,000 tonnes there. When some of the ministers
have one or two others such as Japan, but the worldfound out that we had in fact transported the GM to
has many more countries than that. So how aboutBulawayo they told us we absolutely could not do
other countries in the Security Council, what sort ofthat any more so the wonderful eYciency that was
contribution can you get either in cash or kind fromgoing on in Zimbabwe has been limited because the
Russia or China? What contribution do you get incabinet has taken the decision not to let us transit the
cash and kind from rich countries like Saudi ArabiaGM. So these kinds of decisions defy the thinking
and the Gulf countries? It seems we have a situationfrom the humanitarian community and how we can
whereby we have got a very small number ofdo more with—
countries that seem to be carrying a disproportionate

77. And the lessons you are learning? burden in this.
(Ms Lewis) The lesson we are learning is that we (Ms Lewis) For this particular crisis we have had

have to have a good, sound, solid discussion about about 35 donors. The problem is that you get $50,000
GM and the commodities that are available before from Andorra. One of the things that James Morris
we go into humanitarian situations in terms of what has focused on is the non-traditional donors. He is
governments will and will not receive. We have to be very keen to engage other donors. He was recently in
very clear with our cash donors that we are going to Russia where they had pledged I forget how many
need more cash in the future. We cannot depend on tonnes of food, but this was the first time ever. The

million tonnes of wheat from India as a recipient
6 Ev 33. country, which is also giving for Afghanistan, is a
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non-traditional approach. The only issue for non- markets anyway. We have to be very, very vigilant

that we do not stay too long. It will depend on thetraditional donors, particularly for food in kind, for
example the South African pledge of 100,000 tonnes, next agriculture season and this HIV vulnerability.
is how do we resource the cash to move that food and 83. Does there come a saturation point when youthe accompanying costs that go with that? These are are trying to target the poorest, and that is 80 plus perthings he is looking very carefully at in how we can cent in an area, that trying to distinguish those whowork with our cash donors to help us encourage non- should and should not receive it outweighs thetraditional donors to become involved. He is looking advantage and you just have to blanket an area?at this very, very closely. Getting back to the (Ms Lewis) I am sure there would come a time butSouthern Africa crisis, what we are seeing is there is unfortunately we have not had enough resources toa lot of interest, the problem is that the contributions reach nearly the targets, so at 80 per cent I wouldtend to be much much smaller than from your big think I was fully funded.donors.

Hugh Bayley
Mr Battle

84. One of the lessons I would love to be able to
80. As a caveat on GM, it is a very complex debate draw out of this study we are doing is to look at ways

and it is massively misunderstood here in Britain as of trying to avoid this sort of crisis happening in the
well as elsewhere. The risk assessment and all those future. We are told that in the Horn of Africa there
questions need to be on the table and I would are better early warning systems and better reserves
welcome a much more open debate on it. Is it not true of grain and better plans for responding to a crisis
in fact that corporations with an interest in GM when it happens which grew out of the mid-1980s
foods actually sponsor the World Food Programme famine there. Why are there not similar plans
and the USA is paying for some of the GM prepared in Southern Africa? Is it practicable, having
corporations running research programmes? It is not learned what you have learned in the last few months
a case of for or against GM in that clean way, is it? and doubtless will learn in the next few months, to

(Ms Lewis) Absolutely. I would not know about put together a strategy, perhaps with SADC in the
the USAID funding but certainly there are interest lead, if not to avoid these problems in the future then
groups in every aspect of food assistance, whether it to respond to and deal with these problems better
is soya bean producers and the people who produce should they reoccur?
corn soya blend, so you always have interests, but I (Ms Lewis) Absolutely. One of the things that we
really would not know about the USAID funding. are doing is trying to work with SADC to increase

their capacity. We have a very strong collaboration
in the food agriculture and natural resources unit
there in Harare with Save the Children UK andMr Colman
FEWSNET, which is the famine early warning

81. This is a good time because the World Food system funded by USAID. As I said, we have
Programme is at this moment chaired by the United absolutely asked SADC to take the lead on
Kingdom, I understand. This is a good point at vulnerability assessments in the region, which they
which to carry that forward. have graciously accepted and are giving us leadership

(Ms Lewis) That is right, Ambassador Beattie. there. We are also working with the US State
Department’s Meteorological—

85. People.
John Barrett (Ms Lewis) Whatever it is, those satellites. I cannot

remember what the name of it is. That is a linkage82. It is important that food aid does not
that we are using now. We are also working veryundermine local markets and one way of doing this
closely with the South African government in theiris to target it at the poorest who do not have the
early warning division of disaster management.resources to reach these markets. When you are
Certainly they have had just a wealth of experienceselectively targeting everybody in an area, a village,
helping with the floods in Mozambique and many ofwhat can be done to ensure that where there are local
the natural disasters in South Africa. I think we aremarkets that they are not undermined and that the
learning from them and have a close collaborationsustainable development of these local markets can
with them. I think we are going to be doing things agrow?
little better but it is very important that SADC has(Ms Lewis) This is one of our jobs and that of our the support and the capacity that they need toimplementing partners on the ground, to monitor the maintain this and to start looking to the future sosituation. We want to be sure that when we go into a that we do get the flags up early enough that we docommunity situation that these are the most respond in a much more rational and strategicvulnerable people, that they do need food assistance manner.in the short-term and then we start looking at a

reasonable exit strategy. Also, one of the things that 86. When we looked at the DFID-funded grain
starter park distribution in Malawi, where starterwe try to do to support local markets, where possible,

is to buy food, if there is any surplus, to support the packs were going to two-thirds of rural households,
we were surprised to learn that many of the starterlocal markets. We have seen from our implementing

partners in some studies that have already been done packs contained seeds which were one year only
seeds, seeds which would grow a crop but the maizein Southern Africa that there does not seem to be

much disruption because there is not anything on the grown would not be fertile seed if it were planted the
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year afterwards. We were told that all of the Chairman
commercial seed suppliers in Southern Africa were 88. Thank you very much for coming and
supplying seeds of this type. DFID took the view that answering our questions. I do not think any of us,
the packs should contain an alternative type of seed particularly those of us who have been, as we have
called an open pollinated variety, which was a less collectively, to Malawi, Zambia and Ethiopia in
high-tech seed that produced maize which you could recent months in any way under-estimate the scale of
then plant part of the following year to create a the diYculties that you face and hopefully we in part
further crop. They have given contracts to a number of the inquiry will come forward with some policy
of commercial farms to grow the open pollinated recommendations that in the future may make
variety so that a greater proportion of starter packs matters a little easier.
contain this rather more sustainable type of seed. It (Ms Lewis) I would certainly want to thank thestrikes me that it is something that the World Food Government of the United Kingdom. You were theProgramme really ought to take a lead on within the first folks on the scene with us in Southern Africa andregion because if through our aid programmes we are we appreciate that very much. If I may, I will tell youdelivering seed into countries without the cash an update on the Ncala railroad. The locomotivesresource to buy new seed year after year, surely we arrived last Friday and the maiden voyage left withshould be delivering in seed that is sustainable and of 25 wagons. There was a derailment and one of thethe sort of technology that people have wagons tipped over so we were delayed abut 24 hourstraditionally used? so even the best eVorts —

(Ms Lewis) Absolutely. I have not heard this. I will
89.—But you are getting there.flag this up for my colleagues in FAO and see if we
(Ms Lewis)—But we are trying. Thank you socan get more information about this. It seems to me

much for your support on that.that there are people who are taking advantage of the
situation.

87. So it is an FAO-lead?
(Ms Lewis) That is right, it would be the Food and

Agricultural Organisation.
Mr Battle: We were told it is the hybrid seed that

is the marketable commodity but it is one year only
and it self-destructs so you cannot sustain it.

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the World Food Programme

The United Nations World Food Programme response to accusations about GM/biotech foods made in
the Daily Telegraph on November 20, 2002 in an article on the food crisis now aVecting nearly 15 million
people in southern Africa.

The position of the United Nations World Food Programme (WFP) in relation to the provision of food
aid that may be genetically modified is simple. As long as the food is certified as safe by the donor government
and is acceptable to the recipient country then WFP will distribute it. Each nation has the right to decide
which food it will or will not accept. WFP respects this right and abides by the wishes of each government.

In a joint statement issued on August 28, 2002, WFP’s Executive Director, James Morris, along with
Directors General Brundtland and Diouf of the World Health Organization and Food and Agriculture
Organization aYrmed that there is simply no scientific evidence that GM foods currently on the market
present any risk to human health.

The EU Commissioner for Consumer AVairs, David Byrne, has oVered the same assessment on a number
of occasions and GM foods have been the subject of 81 separate scientific studies sponsored by the EU
Commission.

The only possible environmental issue in southern Africa is that GM maize, though hybrid and not very
fertile, could be planted and cross-pollinate with local varieties. However, this issue is easily dealt with by
milling the maize to prevent people from planting it—as is being done in all the other aVected countries with
the exception of Swaziland, which continues to allow the distribution of whole grain GM maize.

So why then have some authorities refused GM foods altogether as opposed to asking for it to be milled
and getting on with feeding the hungry? Frankly, we do not really know. We are not familiar with most of
the NGOs cited in the article. When we consulted scientific authorities about GM maize causing “aids-like”
symptoms, they were—to put it mildly—incredulous. Perhaps these and other speculative reasons given for
rejecting GM food were misquoted or taken out of context. In any event, we cannot substantiate them and
it is fair to say that GM foods have been studied more than any other foods in history.
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The article says the United States has flooded Africa with GM food. The original US donation to WFP was
to have been wheat, which is non-GM, drawn from the Emerson Trust, an emergency food reserve. However,
African recipient states said they wanted maize and oil. So the wheat was sold in the US, the US government
incurred the transaction cost and maize and oil were then donated to southern Africa through WFP and
NGOs.

These countries are not commercial markets for US foods and the price of US maize is rising sharply. Nor
would biotech companies need to introduce GM varieties into the region since South Africa already grows
both yellow and white maize. So if there is some dark commercial conspiracy it has eluded us.

Having received the strongest possible support and consideration from the staV of the United Kingdom’s
Department for International Development (DFID), it is extremely implausible to us at WFP that they or
Professor David King would have been dismissive of, or indiVerent to, Dr Lewanika of Zambia in addressing
his questions on GM foods. It should be noted that the UK was the very first donor to step forth to oVer food
aid and other assistance to southern Africa during the current crisis.

The reference to the report of the US National Academy of Sciences is a troubling distortion. The NAS
report does not question the safety of the GM foods now marketed in the United States, but makes
recommendations on future regulatory steps for biotechnology because of the rapidity with which
biotechnology is being introduced into agriculture and other sectors.

It is not up to WFP to judge the behavior of government authorities that decline GM food aid. We simply
do our best to try to find other sources of food. That is proving to be a very diYcult task now. January will
bring widespread starvation to much of southern Africa, yet we have received only 59 per cent of the funds
we need to help 12 million hungry people and most of that is from the United States, much of it GM.

We sincerely hope everyone will set this issue aside for now. We appeal to the governments and NGOs
worried about GM foods to step in and help. Please give WFP the funds we need to buy food for African
families whose lives have been decimated by drought, aids and social conflict.

These people need cash, not commentary, their time is running out.

World Food Programme

December 2002
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Examination of Witness

Dr Stephen Devereux, examined.

prevent it from happening in the future. In the lastChairman
few years the ongoing crisis in the Horn of Africa—

90. Firstly, thank you very much for acting as the which is not just related to conflict as was sometimes
Committee’s Special Adviser for this inquiry, and perceived in the 1980–90s—and the crisis now in
also helping us with some academic rigour. I think Southern Africa suggests that we have not actually
one of the things which has been disconcerting for all understood what is going on suYciently. In
of us are the sorts of comments by the Head of the particular, I would point to policies and policy
World Food Programme and Judith Lewis, Director failure. What we are seeing, I think, is a crisis of
of Southern Africa, essentially saying, “Look, we’re poverty, which is exacerbated by bad policies. The
now reaching a stage where the food pipeline just policies are partly national policies but partly also, I
simply cannot cope any longer”. So we have got am afraid, the responsibility of the internationalsomething like 14 million in Southern Africa, and community, which has been introducing policiesestimates range from 8–14 million in the Horn. We which have not enhanced the livelihoods of thehave the EU representative in Addis saying, “What is weakest, most vulnerable and poorest groups in theparticularly disconcerting about Ethiopia is that

populations. There might certainly be climaticeach year, irrespective of whether there is a drought,
change going on, and that might be a reason why wethose who are food insecure get larger in number,
are seeing increased rainfall variability in the Hornbecause in the years when there is a drought there is
and Southern Africa. That is certainly anothersuch substantial asset depletion that they cannot
factor. To me, the trigger factors, whether it iscope”. I think the following things are disconcerting
conflict or climate, are only compounded by theabout that: firstly, it seems to me that we are moving
vulnerability factors. What seems to be evident isinto a whole new era of really substantial famines,
that people are more vulnerable than before. Theyand with the humanitarian system on the brink it
are closer to the edge than before, because of HIV/does not seem to be provoking the kind of debate that
AIDS, because of bad policies, because of poverty,one would think it should be provoking—largely
and the fact that people are dependent on rain-fedbecause I think people think we are just about
agriculture and that is not reliable. There seems to bemanaging to cope. Do you see that there has been
very little alternative income or employment forsome change in famines? For example, the Ethiopian
people in places like Malawi and Ethiopia. It is theseAmbassador said the other night that in 1984–85 they
factors which set people up to the short-term droughtonly had one rain that failed and this time they had
or the harvest failure. At a broader level, I think thereboth rains that failed. Is it a climatic underlying
is an issue about governance here—and thechange? Is it a social underlying change which is
governance is at the national and international level.causing this? Is there a greater degree of
The new factor that has come in is globalization. Invulnerability? Is it that people are so grindingly poor
the past when we looked at crises in India, China andthey are unable to resist the slightest “shock”? I see
Russia in the later 19th and early 20th century, theythat your IDS Bulletin (which I hope the House of
weremostly national crises to dowith local economicCommons Library has a copy of, or try and make
problems, infrastructure constraints, weak markets,sure they get one) is called The ‘New Famines’.1

Perhaps in a couple of minutes you can give us a weak institutions and so on. Those crises have now
critique of what you mean by that? gone and those countries have developed to a point

where they are not vulnerable; but in SouthernAfrica(Dr Devereux) Thank you. I think until fairly
recently people who worked on famines felt that we and in the Horn of Africa the influence of the global
understood what was going on with famines; we economy on the national economy and down to the
understood the problems. The problem was on the local communities is pervasive and has created a new
response side—it was about dealing with them; and set of vulnerabilities that were not there before.
when famines happened it was merely a failure of the
food aid delivery system or maybe a repressive 91. What do you see as needing to change? Let us
government. There was a perception that the take Ethiopia. There is unlikely to be any significant
understanding of famine had reached a point where shift in coVee prices for some time.Meles is probably
it was merely a technical problem to solve and as good a head of government as you will find

anywhere in Africa. How does one get longer term
1 A copy will be placed in library. food security in a country like Ethiopia; or is it simply
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a question of the donor countries having to give policies. They are on the Today programme—the

Head of the Prison Service or someminister is grilled.significantly more financial help? How do you see
this? Who is responsible? Who ought to take the lead?

Who has primary responsibility to identify when(Dr Devereux) I think that is a very important
there is a problem and put in place a mechanismpoint. Until recently there was a perception that
for coping?democracies were an insurance against famine. We

did not have famines in SouthernAfrica because they (Dr Devereux) In my view that is another
important problem which exacerbates the currentwere more or less democratic; but underMengistu in

Ethiopia and in conflict countries like Sudan and crisis. There is no locus of accountability. There is no
person or institution who takes responsibility when aSomalia we sawmajor famines in the 1980s and early

1990s. Now we have democracy in Ethiopia, food crisis occurs, as is happening now in Southern
Africa and in theHorn of Africa. The reason for that,democracy in Southern Africa, notional in some

places but nonetheless it is democratic rather than a I feel, is that accountability has in a sense been ceded
by national governments to the internationaldictatorship, yet we have famines occurring, and

food crises which are potentially as severe as they community. As they have given up some of their
sovereignty in terms of economic policy and, to someever were in the past. That means we need to think

again about the relationship between the political extent, political policy as well, they have also given
up control over their food security, over thesystems and the local food crises or food insecurity.

Paradoxically, it is again this point about exposure to population’s well being. They have introduced, for
example, health and education charges; some havethe international community. In a sense, with

governments which were repressive or much more been rolled back now, but they have introduced
policy which they did not want to introduce. Theyinsular and much more cut oV from the world, now

that countries have opened up and are more open to introduced policies reluctantly which have
undermined livelihoods and increased foodtrade, to foreign policy advice and so on, that has

introduced a new set of vulnerabilities. What can be insecurity. In a sense, collective responsibility and
accountability is diVused between too many actors.done about that? I feel very strongly that the

international community, together with the national Both the national and international communitymust
take some responsibility for policies which havegovernments which they are supporting, should

rethink fundamentally the policy advice which is produced the current crises. There is no single
institution or individual where one can say thatbeing implemented in these countries. Malawi is a

case which has not historically been famine-prone. It person or that institution is responsible, because
famine is a complex process. It starts with productionis only in the last ten years or so that the food crisis

has emerged. Some of the factors are not to do with failure—so in a sense we have to look at what is
causing production failure beyond the climaticthe policies. Some of them are to do with population

pressure, HIV/AIDS and so on. There is certainly a factors—what about the policy; then we have to look
at response failure, which is the reason why thesignificant element of policy advice which has

undermined the ability of people to make a harvest failure turns into a famine. It is a complex
process and there are diVerent actors at diVerentlivelihood—in particular I would say in the

agricultural sector, which the international points in that process. One thing that has happened
in countries that have managed to eradicate famine,community to some extent has neglected, and

governments have been encouraged to withdraw such as India and, to some extent, China, is that there
is some kind of social contract or anti-faminefromdirect intervention in agriculture, either in input

provision or in price support or in marketing. As a contract between the government and the
population. In a sense the government isresult of that we are now seeing new factors coming

back into the economy, such as price seasonality, accountable. After the great Bengal famine of 1943,
when India achieved independence, there was a viewwhich to some extent were controlled and managed

in the past by the intervention of government in that famine should not be allowed to happen again.
The colonial government was blamed by the Indiansparastatals. Parastatals have gone to a large extent,

or have been commercialised; that is not a bad thing for that famine, and independent India made sure
they did not have famines on that scale ever again.in some senses, but it has also removed a strong

institutional support for food security in the sense of The free press, the democratic opposition and so on,
keep governments honest. In Africa that does notgiving people access to input markets, output

markets and price stabilisation. Those factors have happen to the same extent—in the past mainly
because of dictatorship, because governments werebeen undermined by recent policy advice.
not accountable; and in some cases they used famine
as a weapon of war; but nowadays accountability has
been ceded, to some extent, to the internationalHugh Bayley community. They do not have control over their own
policies and, therefore, you cannot blame92. If it is the case that something can be done
governments entirely when things go wrong. Let usabout food insecurity, then some body or some
take a topical example, the sale of the Strategic Grainpolicies need to be put in place to achieve that end.
Reserve inMalawi. On the one hand, the governmentWho ought to be in the driving seat? Who is the key
of Malawi blames the IMF for giving the veryperson who should be held accountable? Is it the
“strong advice” that they should sell their grain. Onnational government in the famine countries? Is it
the other hand, the IMF are saying, “Thesome local village or community regional leadership?
government disposed of their grain without tellingIs it the donor community? In the UK we are used to
us. We don’t know where the grain has gone”. Therepeople in government, government servants, being

held accountable for the success or failure of their is a real problem here of trying to identify who is
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accountable for major policy decisions that impact approach. We do not want to go back to the state

running everything; but we cannot leave everythingon the poor and create famine conditions. What is
the solution?Maybe a national food security agency, to the free market, because there is not a free market;

there is eVectively no market in some cases. It is awhich would be jointly owned by national
governments together with local representatives, combination of finding the right mix of minimal

support from the state for agriculture and foodlocal NGOs and community-based organisations
working together with donors. The donors could security and, at the same time, promoting the private

sector really strongly and giving them the rightprovide funding and technical advice to the national
food security agency, but its role should be to look at signals so that they can fill those gaps they were

supposed to fill.the causes of food insecurity and food crises, and to
look again at the policies which are contributing to 94. And the FAO?
those problems and to start with a clean sheet—do (Dr Devereux) TheFAOhas had a fairly importantnot be ideological about going back on some role in the past, I would saymore on the research sidedecisions that were taken that might have been the than on the advice side. There is potential for thewrong decisions in the past. FAO to become much more eVective than they have

been in the last few years; but they also need to be
given a signal that the donors and international
community are going to put real eVort intoTony Worthington
supporting agriculture. If we choose to continue in

93. I agree with everything you say—you have to this way of not supporting or not intervening in the
find solutions. My impression for quite some time productive sectors, including agriculture, then the
has been that agriculture has been neglected and role of the FAO will remain marginal.
there has been no policy. All my feelings came to a
conclusion in Malawi where there was no
agricultural policy at all; there was no strategy. If the Ann Clwydgovernment intervened then it was disastrous
because the grain store disappeared, rather than 95. I want to say I totally agree with what you said
helped the people. The Food and Agriculture about accountability. Some years ago this
Organisation is a no, no. It is a total vacuum as far Committee did a report into Montserrat and the
as agricultural policy is concerned. My impression is volcano there. We tried to find out who was
that the donors have severely neglected agriculture. responsible for taking the decision in this country to
We can talk about livelihoods, but an agricultural give the go-ahead for building a town in an area
strategy for Africa and countries in Africa is not where the early warning people had said there was a
there. Do you agree with any of that? possibility of further volcanoes. We never could find

out who was responsible. If it is not possible in this(Dr Devereux) 100%. For whatever reason, the
country, I am sure it is equally not possible in others.donors have withdrawn support from the productive
Could you tell us what role you think early warningsectors in the last 10–15 years in favour of creating
systems can play in reducing the impact of famine?what is called the “enabling environment” within

which economic growth is supposed to happen. One (Dr Devereux) Following the 1980s famines in
Africa there was a proliferation of early warningconsequence of that has been withdrawal of support

for state-funded research and extension in systems. Theywere established all over the continent,
just about. They tended to be very high tech and veryagriculture, and for state interventions in the market

both for inputs and outputs, and for price sophisticated. We have gone now for satellite
monitoring of rainfall and vegetation and so on. Allstabilisation measures. As I have said, the removal of

all of those supports to food security has not been that is very important and has contributed to the
better prediction of harvest failure. It has not gonereplaced by the kind of private sector intervention

that was anticipated. I do not think we should much further than that. For example, it has not been
disaggregated, it has not been able to pick up onattribute malign intent to people that designed these

policies. I think they were naive. As a result, we are localised droughts and short breaks in rain during
the rainy season, which does not constitute a droughtseeing vacuums where there should be thriving

private traders. We are seeing people in remote but, nonetheless, can aVect crops quite severely.
More importantly than that, early warning systemscommunities in Southern Africa and the Horn of

Africa being neglected. No traders go there, and of that kind tend to focus only on the supply side.
They try to predict how much food there is going toprices are incredibly high. Where the trader does

come then he or she is likely to exploit them. People be in the country. That is what the FAO and WFP’s
Crop Assessment Missions do as well. They get anare being either neglected or exploited by the private

sector because the markets are so weak. It is not that estimate of what the food needs are in terms of the
gap between the food supply, the population and itsthe traders are to blame; it is just that the market

infrastructure is not there. Policy uncertainty is such requirements. There are two problems with the early
warning systems, I think: one is, they do not tell usthat traders are not willing to invest in trucks,

warehouses and so on because they are not sure enough about the demand side; and if we are now
seeing crises of poverty, leading to food insecurity ofwhether the government is going to change its policy

in a couple of years’ time as they have done many the kind we have in Southern Africa right now, then
we need to understand more about livelihoods,times in the past. We need to really focus on

supporting the private sector, as well as putting in poverty and market prices—we need to monitor
market prices better. As I have said, price seasonalityplace some kind of safety net or some institutional

support for food security. This might sound is back. Prices which double or treble between the
harvest and six months later are unaVordable for theparadoxical, but I think it is a two-pronged
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very poor, no matter what the availability in the have a lot of information from the local communities

which is potentially very important and should becountry is. Early warning systems need to fill out the
livelihood side. Save the Children will talk later used directly in early warning systems. Of course,

they cannot often be scaled up to the national level;about their “food economy”, or “household
economy” approach which does a very good job of they cannot be quantified in a way that technocrats

like; but, nonetheless, it provides importanttelling us more about livelihoods—the demand side
of the story, if you like. The second point about early supplementary information which should not be

ignored. If it had not been ignored in Malawi wewarning systems is that early warning systems are
only as good as the information that goes into them; might not have had the crisis that we had earlier

this year.but they are also as good as the response that they
generate. What we have seen increasingly is not a
failure of information but a failure of response.Often
we have known that a crisis was coming but the John Barrett
response has not been there. In a sense, it is not the 97. On the few occasions you mentioned whereinformation that is lacking, it is the communication, there was clear accountability, in India and China,or it is the response—for whatever reason the problem was corrected. In the international reliefgovernments and donors do not act on the signals system the publication from the Institute ofthat are coming. If we go back to Malawi—we knew Development Studies said, “There is a black hole”.as early as August or September 2001 that there was Has the location of this black hole been identified? Isgoing to be a very, very severe hungry season in late it within the donor community, the NGO system, or2001, early 2002, but nothing was done until is it within the governance of the recipient countries?February. The government did not declare an If you have identified where it is, can we helpemergency until February; the donors did not react identifying how to fill it?until February; and by that time people were dying.

(Dr Devereux) I think in a sense it is between thoseThe crisis peaked in February/March and the food
actors. If you think of the people aVected by a foodaid came in much too late. The food imports, as we
crisis as being at the epicentre of the famine, aroundknow, were delayed.Whywere the signals not picked those people is a ring of actors that have someup earlier? It is not a sophisticated early warning responsibility for making sure people do not die, dosystem because they have not needed one in the past, not lose their livelihoods and become destitute.Whatbut the NGOs on the ground were saying, “People we see in the current crises is a failure of all of thoseare out of food” by August/September’ “We need to actors to intervene where they should do. We see aintervene now”, and nothing happened until failure of government, either to support agricultureFebruary. It is not just about the information; it is or to mobilise the response fast enough; and we see aalso about the response failure. failure of the donors to respond fast enough. Often
this is because of a problematic relationship between96. I remember in the Sudan the UN people were
the donors and the government. We know that therevery angry with this country for not responding to
is this black hole, this uncommunication betweenthe reports theUNhad put out well in advance about
donors and governments at a critical time whenthe deteriorating situation in the Sudan. How do you
donor support is needed, and goodwill is needed.make those who should respond bemore responsive?
Around those people are these actors who are failing(Dr Devereux) That is the Sudan story in the early
to respond, and the black hole is in those spaces1990s. The same situation happened there. The same
between the actors. The solution, I would imagine, issituation happened in Ethiopia in 1999–2000 where
to try to build joint accountability to make sure thatthe signals were acted on months too late. Again, I
governments take more control over the foodthink it comes back to accountability. Unless
security of their own populations; and, at the samesomebody is held responsible for failing to act on
time, donors are held more accountable for whensignals big problems are going to continue. No
they fail to act when signals were there. There is apoliticians seem to lose their job; no donor oYcials
right to food in the international community. It is inseem to lose their job when famine occurs. If
a lot of international covenants—human rightssomebody is not responsible for making sure that
covenants and so on. The right to food has never tosignals are acted on then perhaps we will continue
my knowledge been acted on. In a sense you couldfacing the same problems in the future that we have
argue that famine is a type of genocide. If we seedone in the recent past. I think another point here is
people held accountable for crimes against humanitythat there is a kind of hierarchy of information. If I
which involve massive mortality, could we not seecan go back to the story ofMalawi.Weknow that the
famine in the same way? Should we not be lookingcassava production was over-estimated and a lot of
for finding out what the real causes of the problemspeople were saying, “There’s a maize shortage this
are and hold people to account, not to be punitive butyear, but cassava is going to fill the gap, so we’re not
merely to increase accountability in the future? Thatgoing to have a food crisis”. However, on the ground
is the real objective.it was quite clear the cassava was not there in

suYcient quantities, and the NGOs were sending out
these signals that there was no food at all—maize,

Hugh Bayleycassava or anything—but the NGOs’ information
was not seen as credible. For whatever reason it was 98. Stephen, is that a rhetorical statement or a real
not taken seriously. Whereas the Ministry of statement? Should there be an international tribunal
Agriculture’s very biased and inaccurate cassava where people who are held responsible for the deaths
figures were taken as evidence that there was no food of hundreds of thousands of people face genocide

charges? If there is not accountability, how wouldcrisis—that was that. Personally I feel that NGOs
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you establish accountability? Who is it most responsible for dealing with the short-term

emergency right now, independent of the possibleimportant to hold accountable—local leadership,
national leadership of the country concerned, or the long-term consequences; or do they have the right to

say no at this point, knowing that the longer termworld community? How often has the head of a UN
agency been sacked as a result of famine? How often consequences could be quite serious? They are

trading oV the present for the future. I do not have ahas a government been toppled as a result of famine?
view about whether they have taken the right(Dr Devereux) It has happened but very rarely.
decision or not. I think every national government99. What mechanisms do we use? Who should be has the right to take or reject whatever advice and aidthe first people we arraign before the mechanism? they are given or oVered. I do feel that national(Dr Devereux) I think it is important to make a governments should be more accountable than theydistinction between famines where foodwas used as a are; and that partly means saying no more often,weapon against certain population groups.We could particularly to pressures from the internationalargue, for example, that the Ethiopian famine in the community, which sometimes forces them intomid 1980swas partly a direct cause ofMengistu’s war policies which are damaging to their ownagainst the north, and the withholding of food aid as populations. There is no doubt that that has been theaweapon in thatwar. That has certainly been true for eVect of some policies. The international communitymany conflict-related famines in Africa in the early does not always speak with the same voice; it does1980s and 1990s. In those cases I think it would be not always share the same objectives as the nationalrelatively straightforward to put those national government; even the donors themselves do notleaders on trial for genocide. In cases of always agree on the right way forward. Yetcontemporary crises which are caused as much by governments, in response to poverty and the need forlong term demographic problems, HIV/AIDS, international assistance, are adopting structuralclimate change and where policies come in adjustment, liberalisation and poverty reduction(agriculture, economic or food aid response policies) strategies which they did not actually design andonly in response to a short-term crisis, to a short-term choose for themselves.shock, it is less easy to identify which individual or

which institution should be held accountable for 101. I think we have moved on to poverty
reduction strategies rather than structuralthat, because the famines of today are very, very

complex. All I am saying is, there is a right to food in adjustment. Could I suggest you are suggesting that
NGOs know better than elected governments?international conventions; it is not being acted on at

the moment. If national governments, for example, (Dr Devereux) NGOs often have more
knew that they would be held accountable when information about what is going on, on the ground,
there was a famine in their countries they might be than governments, in the sense of government
more resistant to adopting policies that they are oYcials sitting in the capital city. It is certainly the
reluctantly adopting at the moment, knowing that case that in Malawi the NGOs working in the
the consequences of those policies failing could be communities were sending information to the central
very, very severe for them. In a sense, we could argue level in late 2001, which was apparently ignored by
that national governments should take more the central government. They either did not know or
responsibility; but, in a sense, I am also arguing that they were denying the evidence they were getting
it is a complex problem which requires both the from the field, from the NGOs. I think that is
international community and the national probably a reflection of the power that NGOs now
community, and perhaps other national have, as having stepped in following, to some extent,
governments, to work together and to take joint the scaling down and the withdrawal of the
responsibility for that. I am not saying we need to put government and the public sector generally, in the
donors on trial at this point; but we need to respect sense that we do not have the same number of
the right to food much more than we have done to agricultural extension oYcers and other government
date. workers at community level that there were 10 or 15

years ago when the government were much bigger.

102. Obviously when we go to Malawi, ZambiaMr Colman and other countries we see a situation where land is
held communally. Do you believe that one of the100. We asked the same question of the Southern

AfricaDirector of theWorld FoodProgrammewhen reasons why there has not been a move forward in
having a vibrant and strong agriculture-producingshe came to give evidence about two weeks ago, and

I paraphrase but she was saying that crucially it was economy in many African countries is because there
is a lack of agreement on private ownership of land,the national states who had the responsibility of

delivering the right to food to their populations. which would enable farmers to be able to build up
those farms and to be able to profit from theObviously the World Food Programme was their

back-up. Clearly this is a situation in Zambia where production of crops that could be sold elsewhere
within that country? Zambia is an example wherethe President of Zambia has taken a particular

position. Do youwant to comment on that particular there is a lot of very fertile land but a very strong view
on not allowing individual ownership of land tosituation at all?
develop.(Dr Devereux) It is a tricky one. It is diYcult to

force a government to accept GM food aid, if they (Dr Devereux) This is a debate which has a number
of viewpoints and no clear consensus. My own viewfeel strongly that the health and agricultural

implications could be quite damaging. So they are is that ownership of land, or least access to
communal land, provides a very important safety nettaking a longer term view in response to a short-term

crisis, and that I think is problematic. Are they for households in Africa who risk losing everything
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in the first drought if they have a potential attempted innovations) is to take some districts out

of the annual food needs appeal process, whereby itopportunity to sell that land. This is a view which is
held very strongly by the government of Ethiopia, is assessed every year how many people will need

food aid, and to try to work with them on a moreand I do not entirely disagree with them. They are
very concerned that if landwas privatised in Ethiopia long-term basis to recognise that these districts are

chronically food insecure; there will always be peoplethen with the first drought that comes along millions
of peasants would sell their land because they would needing assistance and, rather than wait for the

annual food emergency appeal, they will programmeneed to buy food and they only have land to sell, and
they would be forced into the cities. They would three or five years of assistance for that district. The

point about that is not just tomake sure that food aidmigrate to the city and become urban squatters,
probably very vulnerable to poverty and food arrives in time, because often it is late, but also to try

to build assets and protect assets and livelihoods ininsecurity but now in an urban context rather than a
rural. Some people would say, “Maybe that’s not a those communities. In a sense, it is what we call

“linking relief and development”. It is about trying tobad thing.At least we don’t have urban famine on the
scale of rural famines”. move beyond seeing every year as a food crisis, and

seeing it as a longer term development crisis and103. This is a trend which is happening all over the
making sure that interventions are protectingworld and not just in famine areas.
livelihoods and not just saving lives. For example,(Dr Devereux) Yes. Certainly it is clear that using food for work or public works programmes todevelopment (if we take by “development” build infrastructure, because road building is still aurbanisation, people moving oV the land into towns, very important feature of long-term anti-famineoYces, factories and so on) is associated with a strategy.decline in famine vulnerability. We should not reject
105. Taking up a question and taking it further, thethe potential for urbanisation in Africa to solve some

distribution and ownership of land by small farmersof the problems of poverty and food insecurity.
is a problem in many of the countries on theHowever, I would be reluctant to support a policy
continent. What do you think about the situation inwhich, in a sense, forced people oV the land because
Zimbabwe as far as distribution is concerned? It isthey have to sell it in order to survive the drought.
not going to help food production if the land isThat is not the way to urbanise Africa.
distributed from big farmers to the smaller ones.
(Dr Devereux) Again, the land issue is very

complex all over Africa, and it is diVerent in diVerentMr Khabra
places. Just to pick up on the first point, it is certainly

104. Firstly, with your vast experience of work in the case that in highland Ethiopia and in Malawi,
Southern Africa and the Horn of Africa and the and in some other places like Burundi, farm size per
research on famine and food security, you may have household is so small that some people have called
better ideas of how to deal with diVerent famine them “starvation plots”; you cannot grow enough
situations in many of the countries of Africa. How, food to feed your family even in a good year, even
in your view, does the crisis and emergency response with fertilisers. Those livelihoods are going to remain
in Ethiopia diVer from that in Southern Africa? unviable until people find alternative sources of
Secondly, are there any lessons from Ethiopia—as income: either they have to work oV the farm for six
regards the WFP’s multi-annual planning of food months of the year doing something else to earn
aid—which might be applied in Southern Africa? enough income to buy food, or they have tomove out
(Dr Devereux) I think that one clear diVerence of agriculture altogether. There is a kind of

between Ethiopia and Southern Africa is that Malthusian crisis in some places where it is a lack of
Ethiopia has a long, tragic, but sometimes successful alternative livelihoods to agriculture that is keeping
history of dealing with food insecurity. In a sense, people trapped in their highly vulnerable livelihood
they are better prepared for the current crisis, system. In Zimbabwe it is much more a policy issue.
because they have had to deal with it in the past. They The land distribution programme has been
have an infrastructure; they have an institutional set- potentially very catastrophic for food production;
up there. For example, even in a normal year, or in and it is more to do with policy and politics than it is
most years, about 4–6 million people get some kind to do with actual land availability. There is plenty of
of food assistance anyway. This year it is going to go land in Zimbabwe which has been very badly
up to 10, 12 or 14 million, but the institutional distributed in the past, but the way it has now been
structures are in place. Ethiopia is better prepared redistributed is not necessarily the way forward in
logistically to deal with the crisis. I think what is terms of guaranteeing food security for the poor.
happening in Southern Africa is as much a logistical
crisis right now as anything else, because they have
do not have enough transport; they do not have the Tony Worthingtoninstitutional support; they do not have the presence
of aid agencies like WFP on the same scale; they do 106. Can we come back toMalawi and the issue of

what you do about it. Just to describe what we saw.not have the history or institutional memory for
dealing with these kinds of crises. Southern Africa We saw severely depleted soil. There was an

obsession with growingmaize. It was land which hadmore generally has a bigger problem in the short-
term dealing with the crisis, just because they are not been over-farmed, over populated for food to

support the population. There was dependence onused to dealing with it as much as Ethiopia is. You
mention the specific case of WFP’s multi-annual foreign seeds and foreign fertiliser, with obvious

power for multinational companies to exploit that.programming—one of the innovations that donors
are trying now in Ethiopia (the latest in a long line of There was no legal system; there were no exports;
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there were no animals to speak of; no internal means countries aVected and total the value of the food

deficit, how does one compare with the other? Whatof producing compost. Then there was AIDS.
Nothing I have heard or seen makes me think we will I really want to know is: is it a shortage of resources,

a shortage of money to purchase food? It is annot be there next year in the same position. What I
am interested in from you is for you to say: how do absence of money, or is it an absence of policy? That

there are the resources there to feed everybody, butwe get out of that? What are the key things that need
to be done in order to make that a more sensible choices are made not to spend the resources in ways

that do feed everybody. I am asking you as ouragricultural land?
adviser, if the answer is not immediately to hand(Dr Devereux) Unfortunately, I think I share your
could you chase after some development economistpessimism about Malawi. I do not see in the short-
and get a paper written looking at whether it is aterm any way of avoiding a series of food crises as we
resource problem or a distribution problem?have had this year. In the long term we need to re-

think again what policies are most appropriate for (Dr Devereux) I think it is a very important
question. I do not have the figures to hand to answerMalawi. I am certainly not the person who knows

what Malawi should be doing in terms of generating that question here. My feeling is that it is a
combination of both. It is partly becauseeconomic growth; but my feeling is that livelihoods

need to be supported, and that means a two-pronged governments are so resource-constrained; they have
so little foreign exchange, particularly a country likeapproach looking at supporting agriculture,

increasing agricultural yields; by giving people access Malawi, that they cannot really aVord to import food
on a significant scale when a crisis occurs; and theto input which they do not have at the moment; and,

at the same time, supporting the opportunities for private sector which was supposed to be doing this
job is not responding partly because the policypeople to find income oV farm.Malawi does not have

much of a non-agricultural sector, and that is one of environment is uncertain and partly because of
poverty, and there is not much incentive for tradersthe main problems they face. Some investment and

some thought needs to be given to finding alternative to provide small isolated communities with food for
a short time every hungry season. It is certainly alivelihoods for people who are presently farming but

not making a livelihood out of farming. One of the problem of national resources. I would say, without
going into too much detail here, that governmentkey points about agriculture in Malawi has been the

undermining of access to inputs over the last several spending seems to be more pro-poor than it has been
in the past in countries likeMalawi, and Ethiopia foryears. As you say, soil has depleted; there is very little

livestock for manure or ploughing in Malawi. The that matter. There is much less spent on defence in a
country like Ethiopia than there was before. Theinterventions that have been put in place, for

example DFID supported Starter Pack/Targeted Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers that have been
completed in many countries, including Malawi andInputs Programme, have provided some fertiliser

and seeds to some farmers but in a rather ad hocway, Ethiopia this year, have a large component of pro-
poor spending in them. Health and education, andand it does not give people the choice over howmuch

fertiliser they acquire and when and so on. It is more food security to some extent, but less immediate, are
getting much more attention from governmentabout improving the structural provision of inputs,

andmaking them available at aVordable prices to the budgets than they were before. I would say probably
it is a resource constraint as much as a distributionfarmers, and giving them choice over their

production. That is one set of factors. The other set issue. The resource constraint is manifested in the
fact that the government has had to go to theof factors is to try and find alternative incomes for

people so that they can move oV these very small international community for aid and they have had
to write the poverty reduction strategies to qualifyplots and out of this vulnerable livelihood system. At

the moment, nobody seems to know where those for debt relief, and at the same time they are
continuing to pay a heavy percent of their income inalternative livelihoods are going to come from. One

strategy which I think the donors are more or less debt relief and accepting conditionalities that they do
not necessarily want to impose in order to get thosebehind right now is to try to set up a rather large

safety net programme for the foreseeable future of funds. So there is an issue of resource constraints
leading to policy problems that I mentioned earlier.10–15 years maybe; and, at the same time, to invest

rather heavily in primary and, increasingly, That intersection, I think, is what is creating a large
number of problems.secondary education which has been somewhat

neglected, as a way of trying to give people the skills
base so they might find employment outside of
agriculture. I think that might be a longer term Chairmansolution; but it is very important to invest now in the
next generation, otherwise the problems are going to 108. If one goes back to the 1997 White Paper and
intensify. then you have all that work on sustainable

livelihoods, the theoretical work the IDS, ODI, and
others did, so we now have maximising people’s
assets, a whole range of assets, and then that leads onHugh Bayley
to the Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers and so on.
When one travels through the Horn, goes to Malawi107. Mine is a macroeconomic question. When we

were inMalawi we were told that even in a good year or whatever, the extent of the impact of the HIV/
AIDS disease combined with drought seemsMalawi is not food self-suYcient. We were told that

production last year was down by 15%, I think. increasingly to make a nonsense of those sorts of
concepts of sustainable livelihoods. Going back to anEither country by country or across the region of

Southern Africa, if one were to total the GDP of the earlier answer you gave to Tony Worthington about
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the need perhaps for jointly owned organisations, useful. It has limitations, of course, but it does indeed

identify where the problems are, and thereforebetween the local community and international
community, for dealing with the famine—I know suggest appropriate interventions.
that sustainable livelihoods were not looking as far 109. Politicians and civil servants spend some time
back as 1997, but do you think that methodology working up policy and, for a long time, work up
needs revisiting in the light of the impact of HIV/ policy on sustainable livelihoods and build up
AIDS on Africa and the frequency now of drought literature and practical examples. Somehow one has
and famine in Africa? the impression that, irrespective of what is now
(Dr Devereux) Yes, I do. The sustainable happening, the policy is still pursuing those

livelihood approach is really just an analytical approaches when clearly, just setting aside the
framework which looks at the various assets—that drought, the impact of HIV/AIDS on Africa is
households and communities, or even national signalling something rather more seismic happening:
governments and countries, have, and then looks at a million AIDS orphans already in Malawi alone. I
options for achieving livelihoods which are wonder whether it does not require people waking up
sustainable and self-reliant in the longer term. One of and saying, “Maybe for these countries we need a
the values of the approach is that it identifies diVerent diVerent type of intervention than that developed
types of assets that people and communities have. through the 1997 White Paper sustainable livelihood
Human capital is obviously one, and HIV/AIDS intervention, or have I got this wrong—it is just
severely undermines human capital, in the sense that perspective and scale?
it makes people unproductive, it makes them ill, it (Dr Devereux) I think you may well be right on
drains household resources caring for them, and it that. One of the features of academics like ourselves
leaves large numbers of dependants who cannot is that we are much better at explaining the last crisis
necessarily fend for themselves. What we are seeing, than the next one. I think some of the frameworks we
using the sustainable livelihoods approach, is a have developed have explained what happened in the
collapse of the human capital component of a past; but what is happening now is changing. The
household’s asset base. The value of that approach is, crises we are seeing, particularly in Southern Africa,
therefore, to identify where the gaps are so we can are so diVerent from what we have analysed or
think of where to put appropriate interventions. It is conceptualised in the past that we need to think
not obvious how you replace an economically active again. TheHorn of Africamight be a continuation of
cohort of the population that has been removed, but a fairly familiar type of scenario, where we can apply
certainly we can think of ways to introduce labour- the oldmodels and the old framework; but I think the
saving technologies or to provide livelihoods for Southern Africa emergency, where you have
people that do not require heavy physical labour. democracy, free markets, campaigning opposition
That would be a way of dealing with the human and active, healthy opposition press, fairly fertile
capital crisis that has been created by HIV/AIDS. land, is a diVerent story. What is going on in
The other part of the framework is alternative Southern Africa is diVerent from the Horn of Africa
livelihood strategies. There are three that were and requires new thinking, and HIV/AIDS comes in,
identified in the original formulation: agriculture as you say, as a seismic factor there which has not
intensification; extensification (farming more land); been adequately built into previous models. That is
and migration. This comes back to the point about certainly true. I think that the Southern Africa crisis
urbanisation. It might well be the case that a whichwe are now experiencing or seeing is something
combination of agricultural failure and HIV/AIDS which requires us to look again at policy and
will require people increasingly to urbanise, to leave conceptual approaches.
the land, to migrate to town and, hopefully, to find Chairman: Thank you very much. Thank you for
work there in the informal sector and ultimately in answering all our questions.
formal sector jobs. I think the framework is fairly

Memorandum submitted by Save the Children Fund UK

UNDERSTANDING AND RESPONDING TO FRAGILE LIVELIHOODS IN SOUTHERN
AFRICA

Summary

The southern Africa region is currently facing a humanitarian crisis, unprecedented in its complexity and
potential impact. The populations needing basic food staples will increase, from December, to over 16
million, with an estimated total food requirement of over 4 million tonnes lasting until, at least, March 2003.

Using Malawi as a case example, this paper examines the development of the southern Africa food crisis.
It indicates that, at least in the crucial initial months, governments, donors and humanitarian agencies failed
to take action on available information, with the result that avoidable suVering, impoverishment and loss of
human life occurred.
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The paper highlights the chronic levels of vulnerability and the depths of poverty in the southern African
region, which food security assessments are able to capture and quantify. It is emphasised that food security
and livelihood monitoring systems at national and regional level must be put in place or enhanced. These
provide an accurate analysis of poverty and its underlying causes and could guide policy and programme
interventions linked to longer-term poverty reduction strategies, as well as disaster prevention.

The role of DFID is briefly reviewed and, whilst they were the first donor to respond, there were
shortcoming in their internal mechanisms that prevented them from being as clear and responsive as they
should have been at the outset.

Introduction

The southern Africa region is currently facing an unprecedented humanitarian crisis. Recent figures
estimate that the region needs to import over four million metric tonnes of cereals during the current
marketing year. According to recent findings fromWFP/FAO the scale of the crisis and populations requiring
food aid, will rise dramatically over the next few months. Between now and December 2002, the populations
needing basic food staples will increase from over 11 to over 16 million, with an estimated total food aid
requirement of 1.2 million mts1 plus at least 2,000 tonnes food aid per month to meet the requirements of
Angola.

In recent months, there has been a significant shift amongst the donors and the humanitarian community
with regards to their understanding of the size of this crisis and the response required to avoid a widespread
famine on a scale never experienced in southern Africa.

Untilmid 2002, the international humanitarian response to this crisis was inadequate, lacking due attention
and in-depth analysis. However, in early July, WFP launched an international appeal (EMOP 10200) worth
$507 million to provide 992,000 mts of food aid for 10.25 million people. As of early October, WFP reported
pledges of just over one third of the commodities required through to March 2003. It appears that there is
now full acceptance on the enormity of the crisis and the international humanitarian community is now
orchestrating what may become the largest humanitarian eVort in the southern Africa region.2

Points for Consideration by the International Development Committee

1. It is of concern that a number of vulnerability assessments and early warning systems in the region failed
to register the emerging crisis as it began to unfold, ultimately threatening the lives of many rural Africans.
It is of equal concern that early communiqués and appeals from various agencies, highlighting the enormity
of the crisis, were unnoticed at policy and decision-making levels within national governments, donor
agencies and theUN system.Were these early assessments credible?Might a timely response to the underlying
problems identified in these reports, have prevented the loss of lives and the development setbacks the region
is currently experiencing as a direct result of the famine?

The evidence suggests that the first warnings were accurate and that the household economy approach used
in these studies was sound; that the approach should be used as a basis for future early warning and
monitoring; and that, with its focus on access to food, income and other livelihood resources, it is a valuable
tool for linking poverty reduction strategies (and monitoring their impact) with disaster prevention.

2. Children are at risk in situations where people are having to migrate because of the food crisis. It is of
real concern that there is already a steady trickle of migrants into South Africa and Botswana from
Zimbabwe. Children are at greater risk of being exploited—both physically and sexually; being separated
from their families and falling into child labour traps as well as taking to the streets where they are likely to
be faced with various forms of violence, especially if they get into trouble with the law.

3. The Department for International Development (DFID) were the first donor to respond to the crisis in
Malawi and should be applauded for this and their subsequent inputs. However, their diVerent approach to
the situation in diVerent countries, particularly Zimbabwe, Mozambique and Angola has highlighted areas
of concern. Specifically these relate to:

— their inconsistent engagement with civil society (DFID funded the Save the Children work in
Zimbabwe well before agreement was reached in Malawi, despite the need in Malawi being
potentially greater);

— the lack of clarity or openness relating to where decision-making was taking place—at national,
regional or London levels—that delayed the implementation process in Malawi;

— the internal linkages between the development programme and emergency response needing to be
strengthened. It was unclear what triggersDFIDwere using to prompt an emergency response, with
its concomitant requirements of appropriate scaling-up, urgency of response and the need to view

1 SADC Foot security Network Ministerial Brief, August 2002.
2 ibid
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the crisis within a regional rather than specifically national context. The split between the DFID
and CHAD (Conflict and Humanitarian Aid Department) functions was not clear (and CHAD
were only invited in at a relatively late stage); and

— whilst direct budget support to governments is welcome, this should not be at the expense of
livelihood support initiatives (eg in Mozambique where no emergency response is anticipated).

Events in Malawi are the main focus of this paper, where Save the Children UK (SC-UK) maintains that
early, pre-emptive interventions could have saved lives and protected livelihoods.

Save the Children’s Analytical Approach to Assessing Vulnerability and Famine Prediction

In the early nineties, SC-UK in collaboration with the FAO Global Information and Early Warning
System and with funding from the EU, developed a methodology for famine prediction, assessment and
monitoring, now called the Household Economy Approach (HEA). The methodology aims to provide an
understanding of household economy and its relationship to markets and employment opportunities. This
information is used to estimate the eVect of a shock on household income and food supply and the likely
ability of the household to compensate for this by implementing the various coping strategies available to it.

The focus of the approach is on access to food. It recognises that understandingwhat happens at household
level is the key to addressing all food security related questions. At the heart of these investigations, is the
attempt to understand the relative importance that families place on diVerent sources of food and cash
income.3

As part of the initial HEAwork, a computer programme, RiskMap, was developed to facilitate the analysis
of large data sets over large geographical areas. The RiskMap project had generated databases in many
African countries. In southern Africa, these countries includedMalawi, Zimbabwe, Lesotho, Swaziland and
Mozambique, some of which have been updated recently.

In Malawi, recent HEA survey findings have shown that the pernicious eVects of poverty, the decline in
agriculture production, the impacts of HIV/AIDS and poor macro economic polices have all contributed to
a deterioration of livelihoods. This is true for other countries in the region.

A Few Examples of Rural Livelihood Conditions in Malawi:

— Chronic poverty is deeply entrenched throughout Malawi, where the poor comprise 65 per cent of
the population. Poor households have diYculty meeting their annual food energy requirements:
even in normal years, they may not have enough to eat. Their lack of access to capital to improve
food production or to take up other economic activities is a main feature of this impoverished
group.

— The middle income group (27 per cent) and the better oV (9 per cent) either meet their food
requirements or have small surpluses at the end of the year.

— Poor households can only cover three to five months’ worth of their annual food requirements,
through their own production.

— For the seven to nine month period when the poor cannot meet their food needs by their own
production, they rely heavily on agriculture and casual labour to gain their access to food. Tobacco,
trade and livestock sales provide the main sources of income for both the middle and better oV
wealth groups.

— Beginning in November through to early February, poor households struggle to make ends meet.
In January, hunger and food access4 issues become acute. Most reduce their consumption patterns
and live on a day to day basis from day paid work, usually paid in maize flour or grain at the rate
of 1kg per day.5 This “hungry” season is a regular feature of agriculture throughout the region.

3 Save the Children (UK), The Household Economy Approach, A resource manual for practitioners.
4 Access relates to a household’s ability to acquire food, (eg, food may be available, but too expensive to purchase). Availability
relates to the physical presence or the absence of food.

5 (1) Save the Children (UK), A final report on the findings of a household economy assessment and training in Mchinji District,
October 2001
(2) Save the Children (UK) Malawi, A household economy assessment of rural Malawi (2000–01) December 2001
(3) Save the Children (UK), Final Report—Malawi Food Crisis, An HEA Vulnerability Assessment, May 2002.
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The Failures of Early Warning to Predict the Southern African Food Crisis a Chronology of
Events 2001–02

. . . There is strong evidence to suggest that poor households (65% of the population) and proportions of
the middle, (27 per cent) are sliding into distress strategies. . . There is an urgent need to begin planning and
preparing for a potential, food aid intervention. Targeted food distributions will likely be required for. . . 6

October 2001, An HEA Assessment, Mchinji District, Malawi

This section reviews the early stages of the southern Africa food crisis. Its account of the build up to the
crisis indicates that, at least in the crucial initial months, governments, donors and humanitarian agencies
failed to take action, with the result that avoidable suVering, impoverishment and loss of human life occurred
throughout the region. In Malawi alone, it is estimated that in the southern portion of the country, at least
500 to 1,000 lives have been lost due to hunger or related diseases during the first quarter of this year. These
deaths make it the worst famine in living memory.7

From SC-UK’s perspective, and recognising that theMchinji results were symptomatic of what was taking
place more widely in the region, there are three major areas of concern arising from these events:

1. That established national and regional early warning systems initially failed to predict the onset of
this famine.

2. That initial reactions to the early warning signals, when they were finally voiced, were dismissive. This
caused further delays in the launch of a co-ordinated humanitarian response; and finally.

3. That inadequate food security and livelihood monitoring systems existed, and there was poor
integration of these systems with eVective national, regional and international policy response mechanisms.

Chronology

July 2001—Monthly Food Security Report by FEWSNET (Famine Early Warning System Network)
Malawi, (May/June). This report highlights the Ministry of Agriculture’s final crop production figures and
estimates that national maize production will drop by 32 per cent in comparison to the bumper crops of 1999
and 2000. It cites a maize deficit of approximately 273,000 mts. However, this was not raised as a major
concern because “the deficit is oVset when other cereal crops and tubers (particularly cassava) are taken into
consideration. The end result is a national food surplus of 438,000mts”. FEWSNETMalawi, which is wholly
funded by USAID, primarily collects its data from remote sensing and secondary sources, mostly from the
Ministry of Agriculture.8

September 2001—Initial observations and enquiries are made on the status of the rural population in
Salima District, during a Vulnerability Assessment Training, hosted by SADC-VAC and facilitated by SC-
UK and FEWSNET. Village key informants report maize production losses, a recent and sudden increase in
the price of maize and general food shortages in both village and commercial markets. 9

FEWSNET Malawi reports that ADMARC (the Malawian grain marketing parastatal) has raised the
price of consumer maize by 240 per cent. However, the impact of this sudden rise in prices and the scarcity
of food appear to go unnoticed. The report mentions that “oYcial maize stocks remain low at only 2,528
mts . . . Fortunately, households are able to depend on actively functioning markets as a source for their
maize.” Once again, references are made to the “other food crops and tubers” and how they are helping to
alleviate the food insecurity problem caused by the maize shortage.10

It becomes public knowledge that the Government of Malawi (GOM) had sold most of the 165,000 mts of
maize in the strategic grain reserve. The country is left with virtually no emergency buVer stocks. In the weeks
and months ahead this issue and related corruption charges result in a breakdown of relations between the
GOM and donors, with serious repercussions for the humanitarian eVort.11

6 ibid.3.
7 Devereux, Stephen, The Malawi Famine 2002, Causes, Consequences, and Policy Lessons. May 2002. Paper commissioned by
Action Aid Malawi.

8 FEWSNET Malawi, Monthly Food Security Update, May-June, published July 2001.
9 Save the Children (UK), unpublished findings, FSLU de-briefing notes, October 2001.
10 ibid. September 2001.
11 SC (UK) situation reports, note to the file, correspondence with donors, various press clippings.
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October 2001—SC-UKconducts aHousehold EconomyAssessment and Training inMchinji District. The
findings from the assessment are alarming. The report notes that the price of consumer maize has risen by
340 per cent, maize production has fallen by 40 per cnt and the cost of agriculture inputs has continued to
steadily rise, approximately 30 per cent. The reports suggest that the rural populations are now facing
significant food deficits and will not be able to meet their annual food energy requirements.12

November 2001—In order to verify the Mchinji Assessment findings and to ascertain how widespread the
problems are, SC-UK commissions a second HEA assessment to cover three large geographical areas in the
centre and south of the country. Similar to the Mchinji assessment, the findings were very disturbing and
clearly show that the crisis is not isolated to specific pockets or locations, but is widespread and has national
implications.13

These conclusions lead SC-UK to undertake a major initiative, alerting both the government and donors
of the emerging food crisis. In mid November SC-UK convened a meeting on the food crisis in Malawi and
made formal overtures to the government and representatives of the donor community and non-government
organisations

FEWSNET Malawi, WFP and the European Commission Food Security Programme (ECFSP) conduct
a rapid food availability assessment. In its main findings, they describe that groups of people depend on other
sources, especially the market for food. Fortunately, general observations indicate that people in the southern
region are more enterprising and engage in various activities to generate income.Once again, it is acknowledged
that maize production did not do well, but “other food crops (tubers, sorghum, etc) are playing a big role in
supplementing and substituting for maize.” Additional references are made to price increases. However, there is
no analysis on the impact of these price increases on consumers’ access to food. 14 This report delays a concerted
humanitarian response.

Based upon the findings of this assessment, WFP approves an EMOP 10153 for Malawi. For the entire
population of Malawi (approximately 10.4 million), it aims to target only 255,000 beneficiaries over a period
of three months, in selected geographical areas within 19 districts.

December 2001—SC-UK submits an emergency response proposal forMchinji District to the Department
for International Development. The projected beneficiary caseload is estimated at 65 per cent of the rural
population or approximately 295,000 individuals.

To underpin the HEA findings, SC-UK establishes a nutritional monitoring and surveillance programme.
Plans are developed to carry out nutrition surveys, of the under-5 years age group, on a quarterly basis in the
districts of Salima andMchinji. The December findings showed global malnutrition rates of 11.8 and 9.3 per
cent in Mchinji and Salima respectively. In itself, these figures did not suggest a crisis. However, when taken
together with the HEA data and in considering the time of the year (three months prior to the harvest) they
were very serious indeed.

SC-UK commissions a national study on the availability of roots and tubers. The report confirms that these
crops are not cultivated on a national scale, but are predominantly grown along the lakeshore and in the
northern areas of the country. It concedes that there may be surplus in these areas, but poor transport
networks and markets make it prohibitive to shift this food to deficit areas.

January/February 2002—The national and international media begin focussing onMalawi and the region
as a whole. There is a ground swelling of distressing reports from CBOs and field based NGOs from various
points in the country. These include:

— Acute shortages of maize in ADMARC markets, forcing people to purchase at street value prices
at anywhere from 400 to 500 per cent above normal.

— Sale of assets and widespread de-stocking is underway. Livestock prices begin to fall. By the end of
February, livestock prices reach desperate levels (goat prices dropping from Mk500 to 150 and
cattle from Mk 6000 to 1500).

— Overwhelming reports of reduction and changes in dietary patterns. (consumption of boil bananas,
maize bran, tree roots, adding sawdust to flour, etc).

— High incidence of children being withdrawn from schools due to hunger and swollen feet.

— Increased cases of malnutrition in both children and adults, noting widespread cases of oedema/
swelling of face and feet.15

12 ibid. 4.
13 ibid. 4.
14 FEWSNET Malawi, ECFSP, WFP, Final Report: Rapid Food Availability Assessment for Malawi, November 2001.
15 SC (UK) Living in the Abyss: Hunger in Mchinji, Food Security Monitoring Report, February 2002.
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February 2002—Findings from the February nutrition surveys are most alarming and confirm the earlier
prognosis of the HEA studies. Within the short period of 10 weeks since December 2001, global malnutrition
has risen from 9.3 per cent in Salima to 19 per cent. This means that one in five children under the age of five
years is malnourished. Under-nourished children are aVected both short and long-term. They fall ill
recurrently; their physical and mental development is less than optimal; and death rates increase.

In recognition that the humanitarian community has not addressed the crisis with suYcient rigour, SC-UK
intensifies its appeals to donors and the UN system. It advocates a significant increase in a system wide eVort
to address the unravelling crisis in Malawi, as well as the region.16

After a three-month delay, DFID finally agrees to fund SC-UK’s emergency response forMchinji District.
In consideration of the disturbing nutritional findings they are, as well, responsive to a second emergency
response proposal for Salima District.17

27 February theGovernment ofMalawi declares a state of emergency. PresidentMuluzi declares that acute
maize shortages have reached critical levels, resulting in famine conditions.18

March 2002—SC-UKmakes a formal presentation to theUN Inter Agency Standing CommitteeWorking
Group in Rome on the emerging Southern Africa Food Crisis. The presentation highlighted the severity of
the crisis with countrywide impacts in Malawi, Zambia and Zimbabwe, as well as aVected pockets of
populations in Angola, Lesotho and Swaziland.19

April/May 2002—Resulting from this meeting, the World Food Programme was requested to co-ordinate
a series of inter-agency vulnerability assessments in the six countries most aVected in the region. SC-UK was
requested to contribute to these assessments and to be part of a technical working group with WFP, OCHA,
UNICEF and FAO.

June 2002—SC-UK submits its final report entitled: Malawi Food Crisis, an HEA Vulnerability
Assessment to the UN-WFP Inter-Agency Vulnerability Assessment Committee and is tabled at the
Humanitarian Needs Meeting in Johannesburg on 6–7 June.

The assessment findings provided a “best case” and “worst case” scenario. Under both scenarios,
significant deficits for 2002–03 are noted. Approximately 2.1 to 3.2 million people are facing a considerable
food shortages and potential livelihood failures. The estimated total food tonnage requirements to fill this
deficit are in the range of 380,000 to 580,000 metric tonnes20. However it goes on to note that after two years
of repeated shocks to livelihoods, the “worst case scenario” of 3.2 million being aVected is likely to be the
more accurate depiction of the situation.21

July 2002—Eight months after SC-UK presented its evidence of a pending crisis, WFP launches an
international appeal (EMOP 10200) worth $507million. The EMOP aims to assist 10,255,880 people through
a variety of food aid activities. Of this, a General Food Distribution will provide a contribution to the
household basket to 9,958,000 people.22

Trigger Factors and Root Causes of the Crisis

The southern African crisis can be linked to a combination of trigger factors and underlying causes.

This paper has illustrated the way in which, in parts of Southern Africa, a majority of households live on
the brink; barely meeting subsistence and survival needs. As we have seen over the last year, shocks such as
crop production losses or the failure of market mechanisms, can lead to hunger and destitution on a massive
scale. These are the shocks that tipped the balance for many rural households in the region. Over the past
year, in order to feed their families, households have depleted their savings, sold their assets, livestock etc.
They have gone to extremes to survive and their ability to recover will be gradual and diYcult.

For Malawi, these trigger factors included:

— A sudden and rapid increase in the price of maize cereal, ranging from 300 per cent to 500 per cent
above normal.

— Two consecutive years of poor harvests resulting in household production dropping by
approximately 40 to 60 per cent, attributable to poor environmental and climatic conditions,
including widespread floods in early 2001.

16 SC (UK) HO file notes, communication and corresponence to donors and UN.
17 SC Malawi situation report, 3rd week February 2002.
18 ibid. 20 and various press clippings.
19 SC (UK) Southern Africa Food Crisis, Background Note for the IASC-WG, Rome, March 2002.
20 Estimated food aid requirement is based upon the Humanitarian Charter, Minimum Standards in Disaster Response of 2,100
kilocalories per person per day.

21 Save the Children (UK) Malawi Food Crisis, an HEA Vulnerability Assessment.
22 World Food Programme, Southern Africa Crisis Response, EMOP 10200, July 2002.
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— Continuous increases in the prices of agriculture inputs (fertilisers, seeds etc.) resulting in prohibitive
high costs and inaccessibility for the majority of households.

— A steady decline in cash revenues from cash crops and declining labour market opportunities.

— Sale of the strategic grain reserve leaving the country with no emergency buVer stocks.

— HIV prevalence rates of 20 per cent. People living with HIV are less able to work productively, have
greater food needs, require extra resources to access health care and the burden of support
frequently falls on the children.

Analysis of the underlying causes of the crisis in rural economy that has hit Malawi and other countries in
southernAfrica has been well covered in various recent papers (Oxfam andActionAid). Household economy
analysis complements this work, particularly as it relates to market liberalisation (where far more needs to
be understood about the post liberalisationworking of local and regional grainmarkets) and the environment
(including degradation of soils and population pressure on the natural resource base). It provides a basis for
quantitative analysis of the impact of macro level policies, and highlights their consequences in human and
developmental terms—for example, in children’s lost opportunities to access education23

Looking Forward: Strengthening Regional Capacity to Respond to Fragile Livelihoods

A main conclusion of the October 2001 HEA assessment in Mchinji District was the need to strengthen
or establish national food security and livelihood surveillance systems. It further recommended that such an
initiative should be a collaborative eVort between government, national and international partners, and
should be incorporated in existing government structures, in particular the national safety nets programme.

The need to evaluate and improve vulnerability assessment systems in the region is not a new idea. There
are a number of valuable initiatives presently underway in the southern African region. Most notable is the
approval of a new regional strategy to “ameliorate cereal deficits”, by the SADC Ministers for Food,
Agriculture and Natural Resources (FANR). The strategy has two overarching objectives24:

— to improve information systems that collect and analyse data relating to food availability at national
and regional levels;

— to establish inter-agency vulnerability assessment groups or units, with the aim of improving the
understanding of food access. Emphasis will be on household food security and the livelihood
conditions of vulnerable communities, leading to better targeting of emergency and development
interventions. The SADC-FANR Vulnerability Assessment Committee (VAC)25 has been tasked
with providing leadership and technical backstopping.

In view of SC-UK’s particular interest and expertise in both food access and livelihood analysis, it has
played an instrumental role in furthering the aims of the second objective. In 1999, at the request of SADC-
FANR, SC-UK seconded a Food Security Adviser directly to them. Over the past year a number of initiatives
have been undertaken, which include the development of a Vulnerability Assessment Framework.

This aims to incorporate food access and livelihood approaches to vulnerability analysis in the region. This
draws heavily on SC-UK’s household economy approach, in collaboration with other principal stakeholders
(FEWSNET, FAO, and WFP).

This has led to discussions between the VAC and the Department for International Development to fund
a five-year project26, which aims to reduce hunger at the household level within the Southern African region.
The purpose is to enhance the adoption and implementation of eVective hunger reducing policies,
programmes and projects. The project is due to become operational at the end of 2002.

Key elements of the proposal include:

Livelihood based Vulnerability Analysis—At present, monitoring food security at a national level is
heavily reliant on food availability indicators, as represented by national food balance sheets. Within the
region there is a need for better information on who the food insecure are, where they are located, why they
are food insecure and what is the depth of their food insecurity. This information cannot be derived from a
supply side (food availability) perspective alone and so Livelihoods-based Vulnerability Assessment (VA) is
increasingly regarded as a critical component of any food insecurity information system.

23 (1) Devereux, Stephen, The Malawi Famine 2002, Causes, Consequences, and Policy Lessons. May 2002. Paper commissioned
by Action Aid Malawi.
(2) Oxfam Briefing Paper 23, Crisis in Southern Africa, June 2002
(3) Dorward A, Kydd, The Malawi 2002 Food Crisis: The Rural Development Challenge, September 2002.

24 SADC-FANR, SADC Regional Food Security Policy and Strategy to Ameliorate Cereal Deficits, 2001.
25 The SADC-VAC was established in early 1999 with a mandate to keep abreast and encourage co-ordinated development in the
field of vulnerability assessments including RiskMapping. SC(UK) played an active role in establishing the VAC, along with
the FEWSNET, FAO and WFP-VAM.

26 This section is largely referenced from the project memorandum entitled: Regional Level Support to Reduce Food Insecurity in
SADC, May 2002.
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— Improve vulnerability tracking and poverty monitoring systems

— Creating linkages between policy and implementation

— Capacity building in livelihood and vulnerability assessments to ensure that there is a sustainable
system for maintaining technical capacity to train, conduct, analyse and disseminate vulnerability
assessments throughout the region.

Conclusions

This paper has argued that, by using a livelihood approach to food security assessment, it is possible to
predict and potentially avoid hunger emergencies of the kind currently unfolding in Southern Africa.
However, the use of inadequate methods of analysis, based on food availability indicators, persists. It is
imperative that food access be incorporated as an integral part of any analytical process. This will result in
a strengthening of existing systems and will also allow for a much deeper understanding of the root causes
of vulnerability and its relationship with poverty.

In addition to this, more detailed analysis is required of the way in which newly liberalised grain markets
are operating in the region. To what extent was this a ‘free market famine’, and what steps are needed to
ensure that poor harvests do not, in future, result in a similar collapse of the market system.

Any situation that leads to populations becoming reliant on others intrinsically makes them more
vulnerable. Food aid programmes can themselves undermine child protection as evidenced in the landmark
study undertaken by UNHCR and SC-UK in West Africa. All parties involved in the food crisis must
therefore be proactive in acknowledging the risk and ensuring that appropriate activities and management
mechanisms are built in to all plans and proposals.

Finally DFID, who have responded well to the emergency and post-emergency recovery challenges in
Malawi and Zimbabwe need to be more explicit about their responses in the other countries of the region
(especially Angola andMozambique). They should also look at their own internal processes that would allow
a more timely and appropriate mechanism for scaling up to deal with emergencies, that have radically
diVerent requirements than longer-term development programmes.

Save the Children Fund UK

October 2002

Memorandum submitted by Christian Aid

ChristianAid is the oYcial relief and development agency of 42 protestant churches in theUnitedKingdom
and Ireland. It supports development organisations and projects in 56 countries, including six of the southern
African countries presently facing a humanitarian crisis: Angola, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Zambia,
and Zimbabwe.

Christian Aid has been actively supporting and encouraging emergency and humanitarian relief eVorts of
its partners in response to the unfolding humanitarian crisis in Angola since the early 1990s and in Malawi
since last year. Since early this year it has been supporting emergency food and agricultural input distribution
programmes in Angola, Mozambique and Zimbabwe. (For more details see attached appendix).

Christian Aid’s submission to the International Development Committee is based on its experience as a
non-operational development and emergency relief agency. It believes that working through local partners
and assisting them to develop their emergency preparedness and response capacity is a sustainable way of
providing development assistance. In southern Africa, Christian Aid actively supports integrated rural
development, HIV/AIDS-related, human rights, and food security programmes in addition to responding to
emergencies.

Key Finding and Recommendations

Christian Aid has found that:

1. The current humanitarian crisis in southern Africa is threatening the future livelihoods of around 16
million people (including Angola).

2. Although the crisis was mostly triggered by staple crop failures due to erratic weather conditions, its
impact would have been contained and much less devastating if a series of contributing factors had not
been present.

3. These factors include: chronic poverty and food insecurity, exhausted coping mechanisms, ill-advised
donor policies, failure of agricultural policies to promote food security, conflict, high HIV/AIDS prevalence,
the failure of staple food markets, and weak state institutions and governance.
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4. Chronic poverty and food insecurity are interrelated conditions that have been long in the making; they
result from a complex web of causes and are becoming worse in aVected countries. More than 60 per cent of
the population in aVected countries live below the poverty line. Of those, most do not have access to adequate
nutritious food at all times for a healthy and productive life. They are therefore extremely vulnerable to
external shocks such as erratic weather or conflict.

5. Coping in the face of food shortages is a way of life formost rural southernAfricans. In western societies
this would be socially and politically unacceptable. Food rationing, scavenging for wild foods, and selling oV
productive assets are some of the ways in which households in aVected countries have been dealing with lack
of staple foods in local markets or lack of suYcient income to purchase maize, whose price in some countries
has increased three-fold. People have been doing this since last year or earlier this year, and cannot carry on
for much longer

6. Ill-advised donor-sponsored structural adjustment policies, implemented in all the aVected countries,
have exacerbated the vulnerability of small-scale farmers in remote areas. They no longer have access to
aVordable agricultural inputs, stable food prices, or marketing services. In Malawi, the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) advised the Malawian government to sell most of its grain reserves on the cusp of a
major production shock. Stop-and-go donor support (including Department for International Development
(DFID) funding) for input subsidies inMalawi has confused growers and fertiliser traders alike, denyingmost
smallholder farmers from access to fertilizer in the previous growing season.

7. Government agricultural policies in aVected countries have neglected the smallholder and subsistence
sector, partly due to donor advice, and partly due to the political and social exclusion of this sector. Food
security is not dealt with adequately in the World Bank-sponsored poverty reduction strategies of Lesotho,
Malawi, Mozambique, and Zambia.

8. War has been the greatest cause of famine worldwide. In Angola, the humanitarian crisis is the result
of 27 years of civil war, which had led to massive population displacement, and the destruction of social and
economic infrastructure, social cohesion, and arable land, leaving two million people destitute.

9. HIV/AIDS prevalence has both exacerbated and been exacerbated by the food crisis. The dramatic loss
of productive farm labour as a result of AIDS-related deaths has led to decreased agricultural production,
increasing household vulnerability, and loss of farming knowledge. Of those in the region who recall the
drought of 1991–92 many believe that the low resilience of households due to HIV/AIDS this time around is
what is causing greater devastation.

10. Staple food markets have failed to stabilise prices for producers or consumers in aVected countries.
This is partly because state institutions have ceased to play a catalysing role in creating markets for remote
farmers or to support the prices of staple foods for the most vulnerable. The mismanagement and ineYciency
of national grain reserves have contributed to this failure.

11. Weak state institutions and governance (including corruption) have led to a late response to the food
crisis in some countries and to a cumulative reduction in staple food production in others. The government-
led land reformprogramme in Zimbabwe has preventedmaize planting onmost large-scale commercial farms
in the 2001–02 planting season, leading to a reduction in overall maize availability.

12. National food production forecasting systems are inadequate. The SADC regional early warning
mechanisms wrongly assumed that countries would be able to fill national food gaps from imports at the end
of last year and therefore failed to raise alarm internationally. Based on lessons learned from the 2000 floods,
the Mozambican government has put in place a national emergency preparedness and mitigation system.
This system is still facing several constraints but has played a role in mitigating the food crisis in the centre
and south of the country this year.

Christian Aid therefore recommends that:

1. Food security is given priority in the donor-sponsored anti-poverty strategies of Lesotho, Malawi,
Mozambique, and Zambia. More government revenue, donor aid, and private sector resources need to be
allocated to advice and extension services for smallholder farmers, to provide vulnerable households with
aVordable inputs and credit, and to build and maintain rural infrastructure that would facilitate transport
and marketing of agricultural produce.

2. Food early warning systems in aVected countries are re-designed to provide adequate warning of the onset
of a food crisis. The assessments of food insecure households and civil society organisations should form part
of national production forecasts to avoid delays in calling for an emergency response. Better systems for root
and tuber crop assessments (which cannot be detected by satellite) need to be put into place.

3. Governments and donors strengthen existing agricultural marketing bodies. These bodies need to be better
managed, more accountable, better capitalised, and complement private sector activities in food and
agricultural inputs markets.
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4. Donors sponsor poverty and social impact analyses of all recommended agricultural policy and institutional
reforms. These include the introduction of user fees, elimination of subsidies, and the commercialisation or
privatisation of parastatal marketing agencies. The findings of these ex-ante assessments should guide their
policy advice to governments.

5. Governments, SADC, and donors explore more cost-eVective and sustainable means of grain storage to
complement existing national grain reserves. These could include a range of solutions, from household food
banks, which operate at village level, to joint operation and management of regional grain reserves.

6. Governments and donors target HIV/AIDS-aVected farming households in their agricultural rehabilitation
and long-term agricultural development programmes. Special extension services for child-headed households,
targeted access to aVordable (or free) credit and inputs, and income support to extended households need to
be provided.

7. Governments and donors support programmes to develop alternative indigenous staple crops in drought-
prone regions.Dependence onmaize, a rain-fed crop, as a staple food increases the vulnerability of households
to droughts, which occur on a regular basis in southernAfrica. Indigenous grains such as sorghumandmillet,
as well as roots and tubers, are more adapted to local climatic conditions.

8. Donors remain consistent in their support for input subsidies. Stop-and-go maize input subsidy policies
inMalawi, Zambia andZimbabwe have sent confusing signals to growers and input traders. This has resulted
in high fertiliser prices and reduced production over time.

9. Donors, international NGOs, national governments and local organisations and institutions improve their
coordination to improve the overall response to the emergency, and to improve and complement long-term
developmental interventions to enhance food security and increase agricultural productivity.

10. A culture of accountable, transparent and democratic governance needs to be encouraged in aVected
countries through constructive engagement by donor governments and through increasing support for civil
society organisations as well as parliamentary and other democratic oversight mechanisms in aVected
countries.

1. Introduction

1.1 According to the latest World Food Programme estimates, 16.3 million people in Angola, Lesotho,
Malawi, Mozambique, Swaziland, Zambia, and Zimbabwe will be aVected by food shortages over the
following six months until the next harvest in April 2003. They may lose their livelihood assets, their
nutritional intake will decline, and some may die (an estimated 300 people have already starved to death in
Malawi). Of these, 10 million will already need food assistance from September to November this year.

1.2 The usual “hungry season” stretching from January to March every year may next year turn into a
catastrophe given that the level of resilience and “normal” coping strategies of aVected people will have been
exhausted.

1.3 The food crisis is evident at several levels. At the national level, the domestic cereal gap this year, after
commercial and food aid imports, is 10 times higher than the average of five years before in Zimbabwe, and
one and a half times higher in Zambia. In Malawi, Mozambique and Lesotho it is respectively 71 per cent,
61 per cent and 40 per cent higher. One in two Zimbabweans, one in three Malawians, one in four Zambians,
one in three Lesotho citizens and one in 30Mozambicans will need emergency food aid until April next year.
Within countries rural inhabitants are more aVected, especially those who live furthest away from cities,
towns and public infrastructure. Three quarters of communities in Lesotho, half in Zambia, two thirds in
Malawi and almost every community in Zimbabwe surveyed by national Vulnerability Assessment
Committees report that cereals are no longer available on local markets.27

1.4 This crisis cannot be divorced from the continuing realities overshadowing most people’s lives and
livelihoods. Almost two thirds of the region’s population live below the poverty line and are chronically food
insecure; up to two thirds live in rural areas, trying to make a living from infertile land with very little
opportunity to earn oV-farm income (three quarters of those living in rural areas also live beneath the poverty
line); in some countries up to a third are estimated to be living with HIV/AIDS; public funds for health,
education and agricultural services are extremely limited; public institutions (including legal and regulatory
ones) are weak; and staple food markets have failed to stabilise staple food prices for both producers and
consumers.

27 SADC Regional Food Security Assessment Report, 16 September, Harare, p 5.
28 Sources: UNAIDS—UNAIDSReport on theGlobal HIV/AIDS Epidemic 2002, IPRSP—Interim Poverty Reduction Strategy
Paper for relevant country, PRSP—Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper for relevant country, UNDP—UNDP Human
Development Report 2002, EIU—Economics Intelligence Unit Lesotho Country Profile 2002.
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Crisis-aVected countries in a snapshot (%)28

Angola Lesotho Malawi Mozambique Zambia Zimbabwe

Population living 5.5 31 15 13 21.5 33.7
with HIV/AIDS

Population below N/A 68 65.3 69.4 72.9 64.7
poverty line

Population living in 65.8 72 90 80 60.4 64.7
rural areas

Poor as % of rural N/a 80 in mountain 66.5 71.2 83.1
population areas, 70 in low-

land and
foothills

Population making 75 57 87 83 75 68
a living from
agriculture*

Population living N/A Majority 63.7 subsistence Majority 76 N/A
from small-holder
agriculture

*These include households who are wholly dependent on agriculture for their livelihoods (a minority) as
well as households who are dependent on agriculture for a large part of their livelihoods

1.5 Environmental shocks such as drought bring collapse only to systems that are already weak owing to
poor policies and governance. The livelihoods of a significant number of the region’s population are
extremely vulnerable to external shocks such as floods or droughts. They face unimaginable risks in their
everyday lives—their resilience in the face of consecutive floods and droughts is therefore very low. National
Vulnerability Assessment Committees in the six countries have confirmed that: “those most aVected by the
current crisis are poor, have few assets, few entitlements and are therefore highly vulnerable to livelihood
failure”.29

1.6 This submission will focus on the following questions the International Development Committee are
seeking to answer in their inquiry around the humanitarian crisis in southernAfrica: what factors contributed
to and exacerbated the food crisis, what evidence is there of governments and other organisations taking steps
to predict and mitigate food shortages, what support is needed to ensure future food security, and what
lessons can be learnt from the crisis in southern Africa about food security generally.

2. Factors Contributing to and Exacerbating the Food Crisis

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Christian Aid staV and partners believe that the extreme food shortages faced by millions of people
in southern Africa can be traced back to factors other than the consecutive seasons of localised and general
flooding (in Malawi and Mozambique), prolonged spells of drought (Malawi, Zimbabwe, Zambia, and
Mozambique), and erratic weather in Lesotho.While the latter certainly triggered the crisis, it has been much
longer in the making. Food shortages would not have caused as much distress if people had been less
vulnerable. In Zimbabwe and Malawi the 1991–92 drought triggered a much less severe humanitarian crisis
even through gross food productionwasmuch lower—less than half the 2001 harvest inMalawi.30 According
to many Zimbabweans they were much better oV during the 1991–92 drought even though it caused a much
more severe production shock.31

28 Sources: UNAIDS—UNAIDSReport on theGlobal HIV/AIDS Epidemic 2002, IPRSP—Interim Poverty Reduction Strategy
Paper for relevant country, PRSP—Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper for relevant country, UNDP—UNDP Human
Development Report 2002, EIU—Economics Intelligence Unit Lesotho Country Profile 2002.

29 SADC Regional Food Security Assessment Report, 16 September 2002, Harare.
30 This view is shared by the Institute for Development Studies, in a report “The Malawi Famine of 2002: more questions than
answers”, July 2002.

31 Based on interviews conducted by Christian Aid journalist, Judith Melby, in drought aVected areas of Zimbabwe in
September 2002.
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2.1.2 The international community and southern African governments’ response to this crisis should
therefore go beyond addressing the immediate humanitarian needs to supporting pro-poor long-term
recovery and development. Policies that assure famine prevention and long-term food security are imperative
to avoid a repetition of a humanitarian disaster on this scale. Such policies must promote and encourage
agricultural growth particularly among small farmers, infrastructure development, institution-building,
improved governance, environmental rehabilitation, and more eVective markets. Well-developed famine
early warning systems and the proper management of buVer grain stocks are needed. Governments need
suYcient capacity to design and implement appropriate food policies and programmes at all levels.32

2.2 Trigger factors

2.2.1. Malawi, Zambia, Mozambique and Lesotho have all experienced two or three consecutive years of
flooding, spells of drought and other erratic weather (such as hail and frost in Lesotho), which have
contributed to reduced yields and repeated failure of rain-fed maize crops. This in turn has cumulatively
triggered the depletion of national grain stocks (including strategic national grain reserves). Zimbabwe
experienced the longest mid-season drought in 20 years from the end of December 2001 to February 2002,
leading to widespread maize crop failures in communal areas, which normally produces half of the
country’s maize.

2.2.2 Compared with the past five-year average, 2001–02 national cereal production was lower in all these
countries, except forMozambique33. The most severe drop in food production occurred in Zimbabwe, where
this year production was 65 per cent lower than the five-year average. This was the combined result of
drought-induced maize crop failures as well as severe disruption in maize planting on large-scale commercial
farms due to the Zimbabwean government’s land reform policies.

2.3 Chronic poverty

2.3.1 More than 60 per cent of the population in aVected countries already live below the national poverty
line. This means that they lack suYcient income to purchase basic goods and services or alternatively to buy
the inputs required for producing enough to feed themselves or earn an income for surplus production. The
vulnerability of poor people to the shock of food running out many months before the next harvest will
increase progressively as they wipe out their assets through distress selling.

2.3.4 Poverty reduces the ability of people to grow, buy, or earn food. Most subsistence farmers rely both
on their own production and on the market to fulfil their food needs. When they experience a production
shock, they become even more dependent on money-based transaction. In Zimbabwe, for example, an
estimated 90 per cent of households will rely on food transfers or purchases this year.

2.4 Chronic food insecurity

2.4.1 Chronic poverty can be caused by and manifest itself in chronic food insecurity or lack of access to
suYcient nutritious and culturally acceptable food for a healthy life. In Malawi smallholder farmers, who
constitute about three-quarters of the population or over 60 per cent of households, face chronic food
insecurity.34 In Zimbabwe, households in semi-arid communal areas neither produce enough maize to last
them for a year, nor earn enough oV-farm income to purchase the shortfall.

2.4.2 In all the aVected countries significant numbers of children under five years show signs of chronic
malnutrition, which is a key indicator of chronic food insecurity.35

2.4.3 Chronic food insecurity is also the result of low productivity and yield. This is a problem in all the
aVected countries. Smallholder farmers are unable to produce enough food due to declining soil infertility
cased by increased pressure on the land from population growth and the dependency on chemical fertilisers.

2.4.4 The livelihoods of most people in the drought and flood aVected countries are therefore extremely
vulnerable—long-term development interventions are needed to address this.

32 Many of these recommendations are echoed by the International Food and Policy Research Institute, “Fighting Famine in
Southern Africa: steps out of the crisis”, Washington 2002.

33 Recorded national cereal shortages were down 29 per cent in Lestho, 65 per cent in Zimbabwe, 33 per cent in Malawi, 15 per
cent in Zambia, and up 5 per cent in Mozambique. (REWU, September 2002).

34 Govindan and Babu, March 2001, 94. WPF, Malawi Emergency Programme Overview, p 1.
35 Stunting levels (height for age) in Lesotho, Swaziland, Zambia and Zimbabwe are 35-45 per cent. Regional Food Security
Assessment Report, SADCFood, Agriculture andNatural Resources Vulnerability Assessment in Committee. The percentage
of children under the age of five who are underweight averages 21 per cent in Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Zambia and
Zimbabwe (UNDP Human Development Report 2002).
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2.5 Exhausted coping mechanisms

2.5.1 Southern Africa experiences continuous cycles of bad weather, which cause crop failures. In all the
aVected countries a large percentage of the population reduce their calorie intake betweenDecember/January
and March/April of every year—the so-called “hungry” season. This is because they have run out of maize
and cannot aVord the high market prices at that time of year.

2.5.2 This forces them to rely on copingmechanisms. “Coping” is a term used to describe theways in which
people respond to an external shock to help them endure the consequences over a short period of time. This
would be a socially and politically unacceptable situation in any Western country. The causes of seasonal
hunger (market failure, weak, corrupt or non-existent public and private institutions, chronic poverty, and
lack of opportunity to earn oV-farm income) should be investigated and resolved.

2.5.3 Consecutive crop failures have forced households to rely on these coping mechanisms much earlier
this year. The unavailability of food in public and private markets and the lack of access to food that does
come available have led households to adapt their normal behaviour. In rural areas of Malawi maize stores
are empty—they should have lasted until April next year. InMalawi and Zimbabwe poor people have already
started reducing their food portions or skipping meals, eating wild foods, selling livestock, tools, and
household implements to buy maize in the local market, and pulling children out of school to help gather
food since August last year and April this year respectively.

2.5.4 In Malawi many people used up their harvest by July this year. Villagers are now reduced to eating
a local weed called Denje, which they gather from the bush and pound to make a bitter porridge. Christian
Aid partners report that they have not seen people eating these foods before.36

2.5.5 Coping strategies are now becoming exhausted, forcing people to revert to more desperate measures
to stay alive. Alternative crops such as sweet potatoes and root vegetables are not suYcient and the market
for casual work is becomingmore competitive as an increasing number or people are seeking work—the sick,
the elderly and those living with HIV/AIDS are the first to be excluded from this market as they are unable
to compete with the young and able bodied.37 The price of livestock has fallen dramatically as those forced
to sell far outnumber those who can aVord to buy. In Zimbabwe, for example, livestock prices have fallen 80
per cent between July 2001 and July 2002.

2.5.6 Many families across the aVected countries used to boost their income through remittances from
migrant workers, often employed on farms or inmines in SouthAfrica. Retrenchments in themining industry
and stricter immigration controls have reduced this very important source of income.38 This has hit the
Lesotho economy particularly hard, given the large number of men from Lesotho employed in South African
mines. Unemployment rates have reached 40 per cent in Lesotho. Households in southernMozambique have
also been hard hit by reduced employment opportunities in South Africa—for example, women producers
can no longer aVord to employ others to work their fields.

2.5.7 It is impossible to live a productive and active life when eating mostly wild foods and cutting overall
calorie intake for long periods at a time. Many communities in the worst aVected regions of these two
countries have reached the end of their ability to cope. This may not only aVect their ability to prepare the
lands and plant seeds (where these are available) when the next planting season starts this month, but also
their overall health status, especially in view of the high prevalence of HIV/AIDS.

2.5.8 Food shortages are also increasing vulnerability to HIV/AIDS. Women, for example, are engaging
in sex work to earn money or food. Malnutrition is further eroding the immune systems of HIV carriers,
speeding up the contractions of AIDS-related diseases.

2.5 Donor policies

2.6.1 All the aVected countries, apart from Zimbabwe, are classed as heavily indebted poor countries.
They share more or less similar economic structures and histories of donor dependence. High post-
independence public expenditure in the context of falling foreign exchange earnings (due to their dependence
on falling or unstable commodity prices) have led them to knock on the door of multilateral lending
institutions and other donors by the mid-1980s.

2.6.2 The loans given to them by the World Bank, IMF, and others came with strings attached. Amongst
others they had to reduce the unsustainable fiscal deficit by cutting back state expenditure on public services
and food, rural credit and agricultural input subsidies.

36 Interview with Philip Mtthobwa of the Likulezi project, August 2002.
37 InMalawi, competition among destitute households for “ganyu” or piece-meal work was observed during a Christian Aid visit
to drought-aVected areas in August 2002.

38 Remittances (from many other sources and urban centres) have not dried up completely and still remain an important source
of income to rural households.
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2.6.3 World Bank and other donor advisors have based their recommendations on the belief that a key
cause of food insecurity in sub-Saharan Africa has been overreaching state institutions creating an
environment that was not conducive to the development of a private sector. Their recommendations were
more or less the same in every country: reduce the role of the state in agricultural marketing, eliminate state
subsidies, and encourage small-scale and commercial export crops. This was based on a belief that
smallholder farmers will grow more if farm-gate prices are higher.

2.6.4 Today, after almost two decades of stop-and-go implementation of these policies, the results are
mixed.

2.6.5 In Zambia a recent World Bank study has confirmed that access to animal draught power has been
a key constraint to higher agricultural productivity and household welfare. “Policies to foster accumulation
of these assets and to provide complementary public goods could have a high impact in terms of poverty
reduction and productivity”. This recognises the non-price related constraints on agricultural production.39

Yet, in clear contradiction to this finding, the World Bank earlier advised the Zambian government to
introduce user fees for farmer access to communal dip tanks to control tick infestation as part of its structural
adjustment programme. With cutbacks in government expenditure farmers were expected to take over the
maintenance of communal dip tanks and pay for the chemicals required. This sudden decision to withdraw
government resources has left these dip tanks in disrepair and led to a substantial increase in animal deaths,
thus drastically reducing draught power available to farming households in the southern province, the area
most aVected by food shortages this year.40

2.6.6 Under World Bank-sponsored structural adjustment reforms the Zambian grain marketing
authority was replaced with the much smaller Food Reserve Agency. This was intended to stimulate private
actors in the food market. Lack of infrastructure, however, made it uneconomical for private traders to do
business in remote areas and people have been left with no access to markets to sell their produce or buy
inputs.41

2.6.7 In Zimbabwe, the share of marketed crops from communal areas has declined by half during the
1990s, partly due to the closure of Grain Marketing Board outlets in non-viable, mainly communal areas. In
addition real budget allocations for extension services and research and development were reduced as part
of the 1991 Enhanced Structural Adjustment Programme. According to a UNDP-sponsored study, traders
alone have benefited from liberalisation.42

2.6.8 Malawi has one of the longest existing structural adjustment programmes. Agricultural output,
however, has grown only 1.4 per cent between 1980 and 1992, showing that farmers have not responded as
expected to higher farm-gate prices. This can partly be attributed to the fact that fertiliser subsidies and state
marketing functions were cut back at the same time43

2.6.9 Stop-and-go donor policies on the provision of subsidised or free agricultural inputs have
exacerbated the humanitarian crisis in Malawi. In 1998 DFID and other donors sponsored a government
Starter Pack Programme, which distributed free fertiliser andmaize seeds to all ofMalawi’s 2.8 million small-
holder farming households. This led to a bumper maize crop in 1999 and 2000. In the 2000–01 planting
season this programme was reduced to serve only 1.5 million households, and in 2001 it was restricted to only
1 million households due to concerns around unsustainable costs and the creation of a culture of dependence.
This sudden unannounced swing in policy has given confused signals to fertiliser traders who did not plan for
major fertiliser shortfalls. Shortages in 2000 and 2001 pushed prices up to unaVordable levels for especially
smallholder farmers, who planned on free inputs.44 This year, DFID and the Norwegian government are
again planning to support the provision of inputs to two million small farmers, but the decision to support
a targeted inputs programme came too late for inputs to reach farmers by the planting season at the end of
this month.45 Input subsidies are essential in the absence of aVordable rural credit for vulnerable farming
households. The stop-and-go nature of input support programmes in Malawi over the past few years has
disrupted growing and therefore contributed to household vulnerability.

2.6.10 The policy advice and economic policy conditionalities imposed by the IMF in Malawi this year
have further exacerbated the impact of the flood and drought induced production shock. On the advice of
donors (including the World Bank and DFID) the Malawi government has set up an independent National

39 K Deininger and P Olinto, “Why liberalisation alone has not improved agricultural productivity in Zambia”, World Bank,
Washington DC, April 2000.

40 Thomson Kalinda et al, Resources, household decision-making and organisation of labour in food production among small-
scale farmers in southern Zambia, Development Southern Africa, Vol 17(2), June 2000.

41 “Governance and Challenge of Food Security”, Pete Henriot.
42 “The implications of globalisation on the Zimbabwean economy: background paper to the 1999 UNDP Report”, Godfrey
Kaneyenze, February 2000.

43 Govindan and Babu, March 2001, p 95.
44 Stephen Devereux, “State of disaster: causes, consequences, and policy lessons from Malawi” an Action Aid Report
commissioned by Action Aid Malawi, June 2000.

45 At a meeting between DIFD, the Chair of the International Development Committee and Christian Aid representatives on 16
August in Lilongwe, this funding proposal has not yet been approved.
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Food Reserve Agency (NFRA) on a cost-recovery basis, instead of capitalising the body. To pay for
operational costs the agency had to take out a loan from a commercial bank in South Africa at an interest
rate of 56 per cent.

2.6.11 In the first half of last year, based on concerns about its running costs and future sustainability, the
IMF advised the NFRA to reduce its near capacity stocks to around 30,000–60,000 metric tonnes of maize,
enough to feed the Malawian population for two to three months, and to use the proceeds to pay back its
debts of one million kwacha. It also advised the Agency to sell the maize abroad to avoid depressing local
prices. Given the occurrence of widespread localised floods at the time, as well as the reduction by half of
the Starter Pack programme during the previous year’s planting season, this advice was short sighted and
irresponsible. The IMF’s response that it gave the wrong advice based onwrong government crop production
forecasts shows that it is not prepared to take equal responsibility for its imposed policies. Even more
startling was its withholding of a disbursement of US$47 million of Poverty Reduction and Growth Funds
in May this year under the pretext that ADMARC and NFRA activities to minimise famine mortality were
unjustified and “unproductive”.46 This, together with legitimate concerns about government corruption, has
led several other donor agencies to suspend their aid budgets to Malawi at a time of great uncertainty and
increasing vulnerability. The emergency credit made available by the IMF in August to supplement foreign
exchange reserves for staple foods imports has come far too late.

2.6.12 Poverty and social impact assessments of the kind now proposed by the World Bank were never
conducted prior to the recommendation of these policies.

2.6.13 Donor advice is too often mistakenly based on the most optimistic assumption of market
liberalisation, namely that once the state has withdrawn from marketing and price setting, new market
institutions will emerge to provide opportunities for farmers, consumers and traders to trade in surplus
produce, and that farm-gate prices would rise due to competitive buying, providing farmers with an incentive
to grow more. Experience in all the aVected countries has shown that this outcome is impossible in the
absence of certain preconditions. These include investment in rural transport infrastructure, access tomarket
information, and the ability of producers to come together in associations to increase their bargaining
capacity, and eVective institutions to manage the process.

2.6.14 Bilateral and multilateral donors wield disproportionate power in Malawi, Mozambique and
Zambia, given that overseas aid form a major part of their budget revenues.47 This dependency is not
conducive to democratic and transparent state institutions. They are expected to account primarily to donors
(and taxpayer concerns in donor countries), often to the detriment and neglect of the priority needs and
concerns of their own citizens. The international donor community should therefore take joint responsibility
for mistaken and harmful policy advice.

2.7 Failure of Agricultural Policies to Increase Food Security

2.7.1 Government agricultural policies in most aVected countries have been neglecting the small-scale
farming sector. National expenditure and donor assistance for agrarian development has declined over the
past two decades.48

2.7.2 The plans of the governments of Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique and Lesotho to enhance food
security as part of their donor-sponsored poverty reduction strategies are inadequate and need to give more
attention to asset-building, vulnerability, diversification of livelihood strategies, nutrition and diversification
of staple crops. 49

2.7.3 In Lesotho agricultural productivity has been falling for 30 years. According to the World Food
Programme “without serious long-term interventions it is highly probable that crop production could cease
altogether over large tracts of agricultural land”. Soil erosion, soil degradation and the decline in soil fertility
need to be reversed. The government of Lesotho’s food self-suYciency programme, based on the use of
chemical fertilisers, has contributed to soil degradation50 and its provision of subsidies for the use of tractors
for tilling the soil has promoted soil erosion. According to the World Food Programme the government
extension system is unable to deal with the above challenges: it is understaVed, lacking in motivation and
short on transport, and therefore unable to assist farmers in improving their farming techniques. Despite this,
the Lesotho government’s Interim Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper does not plan any intervention to
improve extension services.

46 Cited in Devereux, June 2002.
47 In Malawi, Mozambique and Zambia, overseas aid averages 27 per cent of GNI (World Bank, World Development
Indicators 2002).

48 “Only Swift Agrarian Development will Create Poverty-reducing Economics Dynamics in Africa” 2001 U. Otzen and S.
Neubert, Quarterly Journal of International Agriculture 40 No 4.

49 “Food Security and PRSPs: a rapid assessment of Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers and their relevance to food security
problems”, April 2001, Gareth Williams and Alex Duncan

50 Most of Lesotho has acidic soil which needs liming rather than fertilisers whichmake organic nutrients unavailable to the plant.
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2.7.4 In Malawi, Zambia and Zimbabwe the maize yield in the small-scale farming sector has been
declining as a result of a combination of four factors: reduction in rural credit subsidised by the state, a decline
in subsidies for agricultural inputs such as fertiliser and seeds, declining public investment in agricultural
marketing services, especially in remote rural areas, as well as a decline in government advice and
extension services.

2.7.6 In Zambia the decline by almost half in the area under maize cultivation has correlated with the
elimination of subsidised credit for maize and fertilisers. The withdrawal of government distribution and
procurement agents has not led to the emergence of dynamic private entrepreneurs servicing remote rural
areas. This has depressed production. The Zambian PRSP acknowledges that the “initial impact of
liberalisation on Zambian small farmers has been negative due to the limited opportunities to access both
agricultural inputs and credits”.

2.7.7 In Zimbabwe, after initially trying to integrate the communal farming sector into the formal
economy, the government phased out targeted subsidies and support to this sector in favour of cash crop
production in the commercial sector at the beginning of the 1990s as part of the World Bank-sponsored
Enhanced Structural Adjustment Programme. Extension services were reduced while a static budget had to
service increasing numbers of farmers demanding the service.

2.7.8 The Zimbabwean government’s present Land Reform and Resettlement Programme will not
enhance the future food security of resettled farmers. Resettled farming households lack adequate technical
and extension services, tillage units, agricultural inputs, and capital. They do not have access to social,
economic and marketing infrastructure. The Programme has left out important groups of landless
households such as farm workers.51 It is also unclear whether the households targeted for resettlement are
indeed landless. Finally, resettled households are cutting down trees on newly occupied farms both for
building huts and sale of firewood. This is compromising the quality of land both for future crop cultivation
and livestock breeding.52

2.7.9. The government of Malawi has admitted in its Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper that it “has not
been focused on its role as a service provider to farmers”. It has neglected public investment in rural
infrastructure and small as well as large-scale irrigation, without which productivity will remain low.
Malawian smallholders have also been unable to buy suYcient quantities of chemical fertiliser to improve
agricultural yields mainly due to confusing government-led and donor-sponsored input subsidy
programmes.

2.8 War as a cause of the humanitarian disaster: the special case of Angola

2.8.1 Angola is facing a humanitarian disaster of a potentially catastrophic scale after 27 years of almost
uninterrupted civil war. According to the FAO, 1.4 million people are in need of urgent food assistance. Up
to four million people have been displaced from their homes but only half of these have been allocated land
and are no longer dependent on long-term food assistance. The war has destroyed the livelihood base of most
Angolans. In addition to basic health, education and infrastructure, Angolans—especially internally
displaced persons—urgently need food supplies and agricultural inputs to rebuild their livelihoods.
Agricultural land furthermore needs to be cleared from landmines.

2.8.2 Angola’s agricultural, food processing, and marketing systems have been severely disrupted by the
civil war. Angola used to be self-suYcient in all cereals, apart from wheat and exported staples, fruit and
vegetables, and processed food. The food processing industry was destroyed shortly after independence.

2.8.3 The armed forces of both sides in the war used rural villages to supply them with essentials such as
food and water. This frequent loss of their harvest to combatants has led households to reduce the area they
cultivate to the minimum needed for subsistence. This practice has removed any incentive to produce
surplus crops.

2.8.4 In the last phase of the war it had become virtually impossible to access large areas of Angola due
to the threat of attack and landmines. Virtually all commercial transport occurred via air, thus limiting bulk
transport and pushing up the cost of transport. The very high demand in Luanda resulted in much of the
limited production of vegetable and staple crops in the country being flown or sometimes trucked to Luanda
where they fetched amuch higher price than at the point of production, leaving remote areas short of available
food. Foodmarkets in the rest of Angola are highly fragmentedmainly due to the appalling condition of even
the main road arteries linking major cities.

51 Only 1.7 per cent of farm worker households have been resettled between June 2000 and July 2001 as part of the Zimbabwean
government’s Fast Track Land Resettlement Programme.

52 Based on observations by Christian Aid journalist Judith Melby on a visit to drought aVected and resettlement areas in
Zimbabwe in September 2002.
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2.8.5 After independence the Angolan government made some eVort to encourage rural development.
These eVorts were undone when the armed forces of the conflicting parties increased the sophistication of
their weaponry and when the armed conflict turned from a guerrilla to conventional warfare, which drained
funding away from agricultural ministries.

2.8.6 During the last phase of the war, between 1998 and 2002, humanitarian access to UNITA-controlled
areas was reduced or prevented altogether. The warring parties rejected repeated requests by UN agencies
for “humanitarian corridors”. This increased large-scale population displacements, with communities fleeing
both attacks and the lack of means to survive, leaving behind land and assets.

2.8.7 Government armed forces adopted vigorous counter-guerrilla tactics from late 2001 that aimed at
depriving the military wing of UNITA of its rural support mechanisms. These tactics included the burning
of village fields that could be used to feed UNITA combatants. This has resulted in reduced productive
capacity in targeted rural areas, causing mass food shortages amongst populations there. Displaced people
from those areas were suVering from malnutrition before the ceasefire. After the ceasefire, resident
populations showed high rates of malnutrition and mortality. International agencies arriving in quartering
areas and newly accessible areas after the ceasefire reported mortality rates up to ten times the accepted
emergency threshold.

2.8.8 The 27 year civil war has led to a political culture of unaccountability and non-transparency. The
Angolan government has until now not incorporated oil concessions received from multinational oil
companies in the general budget—most of it has been used to fuel the war eVort. Given this source of income
the Angolan government and people need not be entirely dependent on donor grants or loans to support
agricultural revival and post-conflict reconstruction. Angolan civil society, however, will need support to
build their capacity to monitor external and internal sources of revenue and to track whether the money is
going towards reducing poverty and increasing food security.

2.9 HIV/AIDS induced vulnerability

2.9.1 High HIV/AIDS prevalence among the adult population in aVected countries is a leading cause and
an exacerbating factor in the humanitarian crisis. Today, an estimated one in three adults in Zimbabwe, one
in five in Zambia, one in seven in Malawi, and one in eight in Mozambique are living with HIV/AIDS.53 In
Malawi the national estimate belies the reality at district level. In areas where Christian Aid partners are
providing emergency relief estimates are as high as 38.5 per cent in Blantyre, 21.8 per cent in Salmina and
25.7 per cent in Nsanje.

2.9.2 This epidemic is gradually changing the demographic pyramid in southern African countries as it is
aVecting mostly those in the 15 to 49 year age group, who are in their reproductive and economically most
productive years.

2.9.3 HIV/AIDS has contributed significantly to a decrease in household food security across aVected
countries, and will continue to do so. According to the FAO an estimated 23 per cent of the agricultural
labour force has been lost in Zimbabwe, 20 per cent inMozambique, and 14 per cent inMalawi between 1995
and 2000 alone—and this was before the peak of the epidemic. When a productive member of a farming
family becomes sick or dies yields are lower because there is not enough labour to prepare and tend to the
fields, or plant the seeds. With fewer family members capable of working the land, families often reduce the
area of land they farmor switch to less labour intensive subsistence crops (such as roots and tubers) that often
have a lower nutritional or cash income value.

2.9.4 When productive household members die, farming knowledge becomes lost to the younger members
of the household. The young and elderly who are left cannot carry on farming as before due to lack of
experience, knowledge, tools, agricultural inputs or physical strength. 54

2.9.5 The impact of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in rural communities can be seen in the increasing number
of AIDS-orphans and child or women-headed households. In southern Africa women produce most of the
food for local consumption and typically carry out the most labour-intensive farming.55 As the traditional
caregivers in households and communities they are unable to spend the necessary time tending to fields when
family members fall ill with HIV/AIDS related illnesses, thus leaving more land to lie fallow.

2.9.6 Health and funeral expenditures have led households to sell oV productive equipment and assets such
as livestock and to mortgage productive land, further reducing production.

53 Report on the Global HIV/AIDS Epidemic, UNAIDS 2002.
54 Stuart Gillespie and Lawrence Haddad has done a comprehensive survey of the literature on the impact of HIV/AIDS on
agriculture in Food Security as a response to HIV/AIDS, IFPRI Annual Report Essay, 2001–02.

55 SARDC-WIDSAA, 2000, “Beyond inequalities: women in southern Africa”, SARDC, Harare, 2000.
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2.9.7 AIDS orphans are generally cared for in communities or by extended family members. This has
increased the burden on households that have limited income and food supplies, especially in rural areas.
Child-headed households, an increasing phenomenon in aVected countries, are the poorest and least able to
cope with external shocks. AIDS orphans are more likely to miss out on education opportunities and are at
present not targeted in the provision of agricultural extension services.

2.9.8 People living with HIV/AIDS require balanced nutrition to be able to perform basic tasks or to
continue tending to crops—current food shortages are therefore further weakening their immune systems and
accelerating the onset of illness and even death.

2.9.10 Given its slow-onset and complex nature and causes, its invisibility at the household level, and the
long-term and indeterminate nature of possible solutions, government and donor responses to HIV/AIDS
have not treated the epidemic as an emergency. However, present prevention and treatment interventions are
not a suYcient response to ensure continued food security. Rural households that have been aVected by this
epidemic should receive ongoing and long-term rehabilitation support in the form of subsidies, specially
tailored training, and aVordable or free access to basic services and inputs to revive agricultural production
in aVected countries.

2.10 Failure of Staple Food Markets

2.10.1 Market failures occur when traders fail to respond to signals of eVective demand or when prices rise
excessively due tomarket fragmentation, speculation or hoarding. All the aVected countries have experienced
staple food market failures, which discourage staple food production and distribution, but also destabilise
staple food prices for producers and consumers.

2.10.2 Private traders and businesses have not stepped into the gap left by the withdrawal of parastatal
marketing agencies from remote rural markets inMalawi, Zambia, andZimbabwe. Entrepreneurs in all these
countries are more interested in doing business in urban and surrounding areas. Instead of the guaranteed
price they used to receive for their crops, remote farmers now have to accept whatever prices they are oVered,
given the lack of competition. In Mozambique, maize producers in the north have no market information,
their individual bargaining capacity is very low, and they are physically cut oV from the rest of Mozambique.

2.10.3 The lack of rural feeder roads inMalawi, Zambia, and Zimbabwe, the inaccessibility of main roads
and bridges during the rainy season, and the almost complete lack of adequate road and railway
infrastructure linking the maize deficit south from the maize surplus north of Mozambique have therefore
contributed to highly fragmented staple food markets in these countries. Distribution of food from surplus
areas to deficit areas is very costly, and this cost has to be carried by remote rural farmers.

2.10.4 In Malawi traders and food speculators with the necessary capital and contacts were able to buy
large quantities of maize when the NFRA sold oV its stocks in 2001, at the same time as a bumper maize
harvest went on sale country-wide. They were predicting food shortages later that year and hoarded their
stocks, thus creating an artificial shortage. When the Malawian Agricultural Development and Marketing
Corporation (ADMARC) lifted the ceiling price on maize in October 2001, prices shot up by as much as 350
per cent in some areas, denying poor households access to food.

2.10.5 In view of these market failures, government-regulated buVer stocks (national strategic grain
reserves) and trade interventions, if appropriately designed, are important instruments to stabilise staple food
markets. All the aVected countries still maintain a national strategic grain (wheat and maize) reserve. From
the mid-1980s to the mid-1990s stocks in these reserves were usually the equivalent of at least three months’
total consumption. A national strategic grain reserve is an essential buVer against food shortages brought
about by external shocks, particularly in countries that do not have ready access to suYcient foreign exchange
to purchase grain from outside.

2.10.6 National grain reserves however are expensive tomaintain and their operational costs have become
a financial drain on government budgets in Malawi, Zimbabwe, and Zambia. The strategic grain reserves in
all the crisis-aVected countries have been characterised by ineYciencies, political manipulation, corrupt or
bad management, high transport costs, lack of technical capacity, lack of capital, and lack of physical
infrastructure. This has deprived vulnerable households of access to food during this crisis. Christian Aid
partners in Malawi have been calling for a review of the management and operations of the NFRA.56

2.10.7 Excessive government intervention in staple food trade can contribute to food market failures and
therefore carries high risks. In Zimbabwe, the government ban on private sector maize imports has fuelled
maize shortages and pushed up prices on the parallel market up to three times as high as Grain Marketing
Board (GMB)-controlled maize prices. The Zimbabwean government controlled GMB maintains an almost
absolute monopoly on the buying and selling of maize. By contrast, the Mozambican experience of releasing

56 In Malawi, the CISANET, a civil society food security network has called for the review of the GMB. In Zimbabwe, the
Zimbabwe Council of Churches has called for a review of the GMB.
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food aid in the public market during the post-conflict years has stabilised the cost of whole wheat to the south
of the country. The Mozambican government also allows imports from South Africa to oVset the deficit
experienced in the south due to a fragmented market. 57

2.10.8 Declining levels of foreign exchange reserves in all the crisis-aVected countries, apart from
Mozambique, have created serious diYculties in importing maize, both to restock grain reserves and for
emergency distribution. Zimbabwe has seen the worst decline in foreign exchange reserves from US$266.5
million in 1998 to US$78.6 million in January 2001 (due to government economic policies) and then in
Zambia, fromUS$222.5million in 2000 toUS$124.6million in January 2002 (due to a dramatic fall in copper
prices).58 This has put a strain on commercial and government imports of cereals. All these countries are
subject to foreign exchange shortages, given their dependence on a few export commodities.

2.10.9 The competing demands from Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, and Zambia on South Africa’s
maize surplus have caused regional maize prices to rocket. Maize is the cereal that is produced in the largest
quantities in the southern African region. It is the main staple food in all the aVected countries. In most years,
maize production in South Africa and Zimbabwe is suYcient tomeet their own domestic requirements as well
as that of some of the neighbouring countries. Normally Zambia andMalawi do not supplement their maize
supplies with commercial imports.59 Lesotho and Mozambique rely heavily on imports from South Africa
to fill their national food gap. In Lesotho this is due to a limited resource base. Mozambique, which could
theoretically be food self-suYcient, is also dependent on maize imports from South Africa due to a
fragmented national market between the maize surplus producing north and centre of the country and the
maize deficit south of the country.

2.10.10 The Southern African Development Community provides a vehicle through which members can
cooperate to jointly build, operate, and fund regional emergency cereal reserves. This could be drawn upon
during food production shocks, thus alleviating the demand on South African producers and stabilising
prices. It could also save individual countries significant cereal reserve storage costs.

2.10.11 Some members of the donor community (including the World Bank and Department for
InternationalDevelopment) have on occasion shown reluctance to acknowledge, promote or support the role
of the state or state-related institutions in creating, supporting, and regulating staple food markets. Their
fears are largely based on three legitimate concerns. First, in all the aVected countries there have been previous
or recent examples of parastatal mismanagement. Second, none of the aVected governments collect suYcient
revenue through aid, taxes, loans, or debt relief to sustainmedium-term subsidy regimes. Third, they fear that
government domination of staple food marketing activities may ‘crowd-out’ especially small and medium
private trading and processing entrepreneurs, who mostly do not have the access to subsidised grains
accorded to large scale industrial millers. This is especially true in Malawi, Zimbabwe, and Zambia.60

2.10.12 However, some form of government intervention is clearly needed in crisis-aVected countries to
regulate and create markets in order to ensure stable food supplies and distribution, to align demand more
closely to supply, to regulate the activities of private market actors, and to protect and promote the
production capacity of households with few assets and low resilience to external shocks. These include
households that are headed by women or children, are HIV/AIDS aVected, poor, or live far from marketing
infrastructure such as transport routes.

2.10.13 Government intervention that would assist these groups include access to aVordable credit as well
as controls on staple food prices when production shocks may result in unaVordable price increases. In
Malawi, for example, private credit companies charge around 45 to 50 per cent interest on loans and staple
foods increased by 350 per cent when the government eliminated the price ceiling on maize in October 2001.

2.10.14 Donors and governments have tried to avoid encouraging farmers to grow maize, a rain-fed crop,
in unsuitable non-irrigated or semi-arid areas as a result ofmaize subsidies. ChristianAid shares this concern,
but recommends that support should only be withdrawn in parallel with support for programmes to
encourage the cultivation of indigenous alternative staple crops.

57 “Successes and Challenges of foodmarket reform: experiences fromKenya,Mozambique, Zambia, and Zimbabwe”,Michigan
State University International Development Working Papers, No 72, 1999.

58 IMF International Financial Statistics, May 2002.
59 Between 1986 and 1996 South Africa, Zimbabwe, Malawi, and Zambia produced up to 90 per cent of their maize requirements
domestically. Van Rooyen, J, “Regional food security and agricultural policy in southern Africa: a challenge of policy
conversion in diverse settings”, Development Southern Africa Vol17(1), March 2000.

60 For an analysis of this latter eVect see: “Successes and Challenges of food market reform: experiences from Kenya,
Mozambique, Zambia, and Zimbabwe”,Michigan State University International DevelopmentWorking Papers, No 72, 1999.
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2.11 Weak State Institutions and Corruption

2.11.1 After two decades of promoting the idea that “less government” would allow the emergence of a
more eYcient private sector to manage and deliver services, the international development community is
beginning to recognise the importance of suYciently resourced, capacitated, accountable, transparent, and
well-managed state institutions.61 These should provide public social, political and economic goods, including
public infrastructure, national food security, and basic services, and protect and promote those who are
excluded from economic, political and social life.

2.11.2 Markets can only respond to purchasing power, not to needs, hence the need to build institutions
and strengthen government capacity to design and implement pro-poor policies. The 1996 World Food
Summit recognised the right to food as a human right. States carry the primary responsibility protecting,
promoting and respecting this right. This is proving diYcult or impossible in the aVected countries where state
institutions have been a contributing factor to the humanitarian crisis.

2.11.3 EYcient food marketing systems are needed in order to store and distribute food at reasonable
prices to all parts of the country in all seasons and all years. The private sector may play a role in the long
term in redistributing food surpluses, but the state retains a key role as a catalyst for food markets.

2.11.4 In Malawi, a combination of a lack of capital, technical capacity, and good management and
accountability structures has led the NFRA to sell the country’s entire strategic grain reserve, including
emergency grain bought and stored in ADMARC silos by the EU on the eve of a major food production
shock.

2.11.5 Malawians, including Christian Aid partners, have called for a full independent audit of the NFRA
to uncover where the food reserves went and why they were sold. The government’s completed audit still
leaves many questions unanswered. The Minister of Agriculture has been fired for alleged corruption—there
is widespread feeling that he has been used as a scapegoat and that the problem is much wider.

2.11.6 Zimbabwe used to be one of the breadbaskets of the southern African region, partly due to the high
level of production in the fertile areas of the country owned by large-scale commercial farmers. However,
the government’s land reform programme has severely disrupted production on commercial farms, which has
led to a reduction in the area ofmaize planted on commercial farms by 61 per cent during the 2001–02 planting
season. Large-scale commercial farms produced 44 per cent of maize in 1998–99, 38 per cent in 1999–2000
and 26 per cent in 2000–0162. This has not only reduced the total amount of maize available in Zimbabwe,
but has also led to a reduction in foreign exchange reserves from tobacco and cotton exports, making food
imports very diYcult.

2.11.7 In 2000 charges were made of corruption in the Zimbabwean Grain Marketing Board (GMB),
which forced it to pay farmers late for their grain. Farmers were therefore reluctant to sell their maize to the
GMB this year, which contributed to the national strategic grain reserves running out early this year.

2.11.8 Zimbabwean state institutions such as the GMB and government ministries have neglected
Zimbabwe’s semi-arid areas (of which all are aVected by food shortages), where most of the rural population
live and earn a livelihood. These areas have not been well integrated into mainstreammarkets. The needs and
demands of their inhabitants, of whom between 70 and 80 per cent live in poverty, are not articulated through
the political or policy process. Recent research indicates that there has been a significant decline in living
standards and consumption in these areas. Increasing numbers of Zimbabweans retreating back into
subsistence, partly due to the inability of households and communities to rebuild assets after the devastation
brought about by the 1991 drought. 63

2.11.9 In Malawi and Zimbabwe corrupt political leadership, together with a culture of non-
accountability, strong-armed state oppression of political opposition (in Zimbabwe), ill-advised and
politically expedient land reforms (in Zimbabwe) and the decimation of state capacity as a result of World
Bank-sponsored cutback policies, have cumulatively contributed to the humanitarian disaster.

2.11.10 The economic policies pursued by the Zimbabwean government have led to spiralling inflation, an
unsustainable domestic debt burden, and massive disinvestments. Inflation currently stands at 120 per cent
and is expected to rise to 150 per cent by the end of the year. Poor households cannot aVord to buy maize or
other basic foodstuVs even when it becomes available—more than 90 per cent Zimbabwean households will
rely on purchased food by the end of the year.

2.11.11 Political intervention in food aid distribution is also denying deserving households, who do not
support the ruling party, access to essential staples.

61 World Development Report 1997 “The State in a Changing World”, World Bank.
62 CSO figures cited in “The Impact of Land Crisis on Food Security”, E. Bvurumuku, FEWSNET Zimbabwe in “Land: Facing
the Millennium challenges in Unity and Hope”, S. Mpunga, W. Jekemu and G. Ruswa (eds), Zimbabwe Council of Churches
and Konrad Adenauer Foundation.

63 See “Coping strategies of poor households in semi-arid Zimbabwe”, Natural Resources Systems Programme, Kate Bird and
Andrew Shepherd, March 2002.
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2.11.12 Future food security cannot be planned for or guaranteed in the absence of strong state institutions
that are responsive to the needs of those they serve, accountable to the local citizenry, and have adequate
capacity to implement agricultural policies, provide necessary marketing and support services, stabilise prices
of staples, and protect the vulnerable. This can only happen once the vulnerable (poor) are given a voice in
dealing with the daily constraints they face.

3. Evidence of Attempts to Predict and Mitigate the Food Crisis

3.1 In order to mitigate food shortages eVectively, governments and other actors need to be able to
accurately predict shortages and then act eVectively on those predictions. In all the aVected countries, systems
are in place to monitor crops and provide warning of shortages. The food crisis has reached its current level
partly because early warning systems in some countries are defective. There is also a need for national level
planning for emergencies to enable eVective responses. The Mozambican government has attempted such
planning,.

3.2 The Southern African Development Community (SADC) has a Regional Early Warning Unit
(REWU). This Unit, however, derives its information from national sources. The information provided by
this unit was generally accurate in 2001. The REWU predicted a regional deficit for the 2001–02 season of
2.56 to 3.24 million metric tonnes and the actual deficit was 2.7 million metric tonnes.

3.3 The SADC regional food assessment in November 2001 did not raise alarm as it expected this deficit
to be covered by imports. This was clearly a mistaken and devastating assumption, given the increasing
competition for food imports from the region, weak regional transport infrastructure, slow border customs
procedures, political disturbances in Zimbabwe, which slowed down food trucks toMalawi, and the low level
of foreign exchange reserves in most countries in December 2001.

3.4 Poor road and rail links throughout the region and low capacity at ports slowed down the rate at which
food could be imported, especially given the high levels of demand across the region. EVorts are now being
made to address the transport problems, for example through the reconditioning of the railway line from
Nacala port in Mozambique into Malawi.

3.5 Despite the largely accurate predictions at a regional level, mistakes were made at a national level,
which led to a late response to the crisis and prevented its mitigation. The National Early Warning System
in Malawi seriously miscalculated the amount of food forecasted to be available in the country in 2001. In
April it was predicting a surplus of 322,000 tonnes of cereals for the 2001–02 season. By July this had to be
revised to a deficit of 155,000 tonnes and by October there had been a further revision to 313,000 tonnes. The
actual deficit however was 610,000 tonnes.64

3.6 Two factors may have led to the underestimation of the deficit. Flood damage may have reduced
production in a way that was unpredictable. However, better meteorological data may have been able to pick
this up. The final deficit may also have increased as people began eating crops before they were ripe. The crisis
was also exacerbated by the over-estimation of tuber production, which it was assumed would compensate
for the cereal deficit.

3.7 EVorts have been made to provide some form of national emergency preparedness in the region. This
has been particularly prominent in Mozambique. The government of Mozambique set up the Institute of
Disaster Management (INGC) to co-ordinate emergency preparedness at a national level. This body has
received considerable financial support from the UNDP. The establishment of the INGC has focused on
Maputo with information flows to the provinces and on to the districts being extremely weak. This is because
it has been under-resourced and lacks in physical infrastructure.

3.8 The INCG has been attempting to work closely with the Ministry of Agriculture, the FAO and the
WFP on co-ordinating assessments and collaborating on reports to provide a consensus on the reports. As
part of the government’s contingency planning, food stocks were placed around the country and did help to
alleviate some eVects of the drought. Christian Aid partners have been working with the INCG to strengthen
its role. Despite a current lack of capacity, such national bodies could play a key role in assisting communities
to cope with situations of stress before they occur. However they need to be resourced, well planned and
supported by local structures to be eVective.

64 Figures from SADC Food Security Bulletins and SADC FANR Figures.
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4. Support Needed to Ensure Future Food Security

4.1 At household level:

4.1.1 Support is needed for programmes to increase agricultural productivity through targeted aVordable
inputs and credit, rural social and economic infrastructure, and large-scale irrigation.

4.1.2 Households aVected by HIV/AIDS need access to targeted extension services, credit, and
agricultural inputs.

4.1.3 Well-designed government public works programmes that provide rural employment on a sustained
basis need to be supported

4.1.4 The improved reach and relevance of extension services, especially to promote alternative crops, need
to be supported

4.1.5 Community food banks provide a potentially valuable backup to national grain reserves in times of
staple food shortages. Christian Aid partners inMali have successfully experimented with low cost pest-proof
food storage buildings. The grains they managed to store in these sheds tided them over following poor rains
two planting seasons ago. Food banks can only work if there are surplus of food to store, which is dependent
on irrigation, and if it is supported in the framework of an integrated rural development programme.

4.1.6 Without assets farming households cannot access credit to buy inputs and productive equipment.
Many small-scale farmers do not own the title to the land they farm, which means they cannot oVer it as
collateral on loans. Support for land reform and distribution, as part of an overall poverty reduction strategy,
will ensure greater future food security.

4.2 At national level:

4.2.1 Governments need support to set up and maintain marketing institutions in remote rural areas not
presently serviced by the private sector. This should be coupledwith incentives and the creation of an enabling
environment for private traders to invest in remote markets.

4.2.2 Support should be provided to enable commercial and government credit institutions to provide
rural credit, which is a high-risk lending activity.

4.2.3 Governments, donors and the private sector need to support small-scale and large-scale cultivation
of indigenous staple crops, which are better adapted to local weather conditions thanmaize, in all the aVected
countries. This will reduce their dependence on imports of foreign cereals.

4.2.4 Governments, donors and the private sector need to invest in the building and maintenance of rural
economic and social infrastructure, including rural feeder roads, bridges, main roads, and railways.

4.2.5 Household and national food balance forecasts need to be improved, both in accuracy and in the
scope of assessment.

4.2.6 HIV/AIDS prevention and care support programmes need to be stepped up in parallel with the
distribution of food aid in aVected countries.

4.3 At regional level:

4.3.1 Government, donor and private sector investment is necessary to build, renovate, or maintain
SADC-wide regional strategic grain reserves. Complementing national grain reserves, this could save
significant maintenance and management costs.

4.3.2 The upgrading, building and maintenance of a cross-regional road and railway infrastructure in
southern Africa needs to be supported, especially the projects already identified by the region’s spatial
development initiative linking ports to landlocked countries. One such transport corridor is the Nacala
railway line. Nacala port, for example, has received 12,000 metric tonnes of grain over the past few months
but only has the capacity to send out 8,000metric tonnes of grain. Limited rail infrastructure also forces grain
to be transported by truck, further delaying imports.65

65 This is because each truck has to be processed by border control oYcials.
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4.3.2 Support is needed for a regional emergency foreign exchange mechanism to ease foreign exchange
shortages

4.3.3 Support for national customs mechanisms to allow easier access for emergency imports.

4.4 At international level:

4.4.1 The World Food Programme needs to have a suYcient reserve fund to enable it to respond more
quickly to food emergencies

4.4.2 Donors need to give increasing financial and other support to encourage food security as part of
poverty reduction strategies

5. Lessons Learned about Food Security

5.1 National maize self-suYciency cannot be achieved in the drought-prone countries of southern Africa.
Alternative and indigenous staple crops such as sorghum, millet, and sweet potatoes need to be promoted
and cultivated.

5.2 The HIV/AIDS epidemic necessitates a rethinking of agricultural policies and production-enhancing
intervention strategies. Support and extension services aswell as inputs and credit need to be targeted to child-
and women-headed households to help revive food production in southern African countries.

5.3 Chronically poor households can never be food secure given their low resilience to external shocks
(conflict, drought, floods). Long-term pro-poor development interventions are needed to assist households
to build their asset-base (land, livestock, capital) and to provide opportunities for oV-farm income generation
or formal employment

5.4 Well-functioning rural staple food markets will increase food security. Private agents, though, cannot
operate or compete in areas that are not serviced by transport and communications networks. Well-
functioning markets are dependent on up-to-date market information, which cannot be transmitted in the
absence of a basic communications infrastructure. Well-managed government marketing agencies still have
an important role to play as a buyer of maize and provider of inputs in remote rural areas.

5.5 EYcient and transparent government intervention is essential to stabilise staple food prices for
producer and consumers alike. This may take the form of selling national grain reserves or selective import
and export restrictions. Markets do not respond to needs, but only to purchasing power.

5.6 Timely, appropriate and aVordable inputs are essential to increase yields. Agricultural policies need
to prioritise setting up sustainable delivery mechanisms for inputs.

APPENDIX

Christian Aid’s response

Christian Aid is not directly operational but supports partner organisations around the world. In southern
Africa there are around 70 of these partners who work in a range of issues. Some are directly involved in
programmes at the grass roots, which include agriculture and food security work, while some are advocacy
organisations involved in raising awareness around policy issues. A growing focus for our work is HIV/AIDS
given the extent of its aVects in southern Africa.

Christian Aid has responded to the current food shortages in Zimbabwe, Malawi, Lesotho, Angola and
Mozambique in particular.We have ongoing programmes in these countries and the assistance we have given
partners to enable them to respond is in the context of these long-term partnerships. We will continue giving
support for those organisations after the crisis has ended and have a well-established knowledge of their
situations and the communities they work with.
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Malawi

Christian Aid began to respond to the emergency in Malawi in October 2001 when a partner working with
HIV/AIDS community groups approached us for food aid. The Likulezi organisation is staVed by volunteers,
many of whom are HIV- positive themselves, who work with those most severely aVected byHIV/AIDS. The
project was finding that its volunteers were unable to carry out their work as they had to spend more time
searching or working for food, as the food they had harvested that year was insuYcient.

In January 2001 a grant was made to the Church of Central Africa Presbyterian (CCAP) Livingstonia
Synod to distribute rice seed to 2,106 families and porridge to 4,500 underweight children.As the crisis worsen
before the harvest Christian Aid provide emergency food relief to 19,200 families and porridge to 10,000
under fives, distributed by Churches Action for Relief and Development (CARD).

When it became clear that the harvest in April 2002 would probably only last a few months Christian Aid
made a grant to the CCAP Blantyre and Livingstonia Synods and CARD to provide winter seeds to 16,940
families to enable them to plant a second winter crop. Further grants have now been made to these
organisations and the Evangelical Lutheran Development Programme for further seeds and agricultural
inputs to enable families to plant for the next years harvest, as many would have been forced to eat seed they
had set aside for this. A further grant has been made to the Likulezi project to enable it to deliver food aid
to 1,150 families who have exhausted this year’s harvest already.

Zimbabwe

In Zimbabwe two partner organisations, Christian Care and Organisation for Rural Associations for
Progress (ORAP) have been running successful feeding programmes targeting school children and under fives
since August 2001 and has recently been extended to March 2003. This has now become the main source of
food formany of these children.Aprogrammeof general feeding has also been set up to provide 80,000 people
with food rations in the Gutu district, Masvingo Province. The programme has been supported by the
Department for International Development and around £4 million has been committed so far.

Lesotho

The Christian Council of Lesotho is responding to families in need in the Qacha’s Nek and Quithing
districts of Lesotho. Christian Aid is helping them to provide food aid for 97,000 people for eight months up
to May 2003. This food aid involves food for work for the more able-bodied recipients, namely re-trenched
mineworkers. Participants will be asked to help with environmental rehabilitation schemes in return for food.
The project will also give people seeds to help re-establish farming patterns.

Mozambique

Although the situation is not as severe in Mozambique as a whole as other countries in Southern Africa,
there are still pockets of extreme hardship. The Christian Council of Mozambique had been using their
experience of disaster rehabilitation programmes after the floods of 2000 to respond to the food shortages in
Mozambique. The council is implementing a programme of over a million dollars which includes food aid
and seed distribution to enable farmers to re-establish their farms. Christian Aid is funding the seed
distribution element and it is hoped that this will reduce dependence on food aid. As well as seeds for
traditional crops such as maize the distribution includes drought resistant crops such as sorghum, millet and
sweet potatoes. The sweet potato cuttings provided are enriched with Vitamin A and farmers can use both
the leaves and the tubers

Angola

The end of the civil war in Angola many families have been displaced by the civil war and therefore have
lost their land and stocks. They are in need of food aid to help them in the short term and seeds and tools to
help them re-establish their agriculture. Christian Aid is supporting three NGOs working in diVerent
provinces. The Association of Christian Young People (ACM) is providing food aid, seeds and tools to
displaced families in Kwanza Sul province; the Evangelical Reformed Church of Angola (IERA) is working
in Uige province and ADRA is working in Bengo province

Christian Aid

October 2002
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Examination of Witnesses

Dr John SeamanOBE,Development Director of the Food Security and LivelihoodsUnit, Save the Children
Fund-UK, Mr Richard Mawer, Director of the Food Security and Livelihoods Unit, Save the
Children Fund-UK, Mr Tony Dykes, Head of Southern Africa Team, Christian Aid, and Ms Kato
Lambrechts, Senior Policy OYcer, Christian Aid, examined.

In the absence of the Chairman, Tony Worthington was called to the Chair.

Tony Worthington: Welcome. Thank you very extension of cassava production over several years
and, therefore, there was an interest inmuch for coming along. I am going to ask Hugh

Bayley to start to lead our questioning. demonstrating that this had been successful. The
second question would have been let us suppose that
the figure is true, where is this cassava? We put up a

Hugh Bayley special study in January of this year to demonstrate
what was already informally extremely well known,110. Thank you. I do not know whether this is
that most cassava production is down by the lake, itaddressed to Save the Children or Christian Aid, so
is mostly produced by households for their ownchoose. Late last year why did the early warning
domestic consumption and very little of it goes on tosystems and vulnerability assessments in Southern
the market at all. It is possible to buy cassava inAfrica not produce an adequate response from
Lilongwe, in Blantyre, but if one went, say, togovernments in the region and from the donor
Mchinji or Salima or any of the other districts itcommunity? Was it that the early warning systems
would be quite unusual to find any cassava evenwere flawed or were they working okay and people
available on the market. That is, as it were, one set ofwere not listening?
failures. The secondwas, and I think not enough play(Dr Seaman) A combination of things. The most
has been made of this and it is partly because I dealfundamental is that there is no, as Stephen Devereux
in the minute technicalities that I tend to notice thesesaid, what one could call proper earlywarning system
things, we came up with a prediction almost byfor famine in place. The 1992 crisis in Southern
accident beginning in Septemberwhenwewere doingAfrica led to quite a large investment in systems for
a SADC training in Salima. This was a training inmonitoring agricultural production through
techniques of estimating demand and that took us tosatellites to a certain amount of ground proofing and
villages and it was evident that the villages in whichin keeping some record of price changes to a diVerent
we were training were already distressed, I think thatextent in diVerent countries in the region. The
is the word. We subsequently went on and did morediYculty with such systems is that they do not predict
work in October to produce more formal data setswhen there is going to be some sort of a subsistence
with the hope that this would convince people tocrisis because they havewithin them nomeasurement
respond. In November an oYcial early warningor even estimate of demand, so one can notice that
assessment was done. I have got a copy of it here ifcrops have failed, for example, and prices have gone
anybody would be interested, it is the Joint Foodup but have no idea—
Availability Assessment for MalawiNovember 2001.2

111. No estimate of what? You said they have This was a combination of FEWSNET locally, I
within them no estimate of? think the EU Food Security Adviser and a WFP
(Dr Seaman) Of demand for food. They are very VAN regional person who came down from

supply side. It can become evident, as it did to stay Kampala. They produced a paper and this paper
withMalawi because it is a clear case, pretty early on. repeated the argument about cassava and other root
FEWSNET, which is the regional device based in crops and said that there is really no overall supply
SADC, was reporting maize failure in Malawi from, failure anyway. Secondly, it was quite unable to
I think, July or August quite clearly and come up with anything sensible on demand at all and
unambiguously, it was available on the web. The simply fudged the issue. They reached the conclusion
diYculty is to go to the next stage and say “maize has that there was a problem but it was not a very big one
failed but what does that mean?” There have been no and one that could be dealt with through verymodest
systems in place to do this. Crop failure does not resources. This paper, frankly, had much greater
necessarily lead to a subsistence crisis; a rise in price status than ours. I think we have fairly good evidence
does not either. The result was, therefore, that these that the Americans responded to this paper as if it
reports were coming out and the people responsible were the truth, it was the current prevailing wisdom,
were trying to interpret them but not doing it very that we were overstating the case, in reality the case
accurately. Again, from July or August great play was much less and, therefore, they did not need to be
was beingmade of this rather large national figure for overly concerned with what was going on.
cassava and other root crop production which

112. One of the points that was made to us whenappeared to fill the deficit. This brings us into
we were in Malawi was that people reporting rootproblem number two which is the system is not well
crop output were the agricultural extension workerstechnically resourced. To take cassava just as an
who also had the job of encouraging diversificationexample, cassava is a peculiarly diYcult crop to
away from maize into root crops and, therefore, itmeasure. I think anybody in agriculture will tell you
was in their interests to tell their bosses that theywerethis, it is under ground and it is no more complicated
being successful in promoting diversification.than that perhaps. The question should immediately

come where does this figure come from and there
were a variety of stories that were attached to it. One 2 Available at: http:/www.malawiagri.org/reports/foodassmt

1001.pdfwas that USAID had invested quite heavily in an
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(Dr Seaman) Yes. determined to a certain degree of accuracy by a

government system, we estimate that unless special113. In a country with so little agricultural measures are taken by the government or somebodyadministrative capacity, how would you get round else to feed these vulnerable communities, a third ofthat problem? I can see that there is a problem there
the population, or some other proportion, will notbut you cannot just double the number of secondary
get enough food? Are they doing these diVerentschool trained agricultural enumerators, can you?
things?What do you do?
(Dr Seaman) They are entirely. It is not a question(Dr Seaman) Indeed, this has been a problem

of either/or. The estimation of supply is a proper,throughout Africa for two decades really as national
necessary and fundamental step. Countries do needstatistical services have tended to decline. I would say
some estimate of supply if for no other reason thanjust in mitigation that the extension services in
to come up with some figure for import requirementsMalawi are actually extremely good. We do get very
just to balance the national books. There is nogood sense and co-operation out of them and it is
dispute about the need for such systems. Secondly,surprising how, given the general decline in the
clearly the demand side has to have some knowledgeeconomy, the activity of these people has continued.
of the supply side. One cannot operate a demand sideThe problem, just to restate it, is how would one get
system without having some sort of triggerconsistent measures of demand over very large areas
information available. The sort of questions that weof land and in a very contemporary way. I think there
set out to answer would be that given, for example,is no proper answer to this. We have been developing
maize has failed by 20, 30%, what does that mean fortechniques over a good many years to really try and
people’s ability to acquire food, and one has to saybe able to measure demand reliably using minimal
non-food going back to the 19th Century example?technical resources and at the lowest possible cost. I
What proportion of households of what type will bethink we would claim some considerable success in
unable to acquire suYcient food to meet theirdoing this but there is no denying that there is a cost
requirements?attached to doing this and that cost is probably

beyond themoney available to governments. There is
115. Can I ask one final question. How do youeven a question, given the shortage of money,

move on from the second, the demand side survey,whether governments really ought to be prioritising
which might establish 20% or 40%, a proportion ofthis. The only way that a compromise can be found is
families will not have suYcient income to feedif donor resources are available.We have some hopes
themselves through the current year, on to policy fornow, largely as a result of this crisis I think, that
distributing food? How do you then identify, bestDFID will now be investing in SADC so that SADC
identify, which villages, which regions and whichcan do the necessary training in the various countries
families or households in a particular region orof the region to try and install this additional layer of
particular village ought to be the beneficiaries ofearly warning so that we then do have some complete
food aid?early warning system come the next crisis.
(Dr Seaman) As long as the demand side work is

114. From what I have read it seems that there is a done at a suYcient level of disaggregation—we have
critique of the supply side methodology that largely been working in Malawi at a district level,
governments traditionally use, there is a critique of which is actually quite a large level of aggregation,
the demand side methodology that unless you put but that sort of geographical space—it is possible to
huge resources into it your samples are unlikely to be say “this area is that much worse than that area”. It
representative. It may be the case that the household is hard to defend these statements here but they have
aVordability work that has been done this year proved to be very reliable and, touch wood, so far wehappens to have predicted a shortage, but to make it have failed to make a mistake out of 14 predictionsa reliable system one would have to extend it in diVerent parts of Africa. There is good reason toconsiderably. My question is this really: I can see the believe that they should be reliable and it is not juststrengths and weaknesses of both systems but they

me saying so, as it were. The next stage is where doesseem tome to bemeasuring diVerent things. If you go
one go from there? Given the ad hoc nature of a lotback to UK social policy 100 years ago when food
of this work it has tended to be a straight run to foodshortages and famine were serious problems in this
aid because it is the only plausible mechanism in thecountry, researchers at the end of the 19th Century
short run which can satisfy the deficit. This is how itand the early part of the 20th Century used to talk
has been very much in Southern Africa. Theseabout primary poverty and secondary poverty,
techniques can also be used to give very substantialprimary poverty being not having enough food to
guidance on other possible policy interventions. Thefeed people, not having enough money to survive,
scope for these varies quite a bit from place to placeand secondary poverty being having enough money
because clearly it brings into play questions aboutto survive but spending it in away thatmeant you did
administration, the honesty of administration, thenot have enough food, that you were spending
depth of administration in particular places. Theresources on other things. Now things have moved
really fundamental one, of course, is what would theon because relatively we are so much wealthier a
eVect be of stabilising cereal prices because this is thecountry but in a sense is that not what the two
one thing that is within the power of most Southernsystems are doing, the government system with all its
African governments, as Stephen Devereux hasflaws is trying to detect a primary food shortage,
already mentioned. It is a modelling technique thattrying to detect whether a country has enough food
we use. We can demonstrate quite clearly that if youfor self-suYciency irrespective of the distribution of
had stabilised the price ofmaize in 2001 inMalawi noit, and the second household approach is saying

given the availability of food, which has been crisis would have occurred. People would have
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continued in the depths of poverty but there would that have on the potential for this household or that

household to acquire a certain amount of food athave been no crisis and I think we probably would
not be sitting here. some stated price”, or combinations of problems

where one can change production and price, diVerentTony Worthington: I will move on now to John
depths of problems in diVerent geographical areas.Barrett. Do not repeat what has been said but if there
There are holes in the argument. The most obvious,is an insight that you feel has not been covered, please
and one that the international community will neverdo come in.
face up to, I suspect, as was said by Mr Bayley, is
households make choices about food and non-food
consumption. We have always taken the positionJohn Barrett that there is a minimum level of non-food
consumption that a household should be allowed to116. There are obviously diVerent methodologies
retain before meeting its food requirements. Manyof assessment of food security and one that exists is
Malawian households are existing for long periodsthe household economy report. Perhaps somebody
without soap, clothing, light at night or any of thosecould expand onwhat the household economy report
basic things, which always tends to exaggerate foodis and how that would improve knowledge available
requirement to some extent. Donors in generalfor identifying the number of people at risk and how
regard it as food requirement and they will notthe problem can be dealt with?
discuss non-food requirements. These are fairly fine(Dr Seaman) It is me again. A very brief history,
points in the context of a crisis such as the one that isand we can easily supply basic papers on this. For an
occurring in Southern Africa.NGO it has a slightly odd history, which I will not go

into. It comes fromwork done by Professor Amartya
Sen on a thing called exchange entitlements, he got
the Nobel Prize two years ago for this work, which Tony Worthington
gave rise to this whole view of famine in terms of an

117. Can I switch, and this will allow you to comeaccess crisis rather than a supply crisis. He published
in, to the role of NGOs in their humanitarian focusa book in 1981. We had an interest for historical
in terms of food aid in the area where you come intoreasons and took up work with FAO to see if it was
a society and you are in it but in a sense not of it andpossible, because a corollary of the theory was that
your relationship to the politics of the area.What hasyou cannot predict famines unless you can measure
your experience been, SCF’s experience, Christianentitlement. To take a purely practical example, say
Aid’s experience, in delivering humanitarianof a Malawian village, entitlement would really
assistance in Southern Africa?reduce to the sum of the assets of a particular

household. This can get quite intricate in Africa (Mr Dykes) We are not going to speak if we are
going to add or we are going to duplicate. First of all,because households havemultiple sources of income.

They produce food, they may choose to sell one food we have got perhaps diVerent approaches. In
Christian Aid, where I work, it is in a non-item and buy a cheaper one, they have assets that

they sell like livestock, livestock may reproduce and operational way and, therefore, we are not a direct
implementer, we support local partner organisations.then they have assets they can sell without depleting

the asset base, some people may work in the city, Whilst we ourselves have been present in all the
countries aVected in the current Southern Africasome may work locally. It is not uncommon to find

15 sources of income in a single African household. food crisis, we are working through local
organisations. They are part and parcel of the fabricThis makes the technical problem of measurement

quite intricate and we set out with FAO in the early of that life, they will understand the local language.
For most people aVected, English is not their mother1990s to see if it was technically possible to do this

meeting the criteria of being trainable, that is to say tongue, for example, and those who have been
to Malawi would have experienced that.we could get non-specialist staV to do it reasonably

accurately, it was reasonably cheap to do, we could Understanding cultural practices. If your question is
in terms of the politicisation of humanitariancover big areas quickly and so on. The technique

itself involves usually primary data collection assistance, I think the first point is in any
humanitarian crisis there is probably a politicalbecause the data is simply unavailable from

conventional sources, but now in a very highly component and direction. I think Christian Aid and
other well establishedUKNGOs have a track recordstandardised way in which we will obtain household

budgets, all sources of income, food, all sources of of dealing with that in diYcult and demanding
circumstances. It is also the case that in aincomes, cash, and usually the expenditure to make

sure that we are getting the first two right, it has to be humanitarian crisis the host government, and it is a
host government, will often seek to take credit for thea balanced book, an estimate of assets, which

typically would be livestock, cash which one can get response, whoever provides that response, and that
needs to be understood. For eVective relief youindirectly, although it is usually zero for the groups

that we are most interested in, and other tradeable normally need to try to co-ordinate your actions, it is
not just a question of one NGO on its own, it mightassets. On larger areas we would also take a great

interest in the markets, in the form of the particular work in a given area. As regards the wider situation,
particularly in the case of Zimbabwe, there is apoints at which each good is traded. Armedwith that

information it is possible to construct a model and deeply politically contested situation where we have
a situation with our own programmes workingthe need for a model also comes out of Sen’s work,

which is a fairly generalised model of a rural through local NGOs and we are able to say quite
positively that assistance is reaching the people iteconomy in which one can say “Supposing we lower

production by thismuch in this place, what eVect will should be reaching and the targeted population, in
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our case it has been mainly child feeding, has been these are properly government functions and it is our

job, if we have one, to support the process, not toagreed through a variety of mechanisms, not one sole
mechanism giving you a list of beneficiaries, for supplant it. There is, however, a reality that

government has been undermined in many ways andexample. I think there is a wider concern about
Zimbabwe at a number of levels. One is the is sometimes actively undermined by donors who

may actually refuse to supply food throughrelationship between the Zimbabwe Government
and the UN humanitarian relief operation and the government agencies. At the very least it should be

possible to square that up with, in this instance, thenumber of, if you like, participants being allowed to
carry out eVective relief. That is a concern and district level by working very closely with the district

administration, which we certainly do in Malawi.something that Save the Children may wish to
comment on. It does not directly aVect Christian Aid There are good practical reasons for doing that in

that government does have the machinery that we dobecause we are not seeking to be the direct
implementer, we are supporting local organisations. not have and actually knowledge of villages and

individuals and so on that we do not have. It is a veryThe other issues in Zimbabwe concern the fact not
that humanitarian aid is freely available, it is not, but uncomfortable relationship, yes.
that the Government of Zimbabwe is apparently
importing larger quantities of food for sale through
the Grain Marketing Board depots and there are 119. This is the diYculty. On the other hand, there
repeated reports that that has been handled in such a was a loan being granted through theWorldBank for
way that it is not party political—neutral—and that food, which we found diYcult to accept, the way in
is of concern. Even if it does not directly impinge on which it was done. That was going to be done
our programmes I think there is a responsibility for through government in terms of distribution and one
the humanitarian community broadly defined to had doubts about whether it would have been done
raise questions and issues about that.Wewould hope in a politically fair way, it would be coinciding with
and support that theUN system is pursuing any such elections and so on. So there is that kind of diYculty.
allegations of that vigorously and thoroughly. (Dr Seaman) If I may chance my arm very slightly,
(Mr Mawer) If I may add from Save the Children’s and this is built slightly on something that Stephen

perspective, I think our preferred partners are by and Devereux said, we have to ask ourselves the question
large diVerent. We initially try and work, as far as is who is running the country and how does the
possible, with government, that is our preferred way political process evolve and is there such a thing as
of working: we particularly try and work in a politics in a country that is not politically interested,
capacity building manner. So if we are looking to in any country? I have a sense here that we want it
improve nutritional services that are supplied by both ways, we want absolute political neutrality
government rather than doing it ourselves, we are where there is something that is potentially acutely
looking to improve the ability of national embarrassing to us—famine in Malawi—where we
government teams to understand the likely impact of know really we cannot have it and if we want the
this famine and to be able to predict where it is going political process in Malawi to evolve over the next
to hit hardest, as well as being able to respond in a several years we have to give a reasonable amount of
better way. That is our preferred option. In power back toMalawians and we have to accept that
particular, also here in Southern Africa we have been comes with, from our political perspective, a small
trying to work very closely with SADC as a regional price tag, which is that it will not always be neutral.
agency to come up with a much more co-ordinated
approach both to be able to predict, again, where the
problem is going to be worst and to be able to come 120. As NGOs you must have written guidelines
up with a co-ordinated response. Obviously any for staV on the ground about what the boundaries
response needs to be a regional response and is not are.
country specific. That is one of our particular ways of

(Mr Dykes) There are guidelines contained in theworking. Where that is not possible, as is obviously
codes of conduct drawn up by the International Redthe case in Zimbabwe, then we do go it alone or we
Cross and Red CrescentMovement which NGOs aredo go in with local partners as may be appropriate.
signed up to in the main—we have—which are
principles of political neutrality in terms of providing
humanitarian relief and assistance. I think the118. In Malawi the system of distribution and diVerence we would draw is we accept we work in aallocation of resources seemed to work fairly well. It political environment and if you have got awas organised largely by the NGOs. There was an humanitarian situation it is often driven by aninternal distribution service. We heard from DFID apparent lack of resources or an ability to accessand we heard from the local people and everyone we resources and that will give a certain degree ofspoke to said this NGO system of distribution is politics, so you have to understand you are workingworking very well but they still had some qualms in a political environment, sometimes a veryabout it in the sense this was really the internal contested political environment, and people will trystructure of government within the country and that to assign aspersions to your actions. What you havewas bad in a way, that is not an NGO job. Do you to be able to do is demonstrate not only to yourselveshave any feelings about that? but to any other party whowishes, that the assistance
is provided for those genuinely in need, accepted, and(Dr Seaman) Yes. I share their qualms. This is a

personal rather than an institutional position. it reaches those and it is appropriate and it is not
based on any party political aYliation. I think that isExactly as Richard said, we do try and work with

government precisely for the reason that some of an important thing.
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121. Could you send us a copy of the Red Cross (Dr Seaman) This was with specific respect to

education?guidelines?
(Mr Dykes) Yes.3 124. It is the impact of food insecurity on
Tony Worthington: That would be very helpful. education and health and the asset base of

households.
(Dr Seaman) Looked at from the point of view of

Mr Colman the disposable income of whatever household, access
to food and access to education to some extent122. Two questions about asset depletion and
interplay. A repeated observation is that there is aincreased vulnerability. What are the knock-on
large proportion of most African populations thateVects of food insecurity in terms of education,
simply cannot aVord to send their children to schoolhealth and the asset base of households?What are the
in simple monetary terms. There has always been aconsequences of such asset depletion, and what can
cost associated with education, a direct cost, whetherbe done to rebuild people’s assets?
that is uniforms in some countries, school books,(Ms Lambrechts) I think we all have a lot to say but
minor items. A proportion simply cannot aVord toI will start oV and probably other people will come
send their children to school because of the loss of thein. Youwill have read in our submission that we have
child’s labour. I was just in Bangladesh looking atspoken about asset depletion particularly in the
precisely this. There is a problem even in householdscontext—I am sorry to going to insert this now—of
that appear nominally able to aVord to send theirHIV/AIDS in the region. I do not think we can
children to school withwhat onemight call cash flow.separate those.
There are periods of the year in which fees, school

123. Indeed. uniforms and so on, are needed. To step outside
(Ms Lambrechts) One of the issues that we have Africa to Bangladesh, because it is in my mind, in

seen, and that our partners in both Zimbabwe and January the uniforms have to be provided and in
Malawi have reported to us, is the fact that in January it is the period when even a small landed
farming households aVected by HIV/AIDS, and labourer is at his lowest from the point of view of
when we say “aVected” we mean adults in that domestic cash flow. The two play very closely
family, productive adults who have been involved in together, to the extent that if one wanted a larger
diVerent cycles of the production process of the proportion of manyAfrican households to send their
harvest have died or are very ill and cannot work any children to even primary school very considerable
more, we have seen that in those households there thought would have to be given to income transfers
has been a severe depletion of diVerent types of assets to households to make that possible, not just
used to farm the land. Stephen Devereux mentioned cheapening the direct costs of education. Bangladesh
the whole issue of human capital. Personally I do not has done this to some extent with their stipend
like to use the words “human capital” for human system. We did a large piece of work in Northern
labour. Human labour is, of course, the primary one Tanzania in 1998–99 where there was never a risk of
because this is the only thing most people have. It is starvation, it was an argument about the economic
actually quite important, particularly when we start impact of the droughts, and it was predicted there
talking about adults dying in a household and would be a wholesale withdrawal from school and,
only having—this is the reality—child-headed indeed, there was as people balanced the domestic
households, children who have not been taken in by books in favour of access to food. In HIV aVected
extended families. One of the issues that Christian households this redoubles itself because of the
Aid has tried to come to grips with and understand is youthful nature of many such households.
how to look at the government extension of services

125.Ms Lambrechts mentioned the need for a newas a response and new types of extension services to
sort of farm extension system because the transfer ofprovide for really a new type of farming households
knowledge is not taking place. Clearly there are otherthat are often headed by children who have not
informal support systems at community level to keepreceived knowledge coming from those who used to
things going and I am assuming they have weakenedfarm the land. This is not an issue that is currently
because of poverty and marketisation. Do youappearing in any of the Poverty Reduction Strategy
believe that there ways in which the communityPapers that have been drawn up. In fact, food
support systems can be supported and strengthened?security as a whole is completely neglected in all of
We have heard about the need to perhaps back localthese PRSPs. That is one particular issue that we
government which would come alongside NGOs butwould like to investigate and look at to see how these
are there other ways, do you think, that communityextension services should be realigned and
support systems could be supported andredesigned, in fact, to take account of the new reality.
strengthened?This is just in response to this huge loss of human
(Mr Dykes) I think there are a variety of ways.labour which, of course, has a knock-on eVect on

First of all we have to recognise that they exist. Iactual output. The FAO has done quite a useful
think we have to recognise that government exists asstudy, as you probably know, on the actual
well. The aim is to get the best of both, not to replacepercentages of loss of labour which is up to a fifth of
one by the other. That is the first point. The secondagricultural labour in some of the countries with the
point, however, is to recognise that for many peopleresultant reduction in yields4. I will stop there.
that community level is what they relate to, it is what
they understand and it is what they will often believe3 Available at: http://www.sphereproject.org/
and accept from within that structure. It also has the4 Committee on World Food Security, 28 May to 1 June 2001:
ability to hold people to account, for example, in‘The impact of HIV/AIDS on Food Security’, Table 2. See:

http://www.fao.org/docrep/meeting/003/Y0310E.htm terms of agricultural practice, of asset increase, of
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trying to get a passing on of the gift. Unless you do what can be done about it both in terms of

responding to the immediate crisis and in terms ofthat properly through community mobilisation and
work, and it is accepted as a cultural norm within the creating a sustainable development strategy for Sub-

Saharan Africa, for any area which has a very highcommunity and reinforced by the community, it
often does not happen. If it is imposed from a incidence of HIV/AIDS. Kato raised the concept of

the development of an agricultural strategycentralised state it tends not to work, the gift is not
passed on but retained. It has to be worked through specifically for smaller, weaker child-headed

households that cannot plough. Hitherto, I havewith the community, so you have got to work
through acceptable community norms and manners, been pretty sceptical about the value of anti-

retrovirals in Africa given the cost of them comparedthat is one point. Second, engaging the community in
the analysis of what are the problems, what are the with the health gain you would get with other

treatments. In Malawi I came to see it possibly aspriorities, what they can do andwhat theywant other
actors to do is an important part. The process is an akin to a key worker strategy in the UK, a way of

getting a few more years of work out of a key workerimportant part of the localised solutions. Part is
sometimes in trusting that community and rather like a teacher or a nurse. Is that a sensible way to look

at targeting what would have to be a targetedthan having tightly designed, very controlled
programmes with very prescribed inputs, outputs strategy on HIV, or should one look at drug

therapies as a non-starter because they will simply beand activities, giving some greater freedom in a
holistic way for communities to design and colonised by the elite? Could we just run round the

table and have one or two suggestions from each ofimplement programmes which are appropriate to
their situation so they have got some say and you about the practical things that could be done to

build sustainability in an environment where ainfluence over them, they are not simply externally
imposed. That would all be important. quarter, possibly even more, of the population are

HIV Positive?126. Are the churches and the mosques rising to (Dr Seaman) I assume we are talking aboutthe occasion? Are they part of the community economic sustainability. On the question ofsupport system, if you like? retrovirals I tend to agree with you. The problem is(Mr Dykes) Churches andmosques, and I speak as that it is not so much the drugs, it is often the systema member of staV at Christian Aid, have great for delivering them, or the lack of that system. It doesstrengths but they are not always right in agricultural require a relatively sophisticated system, fairly closepractice at least. application to the individuals concerned. As we have
been talking about food security, health systems do127. Within the local community?
not even begin to come close to the criteria for(Mr Dykes) The point about these structures is
delivering retrovirals on any large scale regularly. Ithat they are there, they are trusted, and it is an
think it is questionable whether we would even beimportant factor in rural Africa, for example.
capable of delivering to key workers outside of someChurches are not simply a place for a prescribed
urban areas in most of the countries which we arechurch service, they are a meeting point for the
discussing. On the question of the economiccommunity, it is where they assemble, it is where they
sustainability per se, I have come to see it really as inexchange information, it is also a reference point for
a sense there are two debates going on. There is athem. Using those types of structures that do exist
debate going on about what we can do with thethat have some confidence from the rural
prevailing resources and perhaps policy limitations. Icommunities seems to me is a proper way forward in
would suggest, and I think from all the evidence Itrying to increase agricultural productivity but also,
know of from attempts to look at this problem insay, for other messages, including diversification and
rural Africa, the resources are simply insuYcient toreducing vulnerability. They have an important role
the task, in my view, outside of small areas, projectsand should not be overlooked but often are,
run by NGOs, which I am not against in any senseparticularly from our country, which is largely a
but they are small areas that do not target a masssecular country, where we tend to downplay the
population. The resources are simply not there to doimportance these have in everyday life in rural
anything very sensible. I think it is as simple as that,Africa.
I have reached that conclusion. The other side of the(Mr Mawer) I think as all of these normal coping
debate is what—strategies become overwhelmed it is being able to

identify which are the small, maybe time bound and
critical inputs that have to come, for example, if you
are a child-headed household. The one bit that they Tony Worthington
probably need is help with the ploughing in this week

129. Leave something for someone else.or this month and if that does not happen then they
(Dr Seaman) More resources.cannot achieve and take on the responsibility.
(Mr Dykes) I think if there is some good to come

from this crisis—I say “some good”—it is the
recognition of the impact HIV/AIDS, not just as anHugh Bayley emergency but as everyday life for many millions of
people in Southern Africa. That is one point. My128. Can I just push you a little bit further on the

impact of HIV/AIDS. We have had a number of point would be not just an emergency strategy but a
development and anti-poverty strategy needs to fullygeneralised statements about the impact both on the

productivity of people with HIV infection and also take account of HIV/AIDS. One of the points is to
break the silence that is aVecting it in communities,their susceptibility to opportunistic infections which

come with malnourishment. I am much less clear break the stigma of it. Members of the Committee
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have been to Malawi and many people still will not IMF funds, on donor funds generally, and therefore,

to come back to the previous point that was made,talk about it, they will be going to the funerals, there
are communities being mourned and decimated, but these governments have not always been in charge of

their policies, have not always been able to respondit is “somebody died”. We have got to break that
silence and stigma. It seems that can be helpful. as in a democracy, as people know it here, to strong

demands and voices within their own societies, theseSecondly, we are calling for strategies, certainly at the
agricultural level, which do address it specifically and have been largely shaped by the World Bank and

IMF with other donors. The theories that haveopenly and honestly which actually say “For those
who areHIVPositivewemay have to target food aid. underpinned the advice that has been given to take

away support, to stop state support of prices, to stopWe may have to target other forms of assistance”.
There is a problem here in that many people will not state support of marketing, of assisting small

producers to market to buy and sell their products,come out and say they are HIV Positive. We are
juggling with if one oVers certain incentives will has been in some cases fairly understandable, partly

ineYciencies, a real lack of resources to continuepeople be more prepared to state their status and be
open about it, so a community and a national level financing these huge subsidies, they were not seen to

be sustainable, and issues about governance andresponse is more formulated in terms of those
strategies. You then have to target households corruption that have taken place in these. Christian

Aid believes that these very legitimate concerns haveaVected directly byHIV/AIDS, people who are living
with HIV. Kato has mentioned about child-headed led to policies that have actually thrown out—to use

the term—the baby with the bath water. What wehouseholds. What you also have to factor in is
providing a range of opportunities for people who have found is that in remote communities in

Zimbabwe where the Grain Marketing Board hadare aVected, not necessarily just in agriculture but
that can include some income generation and other depots before to buy the grain oV these communities,

they literally are in communal areas which is whereactivities. As regards drug treatment, it clearly has a
role to play and it can very much reduce the most of the resource poor farmers live, but as of

1991 when the Enhanced Structural Adjustmenttransmission from mother to child very clearly. The
issue certainly in rural Southern Africa is not just of Programme started being implemented they have

had no access to markets, to buyers of their produce,aVordability but even if one does target, and leave
aside the philosophical objections, certain workers and if we look at Zimbabwe today more than 90% of

poor households are dependent on money to buyand not others, how will the drug treatment help
them if their nutritional status continues to decline? food, they do not produce enough food per hectare

to be able to feed the household, as StephenYou have got to bring about enabling people if they
are to live longer and productive lives, having an explained. The loss of the money they used to get for

that food to be used in times of food shortage duringadequate food supply and an adequate nutritional
status, not simply relying on drug treatment. the year has had a severe impact and has led to

cumulative years of malnutrition in families. A
UNDP sponsored study has found that, in fact, if
you get an accurate picture of the whole agricultureMr Khabra liberalisation programme in Zimbabwe the only ones
who have benefited have been some traders. In130. In many countries of Southern Africa it was
Malawi we have found that there is no private sectorconsidered that state marketing systems were very
that can fill the gap, the traders, the companies, theexpensive, ineYcient, poorly run and hindered the
small enterprises necessary to fill the gap left by thegrowth and eYciency of markets for them to
state leaving particularly remote areas that are notintroduce liberalisation of the economy and
serviced by infrastructure, and I am sure on yourparticularly agriculture and there was a role for the
visits you have seen it does not exist, rural feederprivate sector. It appeared that the private sector and
roads are hardly accessible to anything but maybeliberalisation clearly did not come up to the
the horses or the donkeys, no vehicles. Nobody hasexpectations of the people and there has been some
come forward to fill that gap and, therefore, onecriticism of the new programme and particularly
needs to take a step back and look first at what areChristian Aid is of the view that “Markets can only
the preconditions for policy change, for reforms torespond to purchasing power, not to needs, hence the
address what are sometimes legitimate concerns.need to build institutions and strengthen government
These preconditions are primarily three things: ruralcapacity to design and implement pro-poor policies”.
infrastructure, it is incredibly important to investThe question is what role has agricultural reform
resources into that; to invest resources, and I thinkplayed in shaping vulnerability and food insecurity in
this has been mentioned before, into building upthe countries of Southern Africa? What lessons can
small enterprises, the private sector in the country, tobe learnt from the current crisis as regards the pre-
be able to fulfil part of the role that it can inconditions for successful liberalisation and the
regulating these markets; and then aVordable access,appropriate role of the state in ensuring food security
whichmaymean free access, for the poorest to inputsand reducing vulnerability to shocks?
and credit. One has to design policy reforms. One(Ms Lambrechts) That is a big question. I will try
cannot design this incredible reform, and we haveto draw out perhaps two or three key points. On your
seen the outcome from what was done in the 1980s,first question, what has been the impact of
without in parallel addressing these almostagricultural reform on food security, in our
preconditions for some kind of a market to continuesubmission we have looked at three countries—
to function. As someone said before, my last point isZimbabwe, Malawi and Zambia—in this regard. Of
there always has to be a supplementary or a parallelcourse, the overarching issue for all three of these

countries has been their dependence onWorld Bank/ policy of looking at safety nets for the poorest and
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most vulnerable households who, if one takes away should be kicking in early next year. The first thing is

that, yes, we should know what is going to be theprice support, for example, will need some extra
support to be able to purchase food when they impact of whatever changing crop production is

there. We should be able to predict rather than justcannot grow this for themselves.
respond. Hopefully the second thing is that donor131. You said liberalisation, particularly in poor organisations, such as DFID and the EU andcountries, does not always work in the interests of the USAID, are in a much better position so they canpeople and as far as corruption is concerned, it is well have the dynamic expertise in the region that they didknown perhaps that anything controlled by the state, not have at the beginning of this problem so that it isthe government itself, is more corrupt in these clearer to people who are going to have responsibilitycountries, corruption is a way of life. With for intervening, whether it is WFP or whether it isliberalisation corruption does not disappear. If it NGOs. They should know how to link, it should bedoes happen the corruption sometimes may increase clearer how DFID and CHAD, those people, workbecause it will monopolise and the economy is in the together, it should be clearer also how we are able tocontrol of the strong and the rich people. I think influence the diVerent types of interventions andthere has got to be a balance between the two as far prioritisation that has gone on. We have seen, if youas giving any hope to the people in terms of food like, donors, particularly DFID, prioritisingsecurity and the development of the economy, the responses in Zimbabwe in the past year, they havediminution of poverty and also providing public looked at that as primarily a humanitarian problemservices to the people if they need them. but we have seen inMalawi that the tendency was to(Ms Lambrechts) I think that is a very important focus initially on governance issues and we have seenpoint. Private monopolies do not necessarily mean thatAngola has inmanyways been nobody’s prioritybetter management or less corruption than a public early on. Hopefully we will have a much broadermonopoly. The recent banking scandals in debate about how all the various people will be readyMozambique have illustrated that quite clearly. I to intervene within it. The last point is around howthink the challenge lies now in countries like Malawi the various donors will actually co-ordinate theirparticularly where one of the preconditions for the responses because I think it is clear that this has notgovernment to access future funds from the HIPC been a success story, that the big players of USAID,relief fund and future loans is, of course, to privatise EU and DFID have not worked well together. ThisADMARC. You may have come across these again comes back to this SADC proposal, how candebates in Malawi. The challenge is to sit down and this be improved, what information do they need tothink through what is the most appropriate response respond more rapidly, what information do theyand not necessarily go down an ideological road, ie need so that they will have confidence in it’sliberalisation for the sake of liberalisation, but to conclusions. It is this issue of trust, what kind oflook at what would be a response that would be pro- analysis will they trust. I hope through the processespoor that would actually serve and help to and these shared assessments that have been going onsustainably grow the livelihoods of the most in the last six months that is now clearer, so thevulnerable. Again, the process here is probably as analysis will be in place and the donors and nationalimportant as the outcome. By that I mean the governments will be in a much more ready situationinvolvement of people themselves who will be to respond to that analysis.aVected by whatever is decided. How to begin to

regulate these functions is as important because that
will in part determine what the sort of structure is

Tony Worthingtonthat will best serve their needs. I am perhaps giving
an answer saying this would be the best. 133. Just a point of clarification. You said that

SADC and DFID and the European Union had not132. The last question is, is the response to the
worked together. Was that on a regional basis or onongoing crisis eVective enough to ensure that there is
a national basis?no repetition in 2003 of the food crisis that claimed
(Mr Mawer) I am primarily talking about at ahundreds or thousands of lives in early 2002? If not,

regional level, but it is also at a national level.what are the risks and problem areas?
Tony Worthington: Thank you.(Mr Mawer) I suppose I would come back to what
(Mr Mawer) I have just been in Washingtonwe were talking about right at the beginning, the

discussing this from the USAID perspective and it isability to understand what the reality is of the
clear that there are problems. There are obvioussituation, what really is the problem. In many ways
problems to do with the fact that people’s regionalwe have come a long way in the last 12 months. I
oYces are in diVerent places but it goes quite a lotthink governments and WFP and FEWSNET have
further than that.put in place systems at a national level called the

National Vulnerability Assessment Committees that (Mr Dykes) Can I just add to that. One of our
concerns, if I have understood correctly, is thatwhilstare starting to get a handle on all the diVerent things

we are talking about, supply, demand, ways of many of themechanisms and lessons learnt are about
mitigation and response, they are not really tacklingmonitoring this that are more complex or less

complex to give a good picture. That is one the main causes: the chronic poverty, the increased
vulnerability for a variety of factors, relatively pooradditional plus. What we are in the process of

finalising with DFID is this discussion of a grant of governance, the failure of policies and practice, and
it is not just policies but the practice andabout £5 million to actually assist SADC, the

Regional Vulnerability Assessment Committee, implementation of them, for more than ten years
now in Southern Africa. Sometimes they have beenwhich will undertake capacity building in certainly

the eight most aVected countries and that grant national government policies, sometimes they have
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been policies and priorities forced on those situation where we recognise international trade can

benefit poor people, but often it does not, and one ofgovernments that have led and contributed to this
and unless they are tackled there is always the the tasks is to make sure that it does, not to be for or

against it. If the production is environmentallypotential that if not next year then in two or three
years’ time the same thing will come back. sustainable, if the production really benefits the poor,

it seems desirable but there are other points. If you
are actually going into agricultural production for a

Mr Colman cash crop it can take resources and attention and
focus and support away from agriculture for134. I was hoping to ask this of Stephen but I will
subsistence. There is some more anecdotal thanask it of you. We have all had letters in the last
academic evidence that this may have applied inmonths about the fact that the freezer cabinets of
parts of Southern Africa. Cash crops can be moreevery supermarket chain in Britain are full of
capital intensive but they can also be more labourvegetables from Zimbabwe and Zambia, you
intensive and if they are more labour intensive howmention a country and it is there. I deliberately went
do you factor in HIV/AIDS and the impact of that?to East, Central and Southern Africa to look at what

was going on and talked to SADCand every country, 135. The companies themselves are actually
every local NGO said to me “Please do not stop the providing retrovirals.
sale of these vegetables to British supermarkets. This (Mr Dykes) You come into a strategy recognising
is very important and it uses a tiny, infinitesimal that communities and countries probably need to
amount of land. It is providing cash crops, diversify to reduce vulnerability and not rely on
employment and very important work is being done either simply international trade or agricultural
in terms of transferability of knowledge in terms of subsistence. Provided that poor people genuinely do
how this can be done working with subsistence benefit and it is environmentally sustainable—this is
farmers”. Very interesting work was being done and not an argument that I have heard—none of our
certainly in the case of the ones I went to look at the partners in Southern Africa have asked for certain
whole thing was being managed through the Ethical products to be boycotted in any way.
Trading Initiative, through localNGOs,making sure (Dr Seaman) I absolutely agree with that but I just
that the contracts that ultimately go to Sainsbury’s or have one small rider which is the very large markets
Safeway’s—you choose the supermarket chain—are in indigenous produce in some parts of the region
literally guaranteeing good prices for the subsistence provide a certain counterpoint to these highly
farmers at the other end of the line and the inputs are specialised introduced markets in cash crops and
being supplied and this is working. First of all, would livestock by a margin in Botswana, Namibia and
you agree that the British people can continue to eat elsewhere, which are really very major industries,
these vegetables coming from famine stricken major cash spinners. We really should be trying to
countries? Secondly, is this an example really for the move to a situation where that is the pattern of
future in terms of making sure there is a mitigation production in Africa, where they are exporting the
of the famine to see this transferability of skills into things which are most naturally exported rather than
perhaps producing cash crops on a more commercial sugar snap peas and things where the environmental
basis than has been done before to feed the people of costs of production are often very great indeed.
Southern Africa?

136. But the people of Britain should continue to(Mr Dykes) I would agree that the British public
eat them?can eat them. I am pleased you have mentioned the
(Dr Seaman) Absolutely, there is no questionEthical Trading Initiative because I think what is

about that.important here, certainly from Christian Aid’s point
Tony Worthington: Can I thank Save the Childrenof view, is Christian Aid is committed to working

and Christian Aid very much indeed for your usefulwith our partners for poverty eradication, so what we
evidence. Thank you.would look for in any policy and practice is does this

contribute to poverty eradication. Clearly we have a
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Introduction

1. We address in this submission three issues:

— Immediate causes of the 2001–02 food crisis in Malawi

— Underlying causes of the 2001–02 food crisis in Malawi

— Long term options for improved food security

In our discussion we use the following terms to describe general categories of players:

— Donors: oYcial multilateral and bilateral aid agencies

— NGOs: both national and international non-governmental organisations

— Government: political leaders (eg Ministers, Members of Parliament), government ministries (civil
servants), and direct agents of the state such as parastatal bodies

It is not our intention to discuss the roles of any particular players within these categories.

Immediate Causes of the 2001–02 Food Crisis in Malawi

2. Devereux (2002) provides a comprehensive description of the events that led up to the food crisis of
increasing severity during the course of 2001. We summarise the main elements as follows:

2.1 A fall in maize production: There were two elements in this. First yields were below average, due to too
much rainfall and lack of sunshine. Second, the two preceding seasons had bumper harvests, with good
rainfall supported by widespread distribution of free maize production inputs under the Starter Pack input
distribution programme, but this programme was scaled back in the 2000–01 season, and the eVects of this
were exacerbated by very late distribution of much of the inputs.

2.2 Delays in recognising the maize shortfall: Three types of information were available for use in famine
prediction: crop production estimates, reports from rural areas, and maize prices. Crop production estimates
are the most costly of these, but are now widely recognised to commonly contain large errors, particularly as
regards estimates of root crop production (cassava and sweet potatoes). They seem, however, to have been
the major type of information used by donors and higher levels of government. By October we were aware,
in the UK, of reports from rural areas that were raising alarms about looming and very serious food
shortages. These appear to have been largely ignored, at this stage, by donors and by government. Most
surprising to us is the lack of examination of price changes. By October it was common knowledge that maize
prices had spiralled (from around MK4 to around MK17 per kg). Theory and historical experience of the
causes of famines around the world both suggest that rapid rises in staple food prices relative to purchasing
ability are the key problem and symptom of famine situations, and therefore need to be taken very seriously.
They are also relatively easy to monitor. Malawi has an extensive system of market surveys, and even without
formal surveys many people know what is happening to prices. It therefore seems extraordinary that the
dramatic rise in maize prices was not recognised as a key indicator of widespread and rapid deterioration in
food security over the period June to October 2001.

1 Jonathan Kydd and Andrew Dorward are respectively Professor and Reader in Agricultural Development Economics, Centre
for Development and Poverty Reduction, Imperial College at Wye, Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine.
Megan Vaughan is Professor of Commonwealth Studies and a Fellow of NuYeld College, University of Oxford. Both Professor
Kydd and Dr Dorward have had a long and continuing involvement with agricultural and rural development in Malawi,
including periods of resident professional work in Malawi from the mid 1970s, and they are currently involved in agricultural
policy research and analysis in Malawi. Professor Vaughan continues to work on Malawi after spending several years in Malawi
in the 70s and 80s and has written on the 1949 Nyasaland Famine. The views expressed in this paper should not be attributed
to Imperial College or the University of Oxford.
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2.3 Shortages in national food stocks: Devereux discusses the complex and controversial issues associated
with the sale of the national food reserve. Key problems that we would highlight are (a) delays in recognising
the maize shortage (as discussed above); and (b) problems with the National Food Reserve Agency’s financial
structure and grain management systems (the latter covering both the mechanisms for turning over maize
stocks and systems for ensuring transparent and accountable disposals of stock).

2.4 DiYculties and delays in importing maize: As a consequence of delays in recognising the extent of the
problem (delays which were compounded by donor complaints about economic mismanagement and
corruption in government), attempts to import maize did not begin until food shortages had already led to
very large maize price increases, with associated hardship and destitution. Simultaneous shortages elsewhere
in the region, together with diYculties in managing the demands placed on an already diYcult transport
system meant that maize imports came into the country very slowly.

2.5 Absence of appropriate distribution and access systems: Within the country there seem to have been
diYculties in (a) distribution to rural areas and (b) access by poor consumers. The physical and management
infrastructure did not exist to manage the processes of identifying areas of need and directing supplies to
them. There were widespread reports of hoarding, pilfering, and profiteering, so that maize prices did not fall
even to the unsubsidised import price, which was itself far above what the poor could aVord. This is in partial
contrast to the situation which prevailed in the 1970 and 1980s, when government had greater (but far from
perfect) capacity to identify regional shortages, and to ship-in and distribute food.

Underlying Causes of the 2001–02 Food Crisis in Malawi

3. One of the questions that Devereux addresses is why a smaller production shock in 2001–02 led to a
much larger food crisis as compared with the 1991–92 drought. This can be explained in terms of the other
four elements described above. In 1991–92 these were, on the whole, dealt with rapidly and eYciently but in
2001–02 these problems compounded each other. Once the initial maize supply shock began to work through
the system its eVects were exacerbated by the weakness of the Malawian economy, weak governance, and
deteriorating government/ NGO/ donor relations. These may be seen as the underlying causes of the food
crisis.

3.1 The weakness of the Malawian economy: Over the last few years the Malawian economy has gone into
a dramatic decline, although estimates of economic growth (or decline) have been confused by problems with
crop production estimates (mentioned earlier). Although liberalisation of agricultural markets, and in
particular of burley tobacco production, should have opened up market access for rural areas, this has been
patchy. The commercial agricultural sector has suVered from low commodity prices, and diversification out
of tobacco has generally been unsuccessful, while tobacco production on large farms has become much less
profitable: employment opportunities on tobacco estates have contracted dramatically. Other sources of
formal employment in urban centres have also declined, and formal and informal wages have fallen in real
terms, with high rates of inflation and devaluation of the Malawi Kwacha. This has been associated with
increasing inequality in incomes in Malawi. High incidence of HIV/AIDS has been removing productive
people from the working population, increasing dependency ratios, and eroding households’ and
communities’ assets. Despite the growth in burley tobacco production and the higher than average harvests
in 1999–2000 and 2000–01, the fall in maize production in 2001–02 therefore hit an increasingly vulnerable
rural economy: rural people had very little to fall back on in terms of assets and alternative income sources,
and markets and market systems were very weak.

3.2 Weak governance: Any examination of conditions in Malawi today must recognise the diYculties
posed by government systems that are often ineVective in managing resources and delivering services. Reports
of corruption and patronage are widespread. These diYculties are illustrated by our examination of the
elements contributing to the 2001–02 food crisis: unaccounted shortages in national food stocks, diYculties
and delays in importing maize, and the absence of appropriate distribution and access systems are all
associated with ineVective management at best, with common reports or rumours of misappropriation of
maize or funds, reports which it seems are rarely subject to oYcial investigation or action. Endemic problems
make it very diYcult for competent and upright oYcials to operate eVectively. Further problems arise as a
result of HIV/AIDS’ eVects on the administrative and professional cadres in government and in the economy
as a whole. Another dimension of weak governance is the widespread increase in crime. Weak governance
undermines the functioning of the national economy, and of rural economies within it, as well as inhibiting
the eVectiveness of government responses to crises.

3.3 Poor government/NGO/donor relations: Problems of weak governance lead to diYcult relations
between government, donors and NGOs. DiVerences in ethos, objectives, resources and operating
procedures, but mutual dependence, lead to sometimes uneasy partnerships and lack of trust. This is
particularly true of government/ donor relations: it was a major factor in delayed recognition of and response
to emerging evidence of a famine crisis, and undermines donors’ ability to work with government to promote
development. Given the governance problems discussed above, the weakness of the Malawian economy, and
its dependence on donors and NGOs for foreign exchange inflows and for budgetary support (both directly
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and through NGO provision of services normally provided by government), poor relations have a serious
impact on economic development and on welfare and other services. A further cross-donor issue is internal
changes in conceptual frameworks and resource allocation. There has been a run-down in interest in and
expertise for the agricultural sector, consequent on a trend to switch support fostering a non-farm rural
economy; while conceptually food access is seen almost exclusively as an “income” issue, rather than one that
has important dimensions relating to farm production, stock policy and marketing systems. Thus it very likely
that 10 years ago donors would have had the expertise in country to spot, analyse and communicate the
problem at an earlier stage.

Long Term Options for Improved Food Security

4. Two broad approaches should be followed in pursuing improved food security in the future. The most
fundamental need is to develop a market economy that delivers accessible food to all Malawians, with
appropriate welfare support to the weak and vulnerable. This must be a long term task, which we discuss in
more detail below. In the meantime lessons must be learnt from the failures in dealing with the recent crisis,
to prevent these recurring in the future.

4.1 Lessons for crisis management:

Critical lessons emerge from our analysis in section 2.

4.1.1 Early warning systems should place more emphasis on maize price monitoring and on reports from
rural areas.

4.1.2 The national food stock system needs to be redesigned to ensure proper stock control, access to
finance, and transparent management of stocks.

4.1.3 Contingency plans and systems should be developed and put in place for the financing, purchase and
transport of maize when an impending crisis is recognised.

4.1.4 Contingency plans and systems should be developed and put in place for the financing and
distribution of aVordable food within the country when an impending crisis is recognised. This would involve
identification of critically aVected geographical areas and social groups within them, as well as development
of transport and local distribution systems, and financing of at least targeted grain subsidies. This task would
be much easier if an eVective market system existed, and the development of this must be a key element in
wider economic development, which we discuss below.

Development of these systems would have to address problems of moral hazard associated with any social
insurance system, as well the endemic problems of weak governance discussed above. These are not easy issues
to address. They should, however, be easier to address, if the rural economy could be strengthened, as this
should simultaneously reduce the likelihood of these systems being required, and both reduce the demands
made on them and strengthen their capacity when they are required.

4.2 Developing a market economy:

4.2.1 Four possible strategies are commonly proposed for rural development in Malawi: rural
diversification out of agriculture; cash crop production; more intensive maize production; and diversification
away from maize towards other staple crops (such as cassava and sweet potato). These are not mutually
exclusive, indeed all of them are important and complementary, with their relative potential varying between
diVerent communities, diVerent people within those communities, and over time. We would argue, however,
that the strategy that is most likely to benefit the most people in the short term is intensification of maize
production. This is the preferred staple of most Malawians (for good dietary and agro-economic reasons as
it has very high calorie yields per ha) and accounts for a major proportion of their expenditure; there are tested
technologies for increasing production; it is relatively easy to store, market and transport; and it is well suited
to those parts of Malawi where the majority of people live. In contrast, rural diversification needs a significant
and growing local demand for rural goods and services, financed by increased household income available
for spending on non-agricultural goods and services, with falling real costs of food purchases: this is patently
not a likely scenario for most Malawians without changes that increase food supplies and household incomes.
Cash crop production can help with the latter, but faces diYculties in identifying suitable cash crops: there
are possibilities apart from burley tobacco—for example paprika, pigeon peas, birds eye chillies—but all of
these face questions about long term demand and the ability of Malawian smallholder farmers to meet
exacting specifications in international markets.

4.2.2 What then is the way forward? Historically, dramatic poverty reduction in other parts of the world
has most commonly been achieved by technological and institutional changes that have led to increased
labour productivity, increased demand for labour, and increased wage incomes in relation to staple food
prices. This has generally involved in its earlier stages sustained increases in productivity in staple food
production (wheat, rice or maize), outstripping population growth. Increased cash crop production has
played a supporting role, and then once growth has been stimulated by increased agricultural productivity
stimulating labour markets, diversification into non-farm activities has taken oV, and taken over as the engine
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of poverty reducing growth. It should be noted that these processes do not necessarily involve technical and
institutional interventions that directly target the poorest: they may be helped most by interventions that
stimulate economic growth directly benefiting less poor people, but in doing so stimulate the demand by these
people both for productive labour and for local goods and service that the poor can supply.

4.2.3 This perspective of the processes of poverty reduction suggests a development strategy that proceeds
on three fronts: stimulating labour intensive agricultural production; support to the weak and vulnerable with
safety nets; and investment in social infrastructure and human capital to enable the poor to take advantage
of opportunities in growing labour markets. In Malawi this is a complex and challenging agenda, given the
extent of poverty, the lack of education, the appalling health problems (for example AIDS, malaria and
under—and malnutrition), weak governance, poor infrastructure, external transport costs; etc. What then
needs to be done that is not being done? What should be the priority for change in current policies? The
current “Cinderella” is in the development of markets and institutions eVectively supporting agricultural
growth.

4.2.4 We have argued elsewhere (Dorward and Kydd, 2002) that Malawi’s rural communities are caught
in poverty trap as low levels of agricultural productivity lead to low levels of market demand and marketed
produce; low levels of market activity lead to high marketing costs and risks, preventing market development;
and lack of market development prevents the use of more productive agricultural inputs and sales of farm
produce (see also Dorward et al, 2002). It is widely recognised that the poverty trap aVects individual
households, but it is less widely recognised how it also aVects the wider rural economy, and in particular
agricultural input, finance and produce markets. Key conditions necessary for the rural economy to emerge
from this trap are:

— crops, technology development and input and output prices and interest rates that make
investments in farming and in marketing profitable;

— systems that provide farmers and traders with reliable and coordinated demand and supply ,
together with some protection from risks of opportunistic behaviour (for example default on loans,
exploitative prices, sale of adulterated seed or fertiliser, or use of biased scales);

— improved roads and other communications (such as mobile telephones); and

— a momentum of growth and increasing trust in rural markets and services.

4.2.5 While it is possible to list these necessary conditions for economic development, it is much more
diYcult to specify how they should be achieved. Our argument above suggests that a critical area needing
attention is growth in maize production and in the markets and services needed to support this. We emphasise
two critical issues needing urgent attention.

— First, development of input supply systems, secure financial services for saving and seasonal
borrowing, and stable maize markets buying from and supplying rural areas at prices that both
provide a reasonable return to producer investments and are aVordable by food deficit households.
We do not at present understand exactly what prices are necessary to achieve these conditions, nor
do we know what systems might be able to deliver these prices and the sort of coordination and
protection needed to nurture fragile market development. A return to old ADMARC systems is not
viable, but there may be other more eVective ways of achieving these goals, for example private
companies tendering for franchises to deliver specific services at pre-determined, if necessary
supported, prices

— Second, while considerable advances have been made in the development of maize technologies in
terms of varietal development and specification of fertiliser rates, more progress is needed in the
development of practical organic methods of providing soil nitrogen for maize production, to
complement, and reduce, the application of inorganic fertilizers needed to support sustained
higher yields.

4.2.6 These are both medium to long term agendas, needing investment and time for workable systems to
be developed and introduced, and for their eVects to impact on rural livelihoods. In the meantime support
systems are needed. Food supplies are needed to begin to recapitalise the rural economy and to allow people
to survive from one harvest to the next. It is essential, however, that all short and medium term aid should
be working towards longer term goals, as regards improved governance, reduced dependency, development
of functioning and equitable markets, infrastructural development, and increased agricultural productivity.
One promising approach here may be “agricultural inputs for work” programmes. If designed and
administered appropriately these can be used to develop input supply markets and maize markets, improve
rural roads, increase national and household maize production and food security, strengthen rural
administrative capacity, and reduce dependency. They are also to some extent self targeting, though like all
self targeting programmes other measures are needed to support the infirm, women with child care
responsibilities, and others unable to participate in the work.

4.2.7 A final comment is needed regarding the sustainability of the proposals put forward here. None of
them are sustainable in the sense that they are working towards a situation where the Malawian national
economy is self suYcient: with current technologies Malawi needs, and will need for the foreseeable future,
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foreign exchange to import either food or fertiliser to feed itself. The challenge we address is the achievement
of national and individual food security at reasonable cost and with wider poverty reducing social benefits.
Malawi has never operated without substantial foreign exchange and budgetary support from donors, and
its high (and increasing) population density, land locked situation, and lack of skills, institutions or natural
resources to produce high value exports mean that there are no prospects or scenarios which we can currently
identify and work towards to change this situation. The only realistic hopes for higher national income
without continued subventions from donors are large scale movement of people out of Malawi into less
densely populated areas in other countries, the development of new (bio-)technology that dramatically raises
maize or other food crop production without the need imported inputs, or discovery of high value natural
resources that transforms the economy (although even here other African countries’ record in utilising oil and
mineral wealth is not generally encouraging).

4.2.8 The need for long term support poses particular problems for donors in the context of weak
governance and poor relations between government, donors and NGOs. There are no easy answers here, but
we have suggested elsewhere (Dorward and Kydd, 2002) the following four principles to work towards in
pursuing this agenda:

— The fiscal costs of rural development must be set against the human, economic and financial costs
of development failure, either continuing poverty and sporadic relief (with unacceptable human
costs that are particularly apparent in the current crisis) or indefinite safety nets.

— Institutional innovation is needed to develop more imaginative solutions that reduce risk and
promote coordination, sustainable investment, confidence and market development, addressing the
twin problems of state and market failure that have each bedevilled in diVerent ways both the
market intervention and the market liberalisation approaches to development.

— Policies and interventions should be designed to be flexible and to address and match the varied and
changing opportunities and constraints of diVerent areas, with diVerent balances of emphasis
between wealth creation and safety nets and between diVerent opportunities and diVerent
institutional mechanisms in diVerent areas. This needs a phased approach that seizes opportunities
as they arise and is prepared to move forward fast in areas where the way forward is clearer, while
acting more cautiously where problems are more intractable. Varying emphasis is also needed on
diVerent types of technical change, and diVerent technologies will need diVerent types of phased
institutional development.

— Policies and interventions should also be mutually consistent and long term, so that players have
time to learn how to operate in a stable economic and institutional environment and have confidence
that investments will yield returns in the short, medium and long term, and so that policies and
interventions in diVerent sectors and diVerent areas do not work against each other. It is particularly
important that short and medium term relief and poverty alleviation interventions should support
rather than undermine longer term policies and processes of market and wealth creation.

These are diYcult issues to address, and we discuss elsewhere (Dorward and Kydd, 2002) some ideas as to
how these principles might be pursued.
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Memorandum submitted by Oxfam

Introduction

1. Oxfam welcomes the opportunity to feed into this important inquiry into the current humanitarian crisis
in Southern Africa. Information contained in the submission on Oxfam’s programme and the humanitarian
situation on the ground is up to date as of the 26 September 2002.

Urgent humanitarian needs

2. The number of people in Southern Africa now facing severe food shortages and famine has risen from
almost 13 million as of last month to 14.4 million, according to the latest UN figures. In the middle of August
WFP described the situation across Southern Africa as “very grim”, with funding for the UN Consolidated
Appeal standing at only 23 per cent. There has been some improvement in funding since then, the current
figure is 36 per cent, but there remains a shortfall of well over half the amount needed.

3. Results of WFP’s regional assessments, co-ordinated by the Southern African Development
Community (SADC), have just come in and they reveal that the situation is worsening. Results from Malawi
show that the winter harvest has been less successful than expected and the country will require 232,000 MT of
emergency cereal food assistance through to March 2003. In Zimbabwe, again results show the food situation
worsening, forcing some to eat wild foods. The assessment shows that Zimbabwe will require 486,000 MT of
emergency cereal food assistance through to March 2003. Across the region there is also an increase in
negative social indicators such as early marriages, school drop out rates rising, and increased prostitution.

4. Most of the food currently available for humanitarian distributions is US supplied GM maize.
However, governments across Southern Africa have expressed real concerns about the possible eVects of this.
Worries exist not just about its safety for consumption, but also over farmers planting GM seeds, and the
possibility of this spreading and contaminating local maize varieties. The picture for this month in Zambia
particularly is bleak. 19,000 MT of maize is needed for September yet WFP has no further supplies of white
maize (only 2 per cent GM content and therefore acceptable) in the pipeline. An Oxfam GB food security
and nutrition survey in three districts of the Southern Province has already found alarming results,
highlighting severe malnutrition. Governments in the region are being placed in a no-win position of having
to balance meeting immediate short-term needs—their people suVering from hunger—with possible long-
term threats to future food production. Oxfam believes that all governments have the right to determine their
policy on GM but, if there really is no alternative, urges them to take a pragmatic approach in order to prevent
starvation.

Humanitarian situation in brief (figures from WFP’s recent regional assessments)

5. Malawi—Approximately 3.3 million people (29 per cent of the population) in Malawi are vulnerable.
The current maize shortage, the preferred staple of the vast majority of Malawians, in combination with a
poor harvest last year which left few carry over stocks, has meant that many people are already reaching a
stage of near destitution.

6. Zambia—The main subsistence crop for the majority of the poor rural population of Zambia is maize.
A massive shortfall in production has left 2.9 million (26 per cent of the population) in immediate need of
food aid.

7. Mozambique—In Mozambique some 590,000 people (3 per cent of the population) are vulnerable to
food shortages in the Southern and Central provinces.

8. Zimbabwe—The crisis in Zimbabwe is more acute and on a larger scale than in other countries in the
region. As a result of the displacement of farmers and farm workers and a greater reliance on commercial
crops, few coping strategies are available to the population. Over 6.7 million people (roughly half the
population) are estimated to be without suYcient food.

Not simply a natural disaster

9. While the food crisis has undoubtedly been triggered by bad weather it is not simply a natural disaster.
Its major cause is the fact that many women and men in these countries are poorer and more vulnerable than
ever before. Even when times are good, many poor farmers in these countries produce enough food to feed
themselves for only half of the year. The causes of this increased vulnerability and therefore the crisis itself
vary in magnitude from country to country. Climate and erratic weather, bad governance, HIV/AIDS,
unsustainable debt inappropriate agricultural reforms and collapsing public services have all contributed.

10. In Zimbabwe the crisis is more acute than in the other countries. Maize production has plummeted in
a country once known as the region’s breadbasket and the second largest exporter of maize after South Africa.
This is partly because of drought, the worst in 20 years. Smallholders, who normally produce 60 per cent of
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the country’s maize, might have produced 790,000 metric tonnes more maize than they did if it had not been
for the drought (UN estimates). However, production has also slumped on the country’s 6,000 commercial
farms, which are the most productive, hectare-by-hectare, because of Fast Track land reform. Now those
farmers whose farms have been listed for take-over have been ordered to stop farming. This will have serious
implications for next year’s harvest. Estimates of the amount of cereal crops lost because of the Fast Track
programme vary from 285,000 MT (Save the Children) to about 500,000 MT (UN estimates). The
programme has also hit production of foreign exchange earning export crops, notably tobacco and
horticultural produce. Many unemployed former commercial farm workers form a particularly vulnerable
group with few other sources of income. The number of commercial farm workers and their dependents is
about 1.75 to two million, and the number estimated to be at risk of starvation is said to be half a million or
even more.

Inappropriate agricultural reforms

11. Another major cause of the food crisis is the failure of agricultural policies. Even after years of World
Bank and IMF designed agricultural sector reforms, Malawi, Zambia, and Mozambique, face chronic food
insecurity. The basic problem is that the international financial institutions designed agricultural reforms for
these countries without first carrying out a serious assessment of their likely impact on poverty and food
security. Far from improving food security, World Bank and IMF inspired policies have left poor farmers
more vulnerable than ever.

12. The policies promoted by the World Bank and IMF aimed to rapidly replace ineYcient and corrupt
state intervention in agriculture with private sector provision. There is no doubt that agricultural reform was
needed, or that the private sector and market should play a key role in generating agricultural growth. Some
reform was undoubtedly necessary, especially in agriculture. The state marketing systems set up in the 1970s
caused a huge drain on government budgets and prevented the development of the market. Moreover, they
were ineYcient and poorly run, often benefiting richer farmers more than the poorer. However, despite these
deficiencies they played an important role in food security and agricultural marketing, and with rapid
liberalisation the private sector has in most cases failed to fill this gap. The “one size fits all” liberalisation
policies implemented have failed to lead to agricultural growth. Instead, they have exacerbated the exclusion
of the poorest from the market whilst further undermining their food security. The UK Government shares
in the responsibility for these policies as a member of the organisations that have recommended them. Some
of the impacts of liberalisation include:

13. Removal of price controls: Now that price controls in Malawi have been removed, in an average year
prices can vary by approximately 150 per cent, and are highest when the poorest can least aVord it. In the
recent food crisis the price of maize rose 400 per cent between October 2001 and March 2002.

14. Collapse of input and credit supply: The combination of currency devaluation and subsidy removal
has led to massive increases in the cost of fertiliser and other inputs. In Malawi, for example, the cost of one
bag of fertiliser has risen by 200–250 per cent since 1990 (allowing for inflation). It is now the equivalent of
half the monthly salary of a teacher

15. Diminishing food reserves: Zambia, Malawi, and Mozambique all used to have grain reserves to store
maize in case of food shortage. However, they were very costly to maintain, ineYciently (sometimes
corruptly) managed, and a major drain on government resources. Under liberalisation in Zambia and
Malawi, the reserves have been scaled down to focus solely on emergency relief. In Malawi, World Bank and
IMF lending conditions and “advice” from them and other donors ensured that the National Food Reserve
Agency (NFRA) was given the impossible role of providing disaster relief (ie free or cheap food) while having
to borrow money commercially to purchase maize and even to pay staV salaries. This meant that reserves had
to be sold to pay oV outstanding bank loans in the absence of any government subsidy, as the IMF was
adamant that the NFRA should not become a “burden on the budget”.

The spectre of HIV/AIDS

16. Undoubtedly HIV/AIDS has made the people of Southern Africa even more vulnerable to erratic
weather, bad agricultural policies and the current food shortages. In Zimbabwe, the UN estimates prevalence
to be 33.7 per cent. In Zambia, the life expectancy has dropped from 52 years in 1980 to 37 years today, mainly
due to HIV/AIDS. This is creating an enormous strain on communities, which are increasingly dependent on
dwindling numbers of able-bodied and healthy workers. The pandemic places a particular burden on women,
as caring for sick family-members falls most often to them, depriving them of opportunities to earn an income
outside the home. In Malawi, Zambia and Zimbabwe, it is common for grandparents to be caring for 10 or
more children, due to AIDS-related deaths. There is also an increase in child-headed households, as there are
three million AIDS orphans in these countries. The premature loss of parents means that agricultural skills
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are often not passed down from one generation to the next; orphans are left to farm on their own with little
knowledge of agriculture. The impact of HIV/AIDS on the agricultural sector and on communities more
generally has led to an erosion of the ability of people to adapt to the unfolding food crisis in Southern Africa.

Key Recommendations

17. Deliver food aid: Whilst we welcome the UK’s donation to WFP of $28.4 million, the UN
Consolidated Appeal remains under-funded by more than half the amount needed. The EU and other donor
countries must deliver immediate food aid to avert the threat of starvation for millions of people across
southern Africa. Oxfam believes that all governments have the right to determine their policy on GM but, if
there really is no alternative, urges them to take a pragmatic approach in order to prevent starvation.

18. Ensure food security: Donors, particularly the World Bank and the IMF, should recognise and support
Malawi, Mozambique, and Zambia in developing transparent state-supported systems for ensuring food
security and preventing a future food crisis. In Zimbabwe, Oxfam believes in the need for a land reform
programme which is fair, transparent, targeted at the poor, and which is non-party political in its
implementation.

19. Mandatory impact assessments: Donors, particularly the World Bank and the IMF, should end all
lending conditions that promote further liberalisation of agriculture in Malawi, Mozambique, and Zambia,
pending thorough Poverty and Social Impact Assessments (PSIA) of agricultural policy reform in these
countries which make recommendations on the best policy choices to guarantee long-term food security and
sustainable livelihoods.

20. A role for governments: Donors should acknowledge the need for governments to play an active role in
developing market reforms that support rural development. Appropriate policies could include land reform,
agricultural diversification, targeted farm input and credit supply, the development of marketing
infrastructure and price stabilisation.

21. Suspend debt repayments: Malawi, Mozambique and Zambia should be granted an immediate
suspension of their HIPC debt repayments.

22. Support the “Development Box”: The UK and other industrialised countries should support the
inclusion of a “Development Box” in the WTO Agreement on Agriculture, which will allow poor countries
to protect, through tariVs and support through targeted subsidies, key staple crops with the objective of
ensuring food security and protecting rural livelihoods.

23. The eVective integration of HIV/AIDS strategies into national poverty-reduction plans: This will
include the full costing of plans, realistic financing schemes, and the development of transparent and
accountable public financing systems to ensure that commitments are reflected in national budgets and
medium-term expenditure frameworks.

Oxfam’s Programme Update

Malawi

24. Oxfam GB is planning to work in three districts in the badly-aVected Southern Region: Mulanje,
Thyolo and Phalombe.

25. Ensuring adequate access to food to meet immediate needs: Last month, Oxfam GB carried out its first
round of food distributions in Malawi. World Food Programme (WFP)-supplied maize grains were
distributed to 11,400 people from five distribution points in Mulanje district. A second round of distributions
in Mulanje district, targeting a larger number of people, will begin on 18 September. As with the previous
distribution, committees made up of community members have helped to ensure that food is distributed to
those who need it most. Oxfam GB plans to continue distributions of WFP food in Mulanje until April
next year.

26. Oxfam GB is currently carrying out a four-week survey to assess nutritional needs in the districts of
Mulanje and Phalombe (Medecins Sans Frontieres are looking at needs in Thyolo). The survey began on 12
September and is being funded by UNICEF. Findings will be shared with other agencies and the Malawian
authorities involved in the food crisis response.

27. Support to enable communities to increase food production in the short and medium-term: Next
month, Oxfam GB will be beginning a main-cropping progamme in Mulanje, Thyolo and Phalombe districts.
There are plans to distribute seeds, seedlings and fertilisers, along with 450 water pumps and 7,500 watering
cans. 90,000 people will benefit from this distribution.

28. Lobbying and advocacy work at national, regional and global levels, to address the causes, and ensure
the quality of the humanitarian response to the crisis: Oxfam GB is involved in protection work focusing on
abuses against women and children.
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Zimbabwe

29. Ensuring adequate access to food to meet immediate needs. Oxfam GB is currently finishing
distributions of 220 metric tonnes (MT) of maize to 11,047 people in five wards of the northern part of
Zhishavane district (Midlands province). Stocks of 14MT of oil, and 29MT of sugar beans will be distributed
this week. The food currently being distributed should last people for the months of September and October.

30. Oxfam GB is also funding partners to carry out small-scale feeding programmes. Two local partners
are carrying out supplementary feeding for 6,000 children of displaced farm workers and orphans. Other
partners are carrying out feeding programmes for 2,000 orphans, and up to 4,000 children in semi-urban areas
of Harare. Oxfam GB is also supporting a network of Zimbabwean NGOs who are monitoring the food-
security situation across the country. Novib (the Dutch member of Oxfam International) is supporting a
partner to carry out supplementary feeding (porridge fortified with vitamins) to 45,000 children of farm
workers—meeting one-third of the children’s calorific needs. There are plans to expand this programme to
reach 200,000 children in East, West and Central Mashonaland, and in Manicaland. Another Novib partner
is providing supplementary feeding in the form of a nutritious drink (mahewu) to nine out of a target of 30
schools. The programme began on 11 September and will be completed by 25 September, and there are plans
for it to reach 13,500 children.

31. Support to enable communities to increase food production in the short- and medium-term Stocks
have been identified by Oxfam GB for planned distributions of seeds and fertilisers in Midlands and
Masvingo provinces. This work, along with work to support the cultivation of vegetable gardens, should
begin before the end of this month. Work will be carried out in areas of Midlands province where food
distributions are taking place, and in areas of Masvingo where Oxfam GB is working on development
projects.

Zambia

32. A response by Oxfam GB will focus on the Southern and Western provinces (the most seriously
aVected) covering six districts in total: Monze, Mazabuka, Choma and Siavonga in Southern Province and
Shang’ombo and Senanga in Western Province.

33. Ensuring adequate access to food to meet immediate needs. Oxfam GB is planning to purchase 10
trucks to transport WFP supplied food from Katima Mulilo, on the Zambian/Namibian border, to WFP
partners in Shang’ombo District. 4,000 MT of food will be transported to the Nangweshi refugee camp where
it will be distributed by CARE and 3,655 MT will be transported to rural areas in Shang’ombo where it will
be distributed by Catholic Relief Services. The trucks will be purchased in South Africa and will be driven to
Zambia, where drivers will attend a two-day workshop on HIV/AIDS awareness.

34. Support to enable communities to increase food production in the short- and medium-term. In
Siavonga District, in the Southern Province, Oxfam GB is working with Harvest Help to help subsistence
farmers to grow a second crop for harvest in three months time. Much of this vegetable crop will be sold by
the 11,000 beneficiaries in order to gain an extra income. A distribution of 75,000 seedlings is now more than
50 per cent completed, and 10 pumps and 25 irrigation kits have been installed to prepare the soil for planting.
In Senanga, Oxfam GB is supporting Keepers Foundation Zambia, which has just completed a distribution
of 11MT of Maize seed, and is now helping 2,200 farmers to drain flooded fields in preparation for planting
this seed. A total of 5,500 tools are being distributed in sets, which include machetes, sickles, spades, shovels
and hoes. These tools will be shared by farmers who will use them to dig small drainage canals around areas
of land where the maize seed will be planted. 13,200 people will benefit from this project.

35. Integration of public health measures to maximise and ensure the impact of food intervention. Only
38 per cent of the population of Zambia has access to a clean water supply. Oxfam GB is taking the lead on
creating a database containing information on water sources, and agency plans for borehole drilling and
repair, in the districts where we are working. Oxfam GB has plans to drill 25 boreholes across Choma, Monze,
Mazabuka, Siavonga and Senanga and will hand over the co-ordination role as soon as a suitable agency has
been identified.

Mozambique

36. In Mozambique, up to 500,000 people are vulnerable to food shortages in the Southern and Central
Provinces. Following a food security assessment carried out by Oxfam GB in June this year, a team made up
of a project manager and a health expert has just completed a 12–day food security assessment, covering four
provinces in the southern part of the country: Maputo, Gaza, Sofala and Inhambane. Preliminary findings
indicate that food security, followed by HIV/AIDS, is the major problem aVecting these districts.

37. The first harvest this year in the south of the country was very poor and although the second crop,
harvested this month, has been normal, it will contribute only to about 15 per cent of the total estimated food
needs. Pockets of real need have been identified in this part of the country, and suitable interventions would
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include the reinforcement of wells used for irrigation, and restocking of small livestock. This work should be
strongly linked to HIV/AIDS awareness and prevention. There is also a need to examine the feasibility of
transporting food from the north of the country to the south. In the south, UN and government figures state
that there is a shortfall of 70,000 MT of maize; but in the north of the country there is a surplus of 100,000 MT,
which is also non-GM. However the government has concerns about the cost of transportation of this maize.

38. Oxfam GB is currently considering an intervention in Mozambique depending on the outcome of a
detailed examination of the assessment results. The work would focus on food security and support of
livelihoods, and would be integrated with public health work. Programme activities could include digging and
protecting wells, repairing and constructing water-harvesting systems, distributing seeds and tools, hygiene
kits and mosquito nets, and livestock restocking.

Oxfam

September 2002

Examination of Witnesses

Mr Max Lawson, Policy Adviser, and Dr Graham Mackay, Humanitarian Coordinator for Southern and
West Africa, Oxfam, Professor Jonathan Kydd and Dr Andrew Dorward, Imperial College at Wye,
examined.

not just going to have a situation where more andChairman
more people in Africa are hungry? Is it giving a lot

137. Good morning. Thank you very much for more oomph and drive to organisations like the
coming to give evidence on what I think is our FAO? Who actually takes the lead in this? The World
penultimate evidence session on the inquiry we are Food Programme is fine at distributing food aid as a
doing into the humanitarian crisis in Southern sort of logistical first-aid type exercise, but if one
Africa. We have a final meeting with the evidence thinks of years of agricultural extension work in
session with the Secretary of State in a few weeks’ Africa and all that kind of thing, we seem to be going
time. Thank you to Mr Max Lawson who is the backwards rather than forwards. I just wonder what
Policy Advisor and Dr Graham MacKay who is the your thoughts are on what seems to me to be a very
Humanitarian Coordinator for Southern and West crucial issue, bearing in mind also that all that money
Africa, Oxfam, and Professor Jonathan Kydd and which, as I say, is going to food aid comes out of the
Dr Andrew Dorward from the Imperial College at overseas development budget and is not being spent
Wye. We will ask the questions at this end and then on development aid.
you must work out between you, unless they are (Dr Dorward) The point you raise is a very big one
specifically directed at someone, who would most and I do not think that anyone has a simple answer
like to answer them. Can I begin by asking this to it. If you like, the challenge you have raised is, can
question and I appreciate that this relates to the Horn the African economies, particularly the rural
but it could easily relate to Southern Africa because economies, get going? Despite a lot of investment in
I think the issues are pretty much the same. I notice the past and lots of attempts at getting them going,
that the Secretary of State made an announcement nothing has happened and in fact we seem, as you
on Ethiopia last Thursday, an announcement which say, to be further back than we were. I think there are
received no publicity at all, absolutely no publicity, two questions there. First of all, why have things
that the UK Government have just committed a gone backwards? Secondly, what can be done to take
further £15 million for food aid to the Horn. This is them forwards? Why have they gone backwards? I
in addition to substantial amounts of money which guess we have a fair idea: problems of governance,
have already been spent on food aid. There is no problems of prices in world trade, problems of
indication that the situation in Ethiopia is going to macro-economic management, problems of
get any better next year and I am not sure that there inappropriate policies, wastage and ineYciency. We
is any real indication that the situation in Southern had a response to some of that with agricultural
Africa is going to be necessarily very much better liberalisation and structural adjustment which was
next year. What we are seeing are substantial very necessary because what was going on was
amounts of money now having to be spent year on unsustainable. However, we have to ask if
year on food aid, which is money which is not going, liberalisation has achieved what it set out to achieve
by definition, into development. One of the things and in many ways it has not, and we need to rethink
that really struck me both when I was in Malawi and what are appropriate polices to get the rural
in Ethiopia was that people were saying to me that, economies going and, on that side, we would like to
irrespective now of whether there are droughts, the stress the need for overcoming the problems of the
number of food insecure people each year is growing poverty of rural economies which actually
because, when there is a drought, there is such undermine the way markets can work. It is very
substantial asset depletion that, by the time next year diYcult to invest in very thin markets where very
comes, it is just impossible for people to recover and little is going on because you are not at all sure that
we are just getting into an ever downward cycle. How people will be there to fulfil the other commitments
do we start to turn around this kind of ever- that are necessary for your investment to work: that

is a problem that agricultural liberalisation has bydescending spiral of dependency on food aid if we are
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and large not addressed and we need to work out how was a drought area in just a desert. That was not in

fact true. The implications of HIV/AIDS is anotherto address it. That is one thing, to get going on the
rural economy side. It is not all. It was a very massive factor for which I had not allowed in the

analysis. It is a complexion of factors of comingimportant part of the green revolution in South Asia,
but Africa has many more challenges than were faced together. We were looking at whether it was simply

the fact that the government had been told to emptyby the green revolution area. The other side of the
question is to ask, what can be done when we have the food stores and there was no storage to distribute

in terms of shortage. That was not quite the case.this tension between putting money into
development and putting money into food aid? The There were a number of complex factors

compounding on each other. There was a piece in thesimple answer—and with simple answers the
diYculty is to know how to implement them—is to newspapers this weekend saying that Malawi is there

and is very, very poor—no improvement, no onemake food aid or safety nets (not just food aid but
ways of improving food security), to make them notices. On the last day that we left in October, it

actually rained when I was visiting the villages and Icontribute more to overcoming the endemic
problems of the rural economy. For example, putting was watching the distribution of some seed packs in

order that they could get ahead of the rain to plantfood in is often very much “bandaid”. Can we put
our budgets for food aid into development in ways to grow the following year. There were not suYcient,

they were late and unevenly distributed. I would likethat give short-term benefits and improve food
security, and recognise that this may not give pay- to ask you two questions in the light of your

comments just now. With this whole notion ofoVs in development terms that are internal rates of
return that people look for but, if we look at the complex risk management, risk reduction, are these

new tools really going to be helpful to make us breakcombination of its development contribution and its
relief contribution, may be very, very good value through? To what extent is Malawi a template that

can be applied to other countries in Southern Africafor money?
or is it a one-oV?(Professor Kydd) May I supplement with two

observations. The term “poverty trap” is now widely (Professor Kydd) I think you have put your finger
on the button, that risk reduction is critical and thatused and I think widely understood, at least at the

level of the household. We understand what it means was, I think, the point of the earlier comments which
have been made about co-ordination. The diYcultywhen households suVer a bad year and have to

dispose of assets and hence are in a much worse we face in Malawi is that the private sector has not
been able to import and distribute fertiliser and otherposition to go forward to the next year of agricultural

production or whatever it is that they hope to make inputs in suYcient quantities to meet the needs of
poor people. It is in my view largely a demandtheir livelihood. What, however, has I think been lost

from the development literature but is now coming deficiency: the poor simply do not have the capacity
to borrow to finance their inputs or they do not —back is a realisation that rural economies face

poverty traps more systemically. We tend to
139. They cannot aVord to buy fertiliser.characterise these poverty traps—and we are not
(Professor Kydd) Yes, they cannot aVord to buyalone in this, there are a number of other scholars

and there is a further problem which is that, in somewho are doing this now—as failure of co-ordination.
years even if they were to use fertiliser, the prices ofPeople in rural areas in the countries with which we
the output might be such as to give them anare concerned face extremely high risks on any
inadequate return on that fertiliser. So, there is ainvestment that they might make, that is price risk
problem of price fluctuations at the moment. Thereand climatic risk, and the price risk is not just related
is a lot of debate amongst development experts as toto fluctuations in production but to the very thin
the best way to approach this problem of risk and Inature of the markets to which Dr Dorward referred.
think that the perspective we would like to oVer isSo, it is going to be necessary to find ways of reducing
that it should not be seen simply in the way we wouldco-ordination risk. In other words, reducing the risk
view this in an advanced liberalised market such asthat people suVer due to a failure of other people to
we have here where, if you have a specific risk, youmake complementary investments. In an advanced
look for companies to come in and insure that risk.economy such as ours, business people often do not
The problem we face in these economies is that thethink about complementary investments that are
risk is partly specific but it is partly systemic and it isbeing made by other business people to underpin the
very diYcult to, through private marketviability of their own business. If you are running a
arrangements, insure against these systemic risks. Itsmall business, you assume that there will be
has to be what I would characterise as a form oftelecoms and sewage and other kinds of services. This
social insurance which requires a degree ofis not the case in rural Africa. So, we would say that
government activism and NGO and donor activismwe need to rather rethink the problems that have
on this front which is not currently present.been posed by liberalisation as problems of how do

(Dr Dorward) Can I just add to that that theyou build properly co-ordinated rural economies?
challenge you raise is really enormous because, in a
developed economy, that co-ordination function is
spread out through all the players in the market.Mr Battle Where we have these very thin markets and we ask
what can be done about co-ordination, we have a138. Some of the Members of the Committee
very small number of players who can actually beginvisited Malawi in October. It was the first time that I
to address it. Are we talking about government? Arehad been there and what struck me as a result of
we talking about NGOs? Are we talking aboutspending 7 days there was the complexity. We went

to look at food shortage and I thought that maybe it private sector companies? What capacity do they
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have? How much is that capacity undermined? First colleagues to Malawi slightly earlier in the year and
of all, do we really know what the problems are? one of the things that struck me was that most of the
Secondly, we have problems of poor governance in villages are oV dirt tracks, so you have Lilongwe to
many of these countries. Thirdly, we have the impact Blantyre which is the only really kind of tarmacked
of HIV/AIDS which is taking out many of the most road and everywhere else there are dirt tracks. Many
capable people. It may also aVect the incentives for of those roads had Bailey bridges over riverbeds. It is
people to think ahead and think long term. So, we fine in the dry season; when they are dry, you can take
have these tremendous challenges which make it very a 4x4 down. However, the Bailey bridges needed
much more diYcult to address a problem that is to a repairing and, when the rainy season came, they
large extent addressed in more developed countries. would be almost impassable. It did not seem to me
You also asked the question, “Is Malawi a that anyone was getting a grip on that situation,
template?” and I would say that, in terms of its either through work programmes, local government
generic coordination problem, it probably is in many or whatever. When I went to Lilongwe, the
ways a template and we can see the way that, for impression I was given was that the State, in a sense
example, in South East Asia low level economies the politicians, were pre-occupied largely by whether
have begun to emerge from those problems. the President could have a third term election. Those
However, if we look at Southern Africa, we do see kinds of issues. I did not get the feeling of anyone in
diVerent nuances on this in each country and even in Lilongwe having a grip. So, if it is not the privatediVerent parts of the country and, if we compare sector and it is not the State, then I think what youZambia, Zimbabwe, diVerent parts of Zimbabwe are suggesting, particularly with the impact of HIV/and Mozambique and Malawi, for example, we find AIDS in parts of Africa, is that there is a need fordiVerent opportunities and diVerent constraints, for

some other entity to assist. What is that other entity?example in terms of agricultural potential, which is
Is it the FAO? Is it UN agencies? If is not the privatereasonably high in Malawi actually but very much
sector and I have to say that, if I were relying on theconstrained by the very high land pressure. Contrast
State in Malawi, I would not be particularlythat with Zimbabwe, southern parts of Zimbabwe,
optimistic.where you have less land pressure but very low

(Mr Lawson) It is interesting to make aagricultural potential and there are a diVerent set of
comparison between investment and agriculture inproblems to be addressed.
the last ten years and investment in education and(Mr Lawson) If I could just add and agree. I
health. You are dealing with the same state and therecently was living in Malawi until October 2001 and
same set of donors but education and health, in termsI can really agree that it is fiendishly complex or can
of human capital, is seen as very much the place toappear very complex and they are very diYcult
invest and that is a process of engagement with a verysituations, but I would highlight two major things
corrupt state with many governance issues, but inthat have changed. What came up very clearly when
agriculture we have seen the opposite; it is a kind ofwe started to look at this food crisis was a

comparison with a lot of work that Oxfam did in complete withdrawal; it is a kind of “the State, we
1992 around a similar kind of drought in the region cannot work with them”, which is a relic from the
and the massive diVerence between now and then in 1980s in some ways. I think there are enormous
terms of people’s vulnerability and people’s poverty problems with working with the Malawian State. I
and the two major things that have changed since have personal experience of doing that in terms of
then I firstly feel are HIV/AIDS and secondly I think education and they are incredibly frustrating, but
a lot of mistakes and poor policies in terms of they are the future. You have to have states
liberalisation. I think we have seen that not just in combined with the private sector that run an
Malawi but we have seen it very dramatically in agricultural market or an education system or
Zambia and also in Mozambique. There are whatever. I think there is a major role for UN
problems of governance and problems of issues agencies and for NGOs in that, but that disengaging
particularly with ADMARC in Malawi and these are from the state or writing them oV, as has happened
all areas that need to be addressed, but I think in agriculture, can only lead to negative
addressed in a pro-active way that sees a role for the consequences in the long run.
State and in that way I would agree with Professor
Kydd in that people are still wedded, in the donor
community in Malawi, to the private sector as a
panacea and I think what has been proven in the last Mr Colman
ten years is that you need a lot more than the private

141. I am pleased that Oxfam has not taken thesector. They have a vital role to play but they are not
neo-colonialist stance that perhaps some NGOs takegoing to do it on their own and I think that, from the
in terms of saying that the State is not responsiblepoint of view of us, as the British Government, in
and should be ignored. I applaud that. James Morris,terms of DFID and in terms of the World Bank and
who gave us evidence in the World Foodthe IMF, even in the context of this food crisis, we are
Programme, and his assistant dealing with Southernnot seeing the change of mind-set to open minds to
Africa made clear that the international institutionsbroader ideas such as what we are hearing today and
should get involved to back up the State but that theI think that is quite an important point.
prime responsibility lies with the State. Bearing that
in mind, your two papers from Wye and from Oxfam

Chairman are very critical of, if you like, the World Bank and
of the IMF proposals for agricultural liberalisation140. If the private sector is not going to do it, then
as the Chair has said. Can I push you further. Whythe suggestion is that either the State does it or some
do you think that the policies have not enhancedother organisation and let us just look at the State in

Malawi. I went on a separate visit than other food security? You talked about some issues around
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that. I read the article about Ethiopia in the Daily amount of informal as well as formal intra-regional

trade. Secondly, this would need co-ordinatedTelegraph two Saturdays ago talking about the
harvest which was very good in certain areas of agricultural policies for the region, co-ordinated

intervention policies and storage policies, and thisEthiopia but clearly there is a terrible famine in other
areas of Ethiopia, and I saw areas of good crop might be a mechanism for dealing with some of the

governance problems, in that one might have sharedgrowing in Zambia which I visited. Are there in fact
other problems around dealing with food security responsibility, dare one say sovereignty, in this

intervention agency as between those that wouldwhich is not simply the food production but in fact
the distribution? We have heard about the Bailey inevitably have to finance this agency or agencies and

the governments which would have to participate inbridges failing to be repaired in Malawi, but is it in
fact a lack of attention to roads? Is it a lack of managing it. You might find that, by creating a

supra-national bureaucracy to manage it, youattention in other areas which would mean that the
liberalising views of the IMF and World Bank could actually have old-fashioned, good quality

bureaucratic values embedded in the system,actually work?
particularly if it were staVed by a balance of nationals(Professor Kydd) Can I preface an answer by
of the country and external people.saying that we are not at all hostile to some of the

premises on which the liberalisation policies were 143. Do you think that the international financialbased. The State had become over-extended; many of institutions should do more to ensure thatits institutions are massively over-staVed; the fiscal liberalisation works? In paragraph 4.2 of the Wyecost was insupportable; and some kind of reform was submission you talk about developing the marketneeded. In agriculture, our complaint is that reform economy and you say that the ability of thehas been, if you like, too rapid, too broad brush, too Malawian smallholder farmers to meet exactingideological and not suYciently well thought through. specifications in international markets isA marker for this might be, in the case of Malawi, to questionable. I noticed in the Financial Times todaylook at fertiliser use and access to fertiliser through that the United States is starting talks with thecredit, which has fallen from slightly more than one- Southern African Customs Union and you arethird of households at the time of liberalisation down outlining, if you like, a possible deal across theto now about one-tenth and those are largely people SADC area or maybe with COMESA. Are thesewho are able to access it on the basis of their tobacco areas which you think the IFIs should be pushingproduction. Private markets to supply finance to much harder on to get access into the United Statesfarmers and therefore to support private input and into Europe for agricultural exports and
suppliers have not come into being. We think we therefore developing a cash economy whereby you
understand why this is the case and it is a question of could actually move forward in buying these inputs,
co-ordination issues that we have talked about and the private sector could then provide the fertiliser and
the very high transactions costs that traders face and know they will get paid because there is a strong cash
the very high risks that traders face. economy? Is this an area where you think the IFIs

should press much more harder internationally to142. Of not getting paid?
help the agricultural liberalisation?(Professor Kydd) Particularly credit suppliers face

(Professor Kydd) Yes, although one has to admita very high risk of not getting paid and the previous
that quite a number of the products that are currentlysystem that applied in Malawi, despite all its faults,
exported from that region do not face serious policydid actually get people paid. I think an irony here is
related trade barriers. Some do. The obvious one inthat the liberalisers, though in a sense pro-market in
the case of Malawi is sugar. Malawi is a very low cost,their approach, were not hardheaded business
very eYcient, highly labour intensive sugar producer.people. They tended to be people a little like
With a more equitable set of arrangements in worldourselves, economists, who thought that you get the
sugar markets, those patches of Malawi whereState out and then businesses will know what to do
people produce sugar intensively would be muchonce that space has been created. A little more
better oV and would see rising levels of wealth. Onethought was necessary to ask whether there was in
has to recognise that Malawi’s principal export cropthis space the basis of a viable business for the private
is tobacco produced by smallholders now and it isbusiness people. I think the main answer to you is
diYcult to point to international arrangementsthat, yes, of course, these other points you have
which discriminate against those.talked about—poor infrastructure, poor education

and HIV—are extremely serious aggravating factors. 144. But in a wider issue in terms of Southern
Nevertheless, the system that was developed from the Africa? Access to international markets. For
late colonial period through to about 1980–85 has instance, Zambia finds it extremely diYcult to sell it
been pulled apart very rapidly in Malawi and the to the North American market; it is very much
results are not favourable. That of course leads one excluded from that market.
to the thought: are there elements of that old system (Mr Lawson) I would agree on a wider issue. You
that could be combined with new thinking? If I could have cashew nuts in Mozambique, you have sugar in
say a little about that, Chairman, because it Mozambique as well and you have products in
addresses a point that you and another colleague Zambia. It is about market access; it is about massive
raised earlier, which is, what would be the elements subsidies in the US and in the EU and I think that one
of that, given the point widely taken about poor thing the IFIs can do to push very hard on getting
quality of governance in Malawi and the pessimism northern economies to open their markets more. I
about doing anything about that in the short term? think that is very true and, to their credit, they are
Our own thinking is that, first of all, the issue may be saying at least the right things at the World Bank in

that context. I would like to draw your attention tobest dealt with on a regional level. There is a huge
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the other side of the coin which is that, at the same (DrDorward) If we look at economic development

globally, I am aware of two cases where agriculturetime as pushing the north to open its market, they
was not the initial stimulus to economic growth:need to stop pushing the south to continually
Hongkong and Singapore. Almost everywhere else inunilaterally liberalise and not be allowed to protect
the word, agriculture has been an initial driver ofnative industries in any way in a way that is still very
growth. It then faded away as other things haveideological and still very much the reality in Malawi,
taken over. So, the historical record is thatMozambique and Zambia. I think that there needs to
agriculture is very significant. If we look at the majorbe much more creative thinking around how poorer
processes of poverty reduction in the last 50 years,countries can protect native industries and important
these have been built on the back of the greencrops for food security reasons to try and even up the
revolution in parts of South Asia and in South Eastbalance on that side as well.
Asia and China. So, the record for agriculture

145. We intend to have a major inquiry as a globally is extremely strong. The record in Africa is
committee on this in this calendar year and I am sure not. So, this poses lots of questions and one is, why
you will be coming to give evidence, but you would is Africa so much more diYcult? There is a whole raft
support, if you like, the cash crop exports from these of reasons for that, which caused it not to participate
countries believing that it is in the lonǵterm interest, in the green revolution at the same time as other
despite famine in other areas within these countries? countries did. Here you have issues about
I saw a nod from Professor Kydd but Dr Dorward? governance, you have climates, access to irrigation,

(Dr Dorward) I think this is very important and population density, health problems, access to
encouraging cash crop exports and promoting access markets and to the sea, a whole raft of things which
to those markets is extremely important. However, make things more diYcult, and those have posed
without simultaneous change in the food crop diYculties for the policies that were successful in
markets, there are limits to the benefit that you are green revolutions. Now we are faced with the
going to get. For example, if the price of maize goes question, what route should we go down? Should we
from two kwacha a kilo to 30 kwacha a kilo, you go down the agriculture route which we know is very
cannot rely on tobacco income to buy maize, so you diYcult or the non-agriculture route for which we
have to carry on producing your own maize to insure have no evidence historically? If we look at the non-
yourself against that eventuality. That means that, if agricultural opportunities in rural areas, there are
you are going to get cash crops actually having a very fews ways in which we can really see non-
more generic eVect throughout the poorer parts of agricultural opportunities getting rural economies
the rural economy where the majority of people live going. Agriculture has particular characteristics
and operate, then you have to get food crop markets regarding the production of food with high income
going and food crop production going as well, so that shares and production of exportable products,
there is a lot more stability and people can rely on neither of which non-agricultural opportunities oVer
those markets. The problem is that they cannot rely on a wide basis. There are particular things such as
on the food markets just now and the government is minerals in some areas and in some areas tourism
not oVering any reliable alternative. but, on a more general view across Africa, it is very

(DrMacKay) From the humanitarian perspective, limited. If we look at agriculture, it has real
I have to agree with that as well. We had the question problems. Climates are more problematic. We have
of food aid. It is really imperfect: the distribution of a more diYcult world now. The green revolution
it is really diYcult and what we would want to see itself has lowered food prices and we have a general
would be a lot of work being done in furthering maize decline in cash crop prices. All this means it is more
production and equivalents in Malawi and diYcult in agriculture. Irrigation is a problem in
surrounding countries, just to reduce the price down much of Africa. We also have a policy change, so the
to enable people to branch out perhaps and try other policies that promoted agricultural growth in green
forms of work and diversify their incomes and make revolution areas are now largely discredited, and here
the whole household income situation a lot more we have a confusion between what we would call pre-
stable and that is what we would like to see. green revolution polices and post-green revolution

polices, and the post-green revolution polices are
really liberalisation policies. We need to liberalise
markets, we need to get the State out, but, in the early

Alistair Burt stages before you have a green revolution, the global
experience is that the State, or those doing similar146. In Imperial’s memo to the Committee, you sorts of functions, have been in there. The diYcultiessuggested four possible ways out of rural poverty or now in Africa are, what about the capacity of thethe rural poverty trap: one was straightforward State? What about the accumulated experience thatdiversification away from agriculture and the three we have? It does not work. We need something else

others were variants of agriculture production. that performs those functions, but does not do it in
Using your experience from other parts of the world, the same way, and that is the big challenge.
what evidence is there of the success of agricultural
development achieving these sorts of 147. The further factor to which Oxfam drew
transformations in other places and are there attention is of course the decline in investment by
straightforward transferences available to Southern outside donors and investors in agriculture, which is
Africa or are there unique factors there that would the point you made just a few moments ago. Can you
not make similar successes, if there had been see any particular changes that might be made there
successes elsewhere, just that much more diYcult to to make the mechanisms both more eVective and

more attractive to investors? If that is to be the wayachieve?
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out or a better way out at the moment than anything advising poor country players in the negotiations. I

think that is an extremely positive feature of theelse that can be devised, what changes might be made
to encourage greater investment and also, bearing FAO. In its operational work, it is spread

exceptionally thin and I think, to repeat myself, it isthat in mind, what is your general view in terms of the
FAO in relation to this and does it have a role and unrealistic to place too much of a burden on the

organisation. As with so many other developmentcould it be made more eVective than it has been?
What has been its level of activity whilst its level of organisations, it probably is not happy to pro-

actively abandon that burden because it would worryinvestment has been going down?
that this would reduce its funding.(Professor Kydd) Can I just pick on the FAO one

which is perhaps the less important of the points but (Dr Dorward) May I answer the investment
question? I think we have to distinguish betweento get it out of the way. I think we have to be realistic

about what FAO is. It is an inter-governmental private investment and donor investment in
agriculture. Given the way prices have gone and theorganisation which, in its own terms, undertakes

what it calls “normative work“ and “operational general diYculties in operating in Africa, it is not
surprising that private investors’ external investmentwork”. Its budget, once you have divided it by the

numbers of member countries or even by the has gone down, but I think your question was more
about donor investment. Again, the reasons are notnumbers of poor member countries, leaves it with

quite small sums of money and indeed most of that diYcult to see. In the past, donors have invested huge
amounts in agriculture and, in Africa at any rate, itmoney is spent in Rome at the headquarters of the

organisation. A general observation on the FAO is does not appear to have been very successful. So, it
is a very rational response to look for other ways ofthat because it is an inter-governmental

organisation, its sovereignty lies equally distributed, spending that money, but perhaps things have gone
a bit too far the other way. I will come back to thatunlike in the World Bank and IMF where power is

proportional to shareholding. It has been extremely in a minute. Another problem in investing in
agriculture for donors is actually, what do you investdiYcult to reform and I think it is not unfair to say

that the UK Government, which has been a leader in in? Once you have liberalised markets, once you have
begun to think that maybe extension and research istrying to reform it, have found this quite an uphill

task. My own view is that the FAO is at its best and not as eVective as it ought to be, what do you invest
in? Often it comes down to things like roads. It is veryis performing a role which would cause us to want to

create it, if you like, if it did not exist, when it is important to get the infrastructure going. These
things are not categorically agriculture, so again youbacking up the negotiation of international norms

and standards. For example, it plays an important see agriculture investment going down. What should
the response be? I think it comes back to what werole by hosting the Codex Alimentarius Commission

and that has an important role in facilitating trade have been saying earlier, that we need a better
understanding of actually what the problems areand WTO matters and so on. When it comes to

playing a major role in providing advice on facing agriculture and therefore where the
investment is needed. Is it needed in technologyagricultural policy to any particular member

country, if you look at it on a dollar available basis development or extension, or is it needed in trying to
get these markets going, and how should that beto each organisation, then organisations such as the

World Bank and such as our own DFID, in the done? That is, as far as we are concerned, one of the
big questions that has not really been addressed, andcountries on which it concentrates, have resources of

a diVerent magnitude to resources available to the there may well be opportunities for spending money
wisely in doing that. The other point to make there—FAO. So I think that unless the international

community decide to do something diVerent with the and this comes back to the point you made,
Chairman, earlier regarding food aid—is do weFAO and give it a lot more resources than it currently

has, it is really unrealistic to beat it over the head for actually think about development and relief a little
more holistically, and think of the benefits ofnot doing something because it really has, as I said,

such limited funds. investment in agriculture not just in development
terms but also how they can actually save us on relief
spending and, if you were to look at it that way, I
think you might find that the rates of return toMr Battle agricultural investment went up a lot. We need that
sort of holistic analysis in our decision making.148. Would it be better if it was not there?

(Professor Kydd) Could I be allowed to stress and(Professor Kydd) I posed the question a few
bring out a point that my colleague made, which isseconds ago, would one wish to invent it if it did not
about this unhelpful conflation that is around at theexist? I think in relation to its work on international
moment about problems of agricultural developmentnorms and standards, what it describes as its
in pre- and post-green revolution eras. In India andnormative work, the answer is a resounding “yes”.
China now, the urgent priorities having achievedOne of the great things about it is that it is one of the
huge increases in productivity are to deal with thefew depositories of serious analytical capability on
environmental problems that have been associatedbehalf of developing countries and so, if you have a
with the green revolution to do with water and to donegotiation about international norms and
with excessive use of pesticides; to do with the factstandards to do with fishing, forestry or whatever it
that, with productivity increasing elsewhere in themight be, in the context of FAO, the FAO Secretariat
economy, there needs to be land consolidation; toare evenhanded in the advice that they provide but,
deal with ingrained subsidies which earlier had a highin practice, knowing that the representatives of the
developmental pay-oV. In India particularlywealthier countries have their own civil servants,

academics and so on, they tend to give priority to subsidies to fertiliser and to electricity. All of these
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are best seen as problems of success but people who Chris McCaVerty
are rubbing their noses in dealing with, if you like, the 149. Professor Kydd, you mentioned the need for
clean-up from the successful poverty reduction eVort properly co-ordinated rural communities and in fact
in India, China and elsewhere are tending to come to the lack of them in Africa. Is there a role for
Africa with some of the same set of ideas, which is innovative institutions such as the National
that you should get the State out of agriculture and Smallholder Farmers’ Association of Malawi in
that you should worry very heavily about the helping families in poor countries to get out of the
excessive use of water and inputs and so on. So there rural poverty trap and get established food security

for themselves and the country as a whole?is a kind of agricultural pessimism overlayed on an
(Professor Kydd) Very much so. NASFAM, whichintellectual pessimism overlayed on the reality of

you have referred to, is one of the very interesting andobjective reality which makes one fairly pessimistic
hopeful features of the landscape in Malawi. It wasanyway. The academic conventional wisdom of
created with substantial and I have to say highabout 15–20 years ago was that one should be
quality American technical assistance as one of thepushing hard for agricultural intensification in those
institutions to help farmers in liberalisation and it hasparts of Africa where it is ecologically achievable been very well managed. It seems to have evolved a

because this would be a major route to poverty quite balanced form of governance which has meant
reduction. But the numbers of people who share that that there is enough robustness in the system for local
as an objective seems to have declined quite politicians not to plunder the thing whilst at the same
substantially, in a kind of rather post-modern phase, time being responsive to what is coming up from its
with people running oV in all sorts of diVerent membership. So, it is playing a very constructive role
directions. It would, in our view, be very helpful to in helping people solve co-ordination problems, but

it still operates within a broader framework forget us focused on agricultural intensification again
agricultural policy in Malawi where you have hugeand the policies and institutions that would be
fluctuations in prices. It itself cannot deal with theneeded to allow that to happen.
agricultural finance question; it is not a bank and it(Mr Lawson) If I may just add to that. I think this
would be highly undesirable if it became a bank. Itinvestment dilemma for donors particularly for
co-ordinates closely with the one rural bank inDFID, is, if they decide, right, we are going to put
Malawi, Malawi Rural Finance Company, but themore money into agriculture in Malawi, how do we
reality is at present that the great majority ofdo that? I think there are a number of ways in which NASFAM members who are also borrowers throughthey could spend their money in agriculture and I just the connections that NASFAM was able to make

want to draw your attention to one. In Lilongwe with that bank are growing smallholder tobacco. I
where we work as Oxfam in Malawi—I do not know am not making a health related point here about
if you had time to visit the south—you have two tobacco, I am merely making the point that there is
major issues. There is one major issue in terms of a limit to the numbers of people who can grow
extension and we work very closely with the tobacco and the big challenge, as my colleague has
extension agents and there is no doubt that the way said, has been one of getting people to be able to
that extension was used in the past, particularly from access inputs to produce maize much more

intensively than they are at the moment to get mucha gender perspective, was very much the wrong way
higher yields of maize. If I could answer yourof doing things, but that does not mean that properly
question on a more general level, we think—and wetrained participatory extension agents can not have a
are very hazy on this because it is the beginning of amassive role in helping people tackle problems of
research and advocacy agenda—that the wayfood security and agricultural growth and, as you
forward is likely to involve a hybrid of NGOs,have seen from your trip to Malawi, the impact of
various levels of private sector and government andHIV/AIDS is enormous and the role of extension in
indeed, as we have indicated earlier, what may bethat could be huge in terms of tackling that problem.
elements of supra-national regional governmentSo, there is an area where you could see massive institutions. It may be that any intervention or

investment if you really wanted to. The extension agricultural policy agency that is set up in the region
college in Lilongwe was closed for the last ten years— may for certain areas subcontract its activities to
it only opened last year—because there was no farmer associations, in some cases to what are
investment in training extension agents. That is a eVectively branches of NGOs and in some cases to
simple way that donors could spend money. Another what are purely businesses profit motivated and have
major area is in land redistribution in Malawi, for an ecology of variety competing to provide the best
instance. We have seen successive drafts of a land services.
policy; we have been heavily involved as Oxfam; 150. Do you think that would help stimulate andthere have been massive land constraints and plans in develop the whole sector? What you are describing is
place for redistributing land, but again we cannot something that does not exist at the moment, but do
spend any money on it; it has to be market driven; it you think that these two things can work together
has to be on a willing buyer/ seller basis and I think because often the private sector and NGOs have a
I am correct in saying that also one of the historical diYculty in working in partnership?
precedents is considerable redistribution of land and (Professor Kydd) Yes, they do. I think here they
its successful agricultural growth, which is a massive would probably be to some extent spatially
issue in the whole of the region. These are two segmented, so it might be that, in a certain area, an
examples of where DFID, for instance, could spend NGO had prime responsibility for helping people

with finance input access output marketing and, inmoney.
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another area, you might well have a private firm This would be a significant mechanism for the

transmission of improved living standards to a groupcontracting to perform the same responsibilities.
Hopefully there would be some form of regulatory of poor people.
agency, even if you did not call it that, reviewing the (Dr Mackay) I think we would be a little more
performance of the diVerent players and re- pessimistic about how small scale subsistence
contracting them or re-franchising them on the basis farmers would be helped because in rural Zimbabwe,
of their development performance. Zambia and Malawi you are going to have an awful

lot who are substantially aVected by HIV/AIDS and(Dr Dorward) Can I just comment that we do see
that means your productive generation of, say, 15-40farmers’ organisations as potentially extremely
does not exist, so you are relying on the productiveimportant and we are very interested in, for example,
capacity of children below the age of 15 and olderwhy NASFAM is working when very little else in
people, 50, 60, grandparents. To be honest, we areMalawi often seems to work. But if we go back 30
pretty stumped as to how you actually help people inyears we find a huge emphasis on co-operatives and
that kind of situation bar food aid.implicitly co-operatives and parastatals were trying

Chairman: Can we move on otherwise I think weto address these co-ordination problems and, in
will run out of time.Africa, they tended to fail. As soon as we see one

magic bullet and we pump investment into it, then we
are imposing all sorts of pressures on it that will
basically cause it to implode. It becomes not a vehicle Tony Worthington
of development but a vehicle of rent seeking. This is

152. I want to stick with land for a moment. Can Ia huge danger that we have to guard against and is a
ask about Malawi but not get stuck on Malawivery big problem. Again, we are looking for ways of
because Malawi seemed to me to be a very extremespending money that create long-term benefits as
case of high population, intensive farming, almostwell as short-term benefits. There is this problem of
total dependence in the economy on agriculture. If Iabsorption capacity and farmers’ organisations do
was a politician in Malawi, which thankfully I amface particular challenges in that and, therefore need
not, this would be an issue that would be absolutelyto be handled very, very carefully.
impossible to tackle because land is always an
incredibly conservative force if you are challenging
what people have, little as it is, and challenging

151. How do you see the very poorest and smallest traditional authority. How do you escape from this?
of smallholders participating in the kind of You were hinting at one point that these people are
partnerships that you are talking about? How can going to be asking “What is in it for me?” and if
you ensure that they can, and do, participate? suddenly there was access to credit that might help,

but how do you tackle this?(Professor Kydd) My sense is that they will be
proportionally more excluded. It will be much more (Professor Kydd) Our Oxfam colleagues have

referred to the debates that have been going on indiYcult for them to access finance and put suYcient
labour into their land. One has to start oV with a Malawi about land policy and, in fact, the outcome

in terms of action has been inconclusive. The point Irecognition of that. However, I think two points can
be made. Over the years, going back 20 or 30 years, would make about land access in Malawi is that it is

certainly true that there is unutilised land,there have been very successful examples in patches
of Malawi of people who have worked with very poor ineVectively utilised land, in the estates and that land

that was alienated from smallholder use, actually infarmers—this would be almost exclusively female
farmers—achieving very substantial success. If we go many cases after Independence, in the tobacco boom

of the 1970s and 1980s is now much less intensivelyback to the ODA projects in the Phalombe Plain, a
poor area of the southern region, in the early 1980s, used because of the collapse in the economics of

estate tobacco. One also has to be careful aboutthere was remarkable success, which I was involved
in documenting, in extending credit to groups of thinking about redistribution policies because really

the most you could do is absorb three or four yearspoor women farmers whose repayments were
frequently in excess of 95 per cent year on year. For worth of population increase. I was very struck when

I looked, for example, across at West Africa how inthem, getting access to this credit was such a
breakthrough that they made every possible eVort so Ghana—where land on the whole is quite equally

distributed, there are rather few large tracts of landthat they could to make sure that they could repay.
One should not be too pessimistic about the controlled by corporations—how the inability of

companies to access significant tracts of land is apossibility of working with the poor but I think one
has to recognise that given the unequal distribution major impediment to investment in agriculture. It is

actually quite hard to put together 30 or 40 hectaresof land, not just as between the estates and
smallholders but within the smallholder sector, many in the most productive parts of Ghana if you want to

create an export business that might have dramaticof the healthy poor, and of course that is a subset of
the poor because there are many who suVer impacts in terms of local employment and export

earnings. I think one has to be realistic about whatmorbidity from HIV and malaria and so on, are
presently engaged in the labour market in what is can be achieved by land redistribution in Malawi, it

gives you three or four years’ population growthknown in Malawi as ganyu labour, day wage labour.
If the labour market were to tighten because many relief before you are really cutting into the core of

some of the state land which is highly productive inmore of their better oV neighbours needed to hire
them then the real wages that they would get for their the way it utilises labour. One thinks particularly of

tea and sugar, whereby if you were to redistributeganyu work and also the amount of time that they
have to spend looking for ganyu work would fall. that land I think you would get a substantial fall oV
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in employment. I would not argue the same case in market investment we have been talking about.

There is a role for the state in both. I think the role ofZimbabwe by any means. What is probably a more
important set of issues, which is implicit in Malawi, the state is not performing in Southern Africa for two

reasons, the first reason being that we do have reallyand Malawian academics pointed this out to us when
we visited recently, is that elements within the serious governance issues and the states do not

perform particularly well. The second reason is thatMalawian elite have themselves lost faith in the
eYciency in smallholder agriculture, particularly the we have seen a real decline in investment and a

decline in the interest in both food security and ruralagriculture of the people who have been referred to
by the previous questioner. It is an issue that will development by donors. In Malawi you have seen so

much money pouring into education, and you can seehave to be thought about and watched as to whether
we are going to see quite rapid consolidation of land that that is the fashionable area and all of the donor

staV are now education specialists. One of thewithin the smallholder sector with exits from the
smallholder sector by the poorest people. Obviously interesting things in the submission from the

Imperial College is that just simply not having theHIV/AIDS is an important factor in this, where you
are getting young orphans who do not have the donor staV there who know about agriculture maybe

helped to lead to this crisis but there was not anpower to be able to defend their own access to land
and they get close or distant relatives taking land awareness of the agricultural market going on. I

think there is a lot that the state can do with theover from them. In summary, we have an impasse at
the moment and it is not at all clear where things support of donors and NGOs to facilitate food

security, and that may well involve subsidies of somecould go. My suspicion is that we may find that the
real story is somewhere other than where we expect sort and price controls of some sort. That does not

mean we return to the bad old days of the 70s and noit is, it is about land consolidation and increased
inequality in land holding within the smallholder involvement of the private sector at all, that is not

what is being advocated at all, but we have definitelysector itself.
gone too far in the other direction. To draw the153. I said that I did not want to get stuck on comparison between the lack of subsidies allowed orMalawi but I think this is very important, if you just the fear of the word subsidy in Southern Africa or incross the border to Zimbabwe, and in many other donor community compared to the level of subsidyparts of Africa, you seem to have another issue, you here in the EU and in the US the double standardshave a large amount of land, a relatively small involved are quite breathtaking. We cannot mentionnumber of people and not much agricultural work subsidies at all.going on. Is tenure still a factor?

(Dr Dorward) Were you referring to Zimbabwe 156. Are you aware that in a country like India
or Zambia? when the crops are reaped the small farmers do not

have the marketing facilities, they cannot wait to154. Zambia.
send their food grains, so the government buys it(Dr Dorward) I think there you have very high
from them at a cheaper rate and then sells it at atransport and infrastructure costs and the
higher rate and that causes problems for poor peoplecoordination issue becomes extremely important
as well?because the cost of communication, both physical

(Mr Lawson) I do not know enough about Southcommunication and communication of trust between
Asia or India but I think there is a situation inpartners, becomes critical. I personally would not
Zimbabwe where you have too much state control,think that tenure is hugely important in Zambia. The
too much state control of marketing and the prices ofstudies on land tenure change where it has happened
food. I think on the other extreme in places likein other parts of Africa have not been very
Malawi, Zambia and Mozambique you have no stateconclusive. The sort of benefits that have been
involvement and huge price increases and no ruralsuggested in the literature in terms of it being used for
marketing infrastructure. If you are a poor farmer incollateral for lending, for example, have not
a distant part of Malawi your ability to get involvedgenerally happened because in practice getting your
in the market is virtually nil, you cannot purchasehands on a piece of land is often quite diYcult, it is
imports, you cannot sell your produce, even if youcostly and even if you legally have a right to it you
had any to sell, at a price that would make itmay find diYculties enforcing that right. I think the
worthwhile getting involved.literature is not clear on this but the benefits of

(Professor Kydd) On the point of subsidy, weimproving land tenure in those sort of situations I
currently do have a lot of subsidy going in, we havethink are often overstated.
the targeted inputs programme. We have the food
aid, that the Chairman referred to at the beginning,
we have the safety net programmes, which in part areMr Khabra due to the failure of agricultural policy, so fewer
people are needed to participate in this. For me the155. There is still a lot of controversy over the issue
question is how can we be more clever in the use ofof liberalisation and the role of the state in particular
the existing subsidy bill and perhaps build up thein respect of food and agriculture in developing
subsidy bill, at least for a while, as part of the eVortcountries and poor countries. What role should a
towards agricultural development. I think that thestate play in ensuring food security for their people?

Is there a role for a state in subsidising the general principles are that you want to develop
production, marketing and consumption of food? subsidies in such a way as to minimise the inevitable

distortions that come with subsidies. As soon as you(Mr Lawson) It comes back to what we were
put in a subsidy you find that people are working outdiscussing earlier. We can draw a distinction between

food security and the kind of rural development how to manipulate it. If you subsidise fertiliser you
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get large quantities going across into other countries. point just now that small farmers, the poor in

particular, may sell at a time when prices are low andZambia always used to refer to Zaire, as it was then,
as its eighth province because all of its subsidised have to buy back when prices are higher. Some sort

of price smoothing mechanism can attempt to dealfertiliser used to go across the border. Our own
thoughts on this are that subsidies are best focused at with that, although there are risks that it may cause

perverse incentives. As Jonathan Kydd said earlier,present on organisations, whether they be private
companies or NGOs, that are able to increase lending whenever you have any intervention people will try

to work out how to manipulate it. I would like toto the middle and poorer sections of the farming
population in Malawi. Second, to refer to the rather make two background points in all of this discussion,

which is that we are presupposing we are dealing withhazy ideas that we have about possible supranational
agricultural intervention agencies in the Southern a situation where there is a potential for increasing

agricultural productivity. Coming back to yourCentral African region, building those up, and giving
them the resources to operate will require subsidies. earlier point, what about the Horn of Africa?

Thinking of Southern Africa, what about SouthernInevitably when you model this you will find there
will be some good years when this agency is required Zimbabwe? We do not have technology there that

can raise productivity substantially along the lines weto buy product at above what would otherwise be the
market clearing price and possibly at some point in do have in Malawi, although in Malawi we need to

have technology that reduces reliance on purchasedthe future dispose of that product at a loss.
fertilisers. There is work on organic systems usingChairman: There are some specific instances where
legumes, I am sure you came across this when youthe state intervenes, I think you are going to ask
visited Malawi, these are important in that they canabout those, perhaps we can put those, about
reduce reliance on inorganics, they are not going tostrategic grain reserves, and so on, to our colleagues.
replace them. In other parts of Southern Zimbabwe
or parts of the Horn of Africa we do not have
agricultural systems that are going to raiseMr Khabra
productivity. I do not think anybody has answers for

157. Can I ask a small set of questions which are those areas. DFID did commission a study by the
relevant to the issue. Is there a place for strategic Centre for African Economies in Oxford which camegrain reserves? What should their role be? How big up with the suggestion that really the thing to do wasshould they be and how should they be funded? to focus on industrial development but recognised

(Professor Kydd) I think I would like to make a that there would be only perhaps four countries inpoint first, it is a bit of a nonsense that the strategic Africa where this might work, and there is thegrain reserve should be required to cover its costs. It question of what happens elsewhere. These questionsshould obviously be required to make as small a that we are raising about the role of donors and thedeficit as possible but the objective set by the state in getting agricultural moving they are veryGovernment, the Treasury and IMF that the SGR important in a large number of areas where a largeshould cover its costs is unrealistic. I think the number of poor live, but there are significantcurrent dominant theory of SGRs is that they are a numbers of poor that will not benefit from those.buVer whilst you are waiting for physical imports to That leads on to the second thing, all of this emphasisarrive and that you want to make them as small as
on agriculture has to be associated in parallel withyou believe is safe, given the time that will be required
safety nets that deal with those that are going to beto import from the world market. I think it is the idea
excluded, particularly those aVected by HIV/AIDS.of some people that SGRs have almost to become
This is the point that Dr MacKay was making: wevirtual, holding little or no physical grain and dealing
have to walk on two legs.largely by purchasing options on the commodity

market. One can see why people hold these views. I 159. Small farmers need fertiliser, seed, credit and
think the implication of the views that myself and other inputs, do you think that the state should
Andrew Dorward, and our Oxfam colleague have intervene to support them at an aVordable price?
been putting forward is that we are going have to (Dr Dorward) I think Jonathan did address this to
think a bit more broadly about SGRs and accept that some extent, the starter pack in particular is a form of
if we are going to have a policy framework in the subsidy, it was universal before it went down to being
region which seeks to take out some of the price targeted. There is a general question here. Subsidies,
volatility and reduce some of the risk to farmers then I think most people will agree, are necessary but the
there will be years in which the physical product is question is, what is the best form of those subsidies?
stored at a volume much greater than would be My view would be that the starter pack or the
indicated by the earlier theory of SGRs. It may be targeted input programme did provide some help, it
that we are back with what are, perhaps, slightly may have provided an extra month’s food for
more old-fashioned ideas about what is appropriate households and that may have lowered its price a
for an intervention agency to do. little bit. Lowering prices is a two-edged sword

because it makes fertiliser use less profitable for those158. Is there a place for price-smoothing for staples
who are going to buy it, either with cash or credit, butsuch as maize?
it does make food cheaper for the poor who are(Dr Dorward) There is certainly a place for that.
buying it as well. There is a big dilemma in MalawiYou can look at it in two ways, one is general price
about maize prices, higher maize prices are necessarysmoothing between seasons, and trying to avoid the
to promote investment but damage those largesort of price hikes that we have had in the last few
numbers of people who need to consume it. Themonths in Southern Africa, for example. Even on a
starter pack has this double-edged impact. By andregular basis there may be something to be said for

smoothing prices within seasons. You raised the large I think we would agree it was beneficial. The big
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question is what happens next? How long does it go point, of course, is that HIV and other forms of ill

health pose a huge dilemma for labour intensiveon for? What does it contribute in terms of long term
development? That, I think, is the problem that I public works because it is an entirely inappropriate

response to the problems of an HIV infectedhave with it, it does not move on to an exit strategy.
household to require the remaining household(Mr Lawson) Quickly to concur on the starter
members and perhaps the HIV/AIDS aVectedpack, even when it was given to everybody—it was
individual themselves to work on the roads or ingiven to all smallholder farmers, which is diVerent to
some other public infrastructure. There is obviouslya blanket subsidy on fertiliser, which was accessed by
a need to provide direct food assistance to thosethe estate in the past—it is still, to a certain extent, a
people and so sorting out who is eligible and who istargeted subsidy. As Oxfam have said it had a very
not is a huge dilemma. The third point on publicpositive impact. You are looking a situation where 60
works is, as I think you have indicated, we need toper cent of poor in Malawi are net purchasers of food
move to be more clever in the way in which people arefor a large period of the year and I think it is going to
rewarded for this, for participating in thesestay that way for a long time. I appreciate the
programmes. Work for inputs schemes hopefully willdilemmas of pricing but certainly from the point of
be work for input vouchers so that the developmentview of vulnerable women, orphans and the poorest
of an input market would be sustained. We think thatof the poorest what the starter pack led to was cheap
is a good idea, we think an even better idea might be,maize and I think that was a good thing.
as I mentioned earlier, work for partial repayment of
credit. If you put yourself in the position of a poor
household in Malawi you may thereby accessTony Worthington
finance, apply more fertiliser and better seeds than160. Just taking your point, which sounds
you would otherwise do. Perhaps you will consumeprofoundly pessimistic, Dr Dorward, we have a
more but have work less on other people’s land, andsituation where there is no internal source of fertiliser
therefore give your own land better cultivation: youin any adequate way at all and it is unaVordable and
do not have to weed someone else’s land, you weedprovided externally, land is severely depleted and
your own land and thereby produce three or fourpopulation is rising, and there is no answer.
more bags of maize a year more than you would(Dr Dorward) I am afraid I would entirely concur
otherwise do—but not necessarily thereby produce awith that. What we are proposing is a way to reduce
cash income but simply remove the requirement to godependency and the vulnerability of individuals but
into the market to buy maize yourself. There are lotswe have to ask if we get the fertiliser use up, how is
of Malawians in that position, how do you make itthe economy itself going to pay for that fertiliser in
possible for those people to access finance? Ideasorder to feed itself in 20 years’ time, if you were to get
include the possibility of them engaging in dry seasona process going? I am afraid I do not have an answer
trading activities, and so on. There is a limit to whatto that. We have a country which, as you say, has all
can be done. It may well be that another positive wayof these problems and has very little in the way of
forward is for people to be able to , as least in part,resources. It should be able to have some
pay oV micro finance loans through participation incomparative advantage, according to neóclassical
this kind of work.theory, but in fact it is surrounded by neighbours

who have better access to the sea and it has, as far as 162. Do they put limitations on the liberty of the
we can see, very little other advantages. The only individual to make a charge?
other comparative advantage it could have would be (Dr Dorward) I guess they provide an opportunity
lower labour costs, which means low income and that they would otherwise not have, in that sense they
poverty. I agree it is very pessimistic1. brought an opportunity. If you provide them with

cash then you are saying that cash could be spent in
any way they like, that is assuming that the market

Mr Khabra operates for them to use that cash to buy, for
example, input vouchers. Is it paternalistic? Yes, it161. The public works programme, which includes
may be in some ways, but in other ways it may befood-for-work, cash-for-work and agricultural-
recognising the failures of the market in theinputs-for-work these are the programmes in some of
environment that they live. Also the diYculties thatthe countries, how can public programmes
poor people often have in saving. Poor people oftencontribute to both short-term food security and long-
pay to save, to remove money from the temptation toterm development?
spend it, and that is widely observed. Giving them(Professor Kydd) As you probably know these are
cash is often problematic because it does not helpan important feature of the landscape in India and
them to save it up for later, unless you provide someone of the very admirable features of India is the fact
sort of saving mechanism at the same time. In a waythat these are capable of being scaled up very quickly
this micro finance is providing them with some sortwhen needed. The most general answer is that they
of cash recompense but in the context of a financialare needed in Malawi and elsewhere in the region and
market.the ability, the administrative capacity of whoever is

doing the work—which I hope on the whole would be
NGOs rather than government—to scale-up and

John Barrettscale-down rapidly is important because it is critical
to exit from this activity when it is not needed on that 163. If I can move on the impact of HIV/AIDS on
scale. That would be the first point. The second the region. Specifically I would like to ask how

thought can be given in the longer term when at a
1 Ev 95 local village level there are so many child-headed
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households or grandparent-headed households and (Dr Mackay) Again, going back to an earlier

conversation, food aid is imperfect, the logistics of itthe problems are the short-term and at a national
level decision-makers may individually not survive in are diYcult and the distribution of it is diYcult—you

are going to miss people out. It is obviously a lotthe long-term because they too may be infected, how
do we get a long-term strategy to deal with the HIV/ better to have a healthy, indigenous production of

basic foodstuVs, and that is why we would like to goAIDS problem at a village level and at a national
level? on that diversified route with investing in agriculture,

because we need to make sure there is enough maize(Dr Mackay) Starting from a very long time
accessible to people either just outside the border sohorizon, Uganda is a good example where they had
that they can purchase, or within the country thatquite aggressive policies around sex education and
they can grow themselves. How to make that morepractice and that has constantly brought down the
sustainable? Again, we have had lots ofHIV infection rates in Uganda. That is a good model
conversations about that, but something brings toto work from and that can be applied long-term in
mind a visit to Zambia which I made, where the rainsSouthern Africa, but it is not going to solve the
had failed and therefore they were unable to plant amedium-term problems. Issues over access to anti-
suYcient amount of maize, but there was this hugeretroviral drugs is important but we are talking about
river flowing through Southern Zambia. The water isthe poorest of poor here who cannot aVord to buy
there, it is just in the wrong place; it is not irrigatingmaize so that is probably not relevant. Policies that
the fields. So people were planting within 50 yards ofwill help people that obviously have no physical
the riverbank and beyond that it was just scrubland.ability to farm land is important, we have spoken
There has to be a better solution round that,about orphans who are 15 and below, much older
promoting small-scale irrigation, water harvestingpeople who are trying to run families but simply
and allowing smallholders that can produce locallycannot plough land. As I said earlier we are having
to produce their own food.diYculty thinking that through, we are trying to

think of a small-scale kitchen garden but there are Chairman: Thank you very much for your help.
These are, as I think we all agree, fairly massivereally quite weak strategies and we are really

struggling with that. HIV for us is an important issues; some fairly complex and intertwined issues
which you are grappling with and we are grapplingcomponent of this whole crisis, you have a short-

term shock arrives in a population, like a bad with and, I suspect, quite a lot of us will go on
grappling with for some time. Thank you forharvest, that really cannot recover itself and there

will be a very long, slow curve out of this diYcult bringing that academic rigour into our inquiry, for
which we are extremely grateful. Thank you verysituation. Food aid is not really a solution. We have

to think in terms of how we can allow children to be much.
productive and support themselves, how can you
allow 50 year old people, who are much weaker than
50 year olds in this county, to be productive as well.
That is a medium-term solution we have to try and
work on. It is not a large answer to your question. We
are struggling on that one I think.

164. It is a big question to end on. If we accept that
people have the right to food, are there any
alternatives to year-on-year increases in those sorts
of resources into these countries? Do we see an
alternative to that?

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Dr Andrew Dorward, Imperial College at Wye

I would like to oVer a point of clarification regarding my answer to the question raised by Tony
Worthington1. Mr Worthington suggested that “there is no answer” for Malawi, and I concurred, in that even
if a process of development as discussed earlier in the session were to lead to increased food production and
security (through escape from the coordination trap in poor rural areas, higher maize production due to use
of inorganic and organic technologies, and broad based growth in the rural economy), it is still not clear how
the national economy would be able to earn the foreign exchange needed to finance the import of fertiliser:
long term budgetary subventions may continue to be necessary. This answer presents the situation as we see
it now, and is an honest recognition of the very real challenges we face. On its own, however, it presents an
overly pessimistic view, which might be seen as an excuse for inaction. This was not my intention, and three
further points need to be made. First, even if under this scenario budgetary subventions continue to be needed
into the foreseeable future, this will still be a considerable and worthwhile improvement on the current
situation if household food security is assured for the majority of the Malawian population. Second, the
development of a more dynamic rural economy will both “buy time” (and there may be technological,
institutional or political developments in the next 30 years that will oVer new opportunities to break out of
this situation) and will itself generate a new set of growth dynamics with potential to stimulate new

1 Ev 94
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opportunities that we cannot at present predict. Third, we should not underestimate the potential and
resilience of the Malawian people to combat these diYculties if they begin to have a broader and more stable
resource base from which to work.

Dr Andrew Dorward

January 2003
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THURSDAY 23 JANUARY 2003

Members present:

Tony Baldry, in the Chair

John Barrett Mr Tony Colman
Mr John Battle Chris McCaVerty
Hugh Bayley Mr Robert Walter
Alistair Burt Tony Worthington

Examination of Witnesses

Rt Hon Clare Short, a Member of the House, Secretary of State for International Development, Mr
Anthony Smith, Head of Central and Southern Africa Department, and Mr Rob Holden, Manager,
Crisis Management Group, Conflict and Humanitarian AVairs Department Operations Team,
Department for International Development, examined.

failed harvest plus inadequate rain—Iwent expectingChairman
to see maybe the eVects of famine and I came away165. Secretary of State, thank you very much. As
after the field visits there immensely aware of theyou know, this is an inquiry into the humanitarian
problem of HIV/AIDS in Southern Africa, which iscrisis in Southern Africa so we are going to be
aVecting 16 million people, in Malawi in particular,covering topics such asHIV/AIDS, food security and
and stripping out the capacity of that country tothe right to food. We thought we would start with
cope. Just two brief examples. We were in a meetingHIV/AIDS.
with ministry of agriculture oYcials and there were(Clare Short) Could I say one thing first. I am
28 people in the room—these would be agronomists,really worried that we are getting to a point where the
technicians, scientists, economists, experts trying tocapacity of the international system to deal with the
build in the capacity to tackle the problems theycrises we have got in the world is being stretched to
faced of an agricultural economy—and eight out ofthe level where I do not know whether it will carry on
the 28 were seriously HIV positive, which meant thatfunctioning. Southern Africa is complex and big as
they were going to die within a few short years, inyou know. Angola is diYcult for diVerent reasons
other words the administrative capacity has beenbut there are still considerable numbers of hungry
stripped out. Then one day in the fields I was talkingpeople in a complex situation. The Horn, Ethiopia
with a group of people, and one family had lost theand Eritrea are all very diYcult. Afghanistan has five
men in the family and even though they had beenmillion people who have to be fed daily. The West
given a seed pack they were not able to plant theirBank and Gaza are getting very diYcult and there is
seeds before the coming rain in order to catch up andIraq out there. I just wanted to draw that to your
get food for the coming season. I was struck that theattention as a Committee. I saw the Head of the
major obstacle was the HIV/AIDS crisis now ratherWorld Food Programme in Addis the other day
than it being simply treated as famine and hunger. Iswhere they are just projecting on money, they are
it the view of DFID that this is an HIV/AIDS crisislooking for sums they have never raised before. I just
rather than a famine? Of course, they are mixedwant to alert you to that.
together but would you address that as the primaryChairman: Secretary of State, we share those
objective?concerns. Most of us picked up on your statement on
(Clare Short) Botswana is one of the big, successfulEthiopia which, because you were giving £15 million

development stories of Africa, and it has a 38%extra to Ethiopia and therefore that classifies as good
infection rate. Its life expectancy was on its way up tonews, did not get any press coverage at all. Jim
70 and the projection is it is coming down to 28. It hasMorris and others have been saying to us it is not
had a massive eVect, but it is diVerent to Malawisimply the amounts of money donors are having to
because it is not as poor thus it has got moregive but it is the ability of the food pipeline to cope,
institutional capacity. HIV/AIDS is deepening andand I think we are all conscious of that, and
enlarging this crisis very considerably but it is not theconscious of such issues as HIV/AIDS and the
only factor. There are special factors in Zimbabwe,impact ofHIV/AIDS. I think visiting somewhere like
Zambia and Malawi. Malawi is a fantastically poorthe Lilongwe Central Hospital is a pretty scary
country anyway. Shortly after our election in earlyexperience. You see patients shackled to beds who
1998 I went in and 64% of people were short of foodare prisoners suVering from TB, four patients to a
in a normal Malawi. Institutions are fantasticallybed, there are 1,000,000 orphans, it is very grim.
weak in the country. Therewas a general election andJohn?
change from President Hastings Banda, and there
was very great population growth but there was very

Mr Battle little growth in the economy. A lot of people said you
cannot work here, it is so weak and diYcult. I made166. In a way, following on from your comments
the choice for the Department between continuousabout the overstretch of capacity, what I learned
humanitarian support or trying to get a developmentfrom the Committee’s visit to Malawi is—and we

went in the wake of the commentary on hunger, programme.Wewent for trying to get a development
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programme, which I am sure you would all agree development of local talent and capacity is always

the best. Frequently, expertise from outside iswith, but it is very diYcult and we had a lot of trouble
with corruption problems and other problems. There brought in and then goes home again and if that has

not been used to create new expertise in the country,is very serious poverty and food shortages in a
normal Malawi, a very weak state with weak it is not a good way of doing things.Malawi could do

better in driving forward the reforms to which it isinstitutional capacity, with HIV/AIDS on top of
that, and then drought. committed. You know how the government got

distracted on the whole issue of changing the167. In the comments of the UN Special Envoy on constitution to give a third term to the PresidentHIV/AIDS in Africa, he said that the Global Fund when this catastrophe happened and most of thefor AIDS, TB and malaria has suVered from a lack political energy of the leading party went into that.of funding. I am rather assuming that we help to fund Of course, there are weak political traditions andthat in some way because I know our oYcials take weak systems and a mind-set that keeps sayingHIV/AIDS very, very seriously. Do our partners in abroad is the answer when the major part of theother donor countries take it as seriously as we do answer, we know from Uganda, is energising theand could you enlighten me about that point? whole country to understand the cause of the(Clare Short) I have read his comments and I am pandemic and get the kind of behaviour change thatreally quite shocked by them. I think he is very we are seeing in Uganda where there is a massiveemotional and I quite like some of his language and drop of infection rates amongst young people. A 30urgency but he is not well informed, I have to say. odd per cent infection rate in young people is downThere is a lot of muddle around the Global Fund. If to 5% there and a lot of that is behaviour change.you remember, in the lead-up to the special UN You have got to care for people and all the rest of it,General Assembly on HIV/AIDS, Kofi Annan made they need support of all kinds, but the biggest thinga speech sayingwe need $10 billion a year to deal with of all that is needed is an absolute determinationHIV/AIDS and he talked about a special fund. I right through society to inform people of how thethink the $10 billion came up because you can add up infection is spread, to get behaviour change, tothings and multiply by 20 and make it an impossible organise, to care for people. We have got more andfigure and the only answer is “a lump of money”. more child-headed households across Africa. InYou need some money but it is never as simple as having to try and recover from drought it will be thethat. That figure seems to have emerged from children who will plant or not plant. That is theeverything that should be done, including the reality and they have got these grannies, as youcountries themselves mobilising more commitment know, in their 60s and 70s looking after 25 children.onHIV/AIDS. Therefore, whatever theGlobal Fund You cannot say it is a few oYcials in theministry, thesays everyone says it is useless and it is not working. whole thing is an enormous challenge.What we think theGlobal Fund is for—and it is in its
terms of reference—is provision of drugs and
commodities and you also need health care systems.

Chris McCaVertyIf all the drugs were free most people would not get
them and we, for example, committed $200 million 169. Secretary of State, moving on from yourfor four, maybe five years to the Global Fund and we responses to John, what form, specifically, should thehave spent £1 billion on health system strengthening international response to the wider humanitarianand we will spend more. Talking as though the only crisis in Southern Africa take and how much shouldproblem is donors not giving money and there is not that take account of the HIV/AIDS pandemic?a problem of lack of leadership in some countries is

(Clare Short) Rob, by the way, has just come back.false, and talking as though the Global Fund is the
We have put six people into the regional oYce and hewhole answer on its own is false. That implies that
was there. He was there yesterday and he is herehealth care alone is the answer, which you know not
today, so he has got very recent experience. We sentto be true. I am sure the guy means well but a lot of
him out—and he is from the conflict andthese comments are foolish and not very well-
humanitarian emergency part of theDepartment andinformed, I am afraid. I am sure he is a nice person,
has been involved in various other emergencies andI have not met him, but I think he needs to do a bit
has that expertise—because we thought the foodof work.
pipeline would break and there would be lots of

168. Do you think it is exaggerating then to ask for people starting to die of hunger a few months ago.
assistance? This may sound strange but some in the We have put enormous energy into this by sending
Malawi government said they could imagine a people to the region, by myself writing to
situation where they were asking experts (by that I development ministers just to mobilise enough food.
mean technicians, economists and agronomists) It is a bit better now and it ought to move on to
from Britain to go and help in departments if they refining and improving the performance because lots
lose personnel at the rate they are doing at the present and lots of food aid will lead to a problem next year
time. Would your Department envisage sending out because it can create dependency and limit recovery.
experts to assist as well as medical care? So you need to refine the operation for succeeding

years and it needs to take account of HIV in practice.(Clare Short) In the post-Colonial era there was a
lot of that. There are some people just retiring from Rob was saying yesterday that everybody is talking

about it but there is very little change in the way thatour department like Barrie Ireton, I do not know if
you know him, who did that in Zambia as a young things are done. There is a RedCross-led programme

in Zimbabwe that tried to supplement the quality ofgraduate. Nothing is ruled out given the scale of
damage and loss that the HIV/AIDS pandemic will the food and go through places where people with

HIV are treated, because getting decent nourishmentmean for some countries, but generally the
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means you are less likely to get infections and the rest, Wemust not only think about HIV/AIDS in a health

context. The change in care needs diVerent behaviourbut if you have not got enough food, you cannot do
in lots of diVerent parts of government.it, and the quality of the food that is being distributed

in Zimbabwe has been poor for people who are
healthy. It must take account especially of the

Chairmanrecovery and the second year and, of course, people
with HIV will be triggered into full-blown AIDS 172. In Malawi, I came across a situation where
because of hunger, so there will be more sickness, there was a feeding station and there was a tussle and
poverty consequences and loss of life. You need to argument where a 13-year-old girl had come forward
move on. If anybody says we should have done it in to get food but she was not amother, she was looking
months gone by, I would say we have been struggling after younger brothers and sisters. It made me think
to get enoughmoney to get food of any kind through are orphans being registered? What is happening to
to people. We are a little bit ahead on that but a few ensure that orphans do not fall through the cracks?
months ago we were desperately worried that the Who is keeping an audit on what is happening to
food pipelines would break and people would starve orphans? Does DFID have some views on what
in front of our eyes. We can only begin to do that should be the best practice in relation to orphans?
because we have done a little bit better in getting to Malawi has one million orphans and in every village
where we are. one goes to there are large numbers of very young

children brought up by grandparents. Some of these170. You mentioned particularly the problem of grandparents are going to pass on while thosechild-headed households and grandparent-headed children are still orphans. Does DFID have thoughtshouseholds. What do you think the strategies for when talking to Malawi and other countries as to
longer-term development should be that can take what should be the best practice in managing that
account of those problems of lack of productivity position?
and the general impact of HIV/AIDS? (Clare Short) It is also an issue in Rwanda. Heads
(Clare Short) We were saying again yesterday that of household and all the adults in the family were

we tend to decentralise the department, as you know, killed in the genocide. I do not think we claim to have
to get more money and more focus on building expertise but we are very clear that institutionalised
institutional capacity in the countries themselves, but responses are not good ones. It is better if children
we tend to say here is long-term development and can be kept in their communities, especially in
here is the humanitarian emergency, bringing societies that have a strong sense of community and
diVerent kinds of money faster. The World Food are supported there, and therefore you need to keep
Programme handled by a separate part of the them in their communities where there will be care
Department. We were saying yesterday, and and love and adults who will care for them, but then
Anthony will lead this, that we have got to merge the you need to improve the education, the schools they
continuing humanitarian catastrophe with the go to, the nourishment they get there. There should,

of course, be special provision for orphans but in lotsdevelopment programmebecause we are not going to
of these countries we are going backwards. Income out of this quickly. Partly because it is so deep,
Zimbabwe we do not know where the hungry are.but certainly because of theHIV dimension, recovery
The normal studies thatwewould do to know exactlyis going to take a lot longer. We have to merge the
do not exist, and you would know then exactly whereconsequences of crisis to many countries with our
the child-headed households are, and we do not havecommitment to long-term development, and it is
that kind of information. We are dealing with agoing to be more diYcult and we will be at a lower
catastrophe where there is not full co-operation withbase than where we thought we were before.
the government about dealing with the catastrophe.

171. In your view, is there a strong argument for We are running to catch up. We would love to be in
keeping funding for reproductive health projects in a position where we knew where all the orphans were
Southern Africa, or indeed worldwide, separate from and we were capable of making special support and
budgets from HIV/AIDS? Surely HIV/AIDS is part provision for them, but we are not there yet.
of reproductive health? (Mr Holden) You are absolutely right, more needs

to be done with the key agencies to make sure that we(Clare Short) We do not believe in having separate
are targeting and that we have got a clear review ofbudgets and separate projects and “let’s have a
the caseload, not just orphans but more generally,conference” because it is a hopeless, old-fashioned
and we still do not have that, particularly inway of looking at development. What we really need
Zimbabwe.to do is look at basic health care systems that reach

everybody, that provide access to reproductive
health care, plus immunisation of children, plus we

Hugh Bayleyknow for example if populations with sexually
transmitted diseases (which are endemic in poor 173. I would like the Secretary of State’s comments
countries, as they used to be in this country at the on the use of drugs, particularly antiretrovirals, in
time of the First World War) are treated, the spread Africa within the big cities. We went to one clinic
of HIV is less. We need to get out of all these where there was a lot of nursing support and
departments in the international system and in the counselling support provided with the drugs. Of
international mind-set and think about basic services course, if you are going to use such drugs in Africa,
that reach everyone consistently and sustainably. you would be providing an extension of life for
Reproductive health care and all of that is part of people with HIV/AIDS for a fairly small proportion

of people, but if I can take you back to John Battle’sHIV/AIDS but so are things in employment practice.
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example of eight out of the 28 senior oYcials at the (Clare Short) We have got an oYce, as you know,

in the country and we have to take that seriously butDepartment of Agriculture being HIV positive, do
you believe there are arguments for using targeted we must never let the people be punished because

some of their leaders have behaved corruptly. Whatdrug therapies for key workers, if I can put it like
that, in Africa, or does that raise such diYcult was extraordinary about that one was how this myth

and lie got around the place saying the IMF had toldquestions of equity that you should not do that?
them do it, which was completely untrue. There was(Clare Short) We have had discussions in the
an inquiry into it, as I understand it. Has somethingdepartment about that because when you look at
happened to the finance minister or not? I think Iteachers and so on—
invented that in my head.

174. Similar groups of people.
176. He has been questioned by the anti-(Clare Short) I even thought about it being an

corruption board.incentive to be a teacher or health worker if the care
(Clare Short) I thought I saw a telegram but no-was provided, but it is not realistic because we have

one can find it. It has to be dealt with, there has to benot got the delivery systems. The whole Western,
an inquiry, you cannot leave a thing like that, but youEuropean obsession with antiretroviral drugs is not
must never say, “It is so disgraceful it has happenedwhere Africa is, except in the cities. I am not saying
we are not going to work with this country” becausethere should not be eVorts to provide the drugs but
that means the poor old people who have alreadythe campaign or attack on pharmaceutical
been abused by that happening would be doublycompanies for not providing drugs led them to
abused if in response to that corrupt behaviour weprovide the drugs andmake free donations, but take-
said we would be not be willing to step forward andup is quite limited because the systems of delivery are
workwith the government to provide the food peoplepretty limited. Although antiretrovirals are
need. We think that the government has becomeimproving and getting cheaper they are still quite
organised and that Malawi is pretty well organisedtoxic, you have to eat well, you have to stop smoking
and it was a case of just get the food through toand not drink very much at all and eat a healthy diet.
people who are hungry, but that thing has got to beThat is true of people in our own country who are
stored out, and that is what we did.infected. If you have got deeplymalnourished people

you need to come with a package. In Uganda they
177. Sure. I think everyone would totally agreehad a country-wide system of people who could be

with you that people must not suVer in a situationtested and who could join networks of people who
like that but, nevertheless, there was a slowness of thewere either infected or not infected, to support each
international response and Judith Lewis, whom weother and lessons on how eating well and not getting
met, said the food is coming through too slowly.infections of other kinds can prolong and improve
Were the doubts about the capacity of Malawi tolife. If you have got a system like that you can start
distribute food linkedwith the grain store thing?Wasinjecting antiretrovirals into it. If you have not got a
that handicapping the response?system, you cannot. They also have to be taken
(Clare Short) The first duty of response is forconsistently and if they are not resistance will

governments. Let’s be clear, this famousdevelop. Following the HIV/AIDS conference in
international community that is responsible forBarcelona, the Department came back saying we
everything—governments are supposed to knowmust do more on antiretrovirals and I said, “Okay,
what is going on in their country and notice if a crisisthink this through from the point of view of the poor
is developing. Thewhole regionwas slow in response.because that is our job.” There are lots of senior
I think personally that was partly the shadow ofpoliticians or members of the military in Africa who
Mugabe because the biggest factor is Zimbabwe.come out of the Continent every few months, have a
There has been a slowness in the internationalcomplete blood transfusion, they will prolong their
community’s response to theUN, which is the reasonlife, and they are on antiretrovirals and so on. We
we sent Rob down there and started doing so muchneed to think through what kind of care and support
ourselves to try and mobilise support. Do we thinkwe need for the poor, and what is the first priority for
that there was an extraordinarily slow response inthe orphans. I am sure we should bewilling to try and
Malawi?put antiretrovirals into that, but I do not think we
(Mr Holden) I do not think it was extraordinarilyshould start with the question of antiretrovirals, we

slow, no.should start with people and their health and how to
(Clare Short) It is not true. I know it has been said.protect them and if they are going to be sick, give

There was a general lack of urgent response to thethem some care and treatment, and then look at
crisis in Southern Africa, but not specifically inwhere antiretrovirals fit into that.
Malawi.

178. OYcials out there used the term the “response
had been clouded by . . .” but we were not really sureTony Worthington
what thatmeant. One of the things that impressedme
out there was that the NGOs had very much175. When we went to Malawi the whole situation
organised the distribution of food and seemed toin response to the famine was very much aVected by
have a good system going. One of the things that wethe grain store, where you had a situation where the
then got quite agitated about —contents of the grain store had literally disappeared

and that had been under the control of ADMARC, (Clare Short) Could I say one thing about this
because there seems to be a general lack ofand the general manager of ADMARC then became

the finance minister. What impact did that have on understanding of the international system.
Wherever it is—Afghanistan or Malawi—thethe response of donors like DFID?
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system is such that the World Food Programme have been mentioned, and also promoting the use

of condoms to reduce infection rates. Is there anprovides the logistics and food, then there is the
international community and then you need issue over people who appear to be not 100% on

board in the war against AIDS. I am thinkingpartners at the end of the chain, NGOs, who do the
final distribution. That is how the system works. I particularly of the States where there are

organisations which are reluctant to fund projectsthink some people think the NGOs do it all. Just
so people understand. if they are not heading in the same direction,

possibly even the Catholic Church where there is an179. But it was working and then what we came
issue over promoting condom use for reproductiveacross was this funding by the World Bank of food
purposes when everybody else is promoting condomwhich was going to be done in an untargeted way
use to minimise HIV and infection. Is there a battlenot using the system. That did seem to be behaviour
that has to be fought there to help change behaviourby both the Malawi government and by the World
and help increase the resources in the fightBank that was damaging to the quality and integrity
against AIDS?of the food distribution system. We wrote to you
(Clare Short) There has been an enormous battleabout that because of our disturbance by it.

to get governments to be willing to talk about it(Clare Short) We ourselves know, and I am sure
openly. It has changed in Africa in the last coupleyou are aware of this, that this is a very hungry
of years. Uganda was a trail blazer and Presidentcountry. 69% of people are not adequately
Museveni and leaders in every village were talkingnourished and there is only land and few other
openly right across the country about how theresources, and people do not have enough land. We
infection was spread, but other governments wouldwere involved in the starter packs of seeds and
not. It is understandable. One by one, as things havefertiliser scheme but then government wanted us to
escalated, it started coming out as an issue so therebroaden and broaden it, and we did, and there was
has been a real attitude problem right across thea big growth in production and then, of course,
piece and you cannot make proper preparationsprices dropped and we think we overdid it, but it is
until society faces up to it and talks about what iseasy to be wise after the event. When you are in a
causing it and what can be done. The US is veryhungry country and you have got something that
active in HIV/AIDS. It is big part of what USAIDworks and makes the country more productive—
does in Africa. They have declared AIDS a nationalThat is the kind of problem. It is recovery and food
emergency, they see it as a security threat to theaid and the eVects on markets and the incentives for
United States, so somehow HIV is in a diVerent partpeople to grow for themselves. As you know, we did
of the head in the United States than most othernot think there had been enough consultation by the
development and they are very much for takingWorld Bank in Malawi with people working in
urgent action and they are quite active and publicMalawi. We thought that that programme was
opinion is quite mobilised about it. It is odd. At thebadly designed and too blanket and we took that
same time the United States is being very diYcultissue through to the Board and did not succeed in
with UNFPA and the provision of sex education togetting that modified. There you are. I have had an
young people. The biggest new infections occur inargument with the World Bank oYcial responsible
young people and they need sex education. All thefor that area and he thought we were very irritating
evidence is that good sex education makes youngand there were all these hungry people and they
people more careful and the age of first sexualwere getting on and doing the right thing. One can
experience rises. Those are the tools. There you are,understand that. People like Rob, who have
that is that muddle. The Catholic Church ondevoted their lives to this kind of work, have a deep
condoms? It goes wider, some Muslim teachers andunderstanding of the need to protect recovery
some non-Catholic leaders in traditional societieswhereas most people’s emotion is to come blasting
do not like advocating condoms or contraception.in to give people food. It is a perfectly decent notion
On the ground, most Catholic workers do notbut it is that lack of understanding and knowledge
bother with the teachings from on high and theyof the second and third year, and that is what the
have been getting on with it for ages. It is there asBank did. It was not malign. And then of course
a problem, it is not the biggest problem, and it linksgovernments like people to be happy. And if
into conservatism and traditionalism and noteverybody wants some cheaper food and
wanting to talk about it. As the pandemic hasgovernments have got elections coming up, they
spread, that is dropping away and you cannot stoptend to be in favour of these things.
a society talking about it. I am told in Mozambique,Tony Worthington: You mentioned a very for example, that people still do not say somebodysignificant event. died of HIV, everyone pretends it is not. A black
African woman, a friend of my sister in Southern
Africa whose relationship ended (she is training to

John Barrett be a doctor) decided to get into good shape, she
went to the gym and lost weight. Her mother said180. Can I take you back to something you
stop it. The way in which this thing goes throughmentioned earlier and that was the plummeting life
their society, anyone who is losing weight hasexpectancy in Botswana. Uganda turned the corner
AIDS. Here she was just getting herself fit and herand life expectancy is increasing. We have
mother said, “For goodness sake, all the neighboursZimbabwe, Malawi and Zambia where life
are commenting.” It is still a hidden thing and thereexpectancy is still continuing to decrease. Clearly,
is all this fear in talking about it, and that is theagain, it goes back to the AIDS epidemic. A lot of
problem rather than just, say, US opinion or thepeople are working to change behaviour and we saw

the sexual health programmes, antiretroviral drugs opinion of the Vatican.
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there was a country in which we might wish regimeMr Walter
change in order to turn the clock back that might

181. Secretary of State, to go back to the situation be it. In answering that general point about
with regard to hunger, your strategy paper Zimbabwe, do you have anything further to say on
Eliminating Hunger says that a special eVort is what you said yesterday with regard to how we are
needed to supply early warning systems and disaster treating sanctions on Zimbabwe, because there did
preparedness measures. We have heard something seem to be some confusion in what you had said to
of the situation in Malawi. Can you tell us how the House and what Downing Street was saying in
eVective and accurate those famine early warning terms of whether or not we were consistently going
systems were elsewhere in Africa in 2001–02 and to apply sanctions in order to try and bring about
what DFID has learned from that crisis with regard a change in that situation?
to those early warning systems? (Clare Short) I have not got anything to add
(Mr Holden) I think more needs to be done. There because it is not my lead. I am sure there has been

is a recognition, not just in Africa but globally, that a lot of flurry since yesterday and I do not know
there does not seem to be a consensus on what who is saying what or what people are thinking. I
makes a good early warning system. It is one thing am talking about sanctions on the elite—the last
assessing prices and watching rainfall but tracking thing Zimbabwe needs is sanctions on the people—
that into household economies and so on needs to so it is only meant to hit the governing elite with
be done. More work needs to be done in terms of things like freedom to travel. I am afraid I am not
building institutions, particularly in Africa, so we in a position to update you. There is no doubt that
need good level baseline data and regular data the core of this crisis is the situation in Zimbabwe
coming in so that when we get blips in the system otherwise we would have a drought which the
we can respond rapidly to check that and to obtain traditional kind of responses in the international
some more detailed information coming through. system would have coped with quite well, and thereMore important is to have an institution and is the regional capacity to deliver food without themechanism that will give us the level of analysis and political parts of the crisis. Thus it deepens thegive us credible data on which we can base a collapsing economy because it is not just the landresponse in a more timely manner. The information thing in Zimbabwe, the whole economy is collapsingthat is available, certainly in Southern Africa, and because of the way the economy has been managed,the systems that are in place are giving us some of and a country that would normally be part of thethat, but there is certainly more work that needs to answer to the region’s problems is a central part ofbe done, and that is much wider than Southern the problem, and then there are transport links andAfrica itself. Certainly with the likes of the

the rest. The Zimbabwe crisis and tragedy is thevulnerability assessment, with FEWSNet, which is
explanation of this being such a monumental,a US-funded early warning system, that is going
serious catastrophe. If Zimbabwe was not in troublesome way to address that and there is work going
it would be a fairly easily handleable crisis which weon with DFID and other donors to look at how we
could cope with well.can further strengthen those to stay on top of the

crises so we do not miss the indicators that are 183. Do you have a view as to how we solve the
out there. situation where we have a country which has, as
(Clare Short) There has been a strengthening in your own submission said, for the last 20 years been

recent years and we have worked on it because you providing food surpluses for that area in Southern
need a system all over the world, but you have to Africa and now requires half the food aid required
build local capacity to respond. In many very poor for the region? Looking slightly longer term what
countries we are experiencing a collapse in state should be the British Government’s policy towards
capacity so you cannot put in a good early warning solving the problem with regard to Zimbabwe,
system on hunger if everything else is weakening. which is really at the core of this whole situation?
We have to put it in a context that works. The other (Clare Short) Frustrating as it is, other
thing I would say is that it does seem that global governments cannot stop a government wrecking its
warming is creating more turbulence and more country if it is on that path. You can do everything
frequent problems so the whole system is stretched in your power to try and stop it. Burma is in a very,
on top of that. very bad condition. The international community

has tried to take boycotting action and it has got182. Can I refer to the memorandum that you
worse and worse. We could go all around the world.submitted to the Committee when you say:
North Korea is very badly governed and there are“Zimbabwe alone accounts for half the people in
lots of very hungry people there, etcetera, etcetera.need and over half the food aid requirement”, and
My view is that the UK government has tried to doyou go on to say: “The fact that Zimbabwe,
everything in its power to try to get a change ornormally a food supplier and a key transit country,
make an inroad on the destruction of that economy,has suVered such a collapse in agricultural
and we have failed, but I do not think there wasproduction has made the situation in neighbouring
anything else that could be done, although you cancountries worse and weakened the prospect for
never say you have done enough. It is a tragedy. Irecovery; for the longer term it throws into question
have been working on it since 1997. It has beenone of the bases of food security planning in
coming and coming because the economy has beenSouthern Africa for the last 20 years, namely that
shrinking and the failure of the government tosurpluses would normally be available in
respond to the HIV crisis has grown and grown.Zimbabwe.” Secretary of State, could I just broaden
How will it be resolved? I have said more than oncethat out slightly in the sense that Zimbabwe does

seem to be a major part of the problem here and if my own intuition is that this crisis is now so severe
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it will go on aVecting more and more people and Alistair Burt
the economy is declining and declining. I am told

185. Bringing you back to the wider crisis, if Ithat hungry people with money are turning up at
may. Every time there is a major crisis like this weUN places oVering money for food because there is
get constituents and others who are particularlyno food in the shops and people are not being paid.
interested, looking at the response and wonderingThe whole thing is falling apart. You never know
whether there is suYcient co-ordination between thehow one of these terrible crises in the world is going
various international agencies in order to maketo end. We had the same sort of situation in Serbia
things happen on the ground. You referred earlierafter the Kosovo war with Milosevic still being
to the slowness of response, particularly in Malawithere. We all expected him to fall and it came in the
because of particular factors there.end but it took longer than we expected. My own
(Clare Short) No, we are not saying it wasintuition is that this is so big and so destructive of

particularly slow. That is an allegation being madethe whole Zimbabwean economy that there will be
but we do not think it is true, just for the record.an eruption of the people that will throw the regime

oV quite soon. It will come. It is one of those 186. But quite often there is a suspicion that
situations that is completely unsustainable and an perhaps the co-ordination could be better, the
ending will come. As you will know from the press, international response could always learn from
some of the regional powers have talked about previous instances and what actually happened in
whether there could be an agreement that the relation to a particular crisis. What is your analysis
President would step down. Lots of people talk as in this particular instance of how the international
though it is just a matter of the UK helping the eVort worked, how co-ordinated it was between
Zanu-PF government but that is not a true governments, donors and various agencies? Do you
diagnosis. The economy is destroyed, it is not just have a sense of that at this stage?
the land. There should be land reform in Zimbabwe, (Clare Short) As a department we have been
there should have been more land reform in the past working for the past five years or so very hard at
20 years, but it should be done in a transparent and improving the co-ordination of the international
proper way that enables people to go on using the system. We need a system that can move anywhere,
land of their country. It is a change that either is a that has got the capacity to pick up when crises are
change of regime, a collapse of regime, or there has coming, that has got stocks pre-positioned, has got
been talk of President Mugabe stepping down and the professional capacity in it. The building up of
the transitional government of National Unity that OCHA as the core centre part of the UN system
then could engage with the international community that is capable of moving has strengthened
and change absolutely everything that they are enormously. My department and the people in
doing about the economy and then we would all CHAD have been leading workers on that. Overall
engage. We would have to keep up our eVorts on we think things are strengthening and improving. It
the disaster but they could start to rebuild the used to be you would get a catastrophe and
economy. That will come at some point, the sooner everyone would send what they felt like and you got
the better, and then we will all engage. It has got too many tents and not enough food. That was not
all these tragedies but it has got very educated, good very long ago. There used to be lots of politicians
people and basically it has got good systems who wanted to be on the television to boot, there
compared with other poor countries in Africa. I just was a chaos response and then lots of stocks of
pray and hope that that is coming very soon. In things that were not useful to people. We have
terms of my poor department it is growing but it is improved on that but, as you say, you can never say
a delightful task to look forward to. That will be it is good enough. Early warning cannot work
another set of resources that we are going to have unless there are good systems in countries and that
to find. takes some building.

187. Is there anything specific that you have
learned from this particular crisis that you could184. Just one final point. You would agree that
pass on to them and say “Look, we have spottedit would not send the right message in order to bring
something else to change to improve it”?about that change of regime if Mr Mugabe turned
(Clare Short) I think the biggest new thing is theup at the conference in Paris next month?

interaction with HIV, we have never seen that
(Clare Short) As I say about cricket, and people before, and it makes it much deeper and harder and

make comparisons, it is just the thought of seven, recovery is going to be much harder. Do you want
eight million people starving and a government not to add?
co-operating, bringing this about, not even co- (Mr Holden) If we just look at the UN co-
operating properly with the international system to ordination mechanism here, it is always an easy
keep its people fed and engaging in all sorts of target to say it was too slow, it was not good
brutality. It just seems to me unimaginable both to enough, it was not strong enough, it did not show
play cricket or to invite the person who is doing that enough leadership, but if we put it in the context
to a conference. I can only think that in Paris they of the scale, the severity and the complexity of this
are just not following what is going on. I think a operation, yes, it could be better next time and we
lot of people have got in their head that it is Britain should always take a lesson learning approach, but
and him in conflict over white farmers and they are on the whole they have done a lot and there is a
not attending to the reality of the suVering of the lot of credit that needs to be given. I think that the
people and the brutality of the destruction. That is particular pattern that they have used here, which
the only kind of excuse I can think of. I have not really seen anywhere else, is because they
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have got a regional programme they have actually incapable of spending. I think on that funding of an
set up a regional hub to act as the overarching body international humanitarian response mechanism the
which is headed up in— world systems could be improved. I do not know if

Rob wants to come in because this is his(Clare Short) This “they” is the UN.
professional area. We have to build from where we(Mr Holden) Sorry, the UN. In Johannesburg,
are and we have to cope in the meantime and wewhich is an inter-agency mechanism which has also
have got all of these extra strains on us in thegot the Red Cross in there. It pulls all the UN
meantime which is not always the best time to getagencies and the Red Cross together in one building

so that they can take a collective view and a fundamental institutional change.
collective approach to dealing with the problems on (Mr Holden) I think the only thing I would add,
the ground and providing direction and support to Secretary of State, is for us to continue to work with
the country teams at the coal face. It is quite an other donors when donors make pledges to make
interesting test case in some respects and I think on sure that they come through with the cash quickly.
the whole it has added a lot of value to the There is a tendency with some of the traditional
operation and has helped enormously. donors that they make great announcements,

pledges, and then it is some weeks, in many cases188. On a specific, does the Government have a it is some months, before those funds actually comeparticular view about any changes to the World through and the World Food Programme can startFood Programme, particularly how it is funded and to use them to procure the food and move the foodwhether or not it should change its funding so that as required, so it makes their life diYcult in termsit does not have to appeal for funds for each new of planning and making sure that the pipelinecrisis that comes along? remains healthy.(Clare Short) I think we would say that the World
Food Programme has improved its eVectiveness in 189. I am sure what you say about the timing and
recent years and has done some very impressive pressure of change is right but there will always be
work in Afghanistan which is phenomenal. I still pressures on the system and getting institutional
think it is astonishing that all that kept going right change at any time is never easy. You spoke earlier
through the crisis and the World Food Programme about the need for flexibility between budgets and
really deserves respect for it. In the Kosovo crisis it is going to have to be pushed because sooner or
they were slow at the beginning and we kind of later the time will be right for it.
made a fuss and they rose to it. The level of crisis (Clare Short) There is renegotiation of the Food
we have got in the world now and the way they are Aid Convention every few years, because we had
performing as an organisation, we should all give one a few years ago, really pressing on getting cash,
them a lot of credit and praise. We do not think not in kind, and that is part of trade reform anyway.
that the World Food Programme should go on I think an opportunity might arise out of what
doing food- for-development, we think that is a could be very serious with the US not having any
distraction and not the best way of doing surpluses. That would mean WFP will not have the
development. I think it is part of its mandate. Is it massive amounts that they get from the US. I was
in the mandate or just the tradition? As you know, talking to Jim Morris about it in Addis Ababa a few
we think that countries should give money, not days ago and he said he had talked to the US
food. It is much more flexible and you can source President about this. If the US move to some cash,
regionally and have less eVects on local markets. If because the US always lead that agency and they
you give food there are the costs of getting it there put a lot of food through it so they have got
and the delay of getting ships and so on. Back here responsibilities and a position there, that could
in the real world the two biggest donors to this crisis bring something good out of bad because if they got
are the US and the EC and it is food in kind and more of a cash system they might be able to make
it is all tied up with subsidised food and surpluses a lot of improvements in the way they work.
which is damaging to the developing world. We
need to improve it all but we have got to build from
where we are. We are going to have a big crisis next
year because apparently there is a drought in the US Mr Colman
and their maize production is going to go right

190. If I may ask the first of a series of questionsdown and they are the biggest contributor. There
on agriculture, food security and sustainableare lots of changes that need to be made but we
livelihoods. When your oYcials, including Mrhave got to manage them from where we are. The
Holden, gave evidence at the beginning of thisother thing that was in your question was appeals
inquiry back in October they said “Certainlyone by one and then responses one by one, would
agricultural liberalisation has had a role in foodit not be better to have WFP funding and say “what
insecurity . . . the private sector has clearly not comeis the appropriate share of each OECD country”
in to meet the need in the way that the people whoand have a block of funding so it could move? I am
designed these programmes, and governmentssure that could be improved. You would have to
themselves when they signed up to thesehave some flexibility in the system. We moved
programmes, envisaged.” Do you think there is amoney over to the crisis in Malawi from our long-
need to reconsider the withdrawal of governmentsterm development programme. A lot of
and donors in recent years from providing directdevelopment organisations of the world have very
support to agriculture and rural livelihoods? If werigid budgets and cannot do that. The EC has a
go back in how do you think we should go back in:separate bit that does humanitarian emergency and

it does not touch the other money they seem to be subsidised fertiliser, credit or food prices,
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guaranteed markets through parastatals, or invest slightly bigger picture, how do you improve the lives

and the livelihoods in every conceivable way offurther in agricultural research and extension
services? rural populations?
(Clare Short) I think the old system of total

government control, government parastatals,
government control on food prices, was a disaster. Chairman
There have been problems about the transition but

191. Last year the Department published a paperlet us not romanticise what was there before. It was
called Better Livelihoods and held, or found, “Theoften subsidised food for populations living in
proportion of ODA directed towards agricultureurban areas working in very ineYcient
and rural development has fallen by almost twomanufacturing government owned parastatals and
thirds between 1988 and 1998”. Was that a sort ofpoor rural people getting paid tiny prices, or not
nomenclature issue in that it has now been re-getting paid, and even the food that they grew not
branded Sustainable Livelihoods? This is a seriousbeing picked up and rotting by the side of the road.
question because it is sometimes about terms. Is itThere was a very ineYcient bureaucratic system that
simply that less money is being given to agriculturewas biased against the rural poor. Probably in
and, if so, it is diYcult to understand that—Ihindsight you have got to manage change in a way
appreciate it is probably not from the UK but fromthat ensures that you do not do away with
other donors—given the importance of agriculturesomething that is maybe ineYcient and over-
in so many poor countries?subsidised without making sure that something else
(Clare Short) The people who are the real expertsis coming in to take it over. I think it was probably

on this, Mike Scott and so on, we have not got heredone a bit too absolutely and there were lots of
today. They have lived right through these changes.views that the private sector would come forward
There used to be this big commitment to integratedsupplying seeds and fertiliser and purchasing but
rural development and masses of investment and itthose institutions did not appear as quickly as was
was seen to be a failure and there was a withdrawalpredicted and there should have been more
from the failed model of development in which thepreparation. We do not think in any way the answer
international system invested a lot of work andis to go back to the bad old ways, it is to look at it
money. Then, of course, people moved to openingafresh. There are still loads of agricultural extension
up markets, more movement to the social sector,workers, big bureaucracies of them, and they often
getting functioning modern states, that sort of shift.know less about agricultural conditions and what is
Well, it was not even that, was it? They moved togood seed than the peasants themselves. The
projects then and moved away from failure. You getevidence is clear that if you spend that money that
some of the old agronomist types, people from thegoes on them on rural roads you would increase
CDC, agricultural people, just saying “Agriculture,production more. There are loads of them still out
agriculture, put more money into agriculture”. Wethere in the world. Doing livelihoods and better
do not think that is the right approach. You havedevelopment for rural people needs to go down the
got to look at rural populations and, indeed, theyroad that we have shifted the whole department’s
interact with urban populations because humanitywork to, sustainable livelihoods, and not looking at
is urbanising and there are interlinkages. Improvingit only through an agricultural telescope but rural
their lives is not just agriculture. Getting agriculturepopulations: where is their production; where is
working well is not spending lots of ODA ontheir land; how can they get fertiliser and grow
subsidising it. I think the swing away went too farfood; do they do some fishing; do the women do
and we need to look again at how you can pay moresome handicrafts that they take to the market; how
attention to improving the livelihoods of poor ruralcan you enhance the income levels, the access to
communities. We need to do more. I think the workmarkets, the little roads that enable people living in
that Mike Scott and his team in DFID have donepoor communities and rural communities to
on sustainable livelihoods has influenced the wholeimprove their income levels? I remember when I was
international debate on these matters. It is a bigin Malawi saying “What about animals” because
subject in its own right. The move away fromthere just is not enough land, “You can have these
agriculture has been too big. To go back to simplyprocesses giving out two goats and then people give
looking at agriculture would be an error.back the young and you give it to someone else,

restocking” and people said it is no good, the 192. Secretary of State, you have just come back
criminality is so high people steal their animals. We from the Horn and one of the most alarming things
are working on justice in Malawi. You have got to that strikes me about Ethiopia is that even in non-
make a well ordered society. In Tanzania since the drought areas the number of food dependent people
withdrawal of parastatals there are markets is increasing. Would you like to share with the
breaking out and growing. I know in Mozambique, Committee your assessment of the present situation
which has got loads of land, we supported rural in Ethiopia and what sort of scale, because I think
roads built by local contractors who would in a lot of what you are saying this afternoon you
maintain them and we thought it would lead to are putting the Committee on notice about the sheer
increased production, and it did because these were scale of what you will have to deal with next year?
subsistence farmers and they never grew a surplus What sort of scale is it going to require, setting aside
because they had nowhere to take it. A rural road the food aid for a country like Ethiopia, getting a
meant that they could get it to market and get some situation whereby we are not getting more and more
cash savings, so it was not just when their food ran food-dependent each year because they are actually
out. We found that attendance at school and health getting into sustainable livelihoods apropos the

1997 White Paper definitions?care also went up. We need to look at it in that
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(Clare Short) Ethiopia is very, very poor, $100 a creating dependency, and then over the years

hopefully dependency on food aid will reduce andhead GDP. It is massively poorer than Uganda and
so on. This is a very, very poor country and it is very will reduce as the economy grows. We are going to

have to think 10 or 15 years to get Ethiopia out ofpopulous, 60 million, a big African country. Lots of
people are living on what nature gives, pastoralists food aid dependency but if we do not think like that

there will be just repeated crises with more and moreor subsistence farmers, and if you live like that, if
nature just does not rain this year, you have nothing people aVected.
and that is the situation which is linked to the levels
of poverty. I think the government has had a real
shock about that this year. It is five million people John Barrett
every year who are food aid dependent and there 193. If the pendulum has swung too far awayare real problems in Ethiopia of creating from concentration on direct investment independency. If you keep chucking in food then agriculture and it is swinging back slightly, wherepeople are never going to be able to get back to does the Food and Agriculture Organisation fit intoproduction and no-one will buy anything that they this system now and what should the FAO’s role inproduce in certain parts of the country. You cannot the future be?stop feeding people but it is this refining what you

(Clare Short) I did not say that we should bedo, food-for-work, and keeping up people’s
investing in agriculture. The other thing is that goodcapacity to not be dependent. I think real errors
development work is not always spending money,have been made in that kind of way in Ethiopia.
diVerent parts of the system need diVerentThe other thing that the government fears because
interventions. You cannot always measure whatof the growing turbulence in weather, global
you are doing by how big the spend is because inwarming that seems to be happening all over, is the agriculture it is getting markets to work and so on,crises are more frequent and they now see the getting more processing of agricultural goods, moredanger of more frequent crises and bigger numbers value added and more jobs, and that will not beeach time until it reaches catastrophic numbers. We ODA. ODA might involve itself in creating theare getting to 14 million this year. The only way to institutional capacity to be able to do that orlook at that is you have got to keep going and improve the transport links or whatever it is that isrefining the food aid and humanitarian eVort but required, more attention to rural developments, theyou have got to promote long-term development so agriculture sector, how it can go forward, but notpeople have got more resources. When I was there just lots of ODA into agriculture. There is a lot of

I signed a memorandum of understanding for a 10 technical capacity in FAO that serves the whole
year commitment to a partnership with the international community, not just developing
Ethiopian Government. I am very optimistic that countries, about agriculture and crises and they
they are very committed in a new way to a have a monitoring system of where there are
development eVort and fully understand in a way diVerent diseases in agriculture and so on. In its
that they have not in all previous governments that approach to agricultural development, sustainable
the private sector has got to be unleashed to grow livelihoods, hunger, it is a very, very old-fashioned
the economy, both the domestic private sector and institution that is much less eVective than it might
then the prospects of inward investment. Prime be and its idea of food security is countries being
Minister Meles did ask me some time ago to get our self-suYcient in food, which is hopeless because you
private sector to tell him what it would take to can have a country self-suYcient in food with lots
source in Ethiopia and I approached Tesco and of hungry people or you can have a country not self-
some others and some of their sourcing companies suYcient in food and everybody fed. We have been
and we did a study led by the private sector, not working on that and I have been quite sharp in
us— some of my criticisms deliberately. We need the
Chairman: You shared that with us1. agency and the international system but it needs to
(Clare Short)—saying if this and this were going move its thinking forward. I think it is feeling more

on, and he is working to implement it. Then we are and more challenged. The documents we have
back to that crucial thing on agriculture, processing produced on eliminating hunger and so on are
agricultural goods to get the value added. That is meant to be part of that challenge. There are people
one of the crucial things for Africa. I feel optimistic working in the FAO who really want to rise to it
about all of that. They are looking very much at and change but the institution needs a good shake
the best models of development, long-term PRSP, and I am trying to give it that.
getting the donors to harmonise, they know where
their institutions are weak, they know they have got
to decentralise but they have got very limited Hugh Bayley
capacity. Everything has got to be fixed. I think they

194. We all seem agreed that the nature of faminehave got the right analysis and a real determination
is changing. In the past you looked at a famine asthis time to get long-term development to work. The
something that would take a year or two to getperspective is stick with that and grow the economy,
through and now we are looking at the need forrefine the food aid so it is not so destructive and
more food to be provided than a country can
produce in quite a number of parts of Africa over

1 Horticulture Exports from Ethiopia and EU Supermarket an extended period which means that you need to
Sourcing, Report of a Scoping Study by Peter Dearden,

change the nature of food aid in order to prevent,DFID, Peter Greenhalgh, Natural Resources Institute, and
as you were saying yourself, the destruction of localEd Havis, Consultant, Fisher Foods. Copy placed in the

Library. productive capacity. One way which we saw in
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Malawi which may help to do that is through public try to sell it if everyone around you is getting hand-
works programmes. We saw roads, and it is outs because no-one will buy it from you. Do you
interesting that you talked about the value of want to come in on this?
building roads, roads and bridges being built in (Mr Smith) Only to follow up really. The range
return for cash. What do you see as the relative of tools you need is wide. When there is lots of HIV
benefits of cash-for-work as opposed to food-for- you cannot use tools which rely on people being
work and also agricultural-inputs-for-work? able to work if they are orphaned children or young
(Clare Short) I think you cannot be absolute people who are unable to work. There are other

because if there is no food in the region it is no good tools, such as voucher systems, which can be tried as
giving people cash, the price will just go up. well where, instead of providing food, you provide
Sometimes you have to bring food in when there vouchers to allow people to buy locally produced
just is not enough food. You should then get on to food and that would strengthen local production as
food-for-work as soon as possible and then cash, if well. It is a range, there is no blueprint that is
you can. It is happening in Afghanistan, the north applicable across the region.
is recovering but the drought is still in the south. I (Clare Short) But you have got to keep people fed
think the system has not been targeted enough and and then be looking for a recovery as rapidly as
focused enough on recovery as rapidly as possible possible and then refining what you provide to help
for people. The Southern Africa crisis needs to people to recover. It includes health. In Zimbabwe
move there and I think the whole international food children are dropping out of school and getting
aid system needs to sharpen itself up on this. I food to children in school gets food to children but
would like to bring in Rob who, as I say, has given it also keeps children in school, which in terms of
his life to expertise in this area. their future lives is important for them. That is an
(Mr Holden) That is absolutely right, Secretary of aspect of recovery too.

State, it is a question of having a range of tools and
interventions at your disposal and using them as 196. While we were in Malawi the DFID oYce
and when appropriate. This is something that we there and most of the other bilateral donors were
brought up with the Secretary-General’s Special developing with the government a programme to
Envoy, James Morris, who is actually travelling provide subsidised food for middle income families,
throughout Southern Africa at the moment to do a by which I mean those who were absolutely
review of the— destitute were getting free food from the World
(Clare Short) And he is the Chief Executive, or Food Programme, they were about a third of the

whatever the title is, of the World Food population, about another third of the population
Programme. had income to buy food at market prices and the
(Mr Holden) This is something that is a very other third had some income but not enough to buy

strong message that we have given him, that there suYcient food at market prices. So DFID and
has been good work done up to now and food has others were proposing a targeted food subsidy. By
got in but it is time to take stock, it is time to make contrast, the government went to the World Bank
sure that where the need for food is required that and received a £50 million part grant, part loan
should continue but we need to take a more package to buy enough food to sell subsidised food
analytical, more strategic approach making sure to the whole population at, I think, roughly half the
that the continuing operation is clearly targeted, it market price. Apart from adding to the country’s
is based on assessed need and, more important, it debt at the very time the donors were trying todoes very minimal damage to people’s recovery reduce Malawi’s indebtedness, does that not alsosystems and people’s coping systems. That is a destroy the incentives for local farmers to grow foodstrong message that we have given James Morris

if the government is selling food at half the localand that is something he is taking round and
market price that farmers who produce food can selllooking at and we are hoping to get some feedback
oV to other people?from that at the end of next week.
(Clare Short) Tony Worthington raised this and(Clare Short) Ethiopia needs that badly because it

I have already said that we think it was an errorhas got this continuing dependency eroding people’s
and too blanket, but it was well-intentioned and notability to provide for themselves.
malign. It was the government saying “We are in

195. If there is going to be an increased emphasis desperate trouble”. Of course, one of the things that
on food-for-work or cash-to-buy-food-for-work or happens in food shortages is prices do go shooting
the inputs-to-grow-food-for-work, how does that up, so some intervention to bring them down while
leave the growing number of people in Sub-Saharan organising a recovery is not necessarily ruled out.
Africa who, because of AIDS, are too weak to We agree with the criticism, as you know, and I
work? think the World Bank made an error in being
(Clare Short) That is why you need the flexible willing to look at going for a blanket system. They

systems. It is not just food, health is in this do not agree that it is an error, there were
emergency much more and the crumbling systems arguments in the board when we discussed it. It was
in Zimbabwe. We have really worked to get health well-intentioned but an error.
as part of the emergency and then we need the

197. What they are doing is contradicting directlyemergency to be dealt with in the long-term.
what you have just been telling the Committee.Orphans have got to be provided for but you must
(Clare Short) I know. We think it was a mistake,not end up with hand-outs and dependency. That

too blanket, but it was not badly intended, it wasis often done and it just destroys local production.
It destroys good people. You cannot grow food and failing to consult and properly consult with enough
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people who have worked on helping countries Africa and who do you think should be accountable

when—because NGOs have related to us—the rightrecover and have more understanding of the need
to target. to food is being violated, as they believe it was in

2002?198. Has the Bank given you any assurance that (Clare Short) Well, lots of the rights in theit will not repeat those errors, that is to say it will Universal Declaration are violated daily by at leastconsult those donor agencies on the ground better a fifth of humanity, if not the whole of humanity.in future crises? According to the Universal Declaration everyone(Clare Short) Not on this one. Calisto Modavo, has the right to “a standard of living adequate forwho is the Vice-President dealing with Africa, who the health and the well-being of himself and hisI love and admire, is a very fine man and I have a family, including food, clothing, housing anddeep regard and friendship for him but he does not medical care, necessary social services, the right toagree with us on this. In the meantime we are security in the event of unemployment, sickness,working more and more closely with the Bank, so disability, widowhood.” How much of humanitythey will not concede on this in the argument but has these rights? This is a right in the Universalin practice the kind of way in which we are changing Declaration and the framework of the Universaland enhancing our working so is the Bank and we Declaration is that these rights must be provided toare working more and more closely together. We people and if they are not available then the besthave just had a conference in Addis Ababa of all possible eVort must be made to bring them toour Africa people and all their people. Do you want people as rapidly as can be done. The frameworkto say a word about that? of the Universal Declaration is that the duty is(Mr Smith) I think they are ready to consult firstly upon the state but then it has got a wider callmore, not admitting that their policy was wrong. for the international community to do everything itThey do want to consult more with us and that is can to put in place the conditions where these rightspart of what we talked about with the Bank in will be delivered as rapidly as possible to all people.Addis on Monday. We do intend to follow up, That is the kind of framework. We might just beparticularly in Malawi. getting there in the international community. There
has been no eVort to think about human rights like199. It was said to us by a number of people on
this. What happened after the drafting of thethe ground at the time, before the World Bank’s
Universal Declaration, which is a beautiful piece ofdecision, that the government’s wish to go for a
work both conceptually and in its language as tofood subsidy for everyone had obvious political
how it puts the obligation, was the world wasbenefits in a pre-election year. Is it right to buy votes
divided in two over the Cold War, divided into blueand then expect the world community to relieve the
and red rights, the Communist world said “we willcountry of a debt that they have incurred to do so?
provide for people” and the West put much less(Clare Short) Of course not. Again, Tony
emphasis on social and economic rights and thereWorthington raised this point and I responded by
were battles about it. The state has the first dutypointing out that the election was coming. I think
under the Universal Declaration but then thethe World Bank thought it was mobilising support
international community has a duty to create thefor a country in trouble to help it recover from the
conditions and if you look at agricultural trade wetrouble and did not consult enough and did not hear
have not been living up to that duty. I suppose theor understand the criticisms that you have made,
duty of the international humanitarian system tothat we made, that are our view. They still do not
respond in crises is part of that duty, but the firstconceive that they did the wrong thing but they do
duty is on the state and clearly in Zimbabwe at theagree that they should talk more often, and I think
core of this crisis the state has completely andwe can probably avoid such a thing happening
absolutely failed in its duty.again. As I say, even we, DFID, after we did the

starter packs and they worked so well, made the
same error in widening it too much. It was fully-
well-intentioned. I remember then the government Mr Walter
came back and asked us for starter packs again and

201. Secretary of State, last year hundreds ofI was saying “No, we are not doing it so widely”
people in my constituency got very hot under thebut you have got a starving country. Now, I have
collar on the question of GM crop trials.been around for long enough to begin to learn but
Fortunately none of them are starving and whenyou can see how people make the error. If someone
they go to the supermarket they have a choice aboutcomes to you and says “Please, help, my country is
what they can buy. The Government of Zambiastarving” you are inclined to say yes, although it is
wanted to put down conditions in terms of US fooda mistake.
aid about crops that were GM crops. What is
DFID’s position on this? Do you support the
Government of Zambia or do you think that theyMr Colman were wrong to do that?
(Clare Short) We take the view under the200. I think the next set of questions follow on

neatly because they are about the right to food, Cartagena Protocol of the bio-diversity convention,
that every country has the right to decide for itselfaccountability and the role of donors. What do you

think is the role of donors and international whether to import GM food or seeds and needs the
capacity to be able to think about it and make theorganisations in ensuring that the right to food is

respected, protected and fulfilled? Who is decision in an intelligent way. We have been trying
to work in countries to build up that kind ofresponsible for ensuring food supplies to Southern
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capacity so that countries can make an informed the decision. We tried very hard. I feel now that if

I had only tried harder, maybe gone to Zambia anddecision for themselves, and that must be right. We
fund research that includes GM possibilities that talked, maybe we could have done more but, there

we are, the decision was made. It cost money. Iwould be beneficial to developing countries. Green
groups here from time to time attack DFID for think our estimate was £35 million.
doing that and I robustly defend it. To deny the (Mr Smith) Between £25 million and £35 million.
science that might produce maize that is not (Clare Short) In the middle of a crisis in a country
vulnerable to drought, pests or whatever, I will not that is really short of money that is worrying. I
give in to any of that pressure. From time to time think we are back on track and enough food has
journalists expose things that we have got on the been found that is not GM, the pipeline is not
website and say “Here is a big revelation, Clare broken and those hungry people in Zambia are
Short is supporting GM” because it speaks to those getting non-GMmaize. That is the story. It is a very
fears in our own country. On the question of sad story that annoys me. I do think some of the
Zambia, I met with the President quite a long time hysterical anti-GM campaigning that we have in
ago when it was rumoured that this might be done Europe is part of the explanation.
and suggested to him that it would be very diYcult.
In the case of the US we have talked about the way

Alistair Burtthey put food into the international system and are
very, very big providers. They are providing food 202. I am after your opinion on an example I
that they eat themselves, this is not dumping food have, the committee was sent an analysis by
on Africa that they do not eat. They do not have the Greenpeace in October on USAID and GM food
same movement on GM, so that is just the nature of aid and I have just two quotes. Greenpeace said,
their maize. In the UK we have labelling, we have “The cynical manipulators of the famine in Africa
soya that is GM, that is the EU system. I said to are the US Government, USAID and the GM
him “Could you not consider, please, giving your industry”. It also says, “USAID is using the current
people the same rights as the people of Europe, that situation to force the introduction of GM crops on
you will use the US maize, label it, and we will move countries desperate for food aid”. Do you have any
heaven and earth to make sure that we provide sympathy for that sort of view?
some other and people can choose” and he said he (Clare Short) That is a complete lie. Whoever
would consider that. I think the whole decision was wrote that did not bother to do any work to find
driven by the agricultural minister thinking that if out anything about the things we have just been
the food got in it would get into seed, it would get discussing today. It is disgraceful. It is attempting
into their exports and they would be barred from to lie and exploit the hunger of Africa for their
the European markets, so the atmosphere in Europe campaign against GM. Whoever wrote that should
is part of what has happened. I think in the early go away and examine their conscience.
days when this was being argued representatives of
the European Commission were not exactly active
in putting down the notion but later on when Mr Colman
everyone realised what a serious matter it was the

203. Just to place it on the record, we had twoCommission issued a statement and the World
long meetings with the Zambian agricultureHealth Organisation issued a statement. DiVerent
minister in September and again in October and hemyths were being generated that it was harmful to
accepts that milled GM maize would not harm thehuman health so the World Health Organisation
exports of agricultural products to Europe. Thesaid that was absolutely untrue and the Commission
decision as far as he was concerned was a collectivesaid there was no question that if this was allowed
decision, a decision that particularly came from theinto the country it would damage the prospects of
President of Zambia.Zambia exporting into the EU, and we said that we
(Clare Short) I talked to the President before andwould pay for it to be ground so it would not come

after the decision and I think everyone is agreed thatin as seed and there was no danger of it going into
the agriculture minister is very influential and hasagriculture. We said that their experts should come
very strong influence on ministers. There you are.to the UK and meet our experts, and they also went
Who do you believe?to the US. They then produced an extremely biased

report that was not an accurate reflection of the
experts in the UK and there was a cabinet battle

Chairmanand the majority in favour of not using the GM
came out just ahead. It was obviously a decision of 204. It seems with international development
the elite, the hungry people were not consulted. It ministers are damned either way, you are either
was informed by this fear that it would stop damned for being allegedly complacent or you are
agricultural production and exports. It meant that damned for being allegedly sensationalist. It does
the humanitarian response was damaged, there was seem from everything that we have seen, and what
food in the country, there were hungry people and you have said you have seen, we are beginning to
they were not allowed to eat it and, indeed, logistics deal with a quantum which is unlike that which the
had to be used to take it out of the country when we world has seen before, the combination of HIV/
had to find other food and get it into the country. It AIDS, the impact of HIV/AIDS and food and
was another of those ones when you feel so irritated security. There is no guarantee that the harvests in
but you must not respond by not getting non-GM Sub-Sahara and Africa are going to be any better
food into the country because the people who were next year than this year, indeed your PQ on

Ethiopia would tend to suggest that if anything itgoing to go hungry were not the people who made
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is going to be as bad as last year and harvest whole pipeline will break, however because we
shortages in the United States will exacerbate that. worked very hard it is more under control than it
Perhaps we are coming to something of a diVerent was when I was saying we need to give it more
scale and a diVerent type of response. Over the next attention. We talked about the continuing situation.
few weeks this Committee is going to meet

207. Perhaps you can send us a note2.parliamentary colleagues in the European
(Clare Short) I have done exercises across theParliament and we are spending a week in the

Department of finding extra resources and I am justUnited States and we are also meeting colleagues in
about to do an allocation of staV and money. WeCongress. Not now, but it seems to me that perhaps
have a growing budget and we are very short ofyour special advisers could give some thought to the
money. The Department is evermore eVective atsort of language, statistics and the collective lines to
spending money well but because of all these crisestake that we might be thinking about together in
we are very tight.trying to engage other parliamentarians round the
(Mr Smith) In September 2001 we committedworld in thinking about what is really a diVerent

what is now coming up to about £130 million. Allquantum, particularly at a time when the world’s
of that has been spent yet but it probably will beattention may well be distracted by other events,
by the end of the financial year. Most of the moneybecause all that momentum builds up.
has been found through resources that were within(Clare Short) Africa is very frightened.
the Africa division as a whole, which every year

205. You have managed and the Prime Minister spends a certain amount on humanitarian relief
and the Chancellor have managed to build up some anyway. We have in some cases had to switch
momentum on things like NEPAD, and so on. money from programmes which were meant to be
There was some momentum on the fight against longer term to respond to the crises, that has been
poverty, we would welcome some thought as to how relatively limited but in some cases it has been thewe develop approaches which are neither giving the only thing that was really sensible in theimpression of being complacent nor being circumstances. In some cases there have beensensationalist but collectively trying to respond or monies that we found where we could slightly delaylook at what is clearly a seriously deteriorating other activity in order to use somethingsituation, particularly in Africa. immediately. We have had money from the(Clare Short) I welcome the chance to reflect and contingency that was in the division and we haveget back to you. The problem is that politicians, and had money from the contingency from thewe are all politicians, like crises and headline. Department as a whole. There have been a varietyAlthough we have to deal with crises it is the of places where we found things but most of it hasunderlying poverty that must be dealt with. been from within the African division.Ethiopia’s case demonstrates it so clearly. The trick
is to get them to take the level of mounting crises 208. Finally to follow up Tony Colman’s question
seriously but not just to throw food at it in a way about the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
that means we will have ever-growing larger if you look back at the last century many more
numbers of crises in future years and finding ways people died from famine in the course of that
of engaging people’s attention to strengthen the century than from other violations of human rights.
international response to the immediate need but be There have been a number of international eVorts
more committed to what it takes to get in the long- to hold those people responsible for the deaths of
term. That is where the trick lies. That is not easy. millions of people, hundreds of thousands of
Chairman: That is why we need to think about people—or even smaller numbers of people, if you

language, statistics and a line to take which is think of the Balkans and of the Second World War
proportionate but which actually responds to the Holocaust or the Great Lakes region—to account.
scale of the thing. Is it meaningful to have a universal human right to

food and indeed to other inputs, like health care,
and so on, unless there is a means of indicting

Hugh Bayley people when they clearly fail to ensure that those
human rights are available? Should your206. I have two other unrelated points, the scale
Department look at meaningful ways, not just toof the United Kingdom’s response and the
pick a scapegoat, of making presidents of countriesinternational community’s response. I have heard
and heads of donor agencies accountable for failureyou say, Secretary of State, at meetings in the last
when mass starvation kills large numbers of people?few weeks you are very worried indeed about the

impact of the famine throughout Africa, (Clare Short) The first thing I would say is that
notwithstanding the aid eVorts. Can you explain to although there is massively more people in the
the Committee what you have done in your world the people dying from famine has gone right
Department to find resources? How much down and it is very rare. You will know Professor
unbudgeted additional money has gone to meet Sen’s work on repression and shortage. Obviously
these famines and where did you find that money? the international system has improved. I do not
Have similar responses been made by other main know how many died in the Bengali famine in the
aid donors? 30s but it was millions.
(Clare Short) Can I just say we mobilised a lot of

209. That was the peak, was it not, between themoney and eVort for the Southern Africa crisis. I
First World War and the Second World War.think it is very important that the international

community is responding and things are well
2 Evorganised. In Southern Africa there is a danger the
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(Clare Short) It led to India’s run for impress upon us their concerns about the civil war

that is still raging in Northern Uganda where 1.5independence. It is important to remember all that,
all those lessons, that even famine conditions rarely million people live. Many people are ushered into

protected camps—lead to death now. The second thing is, the
Universal Declaration has this machinery in Geneva (Clare Short) I know, I visited.
for reporting on countries and on progress, and the

211.—and if they leave they could be shot becauseframework of the language of it is that everyone is
they are assumed to be on the side of the Lord’sworking hard and doing everything possible that
Resistance Army led by Joseph Kony. They werethey can do to secure all of these rights for all these
slightly more positive in this sense, they felt therepeople, it is very normative, and then sort of
was a moment in time for there to be negotiationsexposing failure rather than locking people up in
between Kony, of the Lord’s Resistance Army andprison. I personally think that the division into blue
the President but did not think those twoand red rights as part of the Cold War has led the
individuals would get together since they bothdiscourse on human rights in our kind of countries
wished the death of the other and it would not beto be focused only on the political and civil rights
the easiest conversation to start with. Is there anyof the elite, that matters where there is political
way the international community could bepersecution and torture, of course it matters, but I
responding to help or are they already? Could youreally think the reports on countries that Amnesty
comment on that given that there is such a goodand the Human Rights Watch talk about is every
story of success with HIV/AIDS within Uganda?endeavour is being made as rapidly as possible to
How can we help?secure all these rights for all people. It should give
(Clare Short) That delegation asked to see me,much more attention to the rights of the poor, who

and I was coming back from Ethiopia via Ugandatend to be written out of the human rights discourse
and Kenya, some of them are supporters of thealtogether. If we could get a human rights
Lord’s Resistance Army, which is one of the bestial-movement that really meant all of the human rights
type movements, it abducts children, makesof the poor I think it would be perfectly proper to
children kill members of their family and turns thecomment and criticise on the failure of the
girls into the wives of the fighters. The Lord’sinternational community or part of its elements.
Resistance is a bit like the RUF, one of these crazy,The real power is normative. We have the
very ugly, very cruel movements. The Acholi-landInternational Convention on Torture, it was under
in the North of Uganda has felt quite separate andthat which Pinochet was acted against. Any other
there is quite a Diaspora and is hostile to Museveniindividual who people might suggest is responsible
so it has not had any of the benefits of thefor most of this I am sure it would be actionable
considerable development achievements of Ugandaunder that. This is oV the top of my head. I am not
because this civil war goes on. The Lord’ssure that failure to make the best possible eVort in
Resistance Army used to headquarter themselves inyour country to secure these rights is for all people.
Southern Sudan and be given support by theI would not want the first remedy to be prosecuting,
Sudanese Government and of course Presidentit is raising the values of the world and its scrutiny
Museveni used to give support to the SPLA so theof each other and it is inspiration of each other to
fighting continued and indeed the Sudanesereally drive forward securing these rights for all
Government used to give support to the fightersthese people. I think you can say with the
who tried to invade Uganda from the west and that,commitment of the Millennium Development Goals
tied up with the Congo and the Sudanese Civil War,and these diVerent ways of working to get the whole
trickled across the continent. The big achievementinternational system working with governments to
of the peace talks in Sudan is that the Sudanesesecure them, we have moved towards a world that
Government is no longer supporting the Lord’sis organised to try and deliver the rights in those
Resistance Army and Sudan has said to Presidentsocial and economic rights for all people and we
Museveni that his army can go into Southern Sudanneed to drive it and popularise it and enthuse the
to try and finish oV the Lord’s Resistance Army.world and embarrass anyone who is failing in their
There has been a big movement of the elders of thecountry to take measures or make their
Northern community because some of these fighterscontribution. That is how it needs to go. It would
are their children who were abducted and now theyhelp if the human rights lobby would take this
are fighters and they are saying, “We need anperspective on board, they do not.
amnesty provision as well”. There has beenChairman: Secretary of State, four of us yesterday
arguments about that and it has been put in place.met some Parliamentary colleagues from Uganda
My own sense is that you need enough militarywho have come here and they spent some time with
force that the Lord’s Resistance Army is clear thatus. I wonder if John could summarise their concerns
it cannot win and then you need to get as manyto you. We promised as a process of good
people as possible to come into a process andgovernance we would raise them with you when we
liberate the North and then you can gethad the opportunity of doing so.
development in the North. We had this discussion
with President Museveni a few days ago and he has
deployed the Ugandan Army to try and finish oVMr Battle the fighting of the Lord’s Resistance Army but it is
taking a lot longer because they move round very210. We met with some Ugandan members of
fast and then they just break up and kill people.Parliament and a bishop from Northern Uganda—
They do it by terror, it is a very nasty movement.interestingly we spoke earlier of Uganda’s fantastic

eVorts tackling HIV/AIDS—they were anxious to That is my answer. Our view is that you need
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military force. It is desirable that they get a sense, the Lord’s Resistance Army because of the history,

there is some history of being on diVerent sides. Itlike happened with the RUF, they could not win
militarily, then their leaders should be held is a tragedy and it needs bringing to an end. We are

very engaged.accountable in whatever way thought appropriate.
The Amnesty provisions for some of the followers 212. I did not get the impression the people we
should be taken forward. They are there, that is the met yesterday were sympathetic at all.
structure. It is a tragedy for Uganda, particularly (Clare Short) I share the advice to me with you,
for the North. If this thing could be brought to an that is all.
end the development in the rest of country could Chairman: Secretary of State, thank you veryextend to the North. There are people in the much for sharing your time with us.diaspora from that region who are sympathetic to

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Department for International Development

During the Secretary of State’s evidence session on 23 January, Hugh Bayley MP asked:
“How much unbudgeted additional money has gone to meet those famines and where did you find
that money?”

DFID’s contribution to the humanitarian crisis response was funded from a combination of the DFID
Contingency Reserve and reallocation of funds from country and sectoral programmes. The Secretary of
State authorised two allocations of £10 million each from the Contingency Reserve in June and September
2002. The balance of the funds were found at other times during the year, largely from country programmes
in Africa Division but also from some sectoral programmes and from country programmes in other
Divisions.

Anthony Smith
Deputy Director, Central and Southern Africa
Department for International Development

February 2003
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APPENDICES TO THE MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

APPENDIX 1

Memorandum submitted by ActionAid Malawi

1. ActionAid Malawi works with poor communities and other stakeholders to eradicate poverty through
sustainable processes, which empower the poor and enable them to live better lives in equity and justice. Set
up in 1990, we now work with more than 318,000 poor people across the country.

2. ActionAid Malawi welcomes this opportunity to submit evidence to the International Development
Committee’s inquiry into the current humanitarian crisis of Southern Africa. The crisis in Southern Africa
and especiallyMalawi has aVectedmany thousands of people who are already suVering due to theHIV/AIDS
pandemic as well as conditions of extreme poverty. Between January andApril 2002, at least 500-1,000 people
died of hunger and hunger-related diseases in Malawi alone.

3. The crisis is ongoing. Alarmingly, an FAO/WFPCropAssessmentMission concluded inMay 2002 that
the food deficit for the present agricultural year is even larger than last year’s food gap, and with an El Nino
event predicted for next year, it is diYcult to imagine how ruralMalawians can survive three consecutive bad
harvests, let alone preserve or rebuild viable livelihoods.

4. As a contribution to the debate in Malawi about the ongoing food crisis, and towards learning lessons
that will assist in identifying more appropriate and timely interventions in future, as well as reducing
vulnerability to future food crises, ActionAid Malawi commissioned a detailed study on the famine. The
report was written by Stephen Devereux (Fellow, IDS, University of Sussex) who led a research team in
Malawi in May 2002. The paper, “State of Disaster”1, attempts to explain why the famine occurred, and
draws lessons for policy interventions to prevent future famines. This submission is largely based on the
final report.

5. “State of Disaster”, sets the current food crisis in Malawi against a backdrop of increased livelihood
vulnerability, which has reduced the capacity of rural people to cope when harvests are poor, leading to
hunger and starvation. Society in rural Malawi, already highly vulnerable, is breaking down. Incomes have
plummeted and life expectancy rates have dropped by 15 years.Mounting evidence that farming communities
are reeling after ten years of increasing poverty and record levels of HIV infection has been ignored.

6. The report’s key findings include:

— While the immediate trigger for the food crisis was localized flooding in February andMarch 2002,
the underlying causes were mainly political and economic.

— Rigid and prescriptive IMF and donor-led economic policies and practices compounded
government planning, policy and implementation failures.

— A background of exisiting, serious rural livelihood vulnerability meant that food shortages turned
into famine.

— There was limited investment in the rural economy, home to 70 per cent of Malawians.

— Little thought was given by major donors to the impact of economic liberalisation on the lives of
poor rural families.

— The Malawian government pushed through the commercialisation of the agricultural sector with
inadequate support being given to the most vulnerable.

7. A series of damaging miscalculations by the Malawian government and donors aggravated long-term
policy failures. These were:

— The strategic grain reserve,Malawi’s buVer against famine, was sold oV in its entirety, despite advice
from the IMF to reduce the level of buVer stocks held from 165,000 MT to 60,000 MT.

— Much of the reserve was sold on local markets, against IMF advice to export it in order to minimise
disincentives to maize producers. Private traders were eVectively allowed to profiteer from the sale
of the grain reserve, buying maize cheaply and hoarding it until prices rose before reselling it for
exorbitant profits.

— Rationing was imposed without any form of identification system being put in place and was
therefore open to abuse.

8. The other key component of the famine was the strain on relations between donors and the Malawian
government because of allegations of economicmismanagement and governance failures. This fatally delayed
donors’ response to the food crisis just as food shortages were beginning to bite.

9. Despite the policy failures andmistakes, disaster might have been averted if there had not been an over-
calculation of the root crop harvest inMalawi. It was assumed that potatoes and other tubers such as cassava

1 http://www.actionaid.org/resources/pdfs/malawifamine.pdf
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would act as a substitute for maize, the staple crop. Donors and the government were lulled into a false sense
of security and predicted that food availability would be more than adequate. This proved to be wrong.

10. Recommendations:

In view of the above, ActionAid Malawi would like to recommend that the committee consider the
following issues:

— The role of the IMF oYce in Malawi, should be seriously considered, especially when it comes to
advices and conditionalities. It would appear that the Fund, despite having a field oYce in Malawi,
does not really understand the reality inMalawi. The Fund’s field oYce needs to have a proper role
to play that should feed into the advises rather than fully depending on the discussions visiting
missions have with the government oYcials when they come into the country.

— The deaths recorded in Malawi between January and March 2002 are regarded as a major failure,
by both the state and non-state parties, to realise the rights to Malawians to food, inter alia under
article 25 (1) of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. ActionAid Malawi believes that the
parties involved should be accountable, and where necessary there should be some commitment for
compensation for those directly aVected.

— There are both long term and immediate causes of the crisis, but policy failure plays a large role.
ActionAid Malawi urges the committee to look at the area of food security and how all parties
involved failed to note that Malawi, despite the food problems recurring almost every four years,
did not have a proper food security policy in place. This applies to all donors working in the country
including DFID.

— On future measures, a proper social impact assessment must take place prior to any
recommendations for fiscal and institutional measures, and in case of those already in place, there
is a need to revisit. These include the whole notion of liberalisation, especially the notion of price
control mechanisms on some essential products; scaling back of inputs to small-scale agricultural
producers (and indeed the whole question of subsidies); and privatisation of certain institutions like
the agriculture marketing parastatal ADMARC, water, electricity that seem to be in the pipeline.

ActionAid Malawi

October 2002

Also enclosed as supporting evidence: “State of Disaster”—available at:

http://www.actionaid.org/resources/pdfs/malawifamine.pdf

APPENDIX 2

Memorandum submitted by CARE International UK

With over 14 million people in six countries currently facing starvation, the Southern Africa Crisis
threatens to become one of the worst humanitarian crises of recent times. The problem is not only the lack
of rainfall, but the consequence of the impact of HIV/AIDS, political instability, lack of investment,
inadequate aid, prejudicial trading policies and weak governance. The result is that those worst aVected by
this crisis are the poorest, whose already precarious existences are set to worsen, resulting in further
vulnerability and chronic suVering.

The current food aid responses are also causing problems: GMO foods have been rejected initially by
several countries, while the amount of aid pledged by governments is inadequate to meet the need. The risk
is that any serious response will not take place until early next year, when the crisis will have worsened
substantially.

Position

The current crisis is solely not the result of drought. The drought has served to expose the underlying
vulnerability of the region. This vulnerability is increased by:

— HIV/AIDS, which is destroying lives and productive livelihoods. Approximately 25 per cent of the
region’s population is thought to be HIV positive

— Political instability, and poor governance

— External economic pressures including structural adjustment

— Spiralling food prices

To start to address these, CARE International UK calls for

1. A long term commitment that goes beyond food relief and addresses the underlying causes of
vulnerability. This will take serious and sustained commitment by the international community
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2. Immediate action. To avoid mass starvation in the January–March period the international community
must act quickly to make necessary resources available promptly

3. The concerns of countries concerning GMOs to be taken seriously. Actions taken now may have
implications for future markets and trade.

The Current Crisis

This paper limits its focus to Zimbabwe, Malawi and Zambia. These are the worst aVected countries in
Southern Africa and CARE has had a long-standing presence in all three.

The region has a population of about 60 million people. It is now in the early stages of the worst food
security crisis in the region in the last decade. However, in all the countries in the region with the exception
of Mozambique, the eVect of the crisis is qualitatively deeper and more serious than that of 1992–94.
Although the present crisis has been described as a drought it is more accurately defined as a complex
emergency. Inadequate and intermittent rains, exacerbated by poor political policies and decisions have
precipitated the crisis, with HIV/AIDS, and socio-economic breakdown conspiring to produce an
unprecedented humanitarian disaster.

Even in years of normal harvest, the region needs food aid—a consequence of deep-rooted structural
poverty, particularly in rural areas. Household “assets” and safety net mechanisms are far more eroded than
theywere a decade ago. Structural adjustment in the early 1990s saw the demise of statemarketing institutions
that had, however ineYciently, supported rural communities with agricultural inputs and output marketing
services. These have not been replaced by adequate private sector mechanisms. Farmers cannot obtain
appropriate seed varieties, and if they do want to sell produce it is hard for them to do so at any real profit.
Livestock has fallen prey to disease and, in Malawi, theft. Soils needing intensive conservation techniques,
grow steadily less fertile. Zimbabwe’s political situation has added further burdens on its neighbours,
especially Zambia and Malawi, who in the last drought had been able to rely on Zimbabwe’s food reserves
and its rail and road infrastructure. 10 years ago, Zimbabwe was a net exporter of food.

The table below summarises numbers and cereal food requirements:

Numbers in need of emergency Percentage of Cereal requirement to
Country2 cereal food assistance population aVected March 2003 /MT

Zimbabwe 6,700,000 49 486,000
Malawi 3,300,000 29 237,000
Zambia 2,900,000 26 224,000
Lesotho 650,000 30 36,000
Mozambique 590,000 3 48,000
Swaziland 270,000 24 20,000

14,410,000 1,051,000

The Southern Africa crisis has both a regional dimension as well as country specific features. The political
crisis in Zimbabwe and the ban on GMO by the government of Zambia are two examples of complicating
factors that present special challenges to the international humanitarian community.

Into this deteriorating situation, HIV/AIDS has added a nightmare. The epidemic aVects the most
productive segment of the population—those who generate the resources to make people less vulnerable in
times of crisis. In Zimbabwe,many of the dyingwere formerly remitting part of their income fromurban areas
to their families in the villages. In addition rural households are being required to care for orphans they
cannot aVord to feed or educate. Orphans of families aVected by HIV/AIDS have become an especially
vulnerable group and this phenomenon has stretched the traditional crisis management role of the
extended family.

The most recent figures3 on HIV/AIDS infection amongst the 15-49 age group are: Zimbabwe 34 per cent;
Swaziland 34 per cent; Lesotho 31 per cent; Zambia 22 per cent;Malawi 15 per cent;Mozambique 13 per cent.

The last good harvest in the region was in 2000. Cereal production in 2000–01 was lower than usual, and
throughout 2001 large numbers relied on traditional emergency coping strategies. AVected populations have
thus reached the 2002 harvest already weakened, and with very limited coping capacities. They have for some
time been forced to reduce both the quality and quantity of their food intake, rendering themmore susceptible
to infectious disease. An EU nutritional assessment in February 2002 indicated that cases of severe
malnutrition in Malawi had increased by 80 per cent when compared to the previous February.

People had begun to sell their assets (seeds, tools, ploughs), compromising their future productive capacity.
They had also started eating wild food, sometimes poisonous roots which caused disease and in some cases
death. Parents could no longer aVord to pay their children’s school fees. The practice of eating green maize,

2 Southern Africa Development Community Food, Agriculture and Natural Resources Vulnerability Assessment Committee
Regional Emergency Food Security Assessment Report 16 September 2002.

3 UNAIDS figures.
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always seen in small measure during the annual “hungry period”, became awidespread behaviour in the build
up to the 2002 harvest, further eroding the crop.

The 2001 rainy season had started early, prompting farmers to plant. In Zambia and Zimbabwe, rains were
favourable until December, followed by a dry spell, which destroyed the crop. In Malawi, the early start also
turned to be a false start, and the newly planted and germinating crops were destroyed. Farmers were then
forced to plant again, often using lower quality and quantity of seed and fertiliser. A second and prolonged
dry spell in February/March, and a third one in April further compromised the harvest.

The result of this poor season is a dramatically low cereal production. In Zimbabwe it was 65 per cent less
than the national average over the past five years (including the already poor harvest of the 2000–01 season)
33 per cent less in Zambia, and 15 per cent less in Malawi.4

Themultiple causes of the present emergencymean that feeding people alone, though absolutely necessary,
will not address the underlying factors that have made the current crisis inevitable. Poor and intermittent
rains, exacerbated by the politics of the situation have precipitated the crisis. More fundamental causes lie in
the fact that rural livelihoods have continued to deteriorate since the last major crisis a decade ago, coupled
with the huge and widespread impact of the HIV/AIDS epidemic.

The scale and extent of the crisis is worst in Zimbabwe where over six million people require assistance.
There are an additional three million people in need of food aid in Malawi, 2.3 million in Zambia and several
hundred thousand in each of Lesotho, Swaziland and Southern Mozambique.5

Zimbabwe

The World Food Programme has indicated that, due to ruinous climactic, political and economic factors,
Zimbabwe is the worst drought aVected country in Southern Africa.6 The WFP/FAO/UNICEF estimate of
6.074 million drought-aVected people, about half the country’s total population, compares with the
Government of Zimbabwe’s (GoZ) end-April 2002 estimate that 7.8 million people are in need of emergency
food aid and livelihood recovery assistance. Both estimates indicate a larger absolute number and proportion
of the population than other drought-aVected countries in the region that were assessed. Moreover, WFP
estimates that only 10 per cent of the food deficit gap in Zimbabwe will be met by multilateral humanitarian
food aid commitments under a plannedUNRegionalHumanitarianAppeal for SouthernAfrica for 2002–03.

Cereal production for consumption in the current marketing year (April 2002 toMarch 2003) is estimated
at about 0.67 million tons, 57 per cent down from last year’s poor harvest and 69 per cent down from
production in 1999–2000. The production of maize, the main staple, is estimated at 0.48 million tons, down
by 67 per cent on last year and 77 per cent on 1999–2000. Millions of people who have the resources to
purchase their staple cereal foods are unable to do so because grain is increasingly unavailable in themarkets,
or is selling at prohibitively high prices. Emergency provision of agricultural inputs is recommended to enable
drought-aVected farming families to boost agricultural production during the next main planting season
starting in October 2002.

Zimbabwe is characterized by the juxtaposition of large, highly productive commercial farms and
smallholder agriculture. The country’s commercial farms have been the leading producers of both basic
foodstuVs and export crops.Many rural households farm tiny, isolated plots of marginal land in backcountry
communal areas. The productivity of these farms is generally very low. Many farm households are unable to
meet their basic needs through family farming alone. Approximately 20 per cent of the rural labour force—
350,000 full-time farm workers and an additional 200–300,000 casual labourers—are normally employed on
commercial farms or related businesses. Remittances from these workers are a major and essential income
source for a vast number of rural households.

The Government’s recent campaign has thrown this rural economy into disarray. For the rural poor, the
immediate consequences of this situation have been catastrophic. The commercial farms have largely ceased
normal operations. Unemployment is high. Food reserves have been depleted and prices have skyrocketed.
In the face of diminished purchasing power and high prices, the rural poor no longer have the wherewithal
to make food purchases.

Thus far, only two per cent of farm workers have been allocated land under the land reform programme
and a great deal of prime farmland is standing idle. Of those workers who have received parcels, most lack
the means to productively farm these plots. Given this state of aVairs, it is unlikely that agricultural
production will recover anytime soon.

The current recession is not confined to the agricultural sector. Arbitrary regulations, taxation and seizures
have also triggered a recession in banking, commerce and manufacturing. Although the food security crisis
is most severe in rural areas, basic foodstuVs including meal, sugar, oil and salt have also become scarce in
the cities

4 SADC-VAC Regional Food Security Assessment Report.
5 WFP figures.
6 Information sources monitoring the current drought and food deficit situation in Zimbabwe and Southern Africa are available
at the following internet websites: WFP-FAO, FEWS NET, FAO GIEWS, FAOSTAT, SADC and ReliefWeb.
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Humanitarian organizations have moved quickly to avert famine. However, under challenging
circumstances and with regular discussion with the government they are attempting to ensure the equitable
distribution of relief supplies in an occasionally tense and highly politicised setting.

In Zimbabwe, the food security crisis may well present singular challenges. In a society in which basic
economic structures, processes and flows are in disarray and being reorganized, “rehabilitation” is not just a
matter of putting formerly viable livelihood systems back together. Rather, in the face of great uncertainty
and adversity, the rural poor may well have to fashion new livelihood strategies.

Malawi

Malawi is in an emergency situation whereby at least 3.3 million people, 29 per cent of the population, will
need emergency food assistance by December 2002, and until March 2003. At least another third of
households have been severely aVected by the current combination of circumstances, even if in less
immediately life threatening ways. Factors like the widespread HIV/AIDS epidemic, the lack of eVective and
aVordable market services, poor soil fertility, a shortage of livestock, have contributed to this decline over
time. Poor rains and the loss of the country’s strategic grain reserve have been short term exacerbating factors,
precipitating the emergency this year. However, the question has only been when, not if one would occur.

Poverty in Malawi was already deeply rooted prior to this year’s emergency. The economy of the country
is mostly based on agriculture and its population is predominantly rural. Its economic system is a largely
subsistence economy with a majority of small-holder farmers—relying on the products of small plots of land
and with extremely limited access to seeds and fertiliser—and a minority of larger estates for tobacco, coVee
and tea (withworld coVee prices now the lowest in 30 years). The agricultural production is highly unbalanced
and over-reliant onmaize, which leads to higher vulnerability to natural shocks andmarket fluctuations. The
country is land-locked and has limited access to commercial routes, which further increases its isolation and
prevents economic development.

In the last 10 years Malawi has been aVected by macroeconomic problems, which have hampered the
country’s development. The country, which with regards to the production of maize used to be self-suYcient,
is now highly dependant on economic assistance from international donors.

In order to reduce the national debt and arrest inflation, which has led to a growing uncertainty about the
purchasing power of the kwacha, the Government has put in place a number of structural reforms, aiming
to progressively liberalise the economy and privatise government-controlled companies. So far, the system
has not proved eVective, and the progressive removal of the subsidies, which helped stabilise the maize price,
led to a major instability in the maize markets. The productive system has been severely aVected, leading to
a lower production, thus laying the foundation for subsequent food shortage, andmaking the poorest sections
of the society even more vulnerable.

Floods in southern Malawi left a national shortfall of approximately 600,000 MT following the 2000–01
season. For 2001–02, rainfall was sporadic, with a long, dry spell shortly after much of the maize crop had
germinated. Furthermore, the actual harvest was further reduced by pre-harvest consumption of green maize
(a consequence of the shortages caused by the previous year’s poor harvest) as well as by rampant theft. The
weather was by no means the only cause of the poor maize harvest. An acute lack of agricultural credit due
to failed repayments, together with the spiralling cost of inputs, meant that the purchase of fertilizer and seeds
were beyond the reach of most farmers.

Despite this, the sale of the Malawi Strategic Grain Reserve took place. IMF advice had been to reduce
the level of buVer stocks from 165,000 to 60,000 MT, through export sales. Somehow almost all the reserve
was sold, and on local markets.

Reports7 indicate that malnutrition rates have risen 14 times that of what would normally be expected in
August, suggesting that families have exhausted their food supplies by the end of July. Such an increase in
the malnutrition rate suggests a growing number of children under five are suVering frommoderate to severe
malnutrition. Based on the results of several assessments of the food security situation in Malawi it is widely
expected that at the peak of the “hungry season”8 the rate of severe acute malnutrition will increase from 1.2
to three per cent.

The government of Malawi has decided to mill the GMO maize only during the planting season to avoid
it being planted. This is a change to the earlier indication that all GMO maize will be milled before
distribution, a decision that would have caused a lot delays in the distribution process. Malawi’s milling
capacity is reported to be 6,500 MT a month against the 20,000 MT monthly maize distributions.

7 Chris Roesel. Bilira Health Centre visit report. Africare, July 31, 2002.
8 The “hungry season” is normally associated with the December to April time period, although in recent years this period has
been significantly extended.
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Zambia

Zambia is suVering from the combined eVect of a food security crisis and the HIV-AIDS pandemic. This
disease is having amajor and substantial eVect on productive assets and labour at the national and household
level, as well as creating a creeping crisis in the health care systems. In the midst of this crisis, the current food
insecurity is escalating the destruction of the village communities’ capacity to cope. Communities have fewer
coping strategies and are less able to care for the more vulnerable. The current food security crisis in Zambia
is the result of two consecutive years of low rainfall, compounded by the high prevalence of HIV/AIDS,
economic decline, and the current government policy on genetically modified food.

The current food insecurity is compounded by the Government of Zambia’s position that GMOs pose a
biohazard to humans, which has resulted in the suspension of GM current food aid. To date, no alternative
non-GMO source for food aid has been located; although, a number of agencies (including CARE and CRS)
have started locally purchasing small quantities of food for distribution.

For the past two years, Zambia has experienced both drought and floods. Excessive rains last year
destroyed a significant portion of the maize harvest, the staple crop comprising more than 60 per cent of the
diet.9 Prolonged dry spells during the 2001–02 growing season exacerbated an already precarious food
situation. As a result, national maize production in 2001–02 was reduced by 42 per cent compared to the
average.10 The Southern and Western Provinces yielded 59 per cent and 50 per cent respectively of their
averagemaize production. A recent report indicates thatmaize prices began to increase in ruralmarketsmuch
earlier than usual, reflecting serious supply and availability problems

Zambian farmers are renowned for their maize dependence, despite declining rainfall and an erratic supply
of necessary inputs. Especially in the drought-prone areas, there is a need to diversify with more drought-
resistant, and secondary food security crops such as sorghum, cassava and millet. Given the impact of HIV/
AIDS on rural labour supply, farmers need to use more eYcient farming techniques.

There is a need to strengthen, rebuild, and protect seed stocks. If families run out of food by July/August,
there will be little or no seed for planting in November. Traditional farming practice is very resilient and
provides over 80 per cent of rural households with seed for planting. They depend largely on the capacity of
local farmers to retain some of their harvest for the following season. Unfortunately, for many years in
Zambia farmers have been given or “loaned” hybrid maize seed and fertilizer, resulting in the breakdown of
the traditional farmer practices.

The C-SAFE (see below) Action Plan for Zambia complements WFP general distributions under two
scenarios: a) the GMO issue is not resolved; and b) the GMO issue is resolved. C-SAFE will be requesting
55,270MT of four commodities in the first year of the two-year programme, targeting 632,531 recipients. The
C-SAFE supplementary feeding and agricultural recovery activities will complement general feeding
activities in the target areas.

CARE International is keen to engagewith existing actors in the region to respond to both immediate relief
needs and longer term measures to reduce the region’s chronic vulnerability. As one of its responses CARE
International is seeking immediate financial support from various donors including DFID to support the C-
SAFE initiative as outlined below.

C-SAFE—Consortium for the Southern Africa Food Emergency

It is clear that beyond the immediate distribution of emergency food the crisis is rooted in long-term
poverty and problems, which from the outset demand a long term programming approach. It is also
recognised that the WFP food pipeline cannot meet all food needs and is not responsive enough to respond
unassisted and comprehensively to unforeseen food shortages in the long term. Additionally, the GMO issue
and uncertainty about how and when it will be resolved and how it will aVect food supply also demands that
the timing and delivery of food aid be dependant on diverse food aid sourcing and a flexible approach to final
delivery and pipeline management.

C-SAFE is the largest and most comprehensive initiative in the region to simultaneously address both
immediate relief needs and combine these inputs with the restoration of longer-term livelihoods. The goal of
C-SAFE is to improve household food security in targeted communities in Malawi, Zambia and Zimbabwe.
HIV/AIDS oritented programming is mainstreamed into all C-SAFE activities.

The three leading agencies of theConsortium areCARE,CatholicRelief Services (CRS) andWorldVision,
Inc. (WV). The respective lead members are CARE in Malawi, CRS in Zambia and World Vision in
Zimbabwe. All three agencies have extensive relief and development experience in Africa. They have
experienced staV, strategic and technical expertise, and well-developed systems and procedures that enable
them to respond to the immediate emergency, and then shift into mitigation, preparedness and development,
as appropriate. All three organizations haveworked for years at building community and local organizational

9 FewsNet, June 2002.
10 FAO/WFP Crop and Food Supply Assessment, 18 June 2002.
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capacity in both relief and development settings. Overall management of C-SAFE will be the responsibility
of a Regional Programme Unit (RPU) based in Johannesburg, South Africa.

CARE International

October 2002

APPENDIX 3

Memorandum submitted by Stephen Carr

(Mr Carr has worked with small scale farmers in Africa for the past 50 years. For 30 years (including the past
thirteen years in Malawi) he has lived with farmers in rural areas. He has also been Director of Agriculture in
the Southern Sudan, agricultural advisor to the Prime Minister’s OYce in Tanzania and the Principal
Agriculturalist in the Africa Region of theWorld Bank.He is an honorary life fellow of LondonUniversity (Wye
College), and currently provides agricultural and development advice to major donors and government in
Malawi)

Food Shortages in Malawi 2001–03

Please note that these comments are entirely drawn from Malawian experience and are not intended to
reflect what may have happened in neighbouring countries.

Agricultural Issues

Family food insecurity and under-nutrition are a permanent feature of the Malawian smallholder sector.
The main reasons for this are:

— Population growth has led to declining farm size so the majority of farmers have access to less than
1 ha. of land and a significant proportion have less than 0.5 ha.

— Under continuous cultivation there is a steady decline in soil fertility.

— The climatic conditions preclude the growing of perennial food or cash crops so that production is
confined to a five month season each year. As a result the majority of farmers grow no cash crop
and the farming system is dominated by unfertilised local maize.

— Because of the lack of cash crops and the paucity of oV-farm employment many farmers cannot
aVord either improved seeds or fertiliser.

— Consequently yields are low and the majority of households run out of home grown food five
months before the next harvest.

— As a result tens of thousands of children die because of severe under-nutrition every year giving
Malawi one of the highest child death rates in the world despite an outstanding record of child
vaccination.

— The perennial food insecuritymakes households highly vulnerable tomodest fluctuations in climate
such as occurred in 2001.

The Immediate Cause of the Crisis

In February and March 2001 Malawi experienced an unusually wet and cloudy period, with daily rain for
two months and very little sunshine. This was when the maize was ripening and the combination of water-
logging (not flooding) and lack of sunshine seriously depressed yields. Because most families are perennially
short of food they had no domestic buVer stocks with which to make up the short-fall in production and
therefore ran out of food earlier than usual. This became obvious quite quickly as maize prices in local
markets doubled and quadrupled within a few months of harvest. By December many families were facing
serious food shortages and had to resort to living oV wild plants. The situation deteriorated rapidly in the
early part of 2002 as maize prices rocketed and families started to starve. In order to survive families sold
their animals and possessions leaving them with no resources with which to deal with future shortages.

When the maize seed set in late March 2002 it was harvested green by people who were desperate for food.
As a result a reasonable harvest was reduced by an estimated 20 per cent which has combined with perennial
food insecurity and the erosion of coping strategies to produce another diYcult situation for the period
November 2002 to March 2003.

Prediction of the Crisis

The sharp rise in maize prices combined with local knowledge of the impact of excessive rain on the crop
made it obvious by September 2001 that there was going to be a serious shortage of food. At the end of
October 2001 the Minister of Agriculture attended a meeting of all the donors (chaired by DFID) and asked
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for food aid to alleviate the shortfall in local production. The donors were aware of the mismanagement of
the strategic grain reserve and of the small amount of food aid which had been provided (15,000 tons from
the EU) and consequently declined to oVer any help. They were assisted in making this decision by totally
unrealistic figures of root crop production put out by the Ministry of Agriculture. An IMF study reckoned
these estimates to be out by a factor of ten which tallies with informed opinion in Malawi.

I was fully aware that the root crop figures were a fiction and in October 2001 I co-operated with a highly
respected seniorOxford academic, who is an authority on hunger issues inMalawi, to write toDFIDwarning
of the severe problems of hunger facing theMalawian rural population and asking what measures the British
government planned to take. DFID replied that although there was a possible shortfall in maize production
the abundance of root crops ensured that there was plenty of food inMalawi. As there was no risk of hunger
the British government did not intend to take any action. How DFID staV equated a quadrupling of food
prices with a “food abundant” situation was not explained. I made a follow up in December 2001 with DFID
staV in Malawi highlighting the paucity of cassava and potatoes in the rural areas and the increasing danger
of hunger but this produced no response. USAID adopted a similar stance and the EU was unwilling to act
because of the misappropriation of their initial food aid contribution. In consequence in the most severe food
shortage in Malawi since 1949 there was no attempt by donors to mitigate the situation until the British
government finally decided to act in February/March 2002 when the crisis was almost over.

The Current Response

It would appear that lessons have now been learned and a major eVort is being made to ensure that the
tragedies of early 2002 are not repeated in the coming months. There has been a two pronged approach with
free food to be distributed by a range of NGO’s to the 25 to 30 per cent of the most vulnerable households
and funding for a subsidy on the maize to be sold to the rest of the population. This latter strategy could be
undermined in three ways. Firstly if the subsidy makes Malawian maize significantly cheaper than in
neighbouring countries then there could be substantial leakage across the border leading to shortages in
Malawi. Secondly if the amount on sale at any one time is inadequate to meet demand then there is likely to
be a repeat of last year’s experience as the wealthier members of society buy up existing stocks and resell at
prices well beyond the reach of the majority. It is too early to assess whether stocks will in fact be adequate
enough to preclude such rent seeking. Thirdly if there are shortages there may be a further repetition of last
season’s experience when scarce supplies were sent to the main towns to prevent political unrest while country
areas starved. The donors are mobilising monitors of the distribution but it remains to be seen whether they
will be adequate to prevent profiteering or misallocation of stocks.

Other Causes of the Hardships of 2001–02

Apart from the agricultural problems detailed above, the situation in Malawi was exacerbated by the
misuse of the strategic grain reserve which should have mitigated the plight of poor families by dampening
down price rises through strategic releases on to the market through the network of public sector outlets.
Instead of this the whole stock was transferred into the hands of powerful families who controlled supply to
the market so as to drive up the price of maize to levels which were completely outside to reach of themajority
of households. By February the price was six to eight times higher than it had been 12 months previously.
This not only led to widespread hardship but acted as a disincentive to the donor community to take any
ameliorating action.

Lessons to be Learned

For the longer term donors need to analysemore clearly what factors are causing perennial household food
insecurity inMalawi and adopt policies which will deal with the underlying constraints faced by poor farmers
so that they are less vulnerable to modest climatic changes. This issue is dealt with in more detail in the
next section.

As far as response to possible shortages is concerned there is a clear lesson from the Malawi experience of
2001–02 that donors have to be prepared to seek advice frommembers of the local community with a broader
knowledge of the situation than that available to their own staV many of whom have only brief local
experience. The FEWS (oYcial early warning system) staV accepted Ministry of Agriculture production
figures which were known by knowledgeable residents to be gross exaggerations. The FEWS figures were in
turn accepted by the various embassy and development agency staV who ignored alternative advice which,
in the event, turned out to be accurate.

How can Household Food Security be Improved in the Longer Term?

Malawi is in a particularly favourable situation in one way in that it is known how smallholder yields of the
staple crop can easily be doubled or trebled. Inmost of Africa such claimswould be considered nonsensical by
experienced agriculturalists but in Malawi it is a proven fact. All over the country, in every village, there are
farmers who plant hybrid maize with adequate fertiliser and obtain two, three or even four times more yield
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than their neighbours who have identical management, climate and soils but who cannot aVord hybrid seed
or fertiliser.

— Thousands of experiments over the whole country have established the appropriate varieties and
fertiliser applications to be used for maize production.

— Private seed companies produce and retail the best suited varieties.

— Private and para-statal outlets sell fertiliser across the country.

— Most important of all, the great majority of farmers are desperate to lay their hands on this
technology.

The one factor preventing this revolution from taking place is the lack of purchasing power of smallholders.
Credit is no answer for food deficit households who would have to sell food to repay the credit. In addition
macro-economic mismanagement has led to interest rates of 60 per cent which are quite beyond the capacity
of poor people.

Unfortunately the various “diversification missions” which have visited Malawi over the past decade have
failed to identify a single cash crop which could be grown by large numbers of poor people on a small area
of land to provide money for the purchase of inputs for their maize.

These poor families have one under-utilised asset which is spare labour in the dry season when no farm
work is possible. The private sector is too small to absorb this and public funds are needed to mobilise this
labour for rural infrastructural development for which there is an enormous need in a country with a very
poor rural road system, thousands of children taught in the open because of a lack of school buildings, hills
which need to be reforested and irrigation opportunities which need to be exploited. Such work can be
rewarded with vouchers for agricultural inputs which can enable farmers to double their food output. It will
also give a boost to private seed and fertiliser suppliers and eliminate the need for loss making quasi-
government rural supply depots. Experiments with this approach with thousands of farmers (funded by
USAID) have proved immensely popular and have brought quite obvious benefits both in terms of food
production and rural road development.

The BritishGovernment is funding an extensive labour intensive dry seasonwork programme but is paying
for this withmodest amounts of cash. Poor families find it almost impossible tomake savings from such small
monthly sums so that they are still unable to purchase inputs in November and break out of chronic food
insecurity. The money is earned in the dry season when food is available and has all been spent before the
hungry season comes with the rains, so that it does not even meet the families basic need for purchased food.
Participants have asked to be paid with input vouchers but the request has been turned down, possibly
because of a sense of political correctness that people should be paid in cash and not kind. Whatever the
reason the donors are missing an opportunity to move hundreds of thousands of poor smallholders into a
more secure food situation which would minimise the impact of moderate changes in climate from the long
term norm and bring about a major improvement in the whole development of rural areas.

The donor response to farmers’ problems in gaining access to inputs was to give free handouts of very small
quantities of seed and fertiliser to every family in rural Malawi. The cumulative eVect of providing 2kg. of
seed and 15 kg. of fertiliser per family had a positive impact on national food production, but the increase in
each individual’s output was quite insuYcient to carry them through the hungry season. In addition the
concept of handing out free, small packs to every family into perpetuity had little attraction for most of the
donor community. A large scale infrastructural programme along the lines of “The New Deal” which also
provides families with adequate inputs to achieve a major change in food production has much more chance
of obtaining longer term support.

It is appreciated that simply putting on fertiliser every year with no other action to improve soil quality
andmanagement is not sound husbandry and better landmanagement is being dealt with under several major
donor projects.

Stephen Carr

October 2002

APPENDIX 4

Memorandum submitted by Carlos Barahona and Sarah Levy, Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E)
Consultants to DFID and the Malawi Government for the 1999–2000 Starter Pack and 2000–01 and 2001–02

Targeted Inputs Programmes

About Us

1. We have carried out 13 nationwide research studies in Malawi since 1999. They include surveys,
participatory studies and case studies. They cover smallholder farming, food security, free inputs, market
linkages, farmers’ livelihoods and coping strategies, cultural values, poverty and population size. All the study
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reports, data and other analysis are available on CD-ROM (the Free Inputs Programmes M&E Archive
1999–2002) from ourselves or from DFID-Malawi. We believe that this archive is the most comprehensive
collection of information available on these subjects.

Main Points

2. The main points that we would like to make to the inquiry can be grouped under the headings: the scale
of food insecurity; the reasons for under-production of food; natural and human causes of the crisis; the need
for a medium-term rural development strategy; sustainable agriculture; and taking the evidence seriously,
including response to early warnings. These topics are explored in the following paragraphs.

3. The scale of food insecurity

The food crisis of 2002 was not a one-oV event. The evidence suggests that it will be repeated in 2003 and
in future years (see paragraph 5 below). Howmany people are likely to be aVected in 2003? Our food security
survey—the only such nationwide survey in 2002—shows that 45–50 per cent of smallholder farm households
faced extreme hunger in the period from February to April 2002. Depending onwhich population figures you
believe, this implies that between 4.3 and 5.8 million people in rural areas were seriously short of food in the
2002 lean period11. Malawi has a production deficit of around 780,000 tonnes of maize in 2002–03, compared
with some 600,000 tonnes in 2001–02 (see paragraph 7 below). Therefore it seems likely—unless large
amounts of food can be imported—that some 4-6 million people in rural areas will be aVected in 2003.

4. Our research shows that most smallholder farmers in Malawi are extremely poor and not self-suYcient
in maize. In the lean period, they are net purchasers of maize. We found that 86 per cent of rural smallholder
households bought maize in the 2002 lean period. Their purchasing capacity was massively eroded by the
increase in prices. We believe that policies that help to keep maize prices low are pro-poor policies.

5. The reasons for under-production of food

Maize is the main staple food crop inMalawi. In the context of infertile soils and degraded seed stocks that
is found in much of the country, crop yields are very low without improved seed and fertiliser. Farmers are
aware of the need to buy these inputs, but our research found that in 2000–01 and 2001–02, two-thirds of
smallholders could not aVord to do so. The key reason for under-production of maize is that smallholders
cannot aVord to buy inputs. For each season that they continue to lack inputs, production will be insuYcient
to meet the needs of the population, food prices will rise sharply and crises will result.

6. Natural and human causes

The smallholder sub-sector accounts for around nine tenths of total maize production in Malawi.
Smallholder farmers were hit by agricultural liberalisation in the 1990s and a sharp increase in the price of
fertilizer (owing mainly to depreciation of the kwacha) in 2000–01. In addition, in 2000–01 and 2001–02 they
faced the scaling down of the free inputs programme which had provided support and helped sustain maize
output in 1999 and 2000.

7. We can clearly distinguish between the contribution of the weather factor and free inputs to total maize
production inMalawi in recent years. The 1998–99 and 1999–2000 seasons were good, while the 2000–01 and
2001–02 seasons weremoderate/poor in weather terms. In the 1999 and 2000 harvests, underlying production
of maize reached 1.65 and 1.86 million tonnes respectively and universal Starter Pack provided additional
output of around 500,000 tonnes and 350,000 tonnes respectively. In the 2001 harvest, underlying production
fell to 1.42 million tonnes. Starter Pack—renamed the Targeted Inputs Programme (TIP)—was cut from 2.86
million beneficiaries (universal) to 1.5 million beneficiaries in the 2000–01 season and contributed only
around 75,000 tonnes to the 2001 harvest.Maize prices rose sharply. In 2002, underlying production of maize
fell further, to 1.28million tonnes, and TIP, further scaled down to 1million beneficiaries, contributed around
40,000 tonnes.

8. The need for a medium-term strategy

We believe that in addition to humanitarian relief eVorts and reforms of certain government bodies, an
eVort is needed to tackle the medium-term problem of under-production of food. There is no doubt that
enabling smallholder farmers to grow enough food to feed themselves is much cheaper than importing it,
particularly when the whole Southern African region is aVected by food scarcity. Universal Starter Pack is a
proven, eYcient method of achieving food security, and food security is clearly a pre-requisite for the success
of any poverty reduction and development eVorts.

11 The conservative estimate is based on the 1998 census. Our research suggests that the 1998 census undercounted the rural
population.
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9. However, Starter Pack should be part of a broad rural development strategy which would eventually
reduce dependence on free inputs. In our view, the Government ofMalawi should give priority to developing
a medium-term rural development strategy focusing on the smallholder sub-sector. The strategy should
include measures to improve smallholders’ livelihood opportunities and incomes, as well as Starter Pack.

10. Donors should diVerentiate clearly between medium-term strategy and crisis interventions. Many of
the donors hold the view that Malawians should decrease their dependence on maize. This is an unpopular
argument with Malawians, who have a strong cultural preference for maize. There is a valid argument for
diversification on food security grounds. However, the short-term reality is one of high dependence onmaize.
During the 2002 food crisis, telling starving people to “eat something else” when very little was available at
aVordable prices, as some donors did, was unhelpful.

11. Sustainable agriculture

The medium-term strategy should include:

— Injection of good maize and legume seed via Starter Packs.

— Village maize seed banks for Open Pollinated Variety (OPV) maize seed multiplication, as part of
future free inputs programmes.

— Crop diversification to reduce risks of failure for farmers and combat over-dependence on a single
food crop (maize).

12. Taking the evidence seriously, incl. response to early warnings

In our view, more needs to be done to ensure that evidence from research is taken on board by policy
makers, donors and other stakeholders, and that appropriate action is taken as a result.

13. The Malawi Government and some of the donors—in particular the EU Food Security OYce—did
not take the early warning signals about food crisis seriously in the 2001–02 season.As a result, much valuable
time andmany lives were lost. Development activities were undermined as poorMalawians focused on trying
to meet immediate food needs. There is a need to create a system for translating early food crisis warnings
into action. The system should agree on indicatorswhich would ring alarm bells—such as a lowmaize harvest
and sharp increases in key food prices.

14. Finally, there is a need to continue to collect reliable evidence about food security. Various donor
missions which visited the country in March 2002 found a lack of reliable data. In the past three years, we
have trained a team from the Ministry of Agriculture to carry out our surveys to internationally acceptable
standards. We believe that it is important that the Ministry “institutionalise” it by setting up an Agriculture
and Food Security M&E unit comprising these trained personnel.

Carlos Barahona, Senior Statistician, Statistical Services Centre, The University of Reading

Sarah Levy, Economist, Calibre Consultants (UK)

October 2002

APPENDIX 5

Memorandum submitted by Traidcraft12

Introduction

1. Traidcraft welcomes this inquiry into the humanitarian crisis in southern Africa. Traidcraft is a fair
trade organisation encompassing a trading company (Traidcraft Plc) and a capacity building NGO
(Traidcraft Exchange), committed to using trade as a vehicle for poverty alleviation. Traidcraft Plc is the
UK’s largest fair trade company with an annual turnover of £10 million per annum. Traidcraft is an active
participant in the wider movement to promote fair trade13.

2. Traidcraft works in developing countries with producers of agricultural, manufactured or handcrafted
products whose circumstances eVectively exclude or marginalise them from the mainstream trading system.
Terms of trading are set in a way that ensures producers receive a price that covers a fair return on capital
costs and labour, and business training and support where needed. In particular Traidcraft works to establish
trading relationships that are transparent, equitable and sustainable thereby ensuring that producers are able
to overcome barriers to trade and establish sustainable livelihoods. Traidcraft views its work as actively

12 The following from Traidcraft’s network contributed to this paper: Elvas Kadzako, Managing Director of Development
Trading Limited (Malawi); JohnMcGrath, Chair of the TEEM Project (Malawi); Bonaventura Chidzard, Managing Director
of Pamet (Malawi).

13 Other bodies that make up the Fair Trade Movement include, the International Federation for Alternative Trade (IFAT)
www.ifat.org; the Fairtrade Labelling Organisation (FLO) www.fairtrade.net and its UK representative, the Fairtrade
Foundation (FTF) www.fairtrade.org.uk Consumption of fair trade products in the UK grew by over 40 per cent in 2000–01.
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contributing to the realisation of the Millennium Development Goals, which seek to reduce the number of
people living in absolute poverty by half by 2015. Traidcraft works with producers from South and South
East Asia, Central and South America, the Caribbean and East Africa. In southern Africa, Traidcraft works
in Malawi, Mauritius, Zambia, South Africa and Zimbabwe.

3. As an organisation working to secure long-term, sustainable development for some of the poorest
groups, the current humanitarian crisis in southern Africa is of deep concern to Traidcraft. Systemic poverty
ensures that people are vulnerable to the kind of shocks that southern Africa is currently experiencing—and
greatly exacerbates their impacts on marginalised communities. While critical for providing emergency relief
once a shock has reached crisis proportions, the policies of donors and the international community more
widely can either contribute to or lessen this vulnerability.

4. This submission does not oVer an exhaustive analysis of the factors contributing to the current crisis,
butwill rather focus on the experience of the Traidcraft network in the region, in particular the factors directly
aVecting people in our suppliers’ trading chains at present14. Traidcraft seeks to “fight poverty through
trade”, so this submission will also point to the relevant links between trade and poverty.

The Impact of the Crisis

5. Famine related deaths

In Malawi, according to Traidcraft partners and suppliers, there is no doubt that the current crisis has led
to many deaths, particularly in late 2001 and early 2002. According to theNGOActionAid, between January
and April 2002 at least 500–1,000 people died of hunger and hunger-related diseases in southern and central
Malawi, making this the worst famine in living memory15. Lack of access to food forced vulnerable farmers
to consume their maize harvest before it was ready—while it was still “green”. This left many without
adequate supplies to plant and is expected to lead to a second crisis later this year and early next year when
harvests again will be unable to meet demand.

6. Increased levels of malnutrition and disease

The crisis has aVected communities in other ways. Many families are now unable to have even one meal a
day leading to increased levels of malnutrition which leaves the young and the old vulnerable to disease. This
places a severe burden on families where members are unable to work and therefore generate cash income
due to illness. This in turn leads to a vicious cycle as lack of a cash income leaves families unable to buy
medicines when required.

7. Education suVering

Traidcraft’s partners point to the eVects that the crisis is having on education. Many parents are unable to
pay the school fees for children in secondary school or provide the food needed by their children at primary
school. Childrenmay also be taken out of school to help their parents look for food. Some children are simply
too weak and hungry to attend school. ActionAid reports a 25 per cent drop out rate in one area due to
hunger16.

8. Migration

The crisis in rural areas has lead to increased migration to nearby towns and urban centres. Employees of
one of Traidcraft’s producer organisations—PAMET17—based in Blantyre report pressure as relatives who
have not been able to harvest enough maize arrive from the villages.

9. Economic slow down

Economic activity inMalawi is primarily driven by the performance of the agricultural sector. The current
crisis has led to a more general decline in economic activity with some high profile companies closing down
or operating below capacity. The associated retrenchments have exacerbated poverty and insecurity. Press
Corporation Limited group Chief Executive, Matthews Chikaonda attributed the recent closure of one of its
subsidiaries, Hardware andGeneral Dealer Limited to, “stoppage of development aid, famine and the under-
performance of the economy which has eroded the purchasing power of households.”18 This is compounded

14 Traidcraft would be happy to supply the Committee with further detailed information on the issues highlighted in this
submission.

15 “State of Disaster: Causes, Consequences and Policy Lessons from Malawi”, Action Aid, June 2002. Available at:
www.actionaid.org/resources/pdfs/malawifamine.pdf

16 “State of Disaster: Causes, Consequences and Policy Lessons from Malawi”, Action Aid, June 2002.
17 PAMET aims address the shortage of school supplies and improve the quality of primary education in Malawi using small-
scale paper making and recycling technology.

18 The Malawi Nation “Hardware and General Dealers Limited Closes”, 2 October 2002.
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by falling prices for key commodities such as tea, coVee and tobacco. Workers in these industries are
particularly vulnerable when they are dependent on estate owners to provide them with food. Following the
dramatic rise of food prices there have been reports of owners releasing workers so that they do not have to
feed them19. Agriculture across southern Africa has been impacted by recent events in Zimbabwe, which has
frightened buyers away from the region.

Vulnerability and Security Factors Identified

10. Southern Africa has been racked by shockwaves from a relatively minor climatic hiccup—certainly
when compared to the two years of sustained drought that preceded the 1991–92 crisis. It is important to
understand the factors contributing to this. In particular it is important to find out why so many people are
more vulnerable now—and have been tipped over the edge into chronic food insecurity—than they were 10
years ago and what factors can reduce this vulnerability and provide eVective coping strategies for poor and
marginalised communities.

Lack of sustainable income generating opportunities

11. In Malawi 87 per cent of total employment is agriculture based and agriculture provides over 60 per
cent of the income of the rural poor20. There is a chronic lack of reliable, year-round income generating
opportunities, which could provide people with the means to survive such a crisis. Reasons for this include
the high cost of borrowing, lack of eVective market access, lack of access to credit and poor transport
facilities. This ensures that communities remain dependent on subsistence farming supplemented by seasonal
casual work on plantations and neighbours farms—often for very low rates of pay. When the agricultural
sector as a whole is hit by a crisis, the coping strategies available to the poor are severely limited.

12. Traidcraft’s approach aims to broaden coping mechanisms and ultimately sustain livelihoods through
providing access to year-round trading and income earning opportunities. In Malawi, Traidcraft’s partner
fair trade company, Development Trading Limited, pays a group of over 1000 basket weavers a deposit of
25–50 per cent of the final price of each basket on commencement of weaving. The balance is paid on
collection of the baskets. The baskets are exported to businesses in Germany and the UK.

13. This kind of equitable financial partnership has proved to be a vital tool for sustainable poverty
alleviation for the communities involved, but has been especially critical in the present crisis. Part of the
money the basket weavers earn is used to buy food. Weavers with children in secondary school have been
able to pay their fees. Even though primary school is free, fair income generating opportunities can make a
real diVerence to school attendance and performance.Where children are not provided ameal at school, being
able to take food with them means that there are both more likely to attend and will be more able to
concentrate.

14. Importantly such income generating opportunities provide an element of year-round security to
supplement income from sale of crops, which is earned only once or twice a year—or not at all in crisis years.
Income earned provides incentive for saving and investment in other non-seasonal enterprises. This increases
the number of coping strategies available to vulnerable groups. Livelihood opportunities that can be
combined with agriculture and farm tasks are particularly important; for example DTL are also buying rice
from smallholders for a fair price and then selling this to National Milling in Blantyre.

15. The fair prices and premium paid to businesses and communities engaged in fair trade also allows
collective saving schemes which are then invested in community-based projects that improve the standard of
living of all.

Failure of donor policies

16. The countries in southernAfrica aVected by the current crisis are extremely poor. Several partners have
pointed out that the current crisis is only an extension of the hardships and insecurities faced by poor
communities in these areas each year. According to Malawi’s 1998 integrated household survey 65 per cent
of the population is poor and nearly thirty per cent are living in extreme poverty. Malawi is particularly
dependent on donor finance. 80 per cent of the development budget and 40 per cent of the recurrent budget
comes from donors21. Those countries most severely aVected by the current crisis are also heavily indebted.22

These factors lead to a high degree of donor responsibility for policy making. The levels of (sometimes
conflicting) policy prescriptions and conditionalities imposed by donors places an increased burden on

19 “State of Disaster: Causes, Consequences and Policy Lessons from Malawi”, Action Aid, June 2002.
20 Government of Malawi, “Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper” 2002.
21 Reserve Bank of Malawi, 2000.
22 In the case of Malawi, interim debt relief has not been released—despite the severity of the current crisis—as the IMF deems
that the government is oV track with its commitments. According to the Jubilee Debt Network, theWorld Bank has stated that
even with full HIPC relief Malawi’s debt will remain unsustainable. Zambia has only just had its finance released after
suspension and again, its debt is considered unsustainable even after relief. Zambia’s debt service is 126 per cent of what it
receives in aid.
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domestic governments and decreases the space for domestic policy making. Several partners have pointed to
inappropriate donor policies and lack of donor co-ordination as factors contributing to the current crisis.

17. Access to agricultural inputs is critical to production in Malawi. A number of problems have been
faced on this front. Liberalisation of farm inputs, such as seeds and fertilisers, combined with exchange rate
liberalisation, as part of donor prescribed structural adjustment programmes have made them too expensive
for most people. The Starter Pack scheme aimed to support production by restoring access to these inputs.
Following widespread distribution of the packs in 1998–99 and 1999–2000, in 2000 it was scaled back and
“targeted”. The number of households receiving this vital input fell from 2.8 million to 1 million. Combined
with localised flooding this contributed to a dramatic decline in agricultural output and a rapid rise in food
prices. In Malawi, production fell from 2.5 million metric tons in 1999–2000 to 1.7 million metric tons in
2000–01. The price for one kilo of maize rose from MK4 in June 2001 to over MK40 in January 2002.

18. Donor driven partial deregulation of Malawi’s grain marketing board, ADMARC, has meant that
structures and safety nets that were in place in the 1991–92 crisis are no longer there. In particular the board
had in the past had a comprehensive network of outlets through which food could be delivered in times of
crisis.

19. Traidcraft’s partnerships around theworld show that trade based on principles of transparency, equity
and sustainability can contribute to poverty alleviation. Where merely boosting competition and economic
openness are the driving factors, trade’s contribution to sustainable development can be minimal and in the
worse case, can be counter productive.

Governance issues

20. It is clear that in Malawi, mismanagement, governance and accountability issues have contributed to
the current crisis. Following donor advice to reduce the level at which Malawi held strategic grain reserves,
it appears that the entire reserve was sold oV. It also appears that the bulk was sold locally—rather than being
exported as the IMF recommended. This allowed local traders to hoard the maize and benefit from higher
prices when hunger hit. Investigations into the involvement of senior figures in this matter are continuing.

21. Traidcraft believes that donors owe a duty of care to governments where they have a high degree of
responsibility for decision making to support the development of the principles and practice of open,
responsible and accountable governance. We recognise the important work that DFID is doing in Malawi
on this subject.

HIV/AIDS

22. HIV/AIDS rates have increased dramatically in southern Africa since the 1991–92 crisis. In Malawi it
is estimated that 15 per cent of the adult population is HIV positive, in Zambia this figure is 21.5 per cent and
in Zimbabwe 33.7 per cent.23 This has been critical is exacerbating vulnerability. People are less able to devote
suYcient attention to their crops because they are sick or are giving care to a familymember who is sick.What
spare income a family has may have to be spent on medicines to treat opportunistic infections. For people
living with HIV/AIDS, food shortages bring a host of problems, including an increase in the occurrence of
secondary infections as their resistance declines due to poor nutrition. The resulting increased costs of care-
giving and loss of productive labour has an asset-stripping eVect on households as well as on their
purchasing power.

23. Traidcraft’s approach of creating sustainable livelihood opportunities to poor and marginalised
communities through trade can be important in helping to mitigate the increased vulnerability of already-
marginalised communities due to HIV/AIDS. Traidcraft is exploring ways of ensuring that its practice takes
into account these impacts and encourages other agencies and donors to do the same.

Recommendations

24. Increased support for sustainable income-generating projects

The experience of the current crisis in Southern Africa demonstrates that access to fair and sustainable
income generating activities has been critical in mitigating the impacts of the current humanitarian crisis for
the poor andmarginalised groups that Traidcraft works with. InMalawi, DFIDare supporting this approach
through a £2.6 million grant to Traidcraft Exchange. Such relationships should be further supported,
encouraged and replicated wherever possible, including through donor policies and national owned and
agreed poverty plans. The development of a strong agricultural sector should not only be seen as important
for food security, but also as a springboard for economic diversification and subsequent further
industrialisation.

23 UNAIDS, 2002.
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25. Support for greater participation of marginalised groups in policy making

It is clear that total liberalisation of agricultural markets was not an appropriate policy recommendation
for a country like Malawi. In this case donors’ “one size fits all” approach to economic development has had
disastrous consequences. Countries should be allowed the flexibility and policy space to support and promote
those industries or sectors that they deemmost appropriate for their people and their future development. In
poor and unequal societies the voice of marginalised producers and the informal sector is too easily
overwhelmed by more powerful economic interests, leading to policies that may have limited eVects on
poverty. In particular donors should encourage the eVective participation in policy making of those most
aVected.

26. Greater attention to the quality of trade promoted

The relationship between poverty and trading is a delicate one. Access to trading opportunities can—when
organised in a fair and sustainable way—lessen vulnerability and support poverty alleviation. However too
much emphasis on an aggregate increase in trade with insuYcient attention paid to the structure and quality
of the relationships involved may lead to increased vulnerability of the poorest.

Traidcraft

October 2002

APPENDIX 6

Memorandum submitted by UNICEF

Many people in the international relief community are linking the current crisis in Eastern and Southern
Africa primarily with drought and food shortage.

The questions raised by the new inquiry into the humanitarian crisis in Southern Africa relate primarily to
agricultural practice, commercial farming and food aid.

It is true that the region has been aVected by erratic rainfall, inappropriate agricultural policies and, in some
cases, misguided economic policies.

But the scope of the humanitarian emergency in Southern Africa is much broader. Its roots lie in problems
that existed before the onset of the present drought.

HIV/AIDS will kill many more women and children than the lack of rainfall. And the AIDS catastrophe
will continue long after the rains return to the region.

The average HIV/AIDS prevalence rate in the six most-aVected countries is 25 per cent. This has removed
and will continue to remove farmers, teachers, health workers, drivers, small businessmen and women (and
people from all segments of the population) from productive work. It has deprived and will continue to
deprive children of their parents.

HIV/AIDS not only prevents people from working, it also causes severe and painful secondary infections.
These require expensive treatment and drugs, for which families often sell oV vital productive assets.

Of the estimated 12.8 million people aVected, 55 per cent are children. And 2.3 million are children under-
five. Many of these will become increasingly malnourished, sick and unable to continue in school. They will
face increased demands by their families to participate in household activities such as collecting water and
firewood, farming, searching for wild fruits, carrying out small jobs for food or money, or caring for sick
family members.

By 2010, the South African economy will be 20 per cent smaller than it would have been without HIV/
AIDS. This is a total loss of about $17 billion.

Throughout the region, the private sector will be aVected, both through reduced production and through
a switch in foreign direct investment to less aVected countries.

The pandemic will reduce the number of teachers and health workers, both by death and by migration.

The number of orphans will double.

Uncontrolled, HIV/AIDS may make countries helplessly unprepared to cope with drought or floods, and
may ultimately break down societies as we know them today.

The “food crisis” in Southern Africa is not a one-oV emergency. It is the result of a long-term process.

The responses of the international community must address not only the problems of food shortage, but
also the deep-rooted and complex problems caused by HIV/AIDS.

UNICEF (United Nations Children’s Fund)

October 2002
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APPENDIX 7

Memorandum submitted by the World Development Movement

Introduction

The World Development Movement (WDM) welcomes this International Development Committee
inquiry.WDM is an independent research and advocacy organisationwith 8,000members, 20,000 supporters
and 100 local groups across the UK, operating as a democratic membership organisation. WDM’s aim is to
ensure that the policies of governments, international agencies and companies towards developing countries
promote fairness, opportunities for the poor and respect for the rights of vulnerable and disadvantaged
people.

WDM undertakes research, maintains close contact with the government and Parliamentarians, and
educates members of the public on the importance of changing policies in the UK, EU and multilateral
institutions on financing for development.WDMdoes not give humanitarian aid, but campaigns on the issues
that it regards as the cause of such crises. Since its establishment in 1970, WDM has campaigned for more
finance for development, more eVective use of funding, and policies that will achieve greater benefits for
the poor.

— On aid, WDM has campaigned for larger aid budgets, an end to the commercialisation of aid, and
an end to the harsh economic conditions attached to bilateral and multilateral aid. WDM
successfully challenged the government in the High Court over the Pergau dam.

— Since the early 1980s,WDMhas campaigned for an opportunity for the poorest countries to escape
the trap of poverty and indebtedness. WDM was a founder member of Jubilee 2000 and currently
a Board member of the Jubilee Debt Coalition.

— On trade, WDM has campaigned for phase out of EU’s restrictions on the import of textiles and
garments from the poorest countries, access to the EU for commodity exports and a fairer deal for
developing countries at the Ministerial Conferences in Seattle and Doha.

— On investment, WDM has opposed to the Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI) and
proposed new investment rules that would aim to create a stronger link between foreign investment
and poverty reduction.

This submission centres on the crisis in Malawi, the subject of a recent report commissioned by WDM,
“Structural Damage: the causes and consequences of Malawi’s food crisis”.24

The Humanitarian Crisis in Malawi (Executive Summary of the Report)

1. There is a common perception that the food crisis in Malawi has been caused by the floods that ruined
the planting season in 2001, or by widespread Government corruption and mismanagement. These
undoubtedly have contributed to the crisis. But there is another cause, which has been evenmore significant—
inappropriate policies of donor agencies, led by the International Monetary Fund (IMF).

2. Hunger and food shortage has always been a problem in Malawi, hence the poor nutrition levels of 32
per cent of the population. In the past, food shortages have been addressed through food aid from donors
and Government subsidies for basic food channelled through the grain board, the Agricultural Development
and Marketing Corporation (ADMARC). This system has allowed the people of Malawi to survive the
seasons of adverse weather, and the Government corruption and mismanagement which has persisted
through years of good harvest and bad.

3. However, over the past 20 years the agriculture sector has been restructured by the IMF and World
Bank, under their structural adjustment policies. In agriculture, these policies are supposedly aimed at
improving eYciency and productivity. But, as in other countries such as Zambia and Mozambique, the
donors have ignored the reality of farming systems in Malawi and have assumed that markets will be able to
meet social aims; to supply food at aVordable prices throughout the country, and to ensure that smallholder
farmers can feed their families. Instead, Malawi now faces chronic food insecurity. The IMF/World Bank
policies in Malawi’s agricultural sector, supported by the bilateral aid donors, have failed.

4. Prior to these reform programs, the Malawi Government could ensure food availability even in the
remotest areas of the country. Through subsidies and controlled prices, farmers were assured of aVordable
farm inputs and grain stores were maintained in remote areas. However, with the introduction of the
agricultural reforms, Malawi is now faced by famine even more serious than the fabled 1949 hunger crisis.

5. As in other countries, agricultural reforms were imposed on Malawi without the donors having
undertaken a proper analysis of their potential impact and consequences, particularly on the poor. Standard
policies were applied to Malawi, following a one-size-fits-all approach. Subsidies for small farmers and the
poor were reduced, price controls and regulations removed, and agencies that played a social role, such as
the agricultural marketing agency, ADMARC, were re-structured and/or privatised.

24 Available at: www.wdm.org.uk/cambriefs/debt/Malawi%20Final.pdf
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6. The results in Malawi have included price rises and increased volatility. For instance, the removal of
price controls has led to a price increase for maize of 400 per cent between October 2001 and March 2002.
Private grain traders have followed the market signals all too well—they have hoarded supplies and made
money out of food shortages. This spirit of profiteering has fuelled corruption amongst Government oYcials
in Malawi.

7. Agricultural reforms have done little to address the real problems of food production inMalawi—rural
poverty, the impact of HIV/AIDS and discrimination against women. The chronic levels of poverty in
Malawi’s rural areas significantly aVects agricultural productivity as it directly impacts on labour availability,
access to inputs, health and education and other key social indicators. Over 60 per cent of Malawians live
below the poverty line and 20 per cent of Malawi’s adult population are HIV positive.

8. Women constitute 70 per cent of Malawi’s full time farmers and 87 per cent of the total agricultural
labour force. Yet, despite their numbers and enormous contribution to the agricultural economy, they remain
marginalized from the mainstream agricultural economy. Gender diVerentiated access to resources and
benefits continue to hinder their full participation, even though this is indispensable to lifting food
productivity and increasing Malawi’s economic prosperity generally.

9. There is no doubt that Malawi needs agricultural reforms so as to enhance productivity and food
security. There is no doubt either that Government parastatals, such as ADMARC, need to improve their
management through reform. But, rather than ensuring that social aims are achieved through accountable
Government, the IMF/World Bank and other donors have pursued an agenda of austerity, deregulation and
privatisation. And when, as in Malawi’s case, there have been disastrous outcomes, they have denied any
responsibility. The agenda of good governance and accountability has all too often been abused by donors,
using it as leverage to ensure that developing country Governments comply with their policies. It must also
be applied to the donors themselves.

10. In addition to policy influence, the donors have insisted thatMalawi continue to service its foreign debt
at a time when there is widespread hunger. Even after debt reduction under the Heavily Indebted Poor
Countries (HIPC) initiative, debt service still amounts to around 29 per cent of Malawi’s Government
spending. This heavy burden is further compounding the humanitarian crisis confronting such a poor nation.

11. The policies that donors have proposed for dealing with the crisis include food aid, but also an IMF
loan of US$37million to purchase maize. Since there is a shortage of grain in southern Africa, Malawi will
most likely be forced to purchase grain from the US, including genetically modified grain. In its unmilled
form, it will be used by desperate farmers to plant out. Malawi, as has been the case with other countries, will
have GM crops introduced by the back door.

12. If countries in the South are to make any meaningful growth in their economies a new approach in the
world economy is needed. The relations between the rich North and the poor South have to be re-defined.
African Governments, supported by civil society, must be given the leading role in developing policies for
their countries, instead of the IMF/WB dictating policy. Matters of food security and trade policy are
fundamentally matters of justice and human rights. It is important therefore that poor countries are given
enough space to articulate and implement their own policies, with the support of the international
community.

Recommendations:

13. Malawi must maintain an eYcient and transparent grain reserve agency to ensure adequate supply of
maize throughout the year.

— The function and stocking level of the Strategic Grain Reserve (SGR) must be decided by the
Malawi Government.

— The SGR must be adequately capitalised and, if necessary, its operations must be subsidised.

— A rapid response mechanism is needed to deal with future food crises at an early stage.

— The SGR must be subject to regular independent audit, with oversight from Parliament and civil
society.

— Malawian civil society must participate in future policy decisions that impact directly on household
food security.

— The right to development and food, which is enshrined inMalawi’s constitution,must be articulated
into explicit obligations on behalf of all the parties involved in ensuring national food security
policy. Accountability for protecting violations of citizens’ right to food and to development must
rest with the Malawi Government.

14. Agricultural policy should be re-oriented to address the core problems of rural poverty, the escalating
HIV/AIDS pandemic, and the marginalisation of women.

15. Donors should build the capacity of theMalawi Government to undertake Poverty and Social Impact
Assessment (PSIA), with the participation of civil society, on all major policies.
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16. There should be full cancellation of Malawi’s long term debts, on the understanding that funds are
invested in the development of Malawi’s economy and its people.

17. TheMalawiGovernmentmust take the lead in economic policy-making, and donors should play a role
in building, not supplanting, the capacity of Government to do so with full accountability to Parliament and
civil society.

World Development Movement

October 2002

APPENDIX 8

Memorandum submitted by World Vision

World Vision is one of the world’s largest Christian humanitarian relief and development agencies,
working in over 90 countries around the world. Over 50 years of programming experience have enabled us
to develop expertise in emergency relief and disaster mitigation, working with the UK Government, EU,
major donors and private supporters in places such as Southern Africa, Gujarat, Goma and Kosovo. Our
long-term work focuses upon sustainable community development programmes, alleviating poverty by
empowering communities to overcome vulnerabilities and manage external shocks.

In May 2002, World Vision (WV) initiated a region-wide response to the southern African food crisis,
which is now placing 18.4 million people at risk of starvation by early 2003. The aVected countries in the
Southern African Region are Angola, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Swaziland, Zambia and Zimbabwe.
By September 30 2002 WV had reached a total of 1,871,345 beneficiaries in the region25 and this figure is
expected to reach 2.4 million. Strategic interventions to address hunger will initially include food aid
distribution and will then move into agricultural recovery and food security programmes which will cover
health, water, sanitation, nutrition, HIV/AIDS and advocacy interventions. Thus far World Vision has
committed £35 million to addressing these needs.

Evidence

The following evidence relates to those questions where World Vision has specific concerns:26

Question 1.1. What factors contributed to the food crisis and what role did issues of governance, agricultural
practice, commercial farming of cash crops etc, play in exacerbating the crisis?

Most of the contributing factors have beenwell documented by theWFP and others.27 However, one factor
that has not been highlighted until very recently is the long-term but steady deterioration of the natural
resource base due largely to increasing population pressure and unsustainable livelihood systems. Many
farming systems in southern Africa are characterised by rapidly declining soil fertility, vegetative cover and
water supplies, and exacerbated by longer periods of below average summer rainfall.

The farming systems are often unsustainable because the agricultural technologies and practices are
dependent on crops requiring high levels of externally supplied inputs. These farming systems have developed
as a result of decades of government policies which have created over-reliance on maize in particular as the
single most important staple food crop with technologies (particularly seed varieties) that require high levels
of production and credit inputs, and management. Alternative appropriate technologies and practices that
can contribute to a reversal of current trends do exist. For example World Vision in Zambia is promoting
agro-forestry and World Vision in Mozambique is encouraging non-mechanical irrigation techniques;
however, these are generally not popular among ministries of agriculture in the region.

The impact of commercial farming of cash crops, including staple cereals, varies between countries. Whilst
there appears to have been little disruptive impact in the large-scale commercial sector in Zambia for example,
the presentMalawi government’s policy of encouraging small-scale cash crop production, especially tobacco,
in marginal agro-ecological areas has had a significant impact in exacerbating present food shortages, for
example the Southern Region districts bordering the Shire highlands.

Recommendation: Governments must pursue policies that diversify agricultural production away from
dependence on single staple food crops and promote the development and dissemination of local input
technologies to ensure long-term sustainable agricultural production.

25 This figure excludes Angola.
26 Responding to IDC Press Notice 29: see www.parliament.uk/commons/selcom/indpnt29.htm
27 WFP Launches Massive Regional Appeal as Starvation Threatens Millions www.wfp.org/index.asp/section%2
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Question 1.2. What evidence is there of governments and other organisations taking steps to predict andmitigate
food shortages?

Governments have done little to prepare themselves for periods of food shortages. The FAOFamine Early
Warning System/FEWS appears not to have significantly improved forecasting trends in food security at
national or regional level, possibly because funding has been limited and government support has not always
been wholehearted eg Malawi 2000–01. WFP/FAO, working with host governments, have endeavoured to
predict food stocks at district up to regional level, mainly through selective surveys at harvest time. These
surveys are under-funded eg Mozambique 1997–2000, and can be unduly influenced by local political
pressures.

World Vision International has recently (2001) instigated a FEWS at community level to assist World
Vision national oYces in preparing for times of food shortage eg World Vision Mozambique.

Recommendation: Locally based organisations working in partnership with rural communities to develop
agriculture should be included in assessments of food stocks.

Question 3. What support is needed to ensure future food security?

Recommendation: It is essential that governments encourage rural communities to broaden their food
production and change their consumption patterns, to reduce their reliance on a single cereal staple crop (see
1 above). Further, governments should be encouraged to support fully appropriate practices to reverse the
continuing decline in the natural resource base that small scale farmers depend on for their livelihood.

Question 4.1. How should the provision of food aid and longer-term measures to ensure food security be
balanced?

There is a danger that, once recovered, rural families will return to their previous livelihood and farming
systems and then be poorly prepared for future food supply crises.

Recommendation: Short-term humanitarian interventions should be linked with appropriate training and
community-based organisations to enable food producers in the region to move to more sustainable
livelihood systems that will ensure long-term food security.

Question 4.2. What is and should be the role of the WFP, FAO and other UN and international organisations?

Several countries within the region have suggested that the Southern African Development Community
(SADC) should play amore active role inmobilising resources beyond national boundaries for the food crisis.
The benefits of SADC being more actively involved would be reduced duplication of eVort and less
competition. SADC would need to have its capacity strengthened to undertake this task. The administrative
procedures of international organisations have sometimes worked against the overall objectives of providing
timely food aid in a balanced way eg during the 2000 and 2001 floods in Mozambique.

Recommendation: SADC should be strengthened to play a more active role in mobilising resources for
food aid and long-term agricultural development. UN organisations should play a stronger facilitating and
co-ordinating role.

World Vision

October 2002


